
 
 

MEETING OF THE GEORGE WASHINGTON REGIONAL COMMISSION 
September 21, 2020, 6:00 p.m. 

 
AGENDA 

 
Due to the nature of the Declaration of a State of Emergency due to Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pursuant to Code § 2.2-

3708.2 this meeting is to be held by electronic communications, via the web platform GoToMeeting. The catastrophic nature of 
this declared emergency makes it impracticable and unsafe to assemble a quorum in a single location, and the purpose of this 

meeting is to discuss or transact the business statutorily required or necessary to continue operations of the public body. 
 

1. Call GWRC Meeting to Order – Chairman Cathy Binder 
 

2. Pledge of Allegiance 
 

3. Roll Call and Determination of Quorum – Dr. Linda Millsaps, Executive Director 
 

4. Approval of the GWRC Agenda (ACTION ITEM) 
 

5. Approval of Minutes of August 17, 2020 GWRC Meeting (ACTION ITEM) 
 

6. Public Involvement – Comments and questions from members of the public are welcome at this time. 
 

7. Financial Report – Michele Dooling, Director of Finance & Personnel 
a. Monthly Financial Report (August 2020) 
b. Audit Update 

 
8. Presentations 

a. Update on 2020 Chesapeake Bay Watershed PDC Locality Implementation Program – Denise 
Nelson, P.E., CFM, ENV SP, LEED AP, Environmental Engineer, The Berkley Group 

 
9. Old Business 

a. GWRC 5307 Funding through Vanpool Alliance 
i. GWRC Resolution 21-05: 5307 Reprogramming Request from FRED (ACTION ITEM) – 

Jamie Jackson, Director of Public Transit, FRED 
ii. Process for Allocating Additional 5307 Funds – Dr. Linda Millsaps and Kate Gibson 

1. Option 1: Competitive Funding Process 
2. Option 2: Leveraging 5307 to Reallocate CMAQ and STBG 
3. Option 3: Hybrid of Options 1 and 2 

 
10. New Business 

a. Banking RFP – Dr. Linda Millsaps 
b. Review of Draft FY20 GWRC Annual Report – Dr. Linda Millsaps 
c. Review of Draft FY21 Annual Dues Proposal – Dr. Linda Millsaps 
d. Executive Director’s Report – Dr. Linda Millsaps 

i. Grants Update 
ii. Staffing Update 

iii. RFP and Contract Templates 
iv. FOIA Training 

 
11. Correspondence 

 
12. Joint Meeting with FAMPO Policy Committee: Presentation on Transit Funding – Todd Horsley, Director of 

Northern Virginia Transit Programs, Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT) 
 

13. Adjourn GWRC Meeting 
Next GWRC Meeting: October 19, 2020 

 
George Washington Regional Commission meetings are open to the public. Public participation is solicited without regard to race, color, national origin, 

age, sex, religion, disability or family status. Persons who require special accommodations under the Americans with Disabilities Act or persons who 
require translation services (free of charge) should contact the GWRC at (540) 642-1579 or gibson@gwregion.org at least two days prior to the meeting. 

If hearing impaired, telephone 1-800-273-7545 (TDD). La participación pública es solicitada sin distinción de raza, color, origen nacional, edad, sexo, 
religión, discapacidad o su estado familiar. Las personas que requieren alojamiento especial de acuerdo con el Americans with Disabilities Act, o 

personas que requieren servicios de traducción (libre de cargo) deben comunicarse con la GWRC al (540) 642-1579 o gibson@gwregion.org al menos 
dos días antes de la reunión. Personas con problemas auditivos, llama 1-800-273-7545 (TDD). 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

5. Approval of Minutes of August 17, 2020 GWRC Meeting   
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE 
GEORGE WASHINGTON REGIONAL COMMISSION 

August 17, 2020  
 GWRC Conference Room  
 
MEMBERS PRESENT: Chair, Cathy Binder, County of King George; Jason Graham & Matt 
Kelly, City of Fredericksburg; Jeff Black & Nancy Long, Caroline County; Annie Cupka, King 
George County; Tim McLaughlin, Spotsylvania County & Meg Bohmke & Tom Coen, Stafford 
County 

 
MEMBERS ABSENT: Chris Yakabouski, Spotsylvania County  
 
OTHERS IN ATTENDANCE:   Denise Nelson, Berkley Group; Todd Horsley, Ciara Williams 
& Kate Youngbluth, DRPT; Jamie Jackson, FRED; Paul Agnello, Spotsylvania County; & Alex 
Owsiak, Stafford County 
 
STAFF: Linda Millsaps; Leigh Anderson, Maria Cornett, Michele Dooling, Kate Gibson, Adam 
Hager, Jennifer Morgan & Sam Shoukas 
 
CALL TO ORDER:  Ms. Binder called the meeting to order at 6:02 p.m. with a quorum present; 
which was followed by the Pledge of Allegiance. 
 
Ms. Binder read the Declaration in regard to the August 17th meeting being held in a virtual and 
remote setting. 
 
** Due to the nature of the Declaration of a State of Emergency due to Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pursuant 
to Code 2.2-3708.2, this meeting is to be held by electronic communications, via the web platform GoToMeeting.  The 
catastrophic nature of this declared emergency makes it impossible and unsafe to assemble a quorum in a single location 
and the purpose of this meeting is to discuss or transact the business statutorily required or necessary to continue 
operations of the public body.     
 
APPROVAL OF GWRC MEETING AGENDA - Meeting August 17, 2020 

 
Upon motion made by Mr. Kelly & seconded by Ms. Bohmke, with all concurring, the August 17th 
GWRC meeting agenda was approved as submitted.    
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 
 

a.) June 24, 2020 GWRC Meeting (Action Item) 
 
Upon motion by Mr. Kelly and seconded by Mr. Coen, with Ms. Cupka, Mr. Graham, & Ms. Long 
all abstaining and all others concurring, the June 24th GWRC minutes were approved as submitted at 
the August 17th GWRC meeting. 
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b.) July 20, 2020 GWRC Meeting (Action Item) 
 

Upon motion by Mr. Kelly and seconded by Mr. Black, with all concurring, the July 20th GWRC 
minutes were approved as submitted at the August 17th GWRC meeting. 
  

c.) August 10, 2020 GWRC Meeting (Action Item) 
 

Ms. Bohmke advised there was a typographical error on page 3 of the August 10th minutes.  Ms. 
Bohmke relayed the error was not content-related and GWRC staff advised the minutes would be 
amended after conclusion of tonight’s meeting.   
 
Upon motion by Mr. Graham and seconded by Mr. Coen, with all concurring, the August 10th 
GWRC minutes were approved at the August 17th GWRC meeting. 
 
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT: None 
 
FINANCIAL REPORT:  Michele Dooling, Director of Finance & Personnel 
 

a.) Monthly Financial Report (June 2020) 
b.) Year-to-Date Financial Report (July 2019 – June 2020) 

 
Ms. Dooling provided updates to both the Monthly Financial Report for June, 2020 and the Year-
to-Date Financial Report for July, 2019 to June, 2020.  Ms. Dooling stated the reports are included 
in tonight’s member agenda packet.  There were no questions asked of Ms. Dooling from the 
GWRC committee members. 
  
PRESENTATIONS: 
 

a.) Environmental Strategic Plan – Denise Nelson, Berkley Group 
 

Ms. Nelson advised the Berkley Group has been working with GWRC in the development of an 
Environmental Strategic Plan.  Ms. Nelson stated a draft plan was completed on August 1, 2020 and 
a final plan is to be submitted by November 15th.  Ms. Nelson relayed once completed, the final plan 
will be submitted to the GWRC committee members for review.  Ms. Nelson stated the 
Environmental Strategic Plan looks at the region and its needs and then creates a coordinated scope 
of work to be completed within 10 years.  Ms. Nelson relayed the development of the 
Environmental Strategic Plan is funded with various grants and includes impacts of DEQ guidelines, 
Chesapeake Bay Watershed compliance regulations, etc.  
 

b.) GWRideConnect Presentation – Kate Gibson, GWRC 
 
Ms. Gibson provided an update to the GWRC committee on the GWRideConnect program.  Ms. 
Gibson stated GWRideConnect is a Transit Demand Management (TDM) program that is operated 
by GWRC and is one that serves the 5 regional localities.  Ms. Gibson stated GWRideConnect has 
been in existence since 1974 and its purpose is to get daily cars off of the road by providing 
alternatives and options for commuters to get to work in lieu of using single occupancy vehicles.   
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Ms. Gibson advised the purpose of the GWRideConnect program is to reduce congestion, to 
improve air quality and to better enhance a higher quality of life.  Ms. Gibson relayed the TDM 
perspective is to provide a connection to commuters for alternative modes of transit and the 
FAMPO component includes the Planning and Policy process. 
 
Ms. Gibson stated that the programs under the umbrella of the GWRideConnect program include 
the following:  Commuter Assistance Program; Commuter Parking Program; the Vanpool 
Connections Program; & the AdVantage Vanpool Self-Insurance Program. 
 
OLD BUSINESS:  
  

a.) Broadband Working Group Appointments (Action Item) 
 
Dr. Millsaps advised the Broadband Regional Working Group is a follow-up to a request made by 
Mr. Black.  Mr. Black stated that even though each locality has its own staff member with expertise 
working on expanding broadband options that having a regional group will allow for regional 
collaboration and potential financial benefits. 
 
Dr. Millsaps advised that GWRC will serve as the regional point of contact for establishing meeting 
times, meeting missions, regional grant application requests, etc.  Dr. Millsaps stated this discussion 
item has been addressed with all of the County Administrators and the City Manager and all 
localities concur with moving forward.   
 
Dr. Millsaps stated there should be no more than 2 representatives serving on the committee from 
each locality and outside committee representation will come from the regional private sectors to 
possibly including representatives from Dominion Power, Rappahannock Electric, etc.  Dr. Millsaps 
asked for committee member feedback on a representative to serve from a specific locality be 
forwarded to her attention by close of business on Friday, August 21st.  Dr. Millsaps stated if GWRC 
concurs, follow-up will be made to locality officials for names of city/county staff who will be asked 
to serve on the committee.  Dr. Millsaps advised that the list of member representatives will be 
provided to GWRC at the upcoming September 21st meeting.  Dr. Millsaps stated that if scheduling 
allows, it is hopeful the regional committee can have its first meeting to establish goals, mission, 
specific areas of interest, etc. prior to the upcoming September 21st GWRC meeting so this 
information can be shared with committee members as well. 
 
There was no official motion made; however, there was concurrence from all 5 GWRC localities to 
move forward with the committee formation process stated above.  
  

b.) 5307 Funding Update – Dr. Linda Millsaps 
 

Dr. Millsaps advised there is discussion in regard to 5307 regional funding allocations from GWRC 
committee members.  Dr. Millsaps stated that the 5307 funding allocation requirements will be 
discussed briefly at tonight’s meeting and will be an agenda item at the upcoming September 21st 
meeting for further  
 

i. 5307 Funding and Vanpool Alliance 
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Dr. Millsaps advised there is committee discussion on van pool alliance; how funds are generated; 
how funding can be used; how to approach funding allocations for the future; etc.  
 
Dr. Millsaps advised the Van Pool Alliance program is an established private/public partnership 
between PRTC, NVTA, GWRC, private van pool operators; & Federal Transit Administration.  Dr. 
Millsaps stated the van pool alliance funding the region receives is not distributed directly to GWRC; 
however, is allocated to PRTC and then disbursed by them.    Dr. Millsaps stated that van pool 
operators report monthly data to the Vanpool Alliance NTD data base that reports route, miles, & 
number of passengers. The region then receives allocations based on the data transmitted.  Once the 
funding allocation is received from PRTC, then GWRC commission determines how the funding 
received is utilized.   
 
Dr. Millsaps stated that the program began in FY2017 and that there are specific project criteria that 
stipulates how the funding can be used throughout the region.  Dr. Millsaps relayed that there are 
specific projects that are always eligible; other projects that are sometimes eligible; and another list of 
projects that are rarely eligible.  Dr. Millsaps advised that for FY2021, the GWRC region received 
$1,460,397 in funding from the Vanpool Alliance program. 
 
 
As there is still confusion and different interpretations of how 5307 funding can be applied, it was 
requested for the upcoming September 21st GWRC meeting that the following occur:  representative 
from PRTC to attend September 21st meeting; specific list of written federal regulations in regard to 
5307 allocations be outlined and forwarded to all commission members; specific federal laws 
forwarded to all commission members; & any specific match requirements needed for distribution 
of funds for eligible projects also be provided. 
 

ii. 5307 Reprogramming Request from FRED 
 

Dr. Millsaps advised that Resolution 18-18, dated June 18, 2018, approved by the GWRC committee 
in regard to the allocation of $1.3m that was generated from the Vanpool Alliance program that 
came back to the region be awarded to FRED.  The 5307 funds were to be used by FRED for the 
following items: 
 
  Preventive maintenance - $625,000 
  Replacement buses -        $225,000 
  Electronic fareboxes -      $350,000 
 
Dr. Millsaps advised that since Resolution 18-18 was approved, additional sources of federal funding 
have now become available to FRED.  This additional funding source primarily came from the 
CARES ACT funding allocations as a result of COVID-19.   
 
As a result of the new revenue developments, FRED is proposing to remove the current preventive 
maintenance project from the Vanpool Alliance funding source and fund this under CARES ACT.  
FRED is requesting the previously programmed 5307 funds be re-programmed to the following 3 
high priority projects to include the following: 
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  Transit Strategic Plan (TSP) – this is required by DRPT and this plan 
  will improve the provision of transit service throughout the region. 
  FRED will also include a comprehensive operational 
  analysis that will include passenger counts & on-board 
  surveys – estimated project cost is:  $225,000 
 
  Upgrade FRED’s Operations & Maintenance Facility- this would 
  update current broadband to more secure fiber connectivity –  
  estimated project cost is:  $120,000 
 
  Acquisition of related infrastructure for FRED to Connect to 
  Stafford County’s Radio System – estimated project cost is $350,000 
 
Dr. Millsaps stated the 3 projects noted above are not eligible for CARES ACT funding; however, as 
capital/planning projects they do qualify for funding through the Vanpool Alliance funding source.  
Dr. Millsaps relayed the re-programming of the previous Vanpool Alliance funding would permit all 
3 projects to be 100% funded without the need for a local match. 
 
Dr. Millsaps relayed the total estimated price costs for the above-referenced 3 projects is $695,000 
and the current allotment for preventive maintenance is $625,000.  This would result in a $70,000 
authorization requirement from the Vanpool Alliance funding source that FRED would request as a 
future year allocation consideration.  Dr. Millsaps stated that if re-programming request is approved, 
then all 3 projects can proceed.  
 
There was concurrence from majority of GWRC committee members that all current projects that 
are eligible for Vanpool Alliance funds need to now be re-prioritized as other projects within the 
region may have more urgency.  Concerns were also expressed in the time limit on when CARES 
ACT funding needs to be spent by & how COVID-19 funds can actually be utilized.  More 
information on the process was requested for presentation at the upcoming September 21st GWRC 
meeting.  Also requested for the September 21st meeting is a 5307 fact sheet submitted to all 
members prior to the September 21st meeting; a request for FRED to re-define the re-programming 
monies; a list of eligible projects Vanpool Alliance funding can be used for from PRTC; & a request 
for a representative from PRTC attend the upcoming September 21st meeting so the Vanpool 
Alliance program can be explained in greater detail.   
 

c.) Executive Director’s Report – Dr. Linda Millsaps 
 

Dr. Millsaps advised staff has developed a policy/plan in regard to a reporting back to work plan.  
This plan is not going to be implemented immediately but will be available for future re-opening.  
The plan details staggered employee/department office utilization; insurance of social distancing 
protocol; review of infectious disease plan, etc.   
 

i. Grants Update 
 

Dr. Millsaps updated on current GWRC grants/actions/etc.  Ms. Long requested that a print-out-fact 
sheet be compiled for submission to committee members that details current grants/cost of 
grant/locality match requirements/purpose of grant, etc. for review at the upcoming September 21st 
meeting.  
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ii. Staffing Update 

 
Dr. Millsaps advised GWRC has 2 new employees who will be assisting Ms. Shoukas with the CoC 
program.  One is a year-long Vista employee who is paid from Vista funds.  The Vista employee will 
continue to work with the homeless service providers to ensure state/federal regulations are being 
met.  The other new employee is an intern who will be providing administrative assistant duties to 
Ms. Shoukas.  Dr. Millsaps advised the 2nd round of interviews will be held next week for the part-
time, 20-hour administrative assistant position who also will be working with the CoC program. 
 
Dr. Millsaps advised postings/re-postings for the following FAMPO positions that include:  the 
FAMPO Administrator, the Title VI Coordinator & a Transportation Planner are all active and 
applications have been received for each position.  The applications are being reviewed by staff with 
the intent that interviews will begin over the next several weeks.  
  

iii. Banking RFP 
 
Dr. Millsaps advised that at the September meeting a new & updated banking RFP for GWRC will 
be submitted to the committee for review and approval.   
 

iv. FOIA Training 
 

Dr. Millsaps advised she is a FOIA Training facilitator.  Dr. Millsaps relayed she just completed her 
personal FOIA training re-certification and that FOIA training will be provided to all GWRC 
employees next week. 
 
NEW BUSINESS: 
 

a.) Transit Funding – Dr. Linda Millsaps 
 

Dr. Millsaps advised a packet of information was included in the August 17th agenda packet that 
highlights the various Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funding sources that are available to 
MPO’s and other entities.  The packet was for informational purposes only and required no action. 
 
CORRESPONDENCE: 

 
Included in August 17th agenda packet for member review – required no action from the committee. 
 
ADJOURN GWRC MEETING – The August 17th George Washington Regional Commission 
meeting adjourned at 7:47 p.m.  The next scheduled GWRC meeting will be held on September 21st 
at 6:00 p.m. 
   
 
Respectfully Submitted, Dr. Linda Millsaps, Executive Director 
(Draft Minutes prepared by JoAnna Roberson) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

7a. Monthly Financial Report (August 2020)  





 10:35 AM
 09/14/20
 Accrual Basis

 George Washington Regional Commission
Income Statement 
 Budget vs. Actual

 August 2020

Aug 20 Budget $ Over Budget % of Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

43400 · REVENUE

43410 · REV - Federal Contracts 45,695.29 115,867.67 -70,172.38 39.44%

43420 · REV - State Contracts 71,116.45 104,787.15 -33,670.70 67.87%

43430 · REV- Local Government Contracts 14,534.48 23,639.64 -9,105.16 61.48%

43440 · REV - Miscellaneous Revenue 52,347.57 61,842.50 -9,494.93 84.65%

43450 · REV -State Technical Assistance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0%

43400 · REVENUE - Other 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0%

Total 43400 · REVENUE 183,693.79 306,136.96 -122,443.17 60.0%

44850 · Other Types of Income 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0%

Total Income 183,693.79 306,136.96 -122,443.17 60.0%

Gross Profit 183,693.79 306,136.96 -122,443.17 60.0%

Expense

60000 · Direct Expense

60100 · Salaries 40,791.56 55,960.92 -15,169.36 72.89%

60130 · Direct Fringe Benefits Expense 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0%

60250 · Fringe Benefits -310.10 -751.84 441.74 41.25%

60300 · Indirect Expense Allocation -1,010.51 29,826.04 -30,836.55 -3.39%

60900 · Direct Business Expenses 1,459.22 1,313.82 145.40 111.07%

62110 · Direct Consultant Services 29,119.66 45,193.49 -16,073.83 64.43%

62800 · Facilities and Equipment 2,288.82 4,791.66 -2,502.84 47.77%

62840 · Equip Rental and Maintenance 953.31 1,666.67 -713.36 57.2%

65000 · Direct Operations 0.00 835.42 -835.42 0.0%

65100 · Other Business Expenses 65,118.91 84,543.94 -19,425.03 77.02%

65200 · Contingency/Carry Over Funds 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0%

68300 · Travel and Meetings 66.60 1,752.07 -1,685.47 3.8%

68301 · Conferences & Conventions 595.00 1,145.83 -550.83 51.93%

68320 · Travel 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0%

Total 60000 · Direct Expense 139,072.47 226,278.02 -87,205.55 61.46%

66000 · Payroll Expenses 0.00

70000 · Overhead Expense 22,573.90 13,582.33 8,991.57 166.2%

75030 · Fringe Benefits 22,047.42 33,542.37 -11,494.95 65.73%

Total Expense 183,693.79 273,402.72 -89,708.93 67.19%

Net Ordinary Income 0.00 32,734.24 -32,734.24 0.0%
Net Income 0.00 32,734.24 -32,734.24 0.0%

 Page 1 of 1









 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

8a. Update on 2020 Chesapeake Bay Watershed PDC Locality Implementation 
Program   



 

2020 Chesapeake Bay Watershed PDC Locality Implementation Program  

1 
 

We are nearly done with this year’s scope of work! 

Activity 1 

A. 2021 scope – We aligned and integrated WIP with CZM as we discussed last month in the 
Environmental Services Strategic Plan, so now we can pull info from the plan to create our annual 
WIP scope of work. We’ve done so and will submit it to DEQ by Sept. 30. Funding will increase from 
$52,000 to $58,000 (with a 25% match requirement). 

B. Facilitation (quarterly meetings) – We doubled attendance this year! Last year’s attendance 
ranged from 7 to 10 participants (averaged 8.5), and this year’s attendance ranged from 20 to 26 
participants (averaged 22). Participants were engaged and grateful. 

C. Commission updates – August 17, September 21, and October 19 presentations. 

D. Marketing on WIP activities – We updated the GWRC website content on WIP activities. See 
“Virginia’s Watershed Implementation Plan” at https://gwregion.org/environment/chesapeake-bay. 

E. Coordinate with coastal PDCs – We participated in meetings, subgroup meetings, and grant 
writing. 

F. Attend regional meetings and share info – We attended numerous meetings and shared key 
information. 

G. Marketing on BMPs and local benefits – We updated the GWRC website on implementing BMPs. 
See “Community Participation” at https://gwregion.org/environment/chesapeake-bay. 
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https://gwregion.org/environment/chesapeake-bay


 

2020 Chesapeake Bay Watershed PDC Locality Implementation Program  

2 
 

H. Share BMP funding opportunities – We shared information on numerous grants throughout the 
year. 

Activity 2 

A. Assist localities with warehouse – We prepared and distributed a quick reference guide for 
reporting BMPs to the Warehouse. 

B. Fill BMP data reporting gaps – We interviewed each locality on their BMP reporting process. We 
discussed each type of BMP that can be reported to the Warehouse to understand how the BMPs 
are tracked and who is responsible for reporting them. We did not identify any reporting gaps. 

Activity 3 

A. Develop list of projects and costs – We worked with our localities and partners over the year to 
create a list of potential projects. 

E. Support forest conservation policies – We discussed options at a meeting and shared the “How 
To” Manual from the Healthy Watersheds Forest Initiative. 

F. Grant writing – We offered grant writing support. We developed three grant proposals and 
received one. 

H. Maintain a library of grant applications – We created a library of grant applications to use as 
templates for future proposals. NFWF hosts an elaborate web-based grant proposal submission 
database with several parts and prescriptive requirements for each part.  We provided a copy of our 
proposal in a Word document indicating all the parts and requirements.   

I. Fill WIP training needs – We originally anticipated working with DEQ and/or DCR to deliver 2 of 
their standard training events in GWRC region. With the restriction on in-person meetings, we 
shared hand-picked online learning opportunities with our localities nearly monthly. 

Activity 4 

C. Coordinate two stream clean ups – We partnered with Friends of the Rappahannock River to host 
the stream cleanups.   

F. Implement tree planting – We partnered with Friends of the Rappahannock River for tree 
planting.  Over 1500 trees were planted. 

Activity 5 

A. Interim report – Submitted. 

B. 2021 scope – Will be submitted by September 30. 

C. Final report – Will be submitted by December 31. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

9a. GWRC 5307 Funding through Vanpool Alliance 
  



Earnings
$571,592
$987,172

$1,172,640
$91,996

$1,460,397
$4,283,797

Project Resolution Allocations
FRED Preventive Maintenance* 18-18 $625,000
FRED Bus Pool 18-18 $225,000
FRED Electronic Fareboxes 18-18 $350,000

$1,200,000

$3,083,797

Earnings
$3,639,215
$3,639,215

Project Resolution Allocations
PPE for Vanpools Enrolled in Vanpool Alliance 20-09 $40,000

$40,000

$3,599,215

**This funding has additional restrictions on eligible activities.

CARES Funding

Annual Funding

CARES**
Total Earnings

Total Allocated

Total Available

Budget Year

*FRED has requested that this funding be reprogrammed to the following projects: 
Transit Strategic Plan and Comprehensive Operational Analysis, Transit Security 
Project, and Radio and Emergency Management System. See draft Resolution 21-
05.

Total Available

Budget Year
FY18
FY19
FY20
5% Witholding Returned
FY21
Total Earnings

Total Allocated

GWRC 5307 Funding Generated through the Vanpool Alliance
Updated 9/16/2020



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

9ai. GWRC Resolution 21-05: 5307 Reprogramming Request from FRED 
  



George Washington Regional Commission 
406 Princess Anne Street 

Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 
(540) 373-2890 

Fax (540) 899-4808 
www.gwregion.org 

 
 

 

CAROLINE COUNTY               CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG               KING GEORGE COUNTY               SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY               STAFFORD COUNTY 

 
 

RESOLUTION NO. 21-05 
 

REPROGRAMMING FTA SECTION 5307 FUNDING ALLOCATED TO 
FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL TRANSIT (FRED) 

 
WHEREAS, the George Washington Regional Commission (“the Commission”) is the Planning 
District Commission serving the City of Fredericksburg and Caroline, King George, Spotsylvania and 
Stafford counties, known together as Planning District 16; and 
 
WHEREAS, the Commission annually generates FTA Section 5307 funding through its membership 
in the Vanpool Alliance; and 
 
WHEREAS, through Resolution No. 18-18, the GWRC Board allocated $1.2 million to 
Fredericksburg Regional Transit (FRED) for preventative maintenance, bus pool, and electronic 
fareboxes; and 
 
WHEREAS, Since Resolution No. 18-18 was signed, additional sources of Federal funding have 
become available to FRED that can be used for preventative maintenance, and FRED has identified 
additional projects that support the mission and goals of the regional transit system; and 
 
WHEREAS, FRED recommends reprogramming the $625,000 originally allocated for the 
Preventative Maintenance Project to the following projects: Transit Strategic Plan and Comprehensive 
Operational Analysis, Transit Security Project, and Radio and Emergency Management System. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the George Washington Regional Commission 
that it hereby approves the request from Fredericksburg Regional Transit (FRED) to reprogram 
$625,000 in FTA Section 5307 funding as listed above. 
 
Adopted by the George Washington Regional Commission at its duly called meeting on September 
21, 2020, a quorum being present. 
 
 
___________________________________________  
Cathy Binder, Chairman September 21, 2020 



 
 

FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL TRANSIT 
 
September 16, 2020 
 
 
 
Dr. Linda Millsaps 
Executive Director 
George Washington Regional Commission (GWRC)  
406 Princess Anne Street 
Fredericksburg, VA 22401 
 
Dr. Millsaps, 
    
This letter is to formally request the reallocation of $625,000 of the $1.3 million in Section 5307 
funds allocated to Fredericksburg Regional Transit utilizing the Vanpool 5307 Program Funds. In 
Resolution 18-18, dated June 18, 2018, the GWRC authorized FRED to use $1.3 million for projects 
including; Preventive Maintenance - $625,000; Replacement Buses - $225,000; and Electronic 
Fareboxes - $350,000. Since Resolution 18-18 was approved by the GWRC an additional source 
of Federal funding (CARES Act funding) has become available to FRED in FY21, which will offset 
one item identified in our approved project list. 
 
FRED is able to utilize CARES Act funding to cover costs related to preventative maintenance 
expenses in FY21, which FRED had anticipated applying the $625,000 of allocated funds. 
Therefore, to maximize the use of available funds, reduce related local contributions from the 
jurisdictions and the State, and complete critical and/or time-sensitive projects, FRED proposes to 
reallocate the funds for the preventive maintenance project - Resolution 18-18 for ($625,000). As 
previously stated, the use of Vanpool funds beginning in FY21 will allow FRED to complete the 
projects without requesting a local match from the jurisdictions and State in future years, who 
currently have budgets impacted due to COVID-19.  
 
FRED proposes to replace that project with three high priority projects: 
 
• Transit Strategic Plan and Comprehensive Operational Analysis: Completion of a Transit 

Strategic Plan (TSP) as required by the Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT). 
The TSP will create a strategic blueprint outlining desired changes that will improve the 
provision of transit service throughout the Region. FRED will also conduct a comprehensive 
operational analysis (COA) and service analysis; to include passenger counts and an on-board 
passenger survey.  Estimated project cost: $225,000. 
 

• Security Project: Upgrade the Fredericksburg Regional Transit Operations and Maintenance 
Facility Complex, located in Spotsylvania County, from broadband to a robust secure fiber 
connection. The connection would allow the Operations and Maintenance Center to connect to 
the core network, eliminate a firewall, integrate the phone system between facilities, and 
provide a standalone internet connection. In addition, it would allow for the installation of an 
integrated security system and cameras providing enhanced safety for the entire Transit 
Complex. Estimated project cost: $120,000. 
 

• Radio and Emergency Management System: Acquisition of related infrastructure, 
equipment, software, and access for FRED to connect to Stafford County’s radio system/tower. 
This project includes updating outdated systems and equipment that have met their useful life. 
This connectivity would increase safety and security for transit riders in the region, and allow 
all three member jurisdictions and the University of Mary Washington’s emergency 
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management departments to connect with FRED and FRED vehicles in the event of a safety 
incident, emergency situation, or natural disaster. Estimated project cost: $350,000. 

 
As capital/planning projects these projects are eligible for Vanpool Program funding. The total 
estimated price project costs for these three projects is $695,000. The current allocation for 
preventive maintenance (Res. 18-18) is $625,000, leaving a need for an additional $70,000 
authorization from the Vanpool Program that FRED will request as a future year allocation or find 
other funding sources. The related projects may be phased; therefore, as a part of this request 
FRED is only asking for the reallocation of the $625,000 and not for any additional funding as part 
of this reallocation request. Based on the action taken by GWRC, if FRED is unable to move forward 
with the reallocation of funds as presented, FRED is committed to utilizing the funds prior to their 
expiration date as the projects are identified in Resolution 18-18. 
 
FRED requests GWRC’S approval of this request through a supporting and authorizing resolution.  
 

Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Jamie T. Jackson 
Director of Public Transit 
Fredericksburg Regional Transit 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

9aii1. Option 1: Competitive Funding Process 
  



 

Proposed Process for Allocating GWRC 5307 Funding 
Generated through the Vanpool Alliance 

 
Proposed Policy: GWRC would develop a policy to govern the process for the GWRC Board to allocate 
FTA Section 5307 funding generated through GWRC’s membership in the Vanpool Alliance. The policy 
would cover the solicitation, review, and selection of projects for 5307 funding and ensure an objective 
and transparent funding process. 
 
Proposed Process: 
 

Timeframe Process 

January GWRC staff develops a Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA), a pre-application form, an 
application form, and a scoring sheet. The GWRC Board approves these documents. 

January 
GWRC staff posts the approved NOFA, pre-application form, and scoring sheet to the 
GWRC website and distributes them to localities and regional partners to solicit pre-
applications. 

February Applicants submit pre-applications to GWRC staff. 

March 
GWRC staff reviews pre-applications with PRTC staff to determine whether or not each 
project is eligible for 5307 funding. GWRC and PRTC staff work with applicants to revise 
projects to meet eligibility criteria when possible. 

March GWRC staff sends the full application form to all applicants with eligible projects. 

April Applicants submit full applications to GWRC staff. 

April GWRC staff submits all full applications to the 5307 Application Review Committee for 
review. 

April 

The 5307 Application Review Committee reviews and scores each application. The 
committee then determines, for each application, whether to recommend 1) approval 
of the application as submitted, 2) approval of the application with conditions and/or at 
a lower funding level, or 3) rejection of the application. 

April 
GWRC staff notifies each applicant in writing of the 5307 Application Review 
Committee’s recommendation, and also shares with the applicant the completed 
scoring sheet for each project as well as instructions for the appeals process. 

April If applicable, any appeals are handled according to the appeals process (which will be 
outlined in the policy document). 

May After the appeals process has concluded, if applicable, the 5307 Application Review 
Committee submits its recommendation to the GWRC Board for final approval. 

May GWRC staff notifies each applicant in writing of the GWRC Board’s final determination. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

9aii2. Option 2: Leveraging 5307 to Reallocate CMAQ and STBG 
  



9/21/20

5307 AND CMAQ/STBG 
FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

GWRC Board & FAMPO Policy Committee Meetings



Background (Refresher from July/August)

 GWRideConnect generates FTA Section 5307 funding for the region via 
the Vanpool Alliance.

 The GWRC board decides how and when to expend 5307 funding.
 Given the various uses for these funds – most of which are focused on 

transit capital expenses and the like – the FAMPO TAC has explored 
the possibility of leveraging 5307 funding in order to reallocate 
existing CMAQ or STBG allocations where appropriate.

 An MOU or joint resolution may be necessary to outline the details of 
the 5307 and CMAQ/STBG allocations.
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GWRC Role

 The GWRC Board would vote to allocate 5307 funding to 5307-eligible 
projects that currently have CMAQ/STBG allocations, which would 
then allow the FAMPO Policy Committee to reallocate those CMAQ 
allocations to other CMAQ-eligible projects and STBG allocations to 
other STBG-eligible projects.

 If interested in this option, the GWRC Board will need to indicate the 
amount of funding they intend to allocate so that the FAMPO Policy 
Committee can indicate which projects would receive reallocated 
CMAQ/STBG and at what amounts.

 In order for reallocated CMAQ/STBG to be leveraged for SMART Scale 
Round 4, this process would need to be completed by October 31, 
2020.
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FAMPO Role

 Given FAMPO’s CMAQ and STBG prioritization methodology, freed-up 
CMAQ/STBG funds cannot be swapped directly to a particular project

 Any CMAQ/STBG funding allocated by FAMPO must go through the 
process identified in the prioritization methodology which includes:
– Call for projects
– Project scoring
– Proposed allocations
– Board action to approve allocations

 A call for projects is the first step in FAMPO’s role in this process
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FAMPO Call for Projects (Slide 1 of 2)

 At its July 6 meeting, the TAC discussed and took action to recommend to 
the Policy Committee a call for projects

 At the time, TAC members discussed allocating potentially freed-up CMAQ 
funding as well as FY27 CMAQ and STBG funds – totaling up to 
approximately $8M

 Based on this amount of funding, the TAC recommend the following 
parameters for a call for projects which would total 8 candidate projects:
– Localities: Two projects each, both of which must be Round 4 Smart Scale candidates 

(on either a local or regional list).
– PRTC (FRED, VRE, DRPT, GWRideConnect special projects): Two projects, one of which 

is a Round 4 Smart Scale project and one of which is up to PRTC’s discretion. 
 The TAC also recommend reinstating the $125k off-the-top allocation for 

GWRideConnect support in FY22
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FAMPO Call for Projects (Slide 2 of 2)

 On July 20, the Policy Committee deferred action on the call for projects 
and directed the TAC to define parameters for locality projects only (no 
transit agencies/entities)

 The TAC then took action on September 8 to recommend two projects per 
locality, each of which must be Smart Scale projects
– In anticipation of a formal call for projects, locality staff were asked to submit their 

two projects by September 18
 The total amount of CMAQ and STBG funding available is dependent on the 

GWRC Board’s decision on 5307 allocations

Requested Action: Does the FAMPO Policy Committee want to direct staff 
to hold a call for projects in accordance with TAC’s recommendation?
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From: Leah Vigil
To: Alexander E. Owsiak <AOwsiak@staffordcountyva. gov>; Bassam Amin; Bryon Counsell; Christine Hoeffner;

Ciara Williams; Craig Pennington - Caroline County (cpennington@co.caroline.va.us); Dan Grinnell; Erik Nelson;
Ivan Rucker; Jacob Pastwik; Jamie Jackson (jtjackson@fredericksburgva.gov); Jason Towery; Joseph Stainsby
(jstainsby@omniride.com); Kate Gibson; Kimberly Wilson; Leigh Anderson; Leon Hughes; Linda Millsaps;
Shropshire, Michelle, PE (VDOT); Mike Finchum; Nick Minor - King George County
(nminor@co.kinggeorge.state.va.us); Paul Agnello; R. Craig Reed; Robert Schneider (bschneider@omniride.com);
Rodney White (RWhite@spotsylvania.va.us); Sonali Soneji; Stephen Haynes
(Stephen.Haynes@VDOT.Virginia.gov); susan.gardner@VDOT.virginia.gov; todd.horsley@drpt.virginia.gov

Cc: Adam Hager; Jordan Chandler; Kari Barber; Leah Vigil; Matthew Lehane; Natalie Beyer
Subject: FW: Available CMAQ & STBG-RSTP for Existing/New Projects
Date: Friday, September 04, 2020 2:37:43 PM
Attachments: FAMPO FY21-FY26 CMAQ-RSTP Allocations V8.5-Regnional_Solution_V1.xlsx

 

From: Adam Hager <hager@gwregion.org> 
Sent: Friday, September 4, 2020 2:08 PM
To: Leah Vigil <vigil@gwregion.org>
Subject: FW: Available CMAQ & STBG-RSTP for Existing/New Projects
 
Hi TAC Members,
 
Please see the email from Paul below. This is not on the TAC agenda that we distributed this
week, but Paul would like to start the discussion at Tuesday’s meeting, so we wanted to send
this to everyone so that you can review ahead of time.

Thanks,

Adam
 

From: Paul T. Agnello <PAgnello@spotsylvania.va.us> 
Sent: Thursday, September 3, 2020 11:51 PM
To: Adam Hager <hager@gwregion.org>; Alexander E. Owsiak <AOwsiak@staffordcountyva.gov>;
Erik Nelson <enelson@fredericksburgva.gov>
Cc: Rodney White <RWhite@spotsylvania.va.us>; Matthew Lehane <lehane@gwregion.org>; Jason
D. Towery <JTowery@staffordcountyva.gov>
Subject: Available CMAQ & STBG-RSTP for Existing/New Projects
 

Good evening Alex, Erik, and Adam,

 

Attached is a potential regional solution to make about $4.1 Million in CMAQ and STBG-
RSTP available for existing/new projects for discussion at TAC which could be a Win-Win-
Win for the FAMPO localities, transit, and GWRC. 

 

CMAQ/STBG-RSTP Donor Projects:
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FY21-26_V8.5-RegnSol_V1-Step2

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes				Paul's Comments on changes (From V8)

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$0		-$5,000,000				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681				$0				$0																																Moved $138,931 to #22: Rte 1/Market Street; No funding left.

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$200,000		-$400,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$200,000

Richard: Richard:
Only 56,559 available for existing/new projects

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$0		-$1,000,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315				$0

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708				$0

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$0				$0				$0				$0														$23,372,018		-$20,795,270		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$0				$0				$0																		$0		-$245,000		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$300,000								Removed from STBG-RSTP Funding Consideration

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$0				$0				$0																								Investigating funding with 5307

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0																																																$100K in FY-21 moved to #22: US Rte 1/Market St, Other funding temporarily put in Available RSTP

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS				Added $138,931 in FY-21 from Regionally Significant and $100,000 in FY-21 from VRE Study

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$507,372				$100,000				$169,454																								Removed $238,931 in FY-23 temporarily to Available RSTP

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$10,600,000		$0				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$972,168				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000																Corrected Non-FAMPO funding amount for FY-22 for Rte 1/Enon Rd

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

Richard: Richard:
Only 56,559 available for existing/new projects		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$0				$0				$0		$0		-$1,904,311

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$0				$0				$0				$0																Added 		15.11%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$3,029,173		-$7,570,827

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$50,933				$125,271				$25,466				$25,466				$1,812,836												Added 		33.96%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,824,503		-$10,336,713

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$76,399				$187,907				$38,200				$38,200																Added 		50.93%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$0		-$9,100,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$503,796				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes per Resolution 21-03														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$585,000				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0



																																						Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026



																								RSTP Allocations																		$1,628,619				$1,658,668				$1,657,632				$1,734,644				$1,767,791				$1,812,836

																								CMAQ Allocations																		$1,842,187				$1,705,437				$1,275,000				$2,547,220				$2,595,176				$2,263,898

																								RSTP Budget																		$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																								CMAQ Budget																		$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898				Total Available for Existing/New Projects

																		Blue = Projects with available CMAQ or RSTP funding						Available RSTP 														$503,796				$21,204				$22,668				$55,753				$11,334				$11,334				$0				$626,089

																								Available CMAQ														$585,000				$582,539				$719,289				$1,149,726				$19,950				$19,950				$400,000				$3,476,454

																																																																		$4,102,543		Total Available

																																																																		$3,977,543		Total Available after $125K in FY-22 CMAQ funding for GWRideConnect
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		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes				Paul's Comments on changes (From V8)

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$343,418		-$4,656,582				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681				$322,214				$21,204																																Moved $138,931 to #22: Rte 1/Market Street; No funding left.

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$256,559		-$343,441

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$256,559

Richard: Richard:
Only 56,559 available for existing/new projects

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$117,315		-$882,685

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315				$117,315

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708				$7,708

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$525,000				$490,039				$626,789				$1,149,726														$26,163,572		-$18,003,716		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$60,000				$92,500				$92,500																		$245,000		$0		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$300,000								Removed from STBG-RSTP Funding Consideration

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$0				$0				$0																								Investigating funding with 5307

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0																																																$100K in FY-21 moved to #22: US Rte 1/Market St, Other funding temporarily put in Available RSTP

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS				Added $138,931 in FY-21 from Regionally Significant and $100,000 in FY-21 from VRE Study

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$507,372				$100,000				$169,454																								Removed $238,931 in FY-23 temporarily to Available RSTP

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$10,600,000		$0				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$972,168				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000																Corrected Non-FAMPO funding amount for FY-22 for Rte 1/Enon Rd

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

Richard: Richard:
Only 56,559 available for existing/new projects		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$19,950				$19,950				$400,000		$540,989		-$1,363,322

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$22,668				$55,753				$11,334				$11,334																Added 		15.11%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$3,029,173		-$7,570,827

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$50,933				$125,271				$25,466				$25,466				$1,812,836												Added 		33.96%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,824,503		-$10,336,713

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$76,399				$187,907				$38,200				$38,200																Added 		50.93%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$0		-$9,100,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes per Resolution 21-03														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																																																																		$0

																																						RSTP Allocations				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Allocations				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						RSTP Budget				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Budget				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						Available RSTP 				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																																						Available CMAQ				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0
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		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes				Paul's Comments on changes (From V8)

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$343,418		-$4,656,582				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681				$322,214				$21,204																																Moved $138,931 to #22: Rte 1/Market Street; No funding left.

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$256,559		-$343,441

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$256,559

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$117,315		-$882,685

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315				$117,315

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708				$7,708

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$525,000				$490,039				$626,789				$1,149,726														$26,163,572		-$18,003,716		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$60,000				$92,500				$92,500																		$245,000		$0		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$300,000								Removed from STBG-RSTP Funding Consideration

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$0				$0				$0																								Investigating funding with 5307

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0																																																$100K in FY-21 moved to #22: US Rte 1/Market St, Other funding temporarily put in Available RSTP

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS				Added $138,931 in FY-21 from Regionally Significant and $100,000 in FY-21 from VRE Study

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$507,372				$100,000				$169,454																								Removed $238,931 in FY-23 temporarily to Available RSTP

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$10,600,000		$0				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$972,168				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000																Corrected Non-FAMPO funding amount for FY-22 for Rte 1/Enon Rd

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$19,950				$19,950				$400,000		$540,989		-$1,363,322

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$22,668				$55,753				$11,334				$11,334																Added 		15.11%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$3,029,173		-$7,570,827

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$50,933				$125,271				$25,466				$25,466				$1,812,836												Added 		33.96%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,824,503		-$10,336,713

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$76,399				$187,907				$38,200				$38,200																Added 		50.93%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$0		-$9,100,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes per Resolution 21-03														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																																																																		$0

																																						RSTP Allocations				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Allocations				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						RSTP Budget				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Budget				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						Available RSTP 				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																																						Available CMAQ				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0





&"Arial,Bold"&12FAMPO CMAQ & RSTP ALLOCATIONS FOR FY 2021-2026	&D




FY21-26_V9-Step2

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes				Paul's Comments on changes (From V8)

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$0		-$5,000,000				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681								$0																																Moved $138,931 to #22: Rte 1/Market Street; No funding left.

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$200,000		-$400,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$200,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$0		-$1,000,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$525,000				$490,039				$626,789				$1,149,726														$26,163,572		-$18,003,716		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$60,000				$92,500				$92,500																		$245,000		$0		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$300,000								Removed from STBG-RSTP Funding Consideration

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$0				$0				$0																								Investigating funding with 5307

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0																																																$100K in FY-21 moved to #22: US Rte 1/Market St, Other funding temporarily put in Available RSTP

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS				Added $138,931 in FY-21 from Regionally Significant and $100,000 in FY-21 from VRE Study

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$507,372				$100,000				$169,454																								Removed $238,931 in FY-23 temporarily to Available RSTP

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$10,600,000		$0				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$972,168				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000																Corrected Non-FAMPO funding amount for FY-22 for Rte 1/Enon Rd

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$19,950				$19,950				$400,000		$540,989		-$1,363,322

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$22,668				$55,753				$11,334				$11,334																Added 		15.11%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$3,029,173		-$7,570,827

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$50,933				$125,271				$25,466				$25,466				$1,812,836												Added 		33.96%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,824,503		-$10,336,713

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$76,399				$187,907				$38,200				$38,200																Added 		50.93%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$525,000		-$8,575,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$503,796				$21,204

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Project affected by proposed transfers in Resolution 20-46														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes in draft Resolution 20-46																																																										$0

								New RSTP FY26 allocations																														RSTP Allocations				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Allocations				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						RSTP Budget				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Budget				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898				FY22-25 Funding To Allocate Using CMAQ Percentages for 3 Smart Scale Projects

																																						Available RSTP 				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				0		Stafford								33.96%

																																						Available CMAQ				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0						Spotsylvania								50.93%

																																																																				City								15.11%

																																														$150,000				$368,931				$75,000				$75,000
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FY21-26_V9-Step1

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes				Paul's Comments on changes (From V8)

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$0		-$5,000,000				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681								$0																																Moved $138,931 to #22: Rte 1/Market Street; No funding left.

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$200,000		-$400,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$200,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$0		-$1,000,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$525,000				$490,039				$626,789				$1,149,726														$26,163,572		-$18,003,716		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$60,000				$92,500				$92,500																		$245,000		$0		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$300,000								Removed from STBG-RSTP Funding Consideration

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$0				$0				$0																								Investigating funding with 5307

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0																																																$100K in FY-21 moved to #22: US Rte 1/Market St, Other funding temporarily put in Available RSTP

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS				Added $138,931 in FY-21 from Regionally Significant and $100,000 in FY-21 from VRE Study

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$507,372				$100,000				$169,454																								Removed $238,931 in FY-23 temporarily to Available RSTP

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$10,600,000		$0				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$972,168				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000																Corrected Non-FAMPO funding amount for FY-22 for Rte 1/Enon Rd

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$19,950				$19,950				$400,000		$439,900		-$1,464,411

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$2,802,036		-$7,797,964

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																																						$1,812,836

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,483,798		-$10,677,418

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$525,000		-$8,575,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$503,796				$21,204

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Project affected by proposed transfers in Resolution 20-46														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes in draft Resolution 20-46																																																										$0

								New RSTP FY26 allocation per TAC recommendaton																														RSTP Allocations				$1,649,823				$1,531,336				$1,344,454				$1,670,978				$1,704,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Allocations				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						RSTP Budget				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Budget				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898				FY22-25 Funding To Allocate Using CMAQ Percentages

																																						Available RSTP 				$0				$150,000				$368,931				$75,000				$75,000				$0				668,931		Stafford								33.96%

																																						Available CMAQ				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0						Spotsylvania								50.93%

																																																																				City								15.11%
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FY21-26

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$138,931		-$4,861,069				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681								$138,931

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$200,000		-$400,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$200,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$0		-$1,000,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$525,000				$490,039				$626,789				$1,149,726														$26,163,572		-$18,003,716		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$60,000				$92,500				$92,500																		$245,000		$0		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$300,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$100,000				$150,000				$50,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$268,441				$100,000				$408,385

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$11,808,125		$1,208,125				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$2,180,293				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$19,950				$19,950				$400,000		$439,900		-$1,464,411

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$2,802,036		-$7,797,964

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																																						$1,812,836

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,483,798		-$10,677,418

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$525,000		-$8,575,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$503,796				$21,204

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Project affected by proposed transfers in Resolution 20-46														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes in draft Resolution 20-46																																																										$0

								New RSTP FY26 allocation per TAC recommendaton																														RSTP Allocations				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,633,385				$1,670,978				$1,704,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Allocations				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						RSTP Budget				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Budget				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						Available RSTP 				$0				$0				$80,000				$75,000				$75,000				$0

																																						Available CMAQ				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0
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Historical Previous Allocations

		Historical Previous FAMPO CMAQ/RSTP Allocations



		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Previous Funding				FY2019 Funds
Available 7/1/2018				FY2020 Funds
Available 7/1/2019				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes

																										Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		FAMPO 2045 LRTP Support		Region-wide		110104		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		100		$1,400,000		PE = $1,114,871		PE = 3/8/2012		PE = 6/30/2018																																				$135,773		-$1,264,227				1

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$135,773

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		2		I-95 Corridor Study		Region-wide		108186		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		100		$982,348		PE = $761,317		PE = 12/31/2015		PE = 12/31/2018																																				$440,456		-$541,892				2

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$440,456

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		2		US 1 & Harrison Rd (Rt 620) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		51845		Intersection		VDOT		93		$22,730,455		PE = $2,150,000		PE = 6/27/2001		PE = 11/20/2013		CMAQ		PE/RW		$4,264,228		CN		$1,583,963																										$22,730,455		$0		Project completed. Waiting on closeout		2

																		RW = $8,146,818		RW = 11/20/2013		RW = 1/12/2016		RSTP		RW		$1,361,189		CN		$1,068,363

																		CN = $12,433,637		CN = 1/12/2016		CN = 5/10/2018		Other		RW/CN		$14,214,560		CN		$238,152

		3		Garrisonville Rd (Rt 610) & Onville Rd Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000		PE = 12/4/2009		PE = 8/16/2011		CMAQ		PE/RW		$8,517,887		CN		$372,268																										$14,923,756		$0		Project completed. Waiting on closeout		3

																		RW = $8,036,998		RW = 8/16/2011		RW = 8/11/2015		RSTP		RW/CN		$3,543,103

																		CN = $5,526,758		CN = 8/11/2015		CN = 5/31/2017		Other		CN		$2,490,498

		3		US 1 & Morris Rd/Mudd Tavern Rd (Rt 606) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000		PE = 4/2/2010		PE = 12/12/2012		CMAQ		PE/RW		$2,672,056																														$8,141,673		$0		Project completed. Waiting on closeout		3

																		RW = $2,171,657		RW = 12/12/2012		RW = 12/10/2013		RSTP		RW/CN		$1,422,207

																		CN = $5,120,016		CN = 12/10/2013		CN = 5/26/2016		Other		CN		$4,047,410

		4		US 17 & Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Rd (Rt 609) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353		PE = 8/12/2015		PE = 9/1/2016		CMAQ										CN		$416,153																						$2,975,000		$0				4

																		RW = $100,000		RW = 9/1/2016		RW = 10/10/2017

																		CN = $2,190,647		CN = 1/10/2018		CN = 9/30/2018		Other		PE/RW/CN		$2,200,000

		5		Route 3 East Commuter Parking Lot
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		104923		Transit/TDM		VDOT		Yes		60		$6,750,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/2/2021		PE = 7/30/2024		CMAQ		1																																				$5		$1,000,000		-$5,750,000

																				RW = $900,000		RW = 7/30/2024		RW = 7/8/2025

																				CN = $5,350,000		CN = 7/8/2025		CN = 3/17/2026																										PE		$333,333		RW		$333,333		RW		$333,334

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		Yes		55		$504,592		PE = $454,592		PE = 9/26/2008		PE = 6/30/2023		CMAQ		0		PE		$254,592

John Bentley: John Bentley:
CMAQ allocation gone
		PE		$30,000

John Bentley: John Bentley:
These CMAQ allocations are gone
		PE		$0		PE		$0		PE		$0		PE		$0		PE				PE								$284,592		-$220,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		6		Harrison Rd & Salem Church Intersection Improvement		Spotsylvania County		TBD		Intersection						64		$6,100,000		PE = $800,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A				1																																						$0		-$6,100,000				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS

																				RW = $1,700,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = $3,600,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		Yes		55		$504,592		PE = 		PE = 		PE = 		CMAQ		0						PE		$30,000																														$30,000		-$474,592

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		12		Route 3 STARS Improvements		Fredericksburg		100450		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$1,045,860		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		CMAQ		0						CN		$36,286		CN		$554,770		CN		$400,000		CN		$54,805																		$1,045,861		$1				Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

																				CN = $1,045,860		CN = 09/01/2020		CN = 12/30/2021

		ERROR:#REF!																																																														ERROR:#REF!





Budgets

		Draft FAMPO Budget Assumptions: FY-19-26		New Budget Numbers

		Funding Type		FY-19		FY-20 *		FY-21*		FY-22*		FY-23*		FY-24*		FY-25*		FY-26		Total

		RSTP Allocations		$1,668,581		$1,703,254		$1,649,823		$1,681,336		$1,713,385		$1,745,978		$1,779,125		$1,779,125		$   11,941,482

		CMAQ Allocations		$   2,331,886		$2,383,229		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$2,567,170		$2,615,126		$2,615,126		$   17,171,589

		HIP Allocations		$   234,353		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		$   234,353

		Total		$4,234,820		$4,086,483		$4,074,549		$4,106,062		$4,138,111		$4,313,148		$4,394,251		$4,394,251		$   29,347,424

		*updated on 2/26/18





		Draft FAMPO Budget Assumptions:  FY-19-24		Historical Budget Numbers

		Funding Type		FY-19		FY-20		FY-21		FY-22		FY-23		FY-24		Total

		RSTP Allocations		$1,668,581		$1,703,730		$1,650,116		$1,681,634		$1,713,688		$1,746,286		$   71,146,567

		CMAQ Allocations		$   2,331,886		$2,383,569		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$2,567,534		$   101,899,465

		Total		$4,000,467		$4,087,299		$4,074,842		$4,106,360		$4,138,414		$4,313,820		$   162,881,997

		Budget Differences: New - Historical Numbers

		Funding Type		FY-19		FY-20		FY-21		FY-22		FY-23		FY-24		Total

		RSTP Allocations		$0		($476)		($293)		($298)		($303)		($308)		($1,678)

		CMAQ Allocations		$0		($340)		$0		$0		$0		($364)		($704)

		Total		$0		($816)		($293)		($298)		($303)		($672)		$   (2,382)





Sheet1

		$3,821,174		$0		$1,978,826		$5,800,000

		$72,000		$0		$7,000,000		$7,072,000

		$2,324,439		$0		$9,175,561		$11,500,000

		$0		$0		$6,100,000		$6,100,000

		$5,410,000		$0		$250,000		$5,660,000

		$4,805,664		$1,550,000		$4,244,336		$10,600,000

		$245,000		TBD		TBD		$1,295,513

		$16,433,277		$1,550,000		$28,748,723		$46,732,000

		35.16%		3.32%		61.52%		ERROR:#DIV/0!





FY17-22 (Technical Committee)

		(Cost Estimates and Schedules from VDOT - Fredericksburg District as of December 2015)

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Rank		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Start Date by Phase		Project End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Previous Funding				FY2017 Funds
Available 7/1/2016				FY2018 Funds
Available 7/1/2017				FY2019 Funds
Available 7/1/2018				FY2020 Funds
Available 7/1/2019				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		MPO Staff Notes

																										Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects UPC 		Region-wide		NEW		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$1,000,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 02/22/2016		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$114,317																										$386,429		-$613,571		New UPC Needed

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$141,317						PE		$130,795

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		2		I-95 Corridor Study		Region-wide		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$630,000		PE = $280,000		PE = 12/31/2015		PE = 12/31/2018																																$630,000		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$280,000		PE		$300,000		PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		3		US 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,481,285		PE = $2,150,000		PE = 06/27/2001		PE = 11/20/2013		CMAQ		PE/RW/CN		$1,130,873		CN		$1,802,848		CN		$1,827,863		CN		$1,555,444														$22,481,285		$0

																		RW = $8,146,818		RW = 11/20/2013		RW = 1/12/2016		RSTP				$410,880		CN		$106,478		CN		$553,221		CN		$890,136

																		CN = $12,433,637		CN = 1/12/2016		CN = 10/12/2017		Other		PE/RW/CN		$13,447,414		CN		$340,653		CN		$326,400		CN		$89,075

		4		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization		City of Fredericksburg		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		CMAQ										CN		$146,863		CN		$222,014		CN		$416,639		CN		$261,353						$1,046,869		$8

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

																		CN = $1,046,861		CN = 10/4/2016		CN = 03/31/2017

		5		GWRideConnect / TDM Assistance		Region-wide		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$2,020,604		PE = $1,295,604		PE = 06/27/2013		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$670,604		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		$2,020,604		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		6		FAMPO LRTP Support		Region-wide		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,400,000		PE = $1,114,871		PE = 03/08/2012		PE = 06/30/2022																																$876,261		-$523,739

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$814,871		PE		$61,390

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		7		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900		PE = 08/15/2012		PE = 06/30/2022																																$357,900		-$100,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$307,900										PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		8		Rte 610 - Garrisonville Rd & Onville Rd Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000		PE = 12/04/2009		PE = 8/16/2011		CMAQ		RW/CN		$7,940,601		CN		$352,286		CN		$225,000		CN		$372,268														$14,923,756		$0		Construction schedule does not appear to match funding

																		RW = $8,036,998		RW = 08/16/2011		RW = 10/8/2013		RSTP		PE/RW		$3,543,103

																		CN = $5,526,758		CN = 08/11/2015		CN = 05/31/2017		Other		CN		$2,490,498

		9		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		Region-wide		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115		PE = 06/30/2009		PE = 06/30/2022																																$580,115		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$580,115

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		10		FAMPO CMP Update Support		Region-wide		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$525,168		PE = $483,089		PE = 12/15/2010		PE = 06/30/2022																																$375,168		-$150,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$96,665		PE		$100,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		PE		$178,503

		11		US 1 & Morris Rd/Mudd Tavern Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000		PE = 04/02/2010		PE = 12/12/2012		CMAQ				$2,672,056																										$8,141,673		$0

																		RW = $2,171,657		RW = 12/12/2012		RW = 12/10/2013		RSTP		PE/RW/CN		$1,422,207

																		CN = $5,120,016		CN = 12/10/2013		CN = 05/16/2016		Other				$4,047,410

		12		US 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353		PE = 08/12/2015		PE = late 2016		CMAQ																		CN		$775,000										$2,975,000		$0		Schedule needs to be updated.

																		RW = $100,000		RW = late 2016		RW = late 2017

																		CN = $2,190,647		CN = late 2017		CN = late 2018		Other		PE/RW/CN		$2,200,000

		13		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout 		City of Fredericksburg		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$4,600,000		PE = $600,000		PE = 07/18/2019		PE = 6/15/2022		CMAQ																						PE/RW		$1,009,043						$1,558,083		-$3,041,917		Potential HB2 project. Schedule needs to be updated.

																		RW = $2,000,000		RW = 6/15/2022		RW = 7/15/2024		RSTP														PE		$299,040		PE/RW		$250,000

																		CN = $2,000,000		CN = 07/15/2024		CN = 07/31/2025

		14		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion Rd/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$2,992,170		PE =$525,000		PE = 08/14/2019		PE = 8/31/2021		CMAQ																		PE		$108,087		PE		$123,274		PE		$266,639		$548,000		-$2,444,170		Potential HB2 project

																		RW= $750,000		RW = 10/19/2021		RW = 9/13/2022																								PE		$50,000

																		CN = $1,717,000		CN = 04/11/2023		CN = 01/11/2024

		15		Bikeshare and Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements Study		City of Fredericksburg		NEW		PE Only: Study/Project Development		GWRC		80		$40,000		PE = $40,000		PE = 07/01/2016		PE = 06/30/2017																																$40,000		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP						PE		$40,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		16		Rte 218 - Butler Rd Widening (from termini of intersection project limits at US 1 to Castle Rock Dr) 		Stafford County		105911		Roadway		VDOT		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000		PE = 08/14/2019		PE = 12/19/2023																																$2,000,000		-$24,720,393		Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $9,660,000		RW = 12/19/2023		RW = 10/14/2025		RSTP																		PE		$989,176		PE		$1,010,824

																		CN = $14,330,393		CN = 10/14/2025		CN = 10/31/2027

		17		VRE Station Improvements: Brooke & Leeland		Stafford County		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = 7/1/2014		PE = TBD		CMAQ																		PE/CN		$525,000										$15,915,000		-$12,894,700		Potential HB2 project

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		PE/RW/CN		$15,390,000

		18		Rte 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study 		Stafford County		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 07/01/2021		PE = 6/30/2022		CMAQ																										PE		$100,000		$100,000		-$400,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		19		US 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000		PE 08/01/2019		PE = 04/22/2021		CMAQ																		PE		$275,000		PE/RW		$239,383						$514,383		-$1,285,617		Has been included in HB2 draft; no further allocations will be placed on this project at this time 

																		RW = $500,000		RW = 04/22/2021		RW = 04/17/2022

																		CN = $1,000,000		CN = 04/17/2022		CN = 07/11/2023

		20		Harrison Rd & Lafayette Blvd Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		NEW		Intersection		VDOT		72		$600,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																						PE		$100,000						$100,000		-$500,000		New UPC Needed. Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $250,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																		CN = $250,000		CN =TBD		CN = TBD

		21		Rte 208 - Courthouse Rd & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Dr Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		107680		Intersection		VDOT		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 08/28/2020		PE = 3/15/2024		CMAQ																						PE		$238,647		PE		$261,353		$500,000		-$1,850,000		Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $500,000		RW = 03/15/2024		RW = 7/29/2026

																		CN = $1,350,000		CN = 7/29/2026		CN = 09/15/2027

		22		Couthouse Rd & Breckenridge Dr/Brittney Commons Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		NEW		Intersection		VDOT		70		$952,322		PE = $128,124		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																						PE		$128,026						$128,026		-$824,296		New UPC Needed. Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $0		RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																		CN = $824,198		CN =TBD		CN = TBD

		23		US 1 Rte. Corridor Study near Augustine Ave Intersection		City of Fredericksburg		NEW		PE Study Only		VDOT		70		$250,000		PE = TBD		PE = 7/01/2020		PE = 6/30/2022																																$50,000		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																						PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		24		Princess Anne St Improvements (Phase 2)		City of Fredericksburg		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $301,426		PE = 08/12/2014		PE = 4/30/2017																																$1,470,697		$0

																		RW = $0		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE/CN		$234,229		CN		$681,308		CN		$555,160

																		CN = $1,169,271		CN = 4/30/2016		CN = 4/30/2017

		25		City Parking Structure Study w/ Access Improvements 		City of Fredericksburg		102987		PE Study Only		TBD		65		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/01/2020		PE = 6/30/2022																																$50,000		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																						PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		26		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592		PE = 09/26/2008		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$210,000		PE		$44,592						PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		$454,592		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

																																																						Reserve Funds

																						RSTP Balance Entry: 70712								$0				$0				$50,000				$50,000				$128,352				$1,289,176				$1,517,528

																						CMAQ Balance Entry: 70713								$0				$0				$0				$50,000				$50,000				$1,521,734				$1,621,734

																																																						$3,139,262

																						Current RSTP Allocations								ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																						Current CMAQ Allocations								ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																						Current RSTP Budget								$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176

																						Current CMAQ Budget								$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726

																						Available RSTP 								ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																						Available CMAQ Funding 								ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!
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Change existing to propose budg

				Current CMAQ allocations		Projected CMAQ allocations		Change				Current RSTP allocations		Projected RSTP allocations		Change

		FY2017		$2,424,726		$1,962,980		-$461,746		FY2017		$1,289,716		$1,470,914		$181,198

		FY2018		$2,424,726		$2,284,929		-$139,797		FY2018		$1,289,716		$1,502,235		$212,519

		FY2019		$2,424,726		$2,331,231		-$93,495		FY2019		$1,289,716		$1,560,038		$270,322

		FY2020		$2,424,726		$2,383,569		-$41,157		FY2020		$1,289,716		$1,626,433		$336,717

		FY2021		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$0		FY2021		$1,289,716		$1,646,888		$357,172

		FY2022		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$0		FY2022		$1,289,716		$1,678,350		$388,634

				$14,548,356		$13,812,161		-$736,195				$7,738,296		$9,484,858		$1,746,562

				Change from current to projected

		CMAQ		-$736,195

		RSTP		$1,746,562

				$1,010,367



CMAQ Allocations

Current CMAQ allocations	FY2017	FY2018	FY2019	FY2020	FY2021	FY2022	2424726	2424726	2424726	2424726	2424726	2424726	Projected CMAQ allocations	FY2017	FY2018	FY2019	FY2020	FY2021	FY2022	1962980	2284929	2331231	2383569	2424726	2424726	







RSTP Allocations

Current RSTP allocations	FY2017	FY2018	FY2019	FY2020	FY2021	FY2022	1289716	1289716	1289716	1289716	1289716	1289716	Projected RSTP allocations	FY2017	FY2018	FY2019	FY2020	FY2021	FY2022	1470914	1502235	1560038	1626433	1646888	1678350	









FY17-22 (New)

		(Cost Estimates and Schedules from VDOT - Fredericksburg District as of December 2015)

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Rank		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Start Date by Phase		Project End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Previous Funding				FY2017 Funds
Available 7/1/2016				FY2018 Funds
Available 7/1/2017				FY2019 Funds
Available 7/1/2018				FY2020 Funds
Available 7/1/2019				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		MPO Notes		VDOT - Fredericksburg District Notes

																										Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects UPC 		Region-wide		NEW		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$1,000,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 02/22/2016		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$114,317																										$386,429		-$613,571		New UPC Needed

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$141,317						PE		$130,795

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		2		I-95 Corridor Study		Region-wide		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$630,000		PE = $280,000		PE = 12/31/2015		PE = 12/31/2018																																$630,000		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$280,000		PE		$300,000		PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		3		US 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,730,455		PE = $2,250,000		PE = 06/27/2001		PE = 11/20/2013		CMAQ		PE/RW/CN		$1,130,873		CN		$1,802,848		CN		$1,827,863		CN		$1,555,444														$22,730,455		$0

																		RW = $9,117,404		RW = 11/20/2013		RW = 1/12/2016		RSTP				$410,880		CN		$106,478		CN		$553,221		CN		$890,136

																		CN = $11,363,051		CN = 1/12/2016		CN = 10/12/2017		Other		PE/RW/CN		$13,696,584		CN		$340,653		CN		$326,400		CN		$89,075

		4		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization		City of Fredericksburg		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		CMAQ										CN		$146,863		CN		$222,014		CN		$416,639		CN		$261,353						$1,046,869		$8				Revised schedule required; there have been recent discussions with City staff about re-scoping this project to maximize use of the funds

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

																		CN = $1,046,861		CN = 10/4/2016		CN = 03/31/2017

		5		GWRideConnect / TDM Assistance		Region-wide		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$2,020,604		PE = $1,295,604		PE = 06/27/2013		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$670,604		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		$2,020,604		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		6		FAMPO LRTP Support		Region-wide		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,400,000		PE = $1,114,871		PE = 03/08/2012		PE = 06/30/2022																																$876,261		-$523,739

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$814,871		PE		$61,390

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		7		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900		PE = 08/15/2012		PE = 06/30/2022																																$357,900		-$100,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$307,900										PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		8		Rte 610 - Garrisonville Rd & Onville Rd Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000		PE = 12/04/2009		PE = 8/16/2011		CMAQ		RW/CN		$7,940,601		CN		$352,286		CN		$225,000		CN		$372,268														$14,923,756		$0		Construction schedule needs to be updated		VDOT is in the process of processing for construction award

																		RW = $8,036,998		RW = 08/16/2011		RW = 10/8/2013		RSTP		PE/RW		$3,543,103

																		CN = $5,526,758		CN = 08/11/2015		CN = 05/31/2017		Other		CN		$2,490,498

		9		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		Region-wide		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115		PE = 06/30/2009		PE = 06/30/2022																																$580,115		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$580,115

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		10		FAMPO CMP Update Support		Region-wide		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$525,168		PE = $483,089		PE = 12/15/2010		PE = 06/30/2022																																$375,168		-$150,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$96,665		PE		$100,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		PE		$178,503

		11		US 1 & Morris Rd/Mudd Tavern Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000		PE = 04/02/2010		PE = 12/12/2012		CMAQ				$2,672,056																										$8,141,673		$0

																		RW = $2,171,657		RW = 12/12/2012		RW = 12/10/2013		RSTP		PE/RW/CN		$1,422,207

																		CN = $5,120,016		CN = 12/10/2013		CN = 05/16/2016		Other				$4,047,410

		12		US 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353		PE = 08/12/2015		PE = late 2016		CMAQ																		CN		$775,000										$2,975,000		$0		Schedule needs to be updated		PE phase recently initiated; staff working to update schedule.  If earlier funding can be located, there is potential to accelerate schedule

																		RW = $100,000		RW = late 2016		RW = late 2017

																		CN = $2,190,647		CN = late 2017		CN = late 2018		Other		PE/RW/CN		$2,200,000

		13		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout 		City of Fredericksburg		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$4,600,000		PE = $600,000		PE = 07/18/2019		PE = 6/15/2022		CMAQ																		PE/RW		$441,633		RW		$567,410						$1,558,083		-$3,041,917		Potential HB2 project		prescoping level estimate

																		RW = $2,000,000		RW = 6/15/2022		RW = 7/15/2024		RSTP														PE		$299,040		PE/RW		$250,000

																		CN = $2,000,000		CN = 07/15/2024		CN = 07/31/2025

		14		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion Rd/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$2,992,170		PE =$548,000		PE = 08/14/2019		PE = 8/31/2021		CMAQ																		PE		$191,454		PE		$39,907		PE		$266,639		$548,000		-$2,444,170		Potential HB2 project

																		RW= $836,000		RW = 10/19/2021		RW = 9/13/2022																								PE		$50,000

																		CN = $1,608,170		CN = 04/11/2023		CN = 01/11/2024

		15		Bikeshare and Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements Study		City of Fredericksburg		NEW		PE Only: Study/Project Development		GWRC		80		$40,000		PE = $40,000		PE = 07/01/2016		PE = 06/30/2017																																$40,000		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP						PE		$40,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		16		Rte 218 - Butler Rd Widening (from termini of intersection project limits at US 1 to Castle Rock Dr) 		Stafford County		105911		Roadway		TBD		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000		PE = 08/14/2019		PE = 12/19/2023																																$2,000,000		-$24,720,393		Potential HB2 project		Partially funded for PE beginning in Summer 2019.

																		RW = $9,660,000		RW = 12/19/2023		RW = 10/14/2025		RSTP																		PE		$989,176		PE		$1,010,824

																		CN = $14,330,393		CN = 10/14/2025		CN = 10/31/2027

		17		US - 1 over Rappahannock Canal Bridge Replacement CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		City of Fredericksburg		90077		Bridge		VDOT		76		$6,429,097		PE = $1,180,000		PE = 07/20/2011		PE = 7/31/2018																																$0		-$6,429,097

																		RW = $1,000,000		RW = 07/31/2018		RW = 12/10/2019

																		CN = $5,646,686		CN = 12/10/2019		CN = 12/10/2021		Other		PE		$600,000

		18		US - 1 Bridge over Hazel Run CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		City of Fredericksburg		100444		Bridge		VDOT		74		$1,005,441		PE = $363,974		PE = 12/14/2012		PE = 4/30/2016		RSTP		PE		$93,641																										$1,005,441		$0				VDOT staff working to accelerate advertisement date; project is aimed at rehab versus replacement based on funding constraints

																		RW = $0		RW = n/a		RW = 		Other				$911,800

																		CN = $641,467		CN = 4/30/2016		CN = 4/30/2017

		19		VRE Station Improvements: Brooke & Leeland		Stafford County		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = 7/1/2014		PE = TBD		CMAQ																						PE/CN		$525,000						$15,915,000		-$12,894,700		Do not remove funding from this project. Potential HB2 project		VRE project; funds to be "flexed" as needed. $15 million in rail enhancement funds

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		PE/RW/CN		$15,390,000

		20		Rte 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study 		Stafford County		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 07/01/2021		PE = 6/30/2022		CMAQ																										PE		$100,000		$100,000		-$400,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		21		US 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000		PE = 8/1/2017		PE = 9/28/2018		CMAQ																		PE		$275,000		PE/RW		$239,383						$514,383		-$1,285,617		Has been included in HB2 draft; no further allocations will be placed on this project at this time 

																		RW = $500,000		RW = 10/1/2018		RW = 4/13/2020

																		CN = $1,000,000		CN = 4/14/2020		CN = 7/30/2021

		22		Harrison Rd & Lafayette Blvd Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		NEW		Intersection		VDOT		72		$600,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																						PE		$100,000						$100,000		-$500,000		New UPC Needed. Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $250,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																		CN = $250,000		CN =TBD		CN = TBD

		23		Rte 208 - Courthouse Rd & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Dr Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		107680		Intersection		TBD		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 08/28/2020		PE = 3/15/2024		CMAQ																						PE		$238,647		PE		$261,353		$500,000		-$1,850,000		Potential HB2 project		Scope of project may overlap with future planned improvements to be discussed in upcoming Spotsylvania Rte 208 corridor study

																		RW = $500,000		RW = 03/15/2024		RW = 7/29/2026

																		CN = $1,350,000		CN = 7/29/2026		CN = 09/15/2027

		24		Couthouse Rd & Breckenridge Dr/Brittney Commons Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		NEW		Intersection		VDOT		70		$952,322		PE = $128,124		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																						PE		$128,026						$128,026		-$824,296		New UPC Needed. Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $0		RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																		CN = $824,198		CN =TBD		CN = TBD

		25		US 1 & Augustine Ave Intersection Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		NEW		PE Study Only		VDOT		70		$250,000		PE = TBD		PE = 7/01/2020		PE = 6/30/2022																																$50,000		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																						PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		26		Princess Anne St Improvements (Phase 2)		City of Fredericksburg		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $301,426		PE = 08/12/2014		PE = 4/30/2017																																$1,470,697		$0

																		RW = $0		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE/CN		$234,229		CN		$681,308		CN		$555,160

																		CN = $1,169,271		CN = 4/30/2016		CN = 4/30/2017

		27		City Parking Structure 		City of Fredericksburg		102987		PE Study Only		TBD		65		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/01/2020		PE = 6/30/2022																																$50,000		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																						PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		28		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592		PE = 09/26/2008		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$210,000		PE		$44,592						PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		$454,592		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		29		US - 1 Widening Study (BRAC Related) STAFFORD COUNTY		Stafford County		100456		Roadway		VDOT		53		$80,000,000		PE = $558,183		PE = 06/12/2014		PE = 		RSTP																														ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				$117,826 in OEA Grant funds forwarded to VDOT from Stafford County separate of RSTP funds.  Study efforts are in a holding pattern pending further direction from Stafford

																		RW = n/a		RW = n/a		RW = N/A 		Other		PE		$117,826

																		CN = n/a		CN = n/a		CN = N/A



																						RSTP Balance Entry: 70712								$0				$0				$50,000				$50,000				$128,352				$1,289,176				$1,517,528

																						CMAQ Balance Entry: 70713								$0				$0				$0				$50,000				$50,000				$1,521,734				$1,621,734

																																																						$3,139,262

																						Current RSTP Allocations								$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176

																						Current CMAQ Allocations								$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726

																						Current RSTP Budget								$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176

																						Current CMAQ Budget								$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726

																						Available RSTP 								$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																						Available CMAQ Funding 								$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

















as of February 2016




FY17-22 (Backup)

		(Cost Estimates and Schedules from VDOT - Fredericksburg District as of December 9, 2015)

		Row 
#		Project Description		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Ranking		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Start Date by Phase		Project End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Previous Funding				FY2016 Funds
Available 7/1/2015				FY2017 Funds
Available 7/1/2016				FY2018 Funds
Available 7/1/2017				FY2019 Funds
Available 7/1/2018				FY2020 Funds
Available 7/1/2019				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		MPO Notes		VDOT - Fredericksburg District Notes

																								Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		I95 Corridor Study Phase 1		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$280,000		PE = $280,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/31/2015
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 12/31/2016
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		RSTP		PE		$280,000																														$280,000		$0				Need resolution from FAMPO allowing Tim Ware to sign; after CTB transfer approval, need signed RTA, agreement & Appx A by both Tim and VDOT Chief; then authorization needed prior to start

		2		US - 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Road Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,730,455		PE = $2,250,000
RW = $9,117,404
CN = $11,363,051		PE = 06/27/2001
RW = 11/20/2013
CN = 1/12/2016		PE = 11/20/2013
RW = 1/12/2016
CN = 10/12/2017		RSTP						CN		$410,880		CN		$406,478
		CN		$253,221		CN		$890,136														$22,730,455		$0

																						CMAQ		PE/RW		$538,140		CN		$592,733		CN		$1,902,848		CN		$1,927,865		CN		$1,355,442

																						Other		PE/RW/CN		$13,329,853		CN		$366,731		CN		$340,653		CN		$326,400		CN		$89,075

		3		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $1,046,861		PE = n/a
RW = n/a
CN = 10/4/2016		PE = 
RW = 
CN = 03/31/2017		CMAQ														CN		$146,861		CN		$272,016		CN		$366,633		CN		$261,351						$1,046,861		$0				Revised schedule required; there have been recent discussions with City staff about re-scoping this project to maximize the use of the funding

		4		GW Ride Connect / TDM Assistance		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$1,295,604		PE = $1,295,604
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/27/2013
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		CMAQ		PE		$545,604		PE		$125,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000						$1,295,604		$0

		5		FAMPO LRTP Support		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,114,871		PE = $1,114,871
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 03/08/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		RSTP		PE		$514,871		PE		$300,000														PE		$300,000										$1,114,871		$0

		6		FAMPO Public Involvement		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 08/15/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		RSTP		PE		$258,370		PE		$49,530										PE		$100,000						PE		$50,000						$457,900		$0

		7		RTE 610 & Onville Rd. Intersection Improvement STAFFORD COUNTY		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000
RW = $8,036,998
CN = $5,526,758		PE = 12/04/2009
RW = 08/16/2011
CN = 08/11/2015		PE = 8/16/2011
RW = 10/8/2013
CN = 05/31/2017		RSTP		PE/RW		$3,543,103		CN		$785,783		CN		$352,286		CN		$225,000				$372,268														$14,923,756		$0				VDOT is in the process of processing for construction award

																						CMAQ		RW/CN		$7,154,818

		8		City Parking Structure CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		102987		PE Study Only		TBD		65		$250,000		PE = $250,000
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		Other		CN		$2,490,498

		9		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/30/2009
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		CMAQ																										PE		$516,675						$516,675		-$263,440				being cancelled

		10		FAMPO CMP Update Support		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$483,089		PE = $483,089
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/15/2010
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		RSTP		PE		$580,115										PE		$200,000																		$780,115		$297,026

																						RSTP		PE		$96,665										PE		$107,921										PE		$100,000						$483,089		$483,089

		11		US - 1 Morris/Mudd Tavern Intersection Improvement SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000
RW = $2,171,657
CN = $5,120,016		PE = 04/02/2010
RW = 12/12/2012
CN = 12/10/2013		PE = 12/12/2012
RW = 12/10/2013
CN = 05/16/2016		Other		PE		$178,503

		12		US - 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353
RW = $100,000
CN = $2,190,647		PE = 08/12/2015
RW = late 2016
CN = late 2017		PE = late 2016
RW = late 2017
CN = late 2018				PE/RW/CN		$1,020,172
$2,038,089
$3,397,410		CN		$402,035
$633,967
$650,000																										$8,141,673		$5,166,673

		13		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$4,600,000		PE = $600,000
RW = $2,000,000
CN = $2,000,000		PE = 07/18/2019
RW = 6/15/2022
CN = 07/15/2024		PE = 6/15/2022
RW = 7/15/2024
CN = 07/31/2025						$2,200,000																		PE		$775,000										$2,975,000		-$1,625,000				PE phase recently initiated; staff working to update schedule.  If earlier funding can be located, there is potential to accelerate schedule

		14		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$2,992,170		PE =$548,000
RW= $836,000
CN = $1,608,170		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 10/19/2021
CN = 04/11/2023		PE = 8/31/2021
RW = 9/13/2022
CN = 01/11/2024																								PE		$375,000		RW		$217,410						$592,410		-$2,399,760				prescoping level estimate

		15		Bikeshare and Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements Study in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Only: Study/Project Development		GWRC		80		$40,000 (Draft)		PE = $40,000		N/A		N/A																								PE		$508,093		PE		$39,907						$548,000		ERROR:#VALUE!

		16		Butler Road Widening (from termini of intersection project limits on Rte 218 to Castle Rock Drive) STAFFORD COUNTY		105911		Roadway		TBD		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000
RW = $9,660,000
CN = $14,330,393		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 12/19/2023
CN = 10/14/2025		PE = 12/19/2023
RW = 10/14/2025
CN = 10/31/2027

		17		US - 1 over Rappahannock Canal Bridge Replacement CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		90077		Bridge		VDOT		76		$7,826,686		PE = $1,180,000
RW = $1,000,000
CN = $5,646,686		PE = 07/20/2011
RW = 07/31/2018
CN = 12/10/2019		PE = 7/31/2018
RW = 12/10/2019
CN = 12/10/2021																								PE		$989,176		PE		$584,016						$1,573,192		-$6,253,494				Partially funded for PE beginning in Summer 2019.

		18		US - 1 Bridge over Hazel Run CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100444		Bridge		VDOT		74		$1,005,441		PE = $363,974
RW = $0
CN = $641,467		PE = 12/14/2012
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/2016
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017				PE/RW/CN		$170,793
$6,171,677		CN		$64,437
$1,257,147																										$7,664,054		$6,658,613				Construction almost complete

		19		VRE Station Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY: Brooke & Leeland		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = 7/1/2014
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		PE = TBD
RW = TBD
CN = TBD				PE		$93,641
$911,800						CN		$201,390																						$1,206,831		-$27,602,869				VDOT staff working to accelerate advertisement date; project is aimed at rehab versus replacement based on funding constraints

		20		Rt. 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study STAFFORD COUNTY		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 07/15/2018
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 7/31/2022
RW = n/a
CN = n/a				PE/RW/CN		$15,390,000																						PE/CN		$525,000						$15,915,000		$15,415,000				VRE project; funds to be "flexed" as needed. $15 million in rail enhancement funds

		21		US - 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,000,000		PE = 8/1/2017
RW = 10/1/2018
CN = 4/14/2020		PE = 9/28/2018
RW = 4/13/2020
CN = 7/30/2021																				PE		$100,000														$100,000		-$1,700,000

		22		Harrison Rd & Lafayette Blvd Turn Lane Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		72		$600,000		PE = $100,000
RW = $250,000
CN = $250,000		N/A		N/A																								PE		$275,000		PE/RW		$239,383						$514,383		-$85,617				Pending HB2 application for current shortfall

		23		Rte 208 - Courthouse Road & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Drive Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		107680		Intersection		TBD		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,350,000		PE = 08/28/2020
RW = 03/15/2024
CN = 7/29/2026		PE = 3/15/2024
RW = 7/29/2026
CN = 09/15/2027

		24		Couthouse Rd & Breckenridge Dr./Brittney Commons Turn Lane Improvements in SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		70		$952,322		PE = $128,124
RW = $0
CN = $824,198		N/A		N/A																												PE		$500,000						$500,000		-$452,322				Scope of project may overlap with future planned improvements to be discussed in upcoming Spotsylvania Rte 208 corridor study

		25		Princess Anne St. Improvements (Phase 2) CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $301,426
RW = $0
CN = $1,169,271		PE = 08/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/20176
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017

		26		Route 1 (Jefferson Davis Hwy) & Augustine Ave. Intersection Improvements in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Study Only		VDOT		70		$250,000		N/A		N/A		N/A				PE		$100,000		CN		$134,229		CN		$681,308		CN		$555,160																		$1,470,697		$1,220,697				Advertisement being accelerated to Spring 2016; VDOT staff working to identify specific date

		27		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces VARIOUS LOCATIONS		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 09/26/2008
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		28		US - 1 Widening Study (BRAC Related) STAFFORD COUNTY		100456		Roadway		VDOT		53		$80,000,000		PE = $558,183
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 
RW = N/A 
CN = N/A				PE		$141,317
$117,826														PE		$299,040														$558,143		-$79,441,857				$117,826 in OEA Grant funds forwarded to VDOT from Stafford County separate of RSTP funds.  Study efforts are in a holding pattern pending further direction from Stafford

				RSTP																				Current RSTP Allocations				$1,296,674				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176

				CMAQ																				Current CMAQ Allocations				$2,442,670				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726

				Other SYIP Funding

																								RSTP Balance Entry: 70712				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																								CMAQ Balance Entry: 70713				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

















as of March 2015




FY17-22 (TAC_Feb)

		(Cost Estimates and Schedules from VDOT - Fredericksburg District as of February 17, 2015)

		Row 
#		Project Description		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Ranking		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Start Date by Phase		Project End Date by Phase		Recent Updates From Locality Meetings



		1		I95 Corridor Study Phase 1		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$280,000		PE = $280,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/31/2015
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 12/31/2016
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		2		US - 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Road Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,730,455		PE = $2,250,000
RW = $9,117,404
CN = $11,363,051		PE = 06/27/2001
RW = 11/20/2013
CN = 1/12/2016		PE = 11/20/2013
RW = 1/12/2016
CN = 10/12/2017





		3		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $1,046,861		PE = n/a
RW = n/a
CN = 10/4/2016		PE = 
RW = 
CN = 03/31/2017

		4		GW Ride Connect / TDM Assistance		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$1,295,604		PE = $1,295,604
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/27/2013
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		5		FAMPO LRTP Support		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,114,871		PE = $1,114,871
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 03/08/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		6		FAMPO Public Involvement		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 08/15/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		7		RTE 610 & Onville Rd. Intersection Improvement STAFFORD COUNTY		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000
RW = $8,036,998
CN = $5,526,758		PE = 12/04/2009
RW = 08/16/2011
CN = 08/11/2015		PE = 8/16/2011
RW = 10/8/2013
CN = 05/31/2017



		8		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/30/2009
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		9		FAMPO CMP Update Support		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$483,089		PE = $483,089
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/15/2010
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a



		10		US - 1 Morris/Mudd Tavern Intersection Improvement SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000
RW = $2,171,657
CN = $5,120,016		PE = 04/02/2010
RW = 12/12/2012
CN = 12/10/2013		PE = 12/12/2012
RW = 12/10/2013
CN = 05/16/2016

		11		US - 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353
RW = $100,000
CN = $2,190,647		PE = 08/12/2015
RW = late 2016
CN = late 2017		PE = late 2016
RW = late 2017
CN = late 2018

		12		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$4,600,000		PE = $600,000
RW = $2,000,000
CN = $2,000,000		PE = 07/18/2019
RW = 6/15/2022
CN = 07/15/2024		PE = 6/15/2022
RW = 7/15/2024
CN = 07/31/2025		Likely City Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		13		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$2,992,170		PE =$548,000
RW= $836,000
CN = $1,608,170		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 10/19/2021
CN = 04/11/2023		PE = 8/31/2021
RW = 9/13/2022
CN = 01/11/2024		Likely Stafford Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		14		Bikeshare and Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements Study in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Only: Study/Project Development		GWRC		80		$40,000 (Draft)		PE = $40,000		N/A		N/A

		15		Butler Road Widening (from termini of intersection project limits on Rte 218 to Castle Rock Drive) STAFFORD COUNTY		105911		Roadway		TBD		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000
RW = $9,660,000
CN = $14,330,393		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 12/19/2023
CN = 10/14/2025		PE = 12/19/2023
RW = 10/14/2025
CN = 10/31/2027		Possible 2nd Stafford Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		16		US - 1 over Rappahannock Canal Bridge Replacement CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		90077		Bridge		VDOT		76		$7,826,686		PE = $1,180,000
RW = $1,000,000
CN = $5,646,686		PE = 07/20/2011
RW = 07/31/2018
CN = 12/10/2019		PE = 7/31/2018
RW = 12/10/2019
CN = 12/10/2021

		17		US - 1 Bridge over Hazel Run CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100444		Bridge		VDOT		74		$1,005,441		PE = $363,974
RW = $0
CN = $641,467		PE = 12/14/2012
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/2016
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017

		18		VRE Station Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY: Brooke & Leeland		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = 7/1/2014
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		PE = TBD
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		Scope has increased significantly from original project. Cost estimate and funding avaialble being reviewed by DRPT and will likely change. Staff understanding is there are no additional FAMPO commitments at this point in time.

		19		Rt. 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study STAFFORD COUNTY		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 07/15/2018
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 7/31/2022
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		20		US - 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,000,000		PE = 8/1/2017
RW = 10/1/2018
CN = 4/14/2020		PE = 9/28/2018
RW = 4/13/2020
CN = 7/30/2021		Included in Draft CTB Selections for Fredericksburg District as fully funded in HB2. Additional CMAQ allocations likely unncessary.

		21		Harrison Rd & Lafayette Blvd Turn Lane Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		72		$600,000		PE = $100,000
RW = $250,000
CN = $250,000		N/A		N/A		VDOT Review of cost estimates resulted in increase to $600K. Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		22		Rte 208 - Courthouse Road & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Drive Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		107680		Intersection		TBD		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,350,000		PE = 08/28/2020
RW = 03/15/2024
CN = 7/29/2026		PE = 3/15/2024
RW = 7/29/2026
CN = 09/15/2027		Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		23		Couthouse Rd & Breckenridge Dr./Brittney Commons Turn Lane Improvements in SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		70		$952,322		PE = $128,124
RW = $0
CN = $824,198		N/A		N/A		VDOT Review of cost estimates resulted in no changes. Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		24		Route 1 (Jefferson Davis Hwy) & Augustine Ave. Intersection Improvements in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Study Only		VDOT		70		$250,000		N/A		N/A		N/A		Change to Study Only. Needs to be rescored as a study.

		25		Princess Anne St. Improvements (Phase 2) CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $301,426
RW = $0
CN = $1,169,271		PE = 08/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/20176
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017

		26		City Parking Structure CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		102987		PE Study Only		TBD		65		$250,000		PE = $250,000
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		Change to Study Only. Needs to be rescored as a study.

		27		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces VARIOUS LOCATIONS		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 09/26/2008
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		28		US - 1 Widening Study (BRAC Related) STAFFORD COUNTY		100456		Roadway		VDOT		53		$80,000,000		PE = $558,183
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 
RW = N/A 
CN = N/A



				Note: Four New Projects highlighted in Yellow
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FY17-22 (TAC_Jan)

		(Cost Estimates and Schedules from VDOT - Fredericksburg District as of December 9, 2015); New Projects in Yellow; Updates from Locality Meetings as of January 26, 2016.

		Row 
#		Project Description		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Ranking		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Start Date by Phase		Project End Date by Phase		Recent Updates From Locality Meetings



		1		I95 Corridor Study Phase 1		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$280,000		PE = $280,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/31/2015
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 12/31/2016
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		2		US - 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Road Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,730,455		PE = $2,250,000
RW = $9,117,404
CN = $11,363,051		PE = 06/27/2001
RW = 11/20/2013
CN = 1/12/2016		PE = 11/20/2013
RW = 1/12/2016
CN = 10/12/2017





		3		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $1,046,861		PE = n/a
RW = n/a
CN = 10/4/2016		PE = 
RW = 
CN = 03/31/2017

		4		GW Ride Connect / TDM Assistance		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$1,295,604		PE = $1,295,604
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/27/2013
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		5		FAMPO LRTP Support		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,114,871		PE = $1,114,871
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 03/08/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		6		FAMPO Public Involvement		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 08/15/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		7		RTE 610 & Onville Rd. Intersection Improvement STAFFORD COUNTY		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000
RW = $8,036,998
CN = $5,526,758		PE = 12/04/2009
RW = 08/16/2011
CN = 08/11/2015		PE = 8/16/2011
RW = 10/8/2013
CN = 05/31/2017



		8		City Parking Structure CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		102987		PE Study Only		TBD		91		$250,000		PE = $250,000
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		Change to Study Only. Needs to be rescored as a study.

		9		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/30/2009
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		10		FAMPO CMP Update Support		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$483,089		PE = $483,089
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/15/2010
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a



		11		US - 1 Morris/Mudd Tavern Intersection Improvement SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000
RW = $2,171,657
CN = $5,120,016		PE = 04/02/2010
RW = 12/12/2012
CN = 12/10/2013		PE = 12/12/2012
RW = 12/10/2013
CN = 05/16/2016

		12		US - 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353
RW = $100,000
CN = $2,190,647		PE = 08/12/2015
RW = late 2016
CN = late 2017		PE = late 2016
RW = late 2017
CN = late 2018

		13		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$4,600,000		PE = $600,000
RW = $2,000,000
CN = $2,000,000		PE = 07/18/2019
RW = 6/15/2022
CN = 07/15/2024		PE = 6/15/2022
RW = 7/15/2024
CN = 07/31/2025		Likely City Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		14		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$2,992,170		PE =$548,000
RW= $836,000
CN = $1,608,170		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 10/19/2021
CN = 04/11/2023		PE = 8/31/2021
RW = 9/13/2022
CN = 01/11/2024		Likely Stafford Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		15		Bikeshare and Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements Study in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Only: Study/Project Development		GWRC		80		$40,000 (Draft)		PE = $40,000		N/A		N/A

		16		Butler Road Widening (from termini of intersection project limits on Rte 218 to Castle Rock Drive) STAFFORD COUNTY		105911		Roadway		TBD		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000
RW = $9,660,000
CN = $14,330,393		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 12/19/2023
CN = 10/14/2025		PE = 12/19/2023
RW = 10/14/2025
CN = 10/31/2027		Possible 2nd Stafford Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		17		US - 1 over Rappahannock Canal Bridge Replacement CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		90077		Bridge		VDOT		76		$7,826,686		PE = $1,180,000
RW = $1,000,000
CN = $5,646,686		PE = 07/20/2011
RW = 07/31/2018
CN = 12/10/2019		PE = 7/31/2018
RW = 12/10/2019
CN = 12/10/2021

		18		US - 1 Bridge over Hazel Run CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100444		Bridge		VDOT		74		$1,005,441		PE = $363,974
RW = $0
CN = $641,467		PE = 12/14/2012
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/2016
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017

		19		VRE Station Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY: Brooke & Leeland		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = 7/1/2014
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		PE = TBD
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		Scope has increased significantly from original project. Cost estimate and funding avaialble being reviewed by DRPT and will likely change. Staff understanding is there are no additional FAMPO commitments at this point in time.

		20		Rt. 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study STAFFORD COUNTY		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 07/15/2018
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 7/31/2022
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		21		US - 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,000,000		PE = 8/1/2017
RW = 10/1/2018
CN = 4/14/2020		PE = 9/28/2018
RW = 4/13/2020
CN = 7/30/2021		Included in Draft CTB Selections for Fredericksburg District as fully funded in HB2. Additional CMAQ allocations likely unncessary.

		22		Harrison Rd & Lafayette Blvd Turn Lane Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		72		$600,000		PE = $100,000
RW = $250,000
CN = $250,000		N/A		N/A		VDOT Review of cost estimates resulted in increase to $600K. Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		23		Rte 208 - Courthouse Road & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Drive Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		107680		Intersection		TBD		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,350,000		PE = 08/28/2020
RW = 03/15/2024
CN = 7/29/2026		PE = 3/15/2024
RW = 7/29/2026
CN = 09/15/2027		Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		24		Couthouse Rd & Breckenridge Dr./Brittney Commons Turn Lane Improvements in SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		70		$952,322		PE = $128,124
RW = $0
CN = $824,198		N/A		N/A		VDOT Review of cost estimates resulted in no changes. Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		25		Princess Anne St. Improvements (Phase 2) CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $301,426
RW = $0
CN = $1,169,271		PE = 08/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/20176
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017

		26		Route 1 (Jefferson Davis Hwy) & Augustine Ave. Intersection Improvements in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Study Only		VDOT		66		$250,000		N/A		N/A		N/A		Change to Study Only. Needs to be rescored as a study.

		27		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces VARIOUS LOCATIONS		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 09/26/2008
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		28		US - 1 Widening Study (BRAC Related) STAFFORD COUNTY		100456		Roadway		VDOT		53		$80,000,000		PE = $558,183
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 
RW = N/A 
CN = N/A



				Note: Four New Projects highlighted in Yellow
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		FAMPO FY2016-2021 RSTP & CMAQ PROJECT LIST (VDOT - Fredericksburg District - October 30, 2015)

		Row 
#		Project Description		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Ranking		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Date by Phase		Previous Funding				FY2016 Funds
Available 7/1/2015				FY2017 Funds
Available 7/1/2016				FY2018 Funds
Available 7/1/2017				FY2019 Funds
Available 7/1/2018				FY2020 Funds
Available 7/1/2019				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		MPO Notes		VDOT - Fredericksburg District Notes

																				Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		I95 Corridor Study Phase 1		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$280,000		PE = $280,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/15/2015
RW = n/a
CN = n/a						PE		$280,000																						$280,000		$0

		2		US - 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Road Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,730,455		PE = $2,250,000
RW = $9,117,404
CN = $11,363,051		PE = 06/27/2001
RW = 11/20/2013
CN = 10/12/2016		PE/RW		$538,140
$13,329,853		PE/RW		$410,880
$592,733
$366,731		PE/RW		$406,478
$1,902,848
$340,653		CN		$253,221
$1,927,865
$326,400		CN		$890,136
$1,355,442
$89,075										$22,730,455		$0				On track for January 2016 construction advertisement

		3		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $1,046,861		PE = n/a
RW = n/a
CN = 03/31/2017														CN		$146,861		CN		$272,016		CN		$366,633		CN		$261,351		$1,046,861		$0				Revised schedule required; there have been recent discussions with City staff about re-scoping this project to maximize the use of the funding

		4		Construction of Traffic Operations Center CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100451		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		99		$425,000		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $425,000		PE = n/a
RW = n/a
CN = 03/29/2017		CN		$200,000		CN		$225,000																						$425,000		$0				Going out for advertisment in Fall 2015

		5		GW Ride Connect / TDM Assistance		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$1,295,604		PE = $1,295,604
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/27/2013
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$545,604		PE		$125,000		PE		$125,000		PE		$125,000		PE		$125,000		PE		$125,000		PE		$125,000		$1,295,604		$0

		6		FAMPO LRTP Support		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,114,871		PE = $1,114,871
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 03/08/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$514,871		PE		$300,000														PE		$300,000						$1,114,871		$0

		7		FAMPO Public Involvement		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 08/15/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$258,370		PE		$49,530										PE		$100,000						PE		$50,000		$457,900		$0

		8		RTE 610 & Onville Rd. Intersection Improvement STAFFORD COUNTY		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000
RW = $8,036,998
CN = $5,526,758		PE = 12/04/2009
RW = 08/16/2011
CN = 09/30/2017		PE/RW/CN		$3,543,103
$7,154,818
$2,490,498		CN		$785,783		CN		$352,286		CN		$225,000				$372,268										$14,923,756		$0				VDOT is in the process of processing for construction award

		9		City Parking Structure CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		102987		Transit		TBD		91		$0		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = TBD
RW = TBD
CN = TBD																										PE		$516,675		$516,675		$516,675				Status and Future of project have been undetermined for some time now; need stakeholders to discuss future of potential project

		10		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/30/2009
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$580,115										PE		$200,000														$780,115		$0

		11		FAMPO CMP Update Support		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$483,089		PE = $483,089
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/15/2010
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$96,665
$178,503										PE		$107,921										PE		$100,000		$483,089		$0

		12		US - 1 Morris/Mudd Tavern Intersection Improvement SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000
RW = $2,171,657
CN = $5,120,016		PE = 04/02/2010
RW = 12/12/2012
CN = 05/16/2016		PE/RW/CN		$1,020,172
$2,038,089
$3,397,410		CN		$402,035
$633,967
$650,000																						$8,141,673		$0				Currently under construction - slated to finish by Spring 2016

		13		US - 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353
RW = $100,000
CN = $2,190,647		PE = 08/12/2015
RW = 08/312021
CN = 07/31/2023				$2,200,000																		PE		$775,000						$2,975,000		$0				PE phase recently initiated; staff working to update schedule

		14		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$3,438,796		PE = $395,391
RW = $0
CN = $1,377,780		PE = 07/18/2019
RW = n/a
CN = 07/15/2024																						PE		$375,000		RW		$217,410		$592,410		-$2,846,386				RW phase will likely be required which will increase total project costs

		15		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$3,015,971		PE =$548,000
RW= $836,000
CN = $1,631,971		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 10/19/2021
CN = 01/11/2024																						PE		$508,093		PE		$39,907		$548,000		-$2,467,971				Funded for Summer 2019 PE start

		16		Staffordboro Commuter Parking Lot Expansion STAFFORD COUNTY		97552		Transit		VDOT		79		$13,176,288		PE = $1,701,288
RW = $2,021,105
CN = $9,450,000 		PE = 10/28/2010
RW = 02/16/2012
CN = 11/19/2014 		PE/RW/CN		$1,141,402
$11,204,243		CN		$826,748																						$13,172,393		-$3,895				Construction is complete; proceeding with financial closeout

		17		Butler Road Widening (from termini of intersection project limits on Rte 218 to Castle Rock Drive) STAFFORD COUNTY		105911		Roadway		TBD		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000
RW = $9,660,000
CN = $14,330,393		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 12/19/2023
CN = 10/31/2027																						PE		$989,176		PE		$584,016		$1,573,192		-$25,147,201				Partially funded for PE beginning in Summer 2019.

		18		US - 1 over Rappahannock Canal Bridge Replacement CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		90077		Bridge		VDOT		76		$7,826,686		PE = $1,180,000
RW = $1,000,000
CN = $5,646,686		PE = 07/20/2011
RW = 07/31/2018
CN = 10/10/2021		PE		$600,000										PE		$172,874		PE/RW		$1,500,000		CN		$3,570,653		CN		$555,160		$6,398,687		-$1,427,999				Project design underway

		19		Gordon Road Commuter Parking Lot SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		100448		Transit		VDOT		76		$7,664,054		PE = $961,686
RW = $2,347,949
CN = $4,354,419		PE = 07/01/2011
RW = 08/08/2012
CN = 12/16/2015		PE/RW/CN		$170,793
$6,171,677		CN		$64,437
$1,257,147																						$7,664,054		$0				Construction almost complete

		20		US - 1 Bridge over Hazel Run CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100444		Bridge		VDOT		74		$1,280,000		PE = $398,259
RW = $0
CN = $881,741		PE = 12/14/2012
RW = n/a
CN = 06/29/2020		PE		$93,641
$911,800						CN		$201,390																		$1,206,831		-$73,169				VDOT staff working to accelerate advertisement date; project is aimed at rehab versus replacement based on funding contraints

		21		VRE Platform Extensions STAFFORD COUNTY		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = TBD
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		PE/RW/CN		$15,390,000																						PE/CN		$525,000		$15,915,000		-$12,894,700				VRE project; funds to be "flexed" as needed. $15 million in rail enhancement funds

		22		Rt. 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study STAFFORD COUNTY		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 07/15/2018
RW = n/a
CN = n/a																		PE		$100,000										$100,000		-$400,000

		23		US - 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,000,000		PE = 07/15/2019
RW = 06/22/2021
CN = 06/15/2023																						PE		$275,000		PE/RW		$239,383		$514,383		-$1,285,617				Pending HB2 application for current shortfall

		24		Rte 208 - Courthouse Road & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Drive Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		107680		Intersection		TBD		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,350,000		PE = 08/28/2020
RW = 03/15/2024
CN = 09/15/2027																										PE		$500,000		$500,000		-$1,850,000				Scope of project may overlap with future planned improvements to be discussed in upcoming Spotsylvania Rte 208 corridor study

		25		Princess Anne St. Improvements (Phase 2) CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $100,003
RW = $0
CN = $1,370,694		PE = 08/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = 03/30/2020		PE		$100,000		CN		$134,229		CN		$681,308		CN		$555,160														$1,470,697		$0				Advertisement being accelerated to Spring 2016; VDOT staff working to identify specific date

		26		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces VARIOUS LOCATIONS		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 09/26/2008
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$194,250		PE		$15,750		PE		$44,592						PE		$200,000										$454,592		$0

		27		US - 1 Widening Study (BRAC Related) STAFFORD COUNTY		100456		Roadway		VDOT		53		$80,000,000		PE = $838,183
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$141,317
$117,826														PE		$299,040										$558,143		-$79,441,857				$117,826 in OEA Grant funds forwarded to VDOT from Stafford County separate of RSTP funds.  Study efforts are in a holding pattern pending further direction from Stafford

				RSTP																Current RSTP Allocations				$1,296,674				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176

				CMAQ																Current CMAQ Allocations				$2,442,670				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726

				Other SYIP Funding

																								$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																								$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

















as of March 2015






#1, #2, #3, & #6 - $525,00 in STBG-RSTP funding available for existing/new projects

#13: VRE Station project - $2,791,554 CMAQ (Use 5307 funding)

#17: Stafford Quantico Bus - $245,000 CMAQ - Project not continuing

#20: VRE Study - $300,000 (STBG-RSTP funding previously reallocated; Use 5307 funding) 

#27: Idlewild VCR Trail Connector - $540,989 CMAQ/STBG-RSTP (Use 5307 funding for
this Smart Scale Candidate project)

 

CMAQ/STBG-RSTP funding available for existing/new projects: $4,102,543

CMAQ Recipient Project: #4: GWRideConnect - $125,000 in FY-22 funding
Funding available for other existing/new CMAQ/STBG-RSTP projects = $3,977,543

 

Thank you,

 

Paul



From: Paul T. Agnello
To: Adam Hager; Kate Gibson
Cc: Jason D. Towery; Alexander E. Owsiak; Erik Nelson; Rodney White
Subject: Proposed Regional Solution to better utilize available transportation monies for FAMPO and GWRC Consideration
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 4:26:44 PM
Attachments: image001.png

FAMPO FY21-FY26 CMAQ-RSTP Allocations V8.5-Regional_Solution_V3_09_16_20.xlsx
Importance: High

Good afternoon Adam and Kate,
 
Below is the proposed $6.3 Million Regional Solution developed by the FAMPO TAC leadership over
the past few months to better utilize available transportation monies.
The funding involving both FAMPO and GWRC is CMAQ and 5307. The STBG-RSTP funding only
involves FAMPO.
 
Updates since the 9/8 FAMPO TAC meeting:
 

1.      The City preferred to keep the $540,989 in funding on the Idlewild VCR Trail Connector
under FAMPO as CMAQ and STBG-RSTP instead of under GWRC using 5307. This
reduces the amount of 5307 funding needed by $540,989.

2.      VRE doesn’t have a defined scope for the TDM study for the 2 Stafford VRE stations
and the Spotyslvania VRE station so this item was removed from proposed 5307
funding consideration at this time. This reduces the amount of 5307 funding needed
by $300,000.

3.      FRED may have spent some of the initial $60,000 in funding on #17: Stafford Quantico
Bus. Stafford is in the process of verifying exactly how much of the $245,000 is
available to reallocate to other projects with FRED.
 

The details are on the attached spreadsheet, but a summary is below:
 
CMAQ/STBG-RSTP Donor Projects:
#1, #2, #3, & #6 - $525,000 in surplus STBG-RSTP funding available for existing/new projects
#13: VRE Station project - $2,791,554 CMAQ (Use 5307 funding)
#17 Stafford Quantico Bus - $245,000 CMAQ – Funding available for existing/new projects in
the range of $185,000 to $245,000 depending on how much of $60,000 in previous funding
was spent before project was discontinued. Update expected by October FAMPO meetings.
Total STBG-RSTP Funding available: $525,000
Total CMAQ Funding available: $3,036,554
Total FAMPO Funding available: $3,561,554
Total 5307 Funding Needed: $2,791,554
Total Funding involved in Proposed Regional Solution: $6,353,108
 
5307 Recipient Projects:
#13: VRE Station project: $2,791,554 (Needs near term funding, e.g., Previous to FY-23)

mailto:PAgnello@spotsylvania.va.us
mailto:hager@gwregion.org
mailto:gibson@gwregion.org
mailto:JTowery@staffordcountyva.gov
mailto:AOwsiak@staffordcountyva.gov
mailto:enelson@fredericksburgva.gov
mailto:RWhite@spotsylvania.va.us


FY21-26_V8.5-RegnSol_V1-Step2

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes				Paul's Comments on changes (From V8)

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$0		-$5,000,000				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681				$0				$0																																Moved $138,931 to #22: Rte 1/Market Street; No funding left.

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$200,000		-$400,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$200,000

Richard: Richard:
Only 56,559 available for existing/new projects

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$0		-$1,000,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315				$0

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708				$0

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$0				$0				$0				$0														$23,372,018		-$20,795,270		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$0				$0				$0																		$0		-$245,000		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$300,000								Removed from STBG-RSTP Funding Consideration

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$0				$0				$0																								Investigating funding with 5307

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0																																																$100K in FY-21 moved to #22: US Rte 1/Market St, Other funding temporarily put in Available RSTP

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS				Added $138,931 in FY-21 from Regionally Significant and $100,000 in FY-21 from VRE Study

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$507,372				$100,000				$169,454																								Removed $238,931 in FY-23 temporarily to Available RSTP

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$10,600,000		$0				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$972,168				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000																Corrected Non-FAMPO funding amount for FY-22 for Rte 1/Enon Rd

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

Richard: Richard:
Only 56,559 available for existing/new projects		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$19,950				$19,950				$400,000		$540,989		-$1,363,322

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$22,668				$55,753				$11,334				$11,334																Added 		15.11%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$3,029,173		-$7,570,827

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$50,933				$125,271				$25,466				$25,466				$1,812,836												Added 		33.96%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,824,503		-$10,336,713

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$76,399				$187,907				$38,200				$38,200																Added 		50.93%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$0		-$9,100,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$503,796				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes per Resolution 21-03														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$585,000				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0



																																						Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026



																								RSTP Allocations																		$1,628,619				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																								CMAQ Allocations																		$1,842,187				$1,705,437				$1,275,000				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																								RSTP Budget																		$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																								CMAQ Budget																		$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898				Total Available for Existing/New Projects

																		Blue = Projects with available CMAQ or RSTP funding						Available RSTP 														$503,796				$21,204				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$525,000

																								Available CMAQ														$585,000				$582,539				$719,289				$1,149,726				$0				$0				$0				$3,036,554

																																																																		$3,561,554		Total Available

																																																																		$3,436,554		Total Available after $125K in FY-22 CMAQ funding for GWRideConnect
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FY21-26_V8.5-RegnSol_V1-Step1

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes				Paul's Comments on changes (From V8)

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$343,418		-$4,656,582				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681				$322,214				$21,204																																Moved $138,931 to #22: Rte 1/Market Street; No funding left.

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$256,559		-$343,441

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$256,559

Richard: Richard:
Only 56,559 available for existing/new projects

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$117,315		-$882,685

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315				$117,315

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708				$7,708

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$525,000				$490,039				$626,789				$1,149,726														$26,163,572		-$18,003,716		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$60,000				$92,500				$92,500																		$245,000		$0		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$300,000								Removed from STBG-RSTP Funding Consideration

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$0				$0				$0																								Investigating funding with 5307

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0																																																$100K in FY-21 moved to #22: US Rte 1/Market St, Other funding temporarily put in Available RSTP

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS				Added $138,931 in FY-21 from Regionally Significant and $100,000 in FY-21 from VRE Study

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$507,372				$100,000				$169,454																								Removed $238,931 in FY-23 temporarily to Available RSTP

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$10,600,000		$0				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$972,168				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000																Corrected Non-FAMPO funding amount for FY-22 for Rte 1/Enon Rd

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

Richard: Richard:
Only 56,559 available for existing/new projects		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$19,950				$19,950				$400,000		$540,989		-$1,363,322

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$22,668				$55,753				$11,334				$11,334																Added 		15.11%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$3,029,173		-$7,570,827

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$50,933				$125,271				$25,466				$25,466				$1,812,836												Added 		33.96%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,824,503		-$10,336,713

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$76,399				$187,907				$38,200				$38,200																Added 		50.93%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$0		-$9,100,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes per Resolution 21-03														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																				Regional Solution				Comment																																										$0

																				Source		Total																RSTP Allocations				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																				5307		3,332,543		VRE & City Bike projects														CMAQ Allocations				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																				CMAQ/RSTP		4,102,543		Includes $245K Quantico Bus														RSTP Budget				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																				Total		7,435,086																CMAQ Budget				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						Available RSTP 				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																																						Available CMAQ				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0
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		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes				Paul's Comments on changes (From V8)

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$343,418		-$4,656,582				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681				$322,214				$21,204																																Moved $138,931 to #22: Rte 1/Market Street; No funding left.

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$256,559		-$343,441

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$256,559

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$117,315		-$882,685

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315				$117,315

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708				$7,708

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$525,000				$490,039				$626,789				$1,149,726														$26,163,572		-$18,003,716		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$60,000				$92,500				$92,500																		$245,000		$0		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$300,000								Removed from STBG-RSTP Funding Consideration

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$0				$0				$0																								Investigating funding with 5307

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0																																																$100K in FY-21 moved to #22: US Rte 1/Market St, Other funding temporarily put in Available RSTP

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS				Added $138,931 in FY-21 from Regionally Significant and $100,000 in FY-21 from VRE Study

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$507,372				$100,000				$169,454																								Removed $238,931 in FY-23 temporarily to Available RSTP

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$10,600,000		$0				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$972,168				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000																Corrected Non-FAMPO funding amount for FY-22 for Rte 1/Enon Rd

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$19,950				$19,950				$400,000		$540,989		-$1,363,322

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$22,668				$55,753				$11,334				$11,334																Added 		15.11%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$3,029,173		-$7,570,827

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$50,933				$125,271				$25,466				$25,466				$1,812,836												Added 		33.96%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,824,503		-$10,336,713

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$76,399				$187,907				$38,200				$38,200																Added 		50.93%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$0		-$9,100,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes per Resolution 21-03														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																																																																		$0

																																						RSTP Allocations				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Allocations				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						RSTP Budget				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Budget				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						Available RSTP 				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																																						Available CMAQ				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0
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FY21-26_V9-Step2

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes				Paul's Comments on changes (From V8)

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$0		-$5,000,000				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681								$0																																Moved $138,931 to #22: Rte 1/Market Street; No funding left.

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$200,000		-$400,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$200,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$0		-$1,000,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$525,000				$490,039				$626,789				$1,149,726														$26,163,572		-$18,003,716		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$60,000				$92,500				$92,500																		$245,000		$0		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$300,000								Removed from STBG-RSTP Funding Consideration

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$0				$0				$0																								Investigating funding with 5307

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0																																																$100K in FY-21 moved to #22: US Rte 1/Market St, Other funding temporarily put in Available RSTP

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS				Added $138,931 in FY-21 from Regionally Significant and $100,000 in FY-21 from VRE Study

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$507,372				$100,000				$169,454																								Removed $238,931 in FY-23 temporarily to Available RSTP

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$10,600,000		$0				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$972,168				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000																Corrected Non-FAMPO funding amount for FY-22 for Rte 1/Enon Rd

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$19,950				$19,950				$400,000		$540,989		-$1,363,322

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$22,668				$55,753				$11,334				$11,334																Added 		15.11%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$3,029,173		-$7,570,827

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$50,933				$125,271				$25,466				$25,466				$1,812,836												Added 		33.96%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,824,503		-$10,336,713

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																						$76,399				$187,907				$38,200				$38,200																Added 		50.93%		of  Available STBG-RSTP for FY-22 to FY-25

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$525,000		-$8,575,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$503,796				$21,204

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Project affected by proposed transfers in Resolution 20-46														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes in draft Resolution 20-46																																																										$0

								New RSTP FY26 allocations																														RSTP Allocations				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Allocations				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						RSTP Budget				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Budget				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898				FY22-25 Funding To Allocate Using CMAQ Percentages for 3 Smart Scale Projects

																																						Available RSTP 				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				0		Stafford								33.96%

																																						Available CMAQ				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0						Spotsylvania								50.93%

																																																																				City								15.11%

																																														$150,000				$368,931				$75,000				$75,000
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FY21-26_V9-Step1

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes				Paul's Comments on changes (From V8)

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$0		-$5,000,000				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681								$0																																Moved $138,931 to #22: Rte 1/Market Street; No funding left.

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$200,000		-$400,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$200,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$0		-$1,000,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$525,000				$490,039				$626,789				$1,149,726														$26,163,572		-$18,003,716		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$60,000				$92,500				$92,500																		$245,000		$0		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$300,000								Removed from STBG-RSTP Funding Consideration

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$0				$0				$0																								Investigating funding with 5307

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0																																																$100K in FY-21 moved to #22: US Rte 1/Market St, Other funding temporarily put in Available RSTP

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS				Added $138,931 in FY-21 from Regionally Significant and $100,000 in FY-21 from VRE Study

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$507,372				$100,000				$169,454																								Removed $238,931 in FY-23 temporarily to Available RSTP

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$10,600,000		$0				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$972,168				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000																Corrected Non-FAMPO funding amount for FY-22 for Rte 1/Enon Rd

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$19,950				$19,950				$400,000		$439,900		-$1,464,411

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$2,802,036		-$7,797,964

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																																						$1,812,836

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,483,798		-$10,677,418

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$525,000		-$8,575,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$503,796				$21,204

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Project affected by proposed transfers in Resolution 20-46														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes in draft Resolution 20-46																																																										$0

								New RSTP FY26 allocation per TAC recommendaton																														RSTP Allocations				$1,649,823				$1,531,336				$1,344,454				$1,670,978				$1,704,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Allocations				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						RSTP Budget				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Budget				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898				FY22-25 Funding To Allocate Using CMAQ Percentages

																																						Available RSTP 				$0				$150,000				$368,931				$75,000				$75,000				$0				668,931		Stafford								33.96%

																																						Available CMAQ				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0						Spotsylvania								50.93%

																																																																				City								15.11%
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FY21-26

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Needs  VDOT Cost Estimate		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Expenditures from VDOT		Previous + FY20 minus expenditures		Additional Projected FY20 Expenditures		Proposed FY21 Expenditures		Projected Excess (Previous + FY20 + FY21 LRTP)		Previous Funding				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes		Notes

																																						Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects 		Region-wide		113914		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$5,000,000		PE = $5,000,000		PE = 2/22/2016		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ																																								$138,931		-$4,861,069				In FY19 and FY20, FAMPO will have $100k not available due to allocations for STARS studies (Reso 19-05)

																				 		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$622,681						$622,681								$138,931

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		2		FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support		Region-wide		113538		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$600,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 7/1/2018		PE = 7/31/2020																																										$200,000		-$400,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$256,559						$56,559				$200,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$270,960						$200,000

		3		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 8/15/2012		PE = 6/30/2025																																										$0		-$1,000,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$132,315						$117,315

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$550,585				$15,000

		4		GWRideConnect Support		Region-wide		103685		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$3,000,000		PE = $3,000,000		PE = 6/27/2013		PE = 6/30/2025		CMAQ				$167,876						$162,876								$125,000																						$125,000		-$2,875,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$802,728				$5,000

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		No		100*		$1,000,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = 7/1/2009		PE = N/A		CMAQ				$35,157						$35,157								$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000				$17,000		$102,000		-$898,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$279,435

		6		Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain Planning UPC		Fredericksburg		109479		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		100*		$50,000		PE = $50,000		PE = 7/1/2016		PE = N/A																																										$0		-$50,000		-$100,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP				$9,208						$7,708

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$50,792				$1,500

		7		Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study		Fredericksburg		114814		Planning/PE Study				No		100*		$62,500		PE = $62,500		PE = 3/1/2019		PE = 8/31/2019																																										$62,500		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$62,500

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$61,096												$61,096

		8		Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train Station Access Study		Fredericksburg		115612		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		No		75		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/1/2020		PE = 6/30/2022		RSTP														$172,990																										$172,990		-$77,010

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A						$172,990

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$77,010

		9		PE for Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing		Region-wide		105510		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		85		$127,000,000		PE = $0		PE = 08/27/2021		PE = 04/28/2023																																										$127,000,000		$0		Funded with Fred Ex money

																				RW = $4,000,000		RW = 4/28/2023		RW = 4/28/23		RSTP																		$500,000				$600,000				$900,000

																				CN = $123,000,000		CN = 04/28/2023		CN = 07/30/2026		Other		$0												$125,000,000

		10		Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & Pedestrian Connector		Fredericksburg		110932		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		85		$1,981,550		PE = $500,000		PE = 6/21/2018		PE = 6/10/2020*		CMAQ														$50,000				$450,000																						$1,981,550		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $700,000		RW = 6/10/2020		RW = 10/21/2021*

																				CN = $781,550		CN = 10/21/2021		CN = 02/08/2023*		Other		$9,790												$350,000				$150,000				$665,775				$315,775

		11		Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		115123		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		84		$5,800,000		PE = $700,000		PE = 7/18/2019		PE = 7/26/2024		CMAQ																		$542,687				$457,637				$120,000				$750,000				$750,000						$5,800,000		$0		Update cost

																				RW = 1,800,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$58,632								$365,821				$250,000				$200,000				$326,397

																				CN = 3,300,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$0																												$800,000				$1,178,826

		12		PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and US 1		Fredericksburg		111682		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		GWRC		Yes		80		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 8/26/2021		PE = N/A																																										$75,000		-$175,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		13		VRE Station Improvements at Leeland Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest durations)		Stafford County		111883, 111884, 111885		Transit/TDM		DRPT/VDOT		Yes		74		$44,167,288		PE = $3,524,869		PE = 11/8/2019		PE = 02/24/2021		CMAQ														$525,000				$490,039				$626,789				$1,149,726														$26,163,572		-$18,003,716		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = TBD

																				CN = $40,642,419		CN = 11/03/20		CN = 09/09/21		Other		$0												$1,060,000				$700,000				$11,509,061				$10,102,957

		14		US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		111753		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		 		$1,976,338		PE = $570,345		PE = 7/12/2017		PE = 06/12/2018		CMAQ														$456,368																										$2,259,697		$283,359		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $346,671		RW = 06/12/2018		RW = 05/14/2019*		HIP														$234,353

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding

																				CN = $1,059,322		CN = 05/14/2019		CN = 6/23/2020		Other		$1,945,928												$1,488,707				$80,269

		15		Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd (Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110913		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		72		$1,200,000		PE = $259,638		PE = 06/25/2018		PE = 07/31/2020*		CMAQ																		$137,000																						$1,200,000		$0		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $200,000		RW = 07/31/2020		RW = 10/12/2021*

																				CN = $740,362		CN = 10/12/2021		CN = 12/21/2022*		Other		$154,368												$300,000				$100,000				$274,000				$389,000

		16		Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection		VDOT		Yes		70		$5,150,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/1/2019		PE = 09/01/2021*		CMAQ														$198,033				$8,000				$394,345				$133,000														$5,922,500		$772,500		Funded in Smart Scale; do not adjust allocations

																				RW = $2,250,000		RW = 9/1/2021		RW = 01/10/2023*		RSTP														$300,467

																				CN = $2,400,000		CN = 01/10/2023		CN = 12/12/2024*		Other		$147,219												$505,000								$1,161,347				$1,122,308				$2,100,000

		17		New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED Bus Route		Stafford County		115681		Transit/TDM		FRED		Yes		70		$245,000		PE = $245,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$60,000				$92,500				$92,500																		$245,000		$0		$75,000 in annual operating costs

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0

		18		Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below Commonwealth		Spotsylvania County		115613		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		19		Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville STARS Study		Stafford County		115178		Planning/PE Study		VDOT		Yes		50		$100,000		PE = $100,001		PE = TBD		PE = TBD																																										$100,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$100,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$100,000

		20		VRE Station Multimodal Access Improvements		Fredericksburg		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		90		$300,000		PE = $300,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A																																										$300,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																		$100,000				$150,000				$50,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A				$0

		21		Rt 610 Operational Study (from US Route 1 to Onville Road)		Stafford County		TBD		Planning/PE Study				No		76		$200,000		RW = $200,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A																																										$200,000		$0

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0												$125,000

		22		US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		115614		Intersection						71		$5,660,000		PE = $650,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ														$1,842,894				$562,500				$836,455				$217,661														$5,147,779		-$512,221				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS

																				RW = $1,970,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP														$500,000				$268,441				$100,000				$408,385

																				CN = $3,040,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other 		$167,934												$411,443

		23		US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		105722		Intersection		Stafford County		Yes		52		$10,600,000		PE = $1,150,000		PE = 07/01/2017

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different		PE = 08/02/2022		CMAQ		 																								$787,339				$27,315				$1,335,327						$11,808,125		$1,208,125				Currently, this project has funding which brings the asking cost down to 900k. The current ranking also needs to be changed as the CMAQ/RSTP scoring has changed

																				RW = $1,400,000		RW = 08/02/2022		RW = 08/02/2023		RSTP																		$621,247				$465,515				$25,000				$1,341,704				$1,202,217

																				CN = $6,550,000		CN = 08/02/2023		CN = 08/02/2024		Other		$0																				$2,180,293				$922,168				$800,000				$2,100,000

		24		Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-ramp improvements		Fredericksburg		115124		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$11,500,000		PE = $1,600,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A		CMAQ																														$1,639,855				$379,799						$11,500,000		$0

John Bentley: John Bentley:
Remainder to be funded through SS round 3		

John Bentley: John Bentley:
This is HIP funding		

Draft Amend: Draft Amend:
iPM/Programming Schedule is TOTALLY different																																																		Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				RW = $1,000,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																														$129,274				$175,511

																				CN = $8,900,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		$0																												$1,832,562				$7,342,999

		25		Gateway Blvd Extension                    (SS app estimate)		Fredericksburg		TBD		Roadway		VDOT		Yes		50		$23,300,000		PE = $1,000,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$8,300,000		-$15,000,000				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = $3,000,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = $11,000,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other														$8,300,000

		26		Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge		Fredericksburg		109574		Bicycle/ Pedestrian		VDOT		Yes		50		$305,000		PE = $20,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ														$50,000																										$305,000		$0				FAMPO is committed to allocating $3 mil to Gateway b/w FY 20 and 25, can be either CMAQ or RSTP

																				RW = N/A		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$75,000

																				CN = $285,000		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		$15,783												$180,000

		27		Idlewild VCR Trail Connector		Fredericksburg				Bicycle/ Pedestrian								$1,904,311		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$19,950				$19,950				$400,000		$439,900		-$1,464,411

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		28		Onville Road Improvements		Stafford County				Roadway								$10,600,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$45,220				$45,220				$898,760		$2,802,036		-$7,797,964

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP																																						$1,812,836

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		29		Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 Improvements		Spotsylvania County		110987		Intersection								$12,161,216		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																														$67,830				$67,830				$1,348,138		$1,483,798		-$10,677,418

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other

		30		Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock Lane Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		109467		Intersection								$9,100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																																								$525,000		-$8,575,000

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RW = TBD		RSTP														$503,796				$21,204

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other



								Waiting Financial Closure										                 *Private RW Donation				RSTP Balance Entry: 70713																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Project affected by proposed transfers in Resolution 20-46														CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712																$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

								Changes in draft Resolution 20-46																																																										$0

								New RSTP FY26 allocation per TAC recommendaton																														RSTP Allocations				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,633,385				$1,670,978				$1,704,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Allocations				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						RSTP Budget				$1,649,823				$1,681,336				$1,713,385				$1,745,978				$1,779,125				$1,812,836

																																						CMAQ Budget				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,567,170				$2,615,126				$2,663,898

																																						Available RSTP 				$0				$0				$80,000				$75,000				$75,000				$0

																																						Available CMAQ				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0
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Historical Previous Allocations

		Historical Previous FAMPO CMAQ/RSTP Allocations



		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC		Project Type		Administered By		Rank		Total Cost		Cost by Phase		Start Date by Phase		End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Previous Funding				FY2019 Funds
Available 7/1/2018				FY2020 Funds
Available 7/1/2019				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022				FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023				FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		Notes

																										Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		FAMPO 2045 LRTP Support		Region-wide		110104		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		100		$1,400,000		PE = $1,114,871		PE = 3/8/2012		PE = 6/30/2018																																				$135,773		-$1,264,227				1

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$135,773

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		2		I-95 Corridor Study		Region-wide		108186		Planning/PE Study		GWRC		100		$982,348		PE = $761,317		PE = 12/31/2015		PE = 12/31/2018																																				$440,456		-$541,892				2

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$440,456

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		2		US 1 & Harrison Rd (Rt 620) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		51845		Intersection		VDOT		93		$22,730,455		PE = $2,150,000		PE = 6/27/2001		PE = 11/20/2013		CMAQ		PE/RW		$4,264,228		CN		$1,583,963																										$22,730,455		$0		Project completed. Waiting on closeout		2

																		RW = $8,146,818		RW = 11/20/2013		RW = 1/12/2016		RSTP		RW		$1,361,189		CN		$1,068,363

																		CN = $12,433,637		CN = 1/12/2016		CN = 5/10/2018		Other		RW/CN		$14,214,560		CN		$238,152

		3		Garrisonville Rd (Rt 610) & Onville Rd Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000		PE = 12/4/2009		PE = 8/16/2011		CMAQ		PE/RW		$8,517,887		CN		$372,268																										$14,923,756		$0		Project completed. Waiting on closeout		3

																		RW = $8,036,998		RW = 8/16/2011		RW = 8/11/2015		RSTP		RW/CN		$3,543,103

																		CN = $5,526,758		CN = 8/11/2015		CN = 5/31/2017		Other		CN		$2,490,498

		3		US 1 & Morris Rd/Mudd Tavern Rd (Rt 606) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000		PE = 4/2/2010		PE = 12/12/2012		CMAQ		PE/RW		$2,672,056																														$8,141,673		$0		Project completed. Waiting on closeout		3

																		RW = $2,171,657		RW = 12/12/2012		RW = 12/10/2013		RSTP		RW/CN		$1,422,207

																		CN = $5,120,016		CN = 12/10/2013		CN = 5/26/2016		Other		CN		$4,047,410

		4		US 17 & Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Rd (Rt 609) Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353		PE = 8/12/2015		PE = 9/1/2016		CMAQ										CN		$416,153																						$2,975,000		$0				4

																		RW = $100,000		RW = 9/1/2016		RW = 10/10/2017

																		CN = $2,190,647		CN = 1/10/2018		CN = 9/30/2018		Other		PE/RW/CN		$2,200,000

		5		Route 3 East Commuter Parking Lot
(per 2018 SS application)		Stafford County		104923		Transit/TDM		VDOT		Yes		60		$6,750,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 8/2/2021		PE = 7/30/2024		CMAQ		1																																				$5		$1,000,000		-$5,750,000

																				RW = $900,000		RW = 7/30/2024		RW = 7/8/2025

																				CN = $5,350,000		CN = 7/8/2025		CN = 3/17/2026																										PE		$333,333		RW		$333,333		RW		$333,334

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		Yes		55		$504,592		PE = $454,592		PE = 9/26/2008		PE = 6/30/2023		CMAQ		0		PE		$254,592

John Bentley: John Bentley:
CMAQ allocation gone
		PE		$30,000

John Bentley: John Bentley:
These CMAQ allocations are gone
		PE		$0		PE		$0		PE		$0		PE		$0		PE				PE								$284,592		-$220,000

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		6		Harrison Rd & Salem Church Intersection Improvement		Spotsylvania County		TBD		Intersection						64		$6,100,000		PE = $800,000		PE = N/A		PE = N/A				1																																						$0		-$6,100,000				* NEED COST ESTIMATE FOR THE FYS

																				RW = $1,700,000		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = $3,600,000		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		5		Leased Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit/TDM		GWRC		Yes		55		$504,592		PE = 		PE = 		PE = 		CMAQ		0						PE		$30,000																														$30,000		-$474,592

																				RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		12		Route 3 STARS Improvements		Fredericksburg		100450		ITS/Operational Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		Yes		80		$1,045,860		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		CMAQ		0						CN		$36,286		CN		$554,770		CN		$400,000		CN		$54,805																		$1,045,861		$1				Not fully funded intentionally, the $1 amount is intentional

																				CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

																				CN = $1,045,860		CN = 09/01/2020		CN = 12/30/2021

		ERROR:#REF!																																																														ERROR:#REF!





Budgets

		Draft FAMPO Budget Assumptions: FY-19-26		New Budget Numbers

		Funding Type		FY-19		FY-20 *		FY-21*		FY-22*		FY-23*		FY-24*		FY-25*		FY-26		Total

		RSTP Allocations		$1,668,581		$1,703,254		$1,649,823		$1,681,336		$1,713,385		$1,745,978		$1,779,125		$1,779,125		$   11,941,482

		CMAQ Allocations		$   2,331,886		$2,383,229		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$2,567,170		$2,615,126		$2,615,126		$   17,171,589

		HIP Allocations		$   234,353		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		$   234,353

		Total		$4,234,820		$4,086,483		$4,074,549		$4,106,062		$4,138,111		$4,313,148		$4,394,251		$4,394,251		$   29,347,424

		*updated on 2/26/18





		Draft FAMPO Budget Assumptions:  FY-19-24		Historical Budget Numbers

		Funding Type		FY-19		FY-20		FY-21		FY-22		FY-23		FY-24		Total

		RSTP Allocations		$1,668,581		$1,703,730		$1,650,116		$1,681,634		$1,713,688		$1,746,286		$   71,146,567

		CMAQ Allocations		$   2,331,886		$2,383,569		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$2,567,534		$   101,899,465

		Total		$4,000,467		$4,087,299		$4,074,842		$4,106,360		$4,138,414		$4,313,820		$   162,881,997

		Budget Differences: New - Historical Numbers

		Funding Type		FY-19		FY-20		FY-21		FY-22		FY-23		FY-24		Total

		RSTP Allocations		$0		($476)		($293)		($298)		($303)		($308)		($1,678)

		CMAQ Allocations		$0		($340)		$0		$0		$0		($364)		($704)

		Total		$0		($816)		($293)		($298)		($303)		($672)		$   (2,382)





Sheet1

		$3,821,174		$0		$1,978,826		$5,800,000

		$72,000		$0		$7,000,000		$7,072,000

		$2,324,439		$0		$9,175,561		$11,500,000

		$0		$0		$6,100,000		$6,100,000

		$5,410,000		$0		$250,000		$5,660,000

		$4,805,664		$1,550,000		$4,244,336		$10,600,000

		$245,000		TBD		TBD		$1,295,513

		$16,433,277		$1,550,000		$28,748,723		$46,732,000

		35.16%		3.32%		61.52%		ERROR:#DIV/0!





FY17-22 (Technical Committee)

		(Cost Estimates and Schedules from VDOT - Fredericksburg District as of December 2015)

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Rank		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Start Date by Phase		Project End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Previous Funding				FY2017 Funds
Available 7/1/2016				FY2018 Funds
Available 7/1/2017				FY2019 Funds
Available 7/1/2018				FY2020 Funds
Available 7/1/2019				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		MPO Staff Notes

																										Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects UPC 		Region-wide		NEW		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$1,000,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 02/22/2016		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$114,317																										$386,429		-$613,571		New UPC Needed

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$141,317						PE		$130,795

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		2		I-95 Corridor Study		Region-wide		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$630,000		PE = $280,000		PE = 12/31/2015		PE = 12/31/2018																																$630,000		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$280,000		PE		$300,000		PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		3		US 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,481,285		PE = $2,150,000		PE = 06/27/2001		PE = 11/20/2013		CMAQ		PE/RW/CN		$1,130,873		CN		$1,802,848		CN		$1,827,863		CN		$1,555,444														$22,481,285		$0

																		RW = $8,146,818		RW = 11/20/2013		RW = 1/12/2016		RSTP				$410,880		CN		$106,478		CN		$553,221		CN		$890,136

																		CN = $12,433,637		CN = 1/12/2016		CN = 10/12/2017		Other		PE/RW/CN		$13,447,414		CN		$340,653		CN		$326,400		CN		$89,075

		4		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization		City of Fredericksburg		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		CMAQ										CN		$146,863		CN		$222,014		CN		$416,639		CN		$261,353						$1,046,869		$8

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

																		CN = $1,046,861		CN = 10/4/2016		CN = 03/31/2017

		5		GWRideConnect / TDM Assistance		Region-wide		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$2,020,604		PE = $1,295,604		PE = 06/27/2013		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$670,604		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		$2,020,604		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		6		FAMPO LRTP Support		Region-wide		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,400,000		PE = $1,114,871		PE = 03/08/2012		PE = 06/30/2022																																$876,261		-$523,739

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$814,871		PE		$61,390

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		7		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900		PE = 08/15/2012		PE = 06/30/2022																																$357,900		-$100,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$307,900										PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		8		Rte 610 - Garrisonville Rd & Onville Rd Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000		PE = 12/04/2009		PE = 8/16/2011		CMAQ		RW/CN		$7,940,601		CN		$352,286		CN		$225,000		CN		$372,268														$14,923,756		$0		Construction schedule does not appear to match funding

																		RW = $8,036,998		RW = 08/16/2011		RW = 10/8/2013		RSTP		PE/RW		$3,543,103

																		CN = $5,526,758		CN = 08/11/2015		CN = 05/31/2017		Other		CN		$2,490,498

		9		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		Region-wide		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115		PE = 06/30/2009		PE = 06/30/2022																																$580,115		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$580,115

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		10		FAMPO CMP Update Support		Region-wide		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$525,168		PE = $483,089		PE = 12/15/2010		PE = 06/30/2022																																$375,168		-$150,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$96,665		PE		$100,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		PE		$178,503

		11		US 1 & Morris Rd/Mudd Tavern Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000		PE = 04/02/2010		PE = 12/12/2012		CMAQ				$2,672,056																										$8,141,673		$0

																		RW = $2,171,657		RW = 12/12/2012		RW = 12/10/2013		RSTP		PE/RW/CN		$1,422,207

																		CN = $5,120,016		CN = 12/10/2013		CN = 05/16/2016		Other				$4,047,410

		12		US 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353		PE = 08/12/2015		PE = late 2016		CMAQ																		CN		$775,000										$2,975,000		$0		Schedule needs to be updated.

																		RW = $100,000		RW = late 2016		RW = late 2017

																		CN = $2,190,647		CN = late 2017		CN = late 2018		Other		PE/RW/CN		$2,200,000

		13		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout 		City of Fredericksburg		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$4,600,000		PE = $600,000		PE = 07/18/2019		PE = 6/15/2022		CMAQ																						PE/RW		$1,009,043						$1,558,083		-$3,041,917		Potential HB2 project. Schedule needs to be updated.

																		RW = $2,000,000		RW = 6/15/2022		RW = 7/15/2024		RSTP														PE		$299,040		PE/RW		$250,000

																		CN = $2,000,000		CN = 07/15/2024		CN = 07/31/2025

		14		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion Rd/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$2,992,170		PE =$525,000		PE = 08/14/2019		PE = 8/31/2021		CMAQ																		PE		$108,087		PE		$123,274		PE		$266,639		$548,000		-$2,444,170		Potential HB2 project

																		RW= $750,000		RW = 10/19/2021		RW = 9/13/2022																								PE		$50,000

																		CN = $1,717,000		CN = 04/11/2023		CN = 01/11/2024

		15		Bikeshare and Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements Study		City of Fredericksburg		NEW		PE Only: Study/Project Development		GWRC		80		$40,000		PE = $40,000		PE = 07/01/2016		PE = 06/30/2017																																$40,000		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP						PE		$40,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		16		Rte 218 - Butler Rd Widening (from termini of intersection project limits at US 1 to Castle Rock Dr) 		Stafford County		105911		Roadway		VDOT		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000		PE = 08/14/2019		PE = 12/19/2023																																$2,000,000		-$24,720,393		Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $9,660,000		RW = 12/19/2023		RW = 10/14/2025		RSTP																		PE		$989,176		PE		$1,010,824

																		CN = $14,330,393		CN = 10/14/2025		CN = 10/31/2027

		17		VRE Station Improvements: Brooke & Leeland		Stafford County		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = 7/1/2014		PE = TBD		CMAQ																		PE/CN		$525,000										$15,915,000		-$12,894,700		Potential HB2 project

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		PE/RW/CN		$15,390,000

		18		Rte 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study 		Stafford County		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 07/01/2021		PE = 6/30/2022		CMAQ																										PE		$100,000		$100,000		-$400,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		19		US 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000		PE 08/01/2019		PE = 04/22/2021		CMAQ																		PE		$275,000		PE/RW		$239,383						$514,383		-$1,285,617		Has been included in HB2 draft; no further allocations will be placed on this project at this time 

																		RW = $500,000		RW = 04/22/2021		RW = 04/17/2022

																		CN = $1,000,000		CN = 04/17/2022		CN = 07/11/2023

		20		Harrison Rd & Lafayette Blvd Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		NEW		Intersection		VDOT		72		$600,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																						PE		$100,000						$100,000		-$500,000		New UPC Needed. Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $250,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																		CN = $250,000		CN =TBD		CN = TBD

		21		Rte 208 - Courthouse Rd & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Dr Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		107680		Intersection		VDOT		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 08/28/2020		PE = 3/15/2024		CMAQ																						PE		$238,647		PE		$261,353		$500,000		-$1,850,000		Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $500,000		RW = 03/15/2024		RW = 7/29/2026

																		CN = $1,350,000		CN = 7/29/2026		CN = 09/15/2027

		22		Couthouse Rd & Breckenridge Dr/Brittney Commons Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		NEW		Intersection		VDOT		70		$952,322		PE = $128,124		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																						PE		$128,026						$128,026		-$824,296		New UPC Needed. Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $0		RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																		CN = $824,198		CN =TBD		CN = TBD

		23		US 1 Rte. Corridor Study near Augustine Ave Intersection		City of Fredericksburg		NEW		PE Study Only		VDOT		70		$250,000		PE = TBD		PE = 7/01/2020		PE = 6/30/2022																																$50,000		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																						PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		24		Princess Anne St Improvements (Phase 2)		City of Fredericksburg		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $301,426		PE = 08/12/2014		PE = 4/30/2017																																$1,470,697		$0

																		RW = $0		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE/CN		$234,229		CN		$681,308		CN		$555,160

																		CN = $1,169,271		CN = 4/30/2016		CN = 4/30/2017

		25		City Parking Structure Study w/ Access Improvements 		City of Fredericksburg		102987		PE Study Only		TBD		65		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/01/2020		PE = 6/30/2022																																$50,000		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																						PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		26		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592		PE = 09/26/2008		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$210,000		PE		$44,592						PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		$454,592		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

																																																						Reserve Funds

																						RSTP Balance Entry: 70712								$0				$0				$50,000				$50,000				$128,352				$1,289,176				$1,517,528

																						CMAQ Balance Entry: 70713								$0				$0				$0				$50,000				$50,000				$1,521,734				$1,621,734

																																																						$3,139,262

																						Current RSTP Allocations								ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																						Current CMAQ Allocations								ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																						Current RSTP Budget								$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176

																						Current CMAQ Budget								$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726

																						Available RSTP 								ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																						Available CMAQ Funding 								ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!
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Change existing to propose budg

				Current CMAQ allocations		Projected CMAQ allocations		Change				Current RSTP allocations		Projected RSTP allocations		Change

		FY2017		$2,424,726		$1,962,980		-$461,746		FY2017		$1,289,716		$1,470,914		$181,198

		FY2018		$2,424,726		$2,284,929		-$139,797		FY2018		$1,289,716		$1,502,235		$212,519

		FY2019		$2,424,726		$2,331,231		-$93,495		FY2019		$1,289,716		$1,560,038		$270,322

		FY2020		$2,424,726		$2,383,569		-$41,157		FY2020		$1,289,716		$1,626,433		$336,717

		FY2021		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$0		FY2021		$1,289,716		$1,646,888		$357,172

		FY2022		$2,424,726		$2,424,726		$0		FY2022		$1,289,716		$1,678,350		$388,634

				$14,548,356		$13,812,161		-$736,195				$7,738,296		$9,484,858		$1,746,562

				Change from current to projected

		CMAQ		-$736,195

		RSTP		$1,746,562

				$1,010,367



CMAQ Allocations



Current CMAQ allocations	FY2017	FY2018	FY2019	FY2020	FY2021	FY2022	2424726	2424726	2424726	2424726	2424726	2424726	Projected CMAQ allocations	FY2017	FY2018	FY2019	FY2020	FY2021	FY2022	1962980	2284929	2331231	2383569	2424726	2424726	







RSTP Allocations



Current RSTP allocations	FY2017	FY2018	FY2019	FY2020	FY2021	FY2022	1289716	1289716	1289716	1289716	1289716	1289716	Projected RSTP allocations	FY2017	FY2018	FY2019	FY2020	FY2021	FY2022	1470914	1502235	1560038	1626433	1646888	1678350	









FY17-22 (New)

		(Cost Estimates and Schedules from VDOT - Fredericksburg District as of December 2015)

		#		Project Description		Jurisdiction		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Rank		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Start Date by Phase		Project End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Previous Funding				FY2017 Funds
Available 7/1/2016				FY2018 Funds
Available 7/1/2017				FY2019 Funds
Available 7/1/2018				FY2020 Funds
Available 7/1/2019				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		MPO Notes		VDOT - Fredericksburg District Notes

																										Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		Regionally Significant Projects UPC 		Region-wide		NEW		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$1,000,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 02/22/2016		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$114,317																										$386,429		-$613,571		New UPC Needed

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$141,317						PE		$130,795

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		2		I-95 Corridor Study		Region-wide		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$630,000		PE = $280,000		PE = 12/31/2015		PE = 12/31/2018																																$630,000		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$280,000		PE		$300,000		PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		3		US 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,730,455		PE = $2,250,000		PE = 06/27/2001		PE = 11/20/2013		CMAQ		PE/RW/CN		$1,130,873		CN		$1,802,848		CN		$1,827,863		CN		$1,555,444														$22,730,455		$0

																		RW = $9,117,404		RW = 11/20/2013		RW = 1/12/2016		RSTP				$410,880		CN		$106,478		CN		$553,221		CN		$890,136

																		CN = $11,363,051		CN = 1/12/2016		CN = 10/12/2017		Other		PE/RW/CN		$13,696,584		CN		$340,653		CN		$326,400		CN		$89,075

		4		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization		City of Fredericksburg		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		CMAQ										CN		$146,863		CN		$222,014		CN		$416,639		CN		$261,353						$1,046,869		$8				Revised schedule required; there have been recent discussions with City staff about re-scoping this project to maximize use of the funds

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

																		CN = $1,046,861		CN = 10/4/2016		CN = 03/31/2017

		5		GWRideConnect / TDM Assistance		Region-wide		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$2,020,604		PE = $1,295,604		PE = 06/27/2013		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$670,604		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		$2,020,604		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		6		FAMPO LRTP Support		Region-wide		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,400,000		PE = $1,114,871		PE = 03/08/2012		PE = 06/30/2022																																$876,261		-$523,739

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$814,871		PE		$61,390

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		7		FAMPO Public Involvement		Region-wide		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900		PE = 08/15/2012		PE = 06/30/2022																																$357,900		-$100,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$307,900										PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		8		Rte 610 - Garrisonville Rd & Onville Rd Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000		PE = 12/04/2009		PE = 8/16/2011		CMAQ		RW/CN		$7,940,601		CN		$352,286		CN		$225,000		CN		$372,268														$14,923,756		$0		Construction schedule needs to be updated		VDOT is in the process of processing for construction award

																		RW = $8,036,998		RW = 08/16/2011		RW = 10/8/2013		RSTP		PE/RW		$3,543,103

																		CN = $5,526,758		CN = 08/11/2015		CN = 05/31/2017		Other		CN		$2,490,498

		9		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		Region-wide		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115		PE = 06/30/2009		PE = 06/30/2022																																$580,115		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$580,115

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		10		FAMPO CMP Update Support		Region-wide		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$525,168		PE = $483,089		PE = 12/15/2010		PE = 06/30/2022																																$375,168		-$150,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE		$96,665		PE		$100,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		Other		PE		$178,503

		11		US 1 & Morris Rd/Mudd Tavern Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000		PE = 04/02/2010		PE = 12/12/2012		CMAQ				$2,672,056																										$8,141,673		$0

																		RW = $2,171,657		RW = 12/12/2012		RW = 12/10/2013		RSTP		PE/RW/CN		$1,422,207

																		CN = $5,120,016		CN = 12/10/2013		CN = 05/16/2016		Other				$4,047,410

		12		US 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Rd Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353		PE = 08/12/2015		PE = late 2016		CMAQ																		CN		$775,000										$2,975,000		$0		Schedule needs to be updated		PE phase recently initiated; staff working to update schedule.  If earlier funding can be located, there is potential to accelerate schedule

																		RW = $100,000		RW = late 2016		RW = late 2017

																		CN = $2,190,647		CN = late 2017		CN = late 2018		Other		PE/RW/CN		$2,200,000

		13		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout 		City of Fredericksburg		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$4,600,000		PE = $600,000		PE = 07/18/2019		PE = 6/15/2022		CMAQ																		PE/RW		$441,633		RW		$567,410						$1,558,083		-$3,041,917		Potential HB2 project		prescoping level estimate

																		RW = $2,000,000		RW = 6/15/2022		RW = 7/15/2024		RSTP														PE		$299,040		PE/RW		$250,000

																		CN = $2,000,000		CN = 07/15/2024		CN = 07/31/2025

		14		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion Rd/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements		Stafford County		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$2,992,170		PE =$548,000		PE = 08/14/2019		PE = 8/31/2021		CMAQ																		PE		$191,454		PE		$39,907		PE		$266,639		$548,000		-$2,444,170		Potential HB2 project

																		RW= $836,000		RW = 10/19/2021		RW = 9/13/2022																								PE		$50,000

																		CN = $1,608,170		CN = 04/11/2023		CN = 01/11/2024

		15		Bikeshare and Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements Study		City of Fredericksburg		NEW		PE Only: Study/Project Development		GWRC		80		$40,000		PE = $40,000		PE = 07/01/2016		PE = 06/30/2017																																$40,000		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP						PE		$40,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		16		Rte 218 - Butler Rd Widening (from termini of intersection project limits at US 1 to Castle Rock Dr) 		Stafford County		105911		Roadway		TBD		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000		PE = 08/14/2019		PE = 12/19/2023																																$2,000,000		-$24,720,393		Potential HB2 project		Partially funded for PE beginning in Summer 2019.

																		RW = $9,660,000		RW = 12/19/2023		RW = 10/14/2025		RSTP																		PE		$989,176		PE		$1,010,824

																		CN = $14,330,393		CN = 10/14/2025		CN = 10/31/2027

		17		US - 1 over Rappahannock Canal Bridge Replacement CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		City of Fredericksburg		90077		Bridge		VDOT		76		$6,429,097		PE = $1,180,000		PE = 07/20/2011		PE = 7/31/2018																																$0		-$6,429,097

																		RW = $1,000,000		RW = 07/31/2018		RW = 12/10/2019

																		CN = $5,646,686		CN = 12/10/2019		CN = 12/10/2021		Other		PE		$600,000

		18		US - 1 Bridge over Hazel Run CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		City of Fredericksburg		100444		Bridge		VDOT		74		$1,005,441		PE = $363,974		PE = 12/14/2012		PE = 4/30/2016		RSTP		PE		$93,641																										$1,005,441		$0				VDOT staff working to accelerate advertisement date; project is aimed at rehab versus replacement based on funding constraints

																		RW = $0		RW = n/a		RW = 		Other				$911,800

																		CN = $641,467		CN = 4/30/2016		CN = 4/30/2017

		19		VRE Station Improvements: Brooke & Leeland		Stafford County		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = 7/1/2014		PE = TBD		CMAQ																						PE/CN		$525,000						$15,915,000		-$12,894,700		Do not remove funding from this project. Potential HB2 project		VRE project; funds to be "flexed" as needed. $15 million in rail enhancement funds

																				RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																				CN = TBD		CN = TBD		Other		PE/RW/CN		$15,390,000

		20		Rte 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study 		Stafford County		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 07/01/2021		PE = 6/30/2022		CMAQ																										PE		$100,000		$100,000		-$400,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		21		US 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements		Stafford County		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000		PE = 8/1/2017		PE = 9/28/2018		CMAQ																		PE		$275,000		PE/RW		$239,383						$514,383		-$1,285,617		Has been included in HB2 draft; no further allocations will be placed on this project at this time 

																		RW = $500,000		RW = 10/1/2018		RW = 4/13/2020

																		CN = $1,000,000		CN = 4/14/2020		CN = 7/30/2021

		22		Harrison Rd & Lafayette Blvd Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		NEW		Intersection		VDOT		72		$600,000		PE = $100,000		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																						PE		$100,000						$100,000		-$500,000		New UPC Needed. Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $250,000		RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																		CN = $250,000		CN =TBD		CN = TBD

		23		Rte 208 - Courthouse Rd & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Dr Intersection Improvements		Spotsylvania County		107680		Intersection		TBD		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000		PE = 08/28/2020		PE = 3/15/2024		CMAQ																						PE		$238,647		PE		$261,353		$500,000		-$1,850,000		Potential HB2 project		Scope of project may overlap with future planned improvements to be discussed in upcoming Spotsylvania Rte 208 corridor study

																		RW = $500,000		RW = 03/15/2024		RW = 7/29/2026

																		CN = $1,350,000		CN = 7/29/2026		CN = 09/15/2027

		24		Couthouse Rd & Breckenridge Dr/Brittney Commons Turn Lane Improvements		Spotsylvania County		NEW		Intersection		VDOT		70		$952,322		PE = $128,124		PE = TBD		PE = TBD		CMAQ																						PE		$128,026						$128,026		-$824,296		New UPC Needed. Potential HB2 project

																		RW = $0		RW = TBD		RW = TBD

																		CN = $824,198		CN =TBD		CN = TBD

		25		US 1 & Augustine Ave Intersection Improvements		City of Fredericksburg		NEW		PE Study Only		VDOT		70		$250,000		PE = TBD		PE = 7/01/2020		PE = 6/30/2022																																$50,000		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																						PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		26		Princess Anne St Improvements (Phase 2)		City of Fredericksburg		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $301,426		PE = 08/12/2014		PE = 4/30/2017																																$1,470,697		$0

																		RW = $0		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP		PE/CN		$234,229		CN		$681,308		CN		$555,160

																		CN = $1,169,271		CN = 4/30/2016		CN = 4/30/2017

		27		City Parking Structure 		City of Fredericksburg		102987		PE Study Only		TBD		65		$250,000		PE = $250,000		PE = 7/01/2020		PE = 6/30/2022																																$50,000		-$200,000

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RSTP																						PE		$50,000

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		28		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces 		Region-wide		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592		PE = 09/26/2008		PE = 06/30/2022		CMAQ		PE		$210,000		PE		$44,592						PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		PE		$50,000		$454,592		$0

																		RW = N/A		RW = N/A		RW = N/A

																		CN = N/A		CN = N/A		CN = N/A

		29		US - 1 Widening Study (BRAC Related) STAFFORD COUNTY		Stafford County		100456		Roadway		VDOT		53		$80,000,000		PE = $558,183		PE = 06/12/2014		PE = 		RSTP																														ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				$117,826 in OEA Grant funds forwarded to VDOT from Stafford County separate of RSTP funds.  Study efforts are in a holding pattern pending further direction from Stafford

																		RW = n/a		RW = n/a		RW = N/A 		Other		PE		$117,826

																		CN = n/a		CN = n/a		CN = N/A



																						RSTP Balance Entry: 70712								$0				$0				$50,000				$50,000				$128,352				$1,289,176				$1,517,528

																						CMAQ Balance Entry: 70713								$0				$0				$0				$50,000				$50,000				$1,521,734				$1,621,734

																																																						$3,139,262

																						Current RSTP Allocations								$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176

																						Current CMAQ Allocations								$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726

																						Current RSTP Budget								$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176

																						Current CMAQ Budget								$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726

																						Available RSTP 								$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																						Available CMAQ Funding 								$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

















as of February 2016




FY17-22 (Backup)

		(Cost Estimates and Schedules from VDOT - Fredericksburg District as of December 9, 2015)

		Row 
#		Project Description		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Ranking		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Start Date by Phase		Project End Date by Phase		Funding Type		Previous Funding				FY2016 Funds
Available 7/1/2015				FY2017 Funds
Available 7/1/2016				FY2018 Funds
Available 7/1/2017				FY2019 Funds
Available 7/1/2018				FY2020 Funds
Available 7/1/2019				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		MPO Notes		VDOT - Fredericksburg District Notes

																								Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		I95 Corridor Study Phase 1		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$280,000		PE = $280,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/31/2015
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 12/31/2016
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		RSTP		PE		$280,000																														$280,000		$0				Need resolution from FAMPO allowing Tim Ware to sign; after CTB transfer approval, need signed RTA, agreement & Appx A by both Tim and VDOT Chief; then authorization needed prior to start

		2		US - 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Road Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,730,455		PE = $2,250,000
RW = $9,117,404
CN = $11,363,051		PE = 06/27/2001
RW = 11/20/2013
CN = 1/12/2016		PE = 11/20/2013
RW = 1/12/2016
CN = 10/12/2017		RSTP						CN		$410,880		CN		$406,478
		CN		$253,221		CN		$890,136														$22,730,455		$0

																						CMAQ		PE/RW		$538,140		CN		$592,733		CN		$1,902,848		CN		$1,927,865		CN		$1,355,442

																						Other		PE/RW/CN		$13,329,853		CN		$366,731		CN		$340,653		CN		$326,400		CN		$89,075

		3		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $1,046,861		PE = n/a
RW = n/a
CN = 10/4/2016		PE = 
RW = 
CN = 03/31/2017		CMAQ														CN		$146,861		CN		$272,016		CN		$366,633		CN		$261,351						$1,046,861		$0				Revised schedule required; there have been recent discussions with City staff about re-scoping this project to maximize the use of the funding

		4		GW Ride Connect / TDM Assistance		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$1,295,604		PE = $1,295,604
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/27/2013
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		CMAQ		PE		$545,604		PE		$125,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000		PE		$225,000						$1,295,604		$0

		5		FAMPO LRTP Support		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,114,871		PE = $1,114,871
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 03/08/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		RSTP		PE		$514,871		PE		$300,000														PE		$300,000										$1,114,871		$0

		6		FAMPO Public Involvement		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 08/15/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		RSTP		PE		$258,370		PE		$49,530										PE		$100,000						PE		$50,000						$457,900		$0

		7		RTE 610 & Onville Rd. Intersection Improvement STAFFORD COUNTY		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000
RW = $8,036,998
CN = $5,526,758		PE = 12/04/2009
RW = 08/16/2011
CN = 08/11/2015		PE = 8/16/2011
RW = 10/8/2013
CN = 05/31/2017		RSTP		PE/RW		$3,543,103		CN		$785,783		CN		$352,286		CN		$225,000				$372,268														$14,923,756		$0				VDOT is in the process of processing for construction award

																						CMAQ		RW/CN		$7,154,818

		8		City Parking Structure CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		102987		PE Study Only		TBD		65		$250,000		PE = $250,000
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		Other		CN		$2,490,498

		9		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/30/2009
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		CMAQ																										PE		$516,675						$516,675		-$263,440				being cancelled

		10		FAMPO CMP Update Support		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$483,089		PE = $483,089
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/15/2010
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		RSTP		PE		$580,115										PE		$200,000																		$780,115		$297,026

																						RSTP		PE		$96,665										PE		$107,921										PE		$100,000						$483,089		$483,089

		11		US - 1 Morris/Mudd Tavern Intersection Improvement SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000
RW = $2,171,657
CN = $5,120,016		PE = 04/02/2010
RW = 12/12/2012
CN = 12/10/2013		PE = 12/12/2012
RW = 12/10/2013
CN = 05/16/2016		Other		PE		$178,503

		12		US - 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353
RW = $100,000
CN = $2,190,647		PE = 08/12/2015
RW = late 2016
CN = late 2017		PE = late 2016
RW = late 2017
CN = late 2018				PE/RW/CN		$1,020,172
$2,038,089
$3,397,410		CN		$402,035
$633,967
$650,000																										$8,141,673		$5,166,673

		13		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$4,600,000		PE = $600,000
RW = $2,000,000
CN = $2,000,000		PE = 07/18/2019
RW = 6/15/2022
CN = 07/15/2024		PE = 6/15/2022
RW = 7/15/2024
CN = 07/31/2025						$2,200,000																		PE		$775,000										$2,975,000		-$1,625,000				PE phase recently initiated; staff working to update schedule.  If earlier funding can be located, there is potential to accelerate schedule

		14		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$2,992,170		PE =$548,000
RW= $836,000
CN = $1,608,170		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 10/19/2021
CN = 04/11/2023		PE = 8/31/2021
RW = 9/13/2022
CN = 01/11/2024																								PE		$375,000		RW		$217,410						$592,410		-$2,399,760				prescoping level estimate

		15		Bikeshare and Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements Study in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Only: Study/Project Development		GWRC		80		$40,000 (Draft)		PE = $40,000		N/A		N/A																								PE		$508,093		PE		$39,907						$548,000		ERROR:#VALUE!

		16		Butler Road Widening (from termini of intersection project limits on Rte 218 to Castle Rock Drive) STAFFORD COUNTY		105911		Roadway		TBD		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000
RW = $9,660,000
CN = $14,330,393		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 12/19/2023
CN = 10/14/2025		PE = 12/19/2023
RW = 10/14/2025
CN = 10/31/2027

		17		US - 1 over Rappahannock Canal Bridge Replacement CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		90077		Bridge		VDOT		76		$7,826,686		PE = $1,180,000
RW = $1,000,000
CN = $5,646,686		PE = 07/20/2011
RW = 07/31/2018
CN = 12/10/2019		PE = 7/31/2018
RW = 12/10/2019
CN = 12/10/2021																								PE		$989,176		PE		$584,016						$1,573,192		-$6,253,494				Partially funded for PE beginning in Summer 2019.

		18		US - 1 Bridge over Hazel Run CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100444		Bridge		VDOT		74		$1,005,441		PE = $363,974
RW = $0
CN = $641,467		PE = 12/14/2012
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/2016
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017				PE/RW/CN		$170,793
$6,171,677		CN		$64,437
$1,257,147																										$7,664,054		$6,658,613				Construction almost complete

		19		VRE Station Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY: Brooke & Leeland		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = 7/1/2014
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		PE = TBD
RW = TBD
CN = TBD				PE		$93,641
$911,800						CN		$201,390																						$1,206,831		-$27,602,869				VDOT staff working to accelerate advertisement date; project is aimed at rehab versus replacement based on funding constraints

		20		Rt. 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study STAFFORD COUNTY		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 07/15/2018
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 7/31/2022
RW = n/a
CN = n/a				PE/RW/CN		$15,390,000																						PE/CN		$525,000						$15,915,000		$15,415,000				VRE project; funds to be "flexed" as needed. $15 million in rail enhancement funds

		21		US - 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,000,000		PE = 8/1/2017
RW = 10/1/2018
CN = 4/14/2020		PE = 9/28/2018
RW = 4/13/2020
CN = 7/30/2021																				PE		$100,000														$100,000		-$1,700,000

		22		Harrison Rd & Lafayette Blvd Turn Lane Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		72		$600,000		PE = $100,000
RW = $250,000
CN = $250,000		N/A		N/A																								PE		$275,000		PE/RW		$239,383						$514,383		-$85,617				Pending HB2 application for current shortfall

		23		Rte 208 - Courthouse Road & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Drive Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		107680		Intersection		TBD		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,350,000		PE = 08/28/2020
RW = 03/15/2024
CN = 7/29/2026		PE = 3/15/2024
RW = 7/29/2026
CN = 09/15/2027

		24		Couthouse Rd & Breckenridge Dr./Brittney Commons Turn Lane Improvements in SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		70		$952,322		PE = $128,124
RW = $0
CN = $824,198		N/A		N/A																												PE		$500,000						$500,000		-$452,322				Scope of project may overlap with future planned improvements to be discussed in upcoming Spotsylvania Rte 208 corridor study

		25		Princess Anne St. Improvements (Phase 2) CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $301,426
RW = $0
CN = $1,169,271		PE = 08/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/20176
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017

		26		Route 1 (Jefferson Davis Hwy) & Augustine Ave. Intersection Improvements in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Study Only		VDOT		70		$250,000		N/A		N/A		N/A				PE		$100,000		CN		$134,229		CN		$681,308		CN		$555,160																		$1,470,697		$1,220,697				Advertisement being accelerated to Spring 2016; VDOT staff working to identify specific date

		27		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces VARIOUS LOCATIONS		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 09/26/2008
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		28		US - 1 Widening Study (BRAC Related) STAFFORD COUNTY		100456		Roadway		VDOT		53		$80,000,000		PE = $558,183
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 
RW = N/A 
CN = N/A				PE		$141,317
$117,826														PE		$299,040														$558,143		-$79,441,857				$117,826 in OEA Grant funds forwarded to VDOT from Stafford County separate of RSTP funds.  Study efforts are in a holding pattern pending further direction from Stafford

				RSTP																				Current RSTP Allocations				$1,296,674				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176

				CMAQ																				Current CMAQ Allocations				$2,442,670				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726

				Other SYIP Funding

																								RSTP Balance Entry: 70712				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																								CMAQ Balance Entry: 70713				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

















as of March 2015




FY17-22 (TAC_Feb)

		(Cost Estimates and Schedules from VDOT - Fredericksburg District as of February 17, 2015)

		Row 
#		Project Description		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Ranking		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Start Date by Phase		Project End Date by Phase		Recent Updates From Locality Meetings



		1		I95 Corridor Study Phase 1		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$280,000		PE = $280,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/31/2015
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 12/31/2016
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		2		US - 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Road Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,730,455		PE = $2,250,000
RW = $9,117,404
CN = $11,363,051		PE = 06/27/2001
RW = 11/20/2013
CN = 1/12/2016		PE = 11/20/2013
RW = 1/12/2016
CN = 10/12/2017





		3		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $1,046,861		PE = n/a
RW = n/a
CN = 10/4/2016		PE = 
RW = 
CN = 03/31/2017

		4		GW Ride Connect / TDM Assistance		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$1,295,604		PE = $1,295,604
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/27/2013
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		5		FAMPO LRTP Support		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,114,871		PE = $1,114,871
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 03/08/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		6		FAMPO Public Involvement		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 08/15/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		7		RTE 610 & Onville Rd. Intersection Improvement STAFFORD COUNTY		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000
RW = $8,036,998
CN = $5,526,758		PE = 12/04/2009
RW = 08/16/2011
CN = 08/11/2015		PE = 8/16/2011
RW = 10/8/2013
CN = 05/31/2017



		8		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/30/2009
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		9		FAMPO CMP Update Support		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$483,089		PE = $483,089
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/15/2010
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a



		10		US - 1 Morris/Mudd Tavern Intersection Improvement SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000
RW = $2,171,657
CN = $5,120,016		PE = 04/02/2010
RW = 12/12/2012
CN = 12/10/2013		PE = 12/12/2012
RW = 12/10/2013
CN = 05/16/2016

		11		US - 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353
RW = $100,000
CN = $2,190,647		PE = 08/12/2015
RW = late 2016
CN = late 2017		PE = late 2016
RW = late 2017
CN = late 2018

		12		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$4,600,000		PE = $600,000
RW = $2,000,000
CN = $2,000,000		PE = 07/18/2019
RW = 6/15/2022
CN = 07/15/2024		PE = 6/15/2022
RW = 7/15/2024
CN = 07/31/2025		Likely City Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		13		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$2,992,170		PE =$548,000
RW= $836,000
CN = $1,608,170		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 10/19/2021
CN = 04/11/2023		PE = 8/31/2021
RW = 9/13/2022
CN = 01/11/2024		Likely Stafford Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		14		Bikeshare and Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements Study in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Only: Study/Project Development		GWRC		80		$40,000 (Draft)		PE = $40,000		N/A		N/A

		15		Butler Road Widening (from termini of intersection project limits on Rte 218 to Castle Rock Drive) STAFFORD COUNTY		105911		Roadway		TBD		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000
RW = $9,660,000
CN = $14,330,393		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 12/19/2023
CN = 10/14/2025		PE = 12/19/2023
RW = 10/14/2025
CN = 10/31/2027		Possible 2nd Stafford Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		16		US - 1 over Rappahannock Canal Bridge Replacement CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		90077		Bridge		VDOT		76		$7,826,686		PE = $1,180,000
RW = $1,000,000
CN = $5,646,686		PE = 07/20/2011
RW = 07/31/2018
CN = 12/10/2019		PE = 7/31/2018
RW = 12/10/2019
CN = 12/10/2021

		17		US - 1 Bridge over Hazel Run CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100444		Bridge		VDOT		74		$1,005,441		PE = $363,974
RW = $0
CN = $641,467		PE = 12/14/2012
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/2016
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017

		18		VRE Station Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY: Brooke & Leeland		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = 7/1/2014
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		PE = TBD
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		Scope has increased significantly from original project. Cost estimate and funding avaialble being reviewed by DRPT and will likely change. Staff understanding is there are no additional FAMPO commitments at this point in time.

		19		Rt. 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study STAFFORD COUNTY		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 07/15/2018
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 7/31/2022
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		20		US - 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,000,000		PE = 8/1/2017
RW = 10/1/2018
CN = 4/14/2020		PE = 9/28/2018
RW = 4/13/2020
CN = 7/30/2021		Included in Draft CTB Selections for Fredericksburg District as fully funded in HB2. Additional CMAQ allocations likely unncessary.

		21		Harrison Rd & Lafayette Blvd Turn Lane Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		72		$600,000		PE = $100,000
RW = $250,000
CN = $250,000		N/A		N/A		VDOT Review of cost estimates resulted in increase to $600K. Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		22		Rte 208 - Courthouse Road & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Drive Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		107680		Intersection		TBD		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,350,000		PE = 08/28/2020
RW = 03/15/2024
CN = 7/29/2026		PE = 3/15/2024
RW = 7/29/2026
CN = 09/15/2027		Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		23		Couthouse Rd & Breckenridge Dr./Brittney Commons Turn Lane Improvements in SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		70		$952,322		PE = $128,124
RW = $0
CN = $824,198		N/A		N/A		VDOT Review of cost estimates resulted in no changes. Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		24		Route 1 (Jefferson Davis Hwy) & Augustine Ave. Intersection Improvements in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Study Only		VDOT		70		$250,000		N/A		N/A		N/A		Change to Study Only. Needs to be rescored as a study.

		25		Princess Anne St. Improvements (Phase 2) CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $301,426
RW = $0
CN = $1,169,271		PE = 08/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/20176
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017

		26		City Parking Structure CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		102987		PE Study Only		TBD		65		$250,000		PE = $250,000
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		Change to Study Only. Needs to be rescored as a study.

		27		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces VARIOUS LOCATIONS		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 09/26/2008
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		28		US - 1 Widening Study (BRAC Related) STAFFORD COUNTY		100456		Roadway		VDOT		53		$80,000,000		PE = $558,183
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 
RW = N/A 
CN = N/A



				Note: Four New Projects highlighted in Yellow
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FY17-22 (TAC_Jan)

		(Cost Estimates and Schedules from VDOT - Fredericksburg District as of December 9, 2015); New Projects in Yellow; Updates from Locality Meetings as of January 26, 2016.

		Row 
#		Project Description		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Ranking		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Start Date by Phase		Project End Date by Phase		Recent Updates From Locality Meetings



		1		I95 Corridor Study Phase 1		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$280,000		PE = $280,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/31/2015
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 12/31/2016
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		2		US - 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Road Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,730,455		PE = $2,250,000
RW = $9,117,404
CN = $11,363,051		PE = 06/27/2001
RW = 11/20/2013
CN = 1/12/2016		PE = 11/20/2013
RW = 1/12/2016
CN = 10/12/2017





		3		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $1,046,861		PE = n/a
RW = n/a
CN = 10/4/2016		PE = 
RW = 
CN = 03/31/2017

		4		GW Ride Connect / TDM Assistance		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$1,295,604		PE = $1,295,604
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/27/2013
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		5		FAMPO LRTP Support		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,114,871		PE = $1,114,871
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 03/08/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		6		FAMPO Public Involvement		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 08/15/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		7		RTE 610 & Onville Rd. Intersection Improvement STAFFORD COUNTY		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000
RW = $8,036,998
CN = $5,526,758		PE = 12/04/2009
RW = 08/16/2011
CN = 08/11/2015		PE = 8/16/2011
RW = 10/8/2013
CN = 05/31/2017



		8		City Parking Structure CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		102987		PE Study Only		TBD		91		$250,000		PE = $250,000
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		PE = TBD
RW = N/A
CN = N/A		Change to Study Only. Needs to be rescored as a study.

		9		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/30/2009
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		10		FAMPO CMP Update Support		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$483,089		PE = $483,089
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/15/2010
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a



		11		US - 1 Morris/Mudd Tavern Intersection Improvement SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000
RW = $2,171,657
CN = $5,120,016		PE = 04/02/2010
RW = 12/12/2012
CN = 12/10/2013		PE = 12/12/2012
RW = 12/10/2013
CN = 05/16/2016

		12		US - 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353
RW = $100,000
CN = $2,190,647		PE = 08/12/2015
RW = late 2016
CN = late 2017		PE = late 2016
RW = late 2017
CN = late 2018

		13		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$4,600,000		PE = $600,000
RW = $2,000,000
CN = $2,000,000		PE = 07/18/2019
RW = 6/15/2022
CN = 07/15/2024		PE = 6/15/2022
RW = 7/15/2024
CN = 07/31/2025		Likely City Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		14		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$2,992,170		PE =$548,000
RW= $836,000
CN = $1,608,170		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 10/19/2021
CN = 04/11/2023		PE = 8/31/2021
RW = 9/13/2022
CN = 01/11/2024		Likely Stafford Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		15		Bikeshare and Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements Study in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Only: Study/Project Development		GWRC		80		$40,000 (Draft)		PE = $40,000		N/A		N/A

		16		Butler Road Widening (from termini of intersection project limits on Rte 218 to Castle Rock Drive) STAFFORD COUNTY		105911		Roadway		TBD		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000
RW = $9,660,000
CN = $14,330,393		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 12/19/2023
CN = 10/14/2025		PE = 12/19/2023
RW = 10/14/2025
CN = 10/31/2027		Possible 2nd Stafford Candidate for PE Operational Study Work

		17		US - 1 over Rappahannock Canal Bridge Replacement CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		90077		Bridge		VDOT		76		$7,826,686		PE = $1,180,000
RW = $1,000,000
CN = $5,646,686		PE = 07/20/2011
RW = 07/31/2018
CN = 12/10/2019		PE = 7/31/2018
RW = 12/10/2019
CN = 12/10/2021

		18		US - 1 Bridge over Hazel Run CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100444		Bridge		VDOT		74		$1,005,441		PE = $363,974
RW = $0
CN = $641,467		PE = 12/14/2012
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/2016
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017

		19		VRE Station Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY: Brooke & Leeland		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = 7/1/2014
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		PE = TBD
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		Scope has increased significantly from original project. Cost estimate and funding avaialble being reviewed by DRPT and will likely change. Staff understanding is there are no additional FAMPO commitments at this point in time.

		20		Rt. 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study STAFFORD COUNTY		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 07/15/2018
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 7/31/2022
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		21		US - 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,000,000		PE = 8/1/2017
RW = 10/1/2018
CN = 4/14/2020		PE = 9/28/2018
RW = 4/13/2020
CN = 7/30/2021		Included in Draft CTB Selections for Fredericksburg District as fully funded in HB2. Additional CMAQ allocations likely unncessary.

		22		Harrison Rd & Lafayette Blvd Turn Lane Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		72		$600,000		PE = $100,000
RW = $250,000
CN = $250,000		N/A		N/A		VDOT Review of cost estimates resulted in increase to $600K. Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		23		Rte 208 - Courthouse Road & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Drive Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		107680		Intersection		TBD		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,350,000		PE = 08/28/2020
RW = 03/15/2024
CN = 7/29/2026		PE = 3/15/2024
RW = 7/29/2026
CN = 09/15/2027		Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		24		Couthouse Rd & Breckenridge Dr./Brittney Commons Turn Lane Improvements in SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		New		Intersection		VDOT		70		$952,322		PE = $128,124
RW = $0
CN = $824,198		N/A		N/A		VDOT Review of cost estimates resulted in no changes. Possible Spotsylvania candidate for PE Operational Study.

		25		Princess Anne St. Improvements (Phase 2) CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $301,426
RW = $0
CN = $1,169,271		PE = 08/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = 4/30/2016		PE = 4/30/20176
RW = 
CN = 4/30/2017

		26		Route 1 (Jefferson Davis Hwy) & Augustine Ave. Intersection Improvements in CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		New		PE Study Only		VDOT		66		$250,000		N/A		N/A		N/A		Change to Study Only. Needs to be rescored as a study.

		27		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces VARIOUS LOCATIONS		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 09/26/2008
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/30/2021
RW = n/a
CN = n/a

		28		US - 1 Widening Study (BRAC Related) STAFFORD COUNTY		100456		Roadway		VDOT		53		$80,000,000		PE = $558,183
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 
RW = N/A 
CN = N/A



				Note: Four New Projects highlighted in Yellow
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FY16-21 (orig)

		FAMPO FY2016-2021 RSTP & CMAQ PROJECT LIST (VDOT - Fredericksburg District - October 30, 2015)

		Row 
#		Project Description		UPC #		Project Type		Administered By		Ranking		Total Project Cost		Project Cost by Phase		Project Date by Phase		Previous Funding				FY2016 Funds
Available 7/1/2015				FY2017 Funds
Available 7/1/2016				FY2018 Funds
Available 7/1/2017				FY2019 Funds
Available 7/1/2018				FY2020 Funds
Available 7/1/2019				FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020				Current Total Allocations		Balance to Fully Fund		MPO Notes		VDOT - Fredericksburg District Notes

																				Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation		Phase		Allocation

		1		I95 Corridor Study Phase 1		108186		Study/Planning support		GWRC		100		$280,000		PE = $280,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/15/2015
RW = n/a
CN = n/a						PE		$280,000																						$280,000		$0

		2		US - 1 & Rte 620 - Harrison Road Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		51845		Intersection		VDOT		100		$22,730,455		PE = $2,250,000
RW = $9,117,404
CN = $11,363,051		PE = 06/27/2001
RW = 11/20/2013
CN = 10/12/2016		PE/RW		$538,140
$13,329,853		PE/RW		$410,880
$592,733
$366,731		PE/RW		$406,478
$1,902,848
$340,653		CN		$253,221
$1,927,865
$326,400		CN		$890,136
$1,355,442
$89,075										$22,730,455		$0				On track for January 2016 construction advertisement

		3		Rte 3 - Signal Optimization CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100450		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		100		$1,046,861		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $1,046,861		PE = n/a
RW = n/a
CN = 03/31/2017														CN		$146,861		CN		$272,016		CN		$366,633		CN		$261,351		$1,046,861		$0				Revised schedule required; there have been recent discussions with City staff about re-scoping this project to maximize the use of the funding

		4		Construction of Traffic Operations Center CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100451		ITS/Operational improvements		City of Fredericksburg		99		$425,000		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $425,000		PE = n/a
RW = n/a
CN = 03/29/2017		CN		$200,000		CN		$225,000																						$425,000		$0				Going out for advertisment in Fall 2015

		5		GW Ride Connect / TDM Assistance		103685		Transit		GWRC		98		$1,295,604		PE = $1,295,604
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/27/2013
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$545,604		PE		$125,000		PE		$125,000		PE		$125,000		PE		$125,000		PE		$125,000		PE		$125,000		$1,295,604		$0

		6		FAMPO LRTP Support		90268		Study/Planning support		GWRC		98		$1,114,871		PE = $1,114,871
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 03/08/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$514,871		PE		$300,000														PE		$300,000						$1,114,871		$0

		7		FAMPO Public Involvement		102626		Study/Planning support		GWRC		96		$457,900		PE = $457,900
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 08/15/2012
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$258,370		PE		$49,530										PE		$100,000						PE		$50,000		$457,900		$0

		8		RTE 610 & Onville Rd. Intersection Improvement STAFFORD COUNTY		93225		Intersection		VDOT		92		$14,923,756		PE = $1,360,000
RW = $8,036,998
CN = $5,526,758		PE = 12/04/2009
RW = 08/16/2011
CN = 09/30/2017		PE/RW/CN		$3,543,103
$7,154,818
$2,490,498		CN		$785,783		CN		$352,286		CN		$225,000				$372,268										$14,923,756		$0				VDOT is in the process of processing for construction award

		9		City Parking Structure CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		102987		Transit		TBD		91		$0		PE = $0
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = TBD
RW = TBD
CN = TBD																										PE		$516,675		$516,675		$516,675				Status and Future of project have been undetermined for some time now; need stakeholders to discuss future of potential project

		10		FAMPO Land Use Scenario Planning Support		93975		Study/Planning support		GWRC		90		$780,115		PE = $780,115
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 06/30/2009
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$580,115										PE		$200,000														$780,115		$0

		11		FAMPO CMP Update Support		91856		Study/Planning support		GWRC		89		$483,089		PE = $483,089
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 12/15/2010
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$96,665
$178,503										PE		$107,921										PE		$100,000		$483,089		$0

		12		US - 1 Morris/Mudd Tavern Intersection Improvement SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		93136		Intersection		VDOT		85		$8,141,673		PE = $850,000
RW = $2,171,657
CN = $5,120,016		PE = 04/02/2010
RW = 12/12/2012
CN = 05/16/2016		PE/RW/CN		$1,020,172
$2,038,089
$3,397,410		CN		$402,035
$633,967
$650,000																						$8,141,673		$0				Currently under construction - slated to finish by Spring 2016

		13		US - 17 & Rte 609 - Thornton Rolling Rd/Jim Morris Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		105893		Intersection		VDOT		83		$2,975,000		PE = $684,353
RW = $100,000
CN = $2,190,647		PE = 08/12/2015
RW = 08/312021
CN = 07/31/2023				$2,200,000																		PE		$775,000						$2,975,000		$0				PE phase recently initiated; staff working to update schedule

		14		Lafayette Blvd & Kenmore Ave Roundabout CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100439		Intersection		VDOT		83		$3,438,796		PE = $395,391
RW = $0
CN = $1,377,780		PE = 07/18/2019
RW = n/a
CN = 07/15/2024																						PE		$375,000		RW		$217,410		$592,410		-$2,846,386				RW phase will likely be required which will increase total project costs

		15		US 1 & Rte 628 - American Legion/Eskimo Hill Rd - Intersection Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		105899		Intersection		TBD		81		$3,015,971		PE =$548,000
RW= $836,000
CN = $1,631,971		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 10/19/2021
CN = 01/11/2024																						PE		$508,093		PE		$39,907		$548,000		-$2,467,971				Funded for Summer 2019 PE start

		16		Staffordboro Commuter Parking Lot Expansion STAFFORD COUNTY		97552		Transit		VDOT		79		$13,176,288		PE = $1,701,288
RW = $2,021,105
CN = $9,450,000 		PE = 10/28/2010
RW = 02/16/2012
CN = 11/19/2014 		PE/RW/CN		$1,141,402
$11,204,243		CN		$826,748																						$13,172,393		-$3,895				Construction is complete; proceeding with financial closeout

		17		Butler Road Widening (from termini of intersection project limits on Rte 218 to Castle Rock Drive) STAFFORD COUNTY		105911		Roadway		TBD		76		$26,720,393		PE = $2,730,000
RW = $9,660,000
CN = $14,330,393		PE = 08/14/2019
RW = 12/19/2023
CN = 10/31/2027																						PE		$989,176		PE		$584,016		$1,573,192		-$25,147,201				Partially funded for PE beginning in Summer 2019.

		18		US - 1 over Rappahannock Canal Bridge Replacement CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		90077		Bridge		VDOT		76		$7,826,686		PE = $1,180,000
RW = $1,000,000
CN = $5,646,686		PE = 07/20/2011
RW = 07/31/2018
CN = 10/10/2021		PE		$600,000										PE		$172,874		PE/RW		$1,500,000		CN		$3,570,653		CN		$555,160		$6,398,687		-$1,427,999				Project design underway

		19		Gordon Road Commuter Parking Lot SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		100448		Transit		VDOT		76		$7,664,054		PE = $961,686
RW = $2,347,949
CN = $4,354,419		PE = 07/01/2011
RW = 08/08/2012
CN = 12/16/2015		PE/RW/CN		$170,793
$6,171,677		CN		$64,437
$1,257,147																						$7,664,054		$0				Construction almost complete

		20		US - 1 Bridge over Hazel Run CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100444		Bridge		VDOT		74		$1,280,000		PE = $398,259
RW = $0
CN = $881,741		PE = 12/14/2012
RW = n/a
CN = 06/29/2020		PE		$93,641
$911,800						CN		$201,390																		$1,206,831		-$73,169				VDOT staff working to accelerate advertisement date; project is aimed at rehab versus replacement based on funding contraints

		21		VRE Platform Extensions STAFFORD COUNTY		107714		Transit		DRPT/VRE		74		$28,809,700		PE/RW/CN = $28,809,700		PE = TBD
RW = TBD
CN = TBD		PE/RW/CN		$15,390,000																						PE/CN		$525,000		$15,915,000		-$12,894,700				VRE project; funds to be "flexed" as needed. $15 million in rail enhancement funds

		22		Rt. 3 East Commuter Parking Lot Study STAFFORD COUNTY		104923		Transit		GWRC		73		$500,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 07/15/2018
RW = n/a
CN = n/a																		PE		$100,000										$100,000		-$400,000

		23		US - 1 & Rte 761 - Potomac Creek Dr Turn Lane Improvements STAFFORD COUNTY		100449		Intersection		VDOT		72		$1,800,000		PE = $300,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,000,000		PE = 07/15/2019
RW = 06/22/2021
CN = 06/15/2023																						PE		$275,000		PE/RW		$239,383		$514,383		-$1,285,617				Pending HB2 application for current shortfall

		24		Rte 208 - Courthouse Road & Rte 636 - Hood/Houser Drive Intersection Improvements SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY		107680		Intersection		TBD		70		$2,350,000		PE = $500,000
RW = $500,000
CN = $1,350,000		PE = 08/28/2020
RW = 03/15/2024
CN = 09/15/2027																										PE		$500,000		$500,000		-$1,850,000				Scope of project may overlap with future planned improvements to be discussed in upcoming Spotsylvania Rte 208 corridor study

		25		Princess Anne St. Improvements (Phase 2) CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG		100459		Roadway		VDOT		68		$1,470,697		PE = $100,003
RW = $0
CN = $1,370,694		PE = 08/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = 03/30/2020		PE		$100,000		CN		$134,229		CN		$681,308		CN		$555,160														$1,470,697		$0				Advertisement being accelerated to Spring 2016; VDOT staff working to identify specific date

		26		Lease Commuter Parking Spaces VARIOUS LOCATIONS		87764		Transit		GWRC		55		$454,592		PE = $454,592
RW = $0
CN = $0		PE = 09/26/2008
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$194,250		PE		$15,750		PE		$44,592						PE		$200,000										$454,592		$0

		27		US - 1 Widening Study (BRAC Related) STAFFORD COUNTY		100456		Roadway		VDOT		53		$80,000,000		PE = $838,183
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE = 06/12/2014
RW = n/a
CN = n/a		PE		$141,317
$117,826														PE		$299,040										$558,143		-$79,441,857				$117,826 in OEA Grant funds forwarded to VDOT from Stafford County separate of RSTP funds.  Study efforts are in a holding pattern pending further direction from Stafford

				RSTP																Current RSTP Allocations				$1,296,674				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176				$1,289,176

				CMAQ																Current CMAQ Allocations				$2,442,670				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726				$2,424,726

				Other SYIP Funding

																								$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

																								$0				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0

















as of March 2015






 
CMAQ/STBG-RSTP funding available for existing/new projects: $3,561,554

CMAQ Recipient Project: #4: GWRideConnect - $125,000 in FY-22 funding
Funding available for other existing/new CMAQ/STBG-RSTP projects = $3,436,554

STBG-RSTP = $525,000
CMAQ = $2,911,554

Thank you,
 
Paul
 
Paul Agnello, AICP
Assistant Director for Transportation Planning
Spotsylvania County Planning and Zoning Department
9019 Old Battlefield Blvd, Suite 320
Spotsylvania, VA 22553
pagnello@spotsylvania.va.us
Phone: (540) 507-7398
Mobile: (540) 388-1914
 

 
 
 

mailto:pagnello@spotsylvania.va.us
http://www.visitspotsy.com/


FAMPO CMAQ RSTP ALLOCATIONS FOR FY 2021-2026 9/16/2020

Phase Allocation Phase Allocation Phase Allocation Phase Allocation Phase Allocation Phase Allocation Phase Allocation
PE = $5,000,000 PE = 2/22/2016 PE = 6/30/2025 CMAQ

 RW = N/A RW = N/A RSTP $0 $0
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A

PE = $500,000 PE = 7/1/2018 PE = 7/31/2020
RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = N/A RSTP $200,000
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A

PE = $1,000,000 PE = 8/15/2012 PE = 6/30/2025
RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = N/A RSTP $0
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A

PE = $3,000,000 PE = 6/27/2013 PE = 6/30/2025 CMAQ $125,000
RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = N/A
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A

PE = $1,000,000 PE = 7/1/2009 PE = N/A CMAQ $17,000 $17,000 $17,000 $17,000 $17,000 $17,000
RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = N/A
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A

PE = $50,000 PE = 7/1/2016 PE = N/A
RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = N/A RSTP $0
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A

PE = $62,500 PE = 3/1/2019 PE = 8/31/2019
RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = N/A RSTP $62,500
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A $61,096

PE = $250,000 PE = 7/1/2020 PE = 6/30/2022 RSTP $172,990
RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = N/A
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A
PE = $0 PE = 08/27/2021 PE = 04/28/2023

RW = $4,000,000 RW = 4/28/2023 RW = 4/28/23 RSTP $500,000 $600,000 $900,000
CN = $123,000,000 CN = 04/28/2023 CN = 07/30/2026 Other $125,000,000

PE = $500,000 PE = 6/21/2018 PE = 6/10/2020* CMAQ $50,000 $450,000
RW = $700,000 RW = 6/10/2020 RW = 10/21/2021*
CN = $781,550 CN = 10/21/2021 CN = 02/08/2023* Other $350,000 $150,000 $665,775 $315,775
PE = $700,000 PE = 7/18/2019 PE = 7/26/2024 CMAQ $542,687 $457,637 $120,000 $750,000 $750,000

RW = 1,800,000 RW = TBD RW = TBD RSTP $58,632 $365,821 $250,000 $200,000 $326,397
CN = 3,300,000 CN = TBD CN = TBD Other $800,000 $1,178,826
PE = $250,000 PE = 8/26/2021 PE = N/A

RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = N/A RSTP $75,000
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A

PE = $3,524,869 PE = 11/8/2019 PE = 02/24/2021 CMAQ $0 $0 $0 $0
RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = TBD

CN = $40,642,419 CN = 11/03/20 CN = 09/09/21 Other $1,060,000 $700,000 $11,509,061 $10,102,957
PE = $570,345 PE = 7/12/2017 PE = 06/12/2018 CMAQ $456,368
RW = $346,671 RW = 06/12/2018 RW = 05/14/2019* HIP $234,353
CN = $1,059,322 CN = 05/14/2019 CN = 6/23/2020 Other $1,488,707 $80,269
PE = $259,638 PE = 06/25/2018 PE = 07/31/2020* CMAQ $137,000
RW = $200,000 RW = 07/31/2020 RW = 10/12/2021*
CN = $740,362 CN = 10/12/2021 CN = 12/21/2022* Other $300,000 $100,000 $274,000 $389,000
PE = $500,000 PE = 8/1/2019 PE = 09/01/2021* CMAQ $198,033 $8,000 $394,345 $133,000

RW = $2,250,000 RW = 9/1/2021 RW = 01/10/2023* RSTP $300,467
CN = $2,400,000 CN = 01/10/2023 CN = 12/12/2024* Other $505,000 $1,161,347 $1,122,308 $2,100,000
PE = $245,000 PE = N/A PE = N/A CMAQ $0 $0 $0

RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = N/A
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A Other

PE = $100,000 PE = TBD PE = TBD
RW = N/A RW = TBD RW = TBD RSTP $100,000
CN = N/A CN = TBD CN = TBD Other

PE = $100,001 PE = TBD PE = TBD
RW = N/A RW = TBD RW = TBD RSTP $100,000
CN = N/A CN = TBD CN = TBD Other

PE = $300,000 PE = N/A PE = N/A
RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = N/A RSTP $0 $0 $0
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A

RW = $200,000 RW = N/A RW = N/A
RW = N/A RW = N/A RW = N/A RSTP $75,000
CN = N/A CN = N/A CN = N/A Other $125,000

PE = $650,000 PE = N/A PE = N/A CMAQ $1,842,894 $562,500 $836,455 $217,661
RW = $1,970,000 RW = N/A RW = N/A RSTP $500,000 $507,372 $100,000 $169,454
CN = $3,040,000 CN = N/A CN = N/A Other $411,443
PE = $1,150,000 PE = 07/01/2017 PE = 08/02/2022 CMAQ $787,339 $27,315 $1,335,327
RW = $1,400,000 RW = 08/02/2022 RW = 08/02/2023 RSTP $621,247 $465,515 $25,000 $1,341,704 $1,202,217
CN = $6,550,000 CN = 08/02/2023 CN = 08/02/2024 Other $972,168 $922,168 $800,000 $2,100,000
PE = $1,600,000 PE = N/A PE = N/A CMAQ $1,639,855 $379,799
RW = $1,000,000 RW = N/A RW = N/A RSTP $129,274 $175,511
CN = $8,900,000 CN = N/A CN = N/A Other $1,832,562 $7,342,999
PE = $1,000,000 PE = TBD PE = TBD CMAQ
RW = $3,000,000 RW = TBD RW = TBD RSTP
CN = $11,000,000 CN = TBD CN = TBD Other $8,300,000

PE = $20,000 PE = TBD PE = TBD CMAQ $50,000
RW = N/A RW = TBD RW = TBD RSTP $75,000

CN = $285,000 CN = TBD CN = TBD Other $180,000
PE = TBD PE = TBD PE = TBD CMAQ $19,950 $19,950 $400,000
RW = TBD RW = TBD RW = TBD RSTP $22,668 $55,753 $11,334 $11,334
CN = TBD CN = TBD CN = TBD Other
PE = TBD PE = TBD PE = TBD CMAQ $45,220 $45,220 $898,760
RW = TBD RW = TBD RW = TBD RSTP $50,933 $125,271 $25,466 $25,466 $1,812,836
CN = TBD CN = TBD CN = TBD Other
PE = TBD PE = TBD PE = TBD CMAQ $67,830 $67,830 $1,348,138
RW = TBD RW = TBD RW = TBD RSTP $76,399 $187,907 $38,200 $38,200
CN = TBD CN = TBD CN = TBD Other
PE = TBD PE = TBD PE = TBD CMAQ
RW = TBD RW = TBD RW = TBD RSTP
CN = TBD CN = TBD CN = TBD Other

                 *Private RW Donation $0
Changes per Resolution 21-03 $0

Blue = Projects with available CMAQ or RSTP funding $525,000
$3,036,554

Total 
Available for 

Existing/ New 
Projects:

Total Cost Cost by Phase Start Date by 
Phase End Date by Phase# Project Description Jurisdiction UPC Project Type

FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026 Current Total 

Allocations
Balance to Fully 

Fund

1 Regionally Significant Projects Region-wide 113914 Planning/PE 
Study

Previous Funding FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020

FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021

FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022

FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023

FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024Funding 

Type

2 FAMPO 2050 LRTP Support Region-wide 113538 Planning/PE 
Study

$5,000,000 $0 -$5,000,000

$600,000 $200,000 -$400,000

3 FAMPO Public Involvement Region-wide 102626 Planning/PE 
Study

4 GWRideConnect Support Region-wide 103685 Planning/PE 
Study

$1,000,000 $0 -$1,000,000

$3,000,000 $125,000 -$2,875,000

5 Leased Commuter Parking Spaces Region-wide 87764 Transit/TDM

7 Gateway Blvd Extension Project Study Fredericksburg 114814 Planning/PE 
Study

6 Regional Bicycle & Pedestrain 
Planning UPC Fredericksburg 109479 Planning/PE 

Study

$1,000,000 $102,000 -$898,000

$62,500 $62,500 $0

$50,000 $0 -$50,000

9 PE for Northbound Rappahannock 
River Crossing Region-wide 105510 Roadway $127,000,000

$250,000 $172,990 -$77,0108 Lafayette Blvd/Fredericksburg Train 
Station Access Study Fredericksburg 115612 Planning/PE 

Study

$127,000,000 $0

10 Twin Lake/Kensington Bike & 
Pedestrian Connector Fredericksburg 110932 Bicycle/ 

Pedestrian $1,981,550 $1,981,550 $0

12 PE for VCR Trail Bridges over Rt 3 and 
US 1 Fredericksburg 111682 Bicycle/ 

Pedestrian $250,000 $75,000 -$175,000

11 Lafayette Blvd Roundabouts             
(SS app estimate) Fredericksburg 115123 Intersection $5,800,000

111883, 
111884, 
111885

Transit/TDM $44,167,288

$5,800,000 $0

$1,200,000

$23,372,018 -$20,795,270

14 US 1 & Potomac Creek Dr (Rt 761) 
Turn Lane Improvements Stafford County 111753 Intersection $1,976,338 $2,259,697 $283,359

13
VRE Station Improvements at Leeland 

Rd & Brooke
(phase dates differ - entered longest 

Stafford County

$245,000

$1,200,000 $0

16
Courthouse Rd (Rt 208) & 

Hood/Houser Dr (Rt 636) Intersection 
Improvements

Spotsylvania 
County 110987 Intersection $5,150,000 $5,922,500 $772,500

15 Harrison Rd (Rt 620) & Lafayette Blvd 
(Bus. US 1) Intersection Improvements

Spotsylvania 
County 110913 Intersection

$0 -$245,000

18 Rt 1 Massaponax STARS Study  below 
Commonwealth

Spotsylvania 
County 115613 Planning/PE 

Study $100,000 $100,000 $0

17 New Garrisonville to Quantico FRED 
Bus Route Stafford County 115681 Transit/TDM

$100,000 $0

20 VRE Station Multimodal Access 
Improvements Fredericksburg TBD Planning/PE 

Study $300,000 $0 -$300,000

19 Route 1 North Stafford Garrisonville 
STARS Study Stafford County 115178 Planning/PE 

Study $100,000

21 Rt 610 Operational Study (from US 
Route 1 to Onville Road) Stafford County TBD Planning/PE 

Study

23
US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection and 

Roadway Improvements
(per 2018 SS application)

Stafford County 105722 Intersection

22 US 1 & Market Street Turn Lane 
Improvements

Spotsylvania 
County 115614 Intersection $5,660,000

$200,000 $200,000 $0

$10,600,000 $10,600,000 $0

$5,147,779 -$512,221

25 Gateway Blvd Extension                    
(SS app estimate) Fredericksburg TBD Roadway $23,300,000

$11,500,000 $11,500,000 $024 Route 3 STARS Study and I-95 off-
ramp improvements Fredericksburg 115124 ITS/Operational 

Improvements

$8,300,000 -$15,000,000

26 Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge Fredericksburg 109574 Bicycle/ 
Pedestrian $305,000 $305,000 $0

$540,989 -$1,363,322

28 Onville Road Improvements Stafford County Roadway $10,600,000 $3,029,173 -$7,570,827

27 Idlewild VCR Trail Connector Fredericksburg Bicycle/ 
Pedestrian $1,904,311

$12,161,216 $1,824,503 -$10,336,713

30 Route 1 & Telegraph Road/Woodstock 
Lane Intersection Improvements Stafford County 109467 Intersection

29 Route 208/Lafayette Blvd & US 1 
Improvements

Spotsylvania 
County 110987 Intersection

$0 -$9,100,000

Waiting Financial Closure RSTP Balance Entry: 70713 $503,796 $0 $0 $0

$9,100,000

$0 $0 $0
CMAQ Balance Entry: 70712 $585,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

RSTP Allocations $1,628,619 $1,681,336 $1,713,385 $1,745,978 $1,779,125 $1,812,836

Previous Funding FY2021 Funds
Available 7/1/2020

FY2022 Funds
Available 7/1/2021

FY2023 Funds
Available 7/1/2022

FY2024 Funds
Available 7/1/2023

FY2025 Funds
Available 7/1/2024

FY2026 Funds
Available 7/1/2026

$2,424,726 $2,424,726 $2,567,170 $2,615,126

$2,663,898
RSTP Budget $1,649,823 $1,681,336 $1,713,385 $1,745,978 $1,779,125 $1,812,836

CMAQ Allocations $1,842,187 $1,705,437 $1,275,000 $2,567,170 $2,615,126

$2,663,898CMAQ Budget $2,424,726

$0
$503,796
$585,000Available CMAQ $582,539 $719,289 $1,149,726 $0 $0

Available RSTP $21,204 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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Purpose 
 
The purpose of this Request for Proposals (RFP) is for the George Washington Regional 
Commission (GWRC) to solicit proposals to establish a single contract through competitive 
negotiation with a qualified source to provide nonprofessional services as described herein for 
organizational banking. 
 
Glossary of Terms 
 
The following terms and definitions apply to this RFP and any resulting contract(s): 
 

• Offeror: a person/firm who makes an offer by submitting a proposal in response to this 
solicitation 

• Contractor: a person/firm awarded a contract to provide services required in this 
solicitation 

 
Proposal Inquiries/Point of Contact 
 
All inquiries concerning this RFP should be submitted by e-mail citing the RFP title to Michele 
Dooling at dooling@gwregion.org. 
 
Potential Offerors must limit all contact, whether verbal or written, pertaining to this RFP, to 
the designated point of contact for the duration of the RFP process. Failure to do so may 
jeopardize further consideration of an Offeror’s proposal. Answers to questions posed to GWRC 
about this RFP will be posted to the GWRC website. The origin of the questions will not be 
shared. 
     
Timeframe and Key Dates 
 

RFP issued by GWRC September 23, 2020 
Proposals due to GWRC October 21, 2020 
Offerors meet with GWRC Week of October 26, 2020 
Determination made by GWRC Executive Director and 
Committee 

October 28, 2020 

Contract begins November 15, 2020 
Deliverables complete/contract(s) ends  November 15, 2022 

 
Offeror Qualifications 
 
Written proposals must be submitted no later than October 21, 2020 at 5:00 p.m. via e-mail to 
Michele Dooling at dooling@gwregion.org. 
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Background 
 
The George Washington Regional Commission (GWRC) is the planning district commission 
established by the Virginia General Assembly for the region comprising the City of 
Fredericksburg and the counties of Caroline, King George, Spotsylvania, and Stafford, known 
collectively as Planning District 16. The Commission provides a broad array of services for the 
residents of Planning District 16, including economic development programming and grant 
management, environmental planning, human services including housing affordability and 
services for those experiencing homelessness, transportation demand management, rural 
transportation planning, and urban transportation planning.  
 
We have been banking with several banks since our last procurement in 2006.  We seek a single 
banking partner that can manage all of our accounts and is conveniently located to our offices 
at 406 Princess Anne Street, Fredericksburg, VA. 
 
The operating budgets for each of the key elements of our banking needs, are as follows 
 

Organization Operating Budget Number of 
Employees 

   
George Washington 
Region Commission 
(PDC) known as 
GWRC 

$ 4,732,790 15 

Rappahannock River 
Basin Commission 

$   150,000 0 

GWRC AdVANtage 
Account 

$   600,000 0 

 
Currently GWRC utilizes the following types of accounts that would need to be addressed in a 
response to the RFP.  
 

Account Description of Use 
GWRC Operating Account This is the daily operating account for the GWRC.  

Currently the average daily balance is about  
$58,145.  We have approximately 5 money market 
transfers per month.  We issue on average of 55 
checks and approximately three ACH transactions 
per month. 
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GWRC Money Market Account This is the money market account for George 
Washington Regional Commission.  Currently the 
average daily balance is about $ 200,000.  We 
deposit on average about 2 items per month.  We 
make approximately 5 transfers per month.  This 
account deposits on average are $245,274 per 
month.  We receive about 20 ACH Deposit 
Transactions per month. 

Rappahannock River Basin Commission This is the daily operating account for the 
Rappahannock River Basin Commission.  Currently 
the average daily balance is about $100,000.  We 
have about 1-5 deposits per month.  We make 
approximately one transfer per month to GWRC. 

GWRC AdVANtage Account  This is the account used as a pass-through account 
for the statewide AdVANtage Vanpool Self-
Insurance Program.  The average daily balance is 
$5,000 and there are usually less than 5 transactions 
per month. 

GWRC Credit Card  We have a master account with a total credit limit of 
$31,600.  We currently have 4 card holders with 
limits ranging from $2,000 to $24,600 

 
These are all public funds and the bank must comply at all times with applicable federal, state 
and county laws, ordinances, rules and regulations including but not limited to the Virginia 
Security for Public Deposits Act (Chapter 2.2-4400 of the Code of Virginia). It must be a qualified 
public depository as defined in the Virginia Security for Public Deposits Act with a capital 
structure sufficient to support deposits. 
 
Scope of Services Required 
 
It is our intention to select a single partner to handle all our banking needs. As such we seek: 
 

• Checking account services for three checking accounts 
• Money market account for GWRC linked to checking/operating account 
• Credit card services for convenience purchasing and employee travel 

a. A “branded” (VISA/Mastercard/American Express) 
b. Rebates on purchases 
c. User friendly on-line system for GWRC’s Administrator for all transactions 
d. Payment turnaround on the monthly card statement must be at least 30 days 

• Contact information and credentials of person responsible for our accounts 
• On-line capabilities for managing our accounts 
• On-line access which will provide front and reverse images of all paid checks 
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• ACH Processing submitted through a secure electronic transmission 
• Outgoing Wire Transfers 
• Monthly account analysis -the minimum requirements for this report shall be: 

a. Average Book Balance 
b. Average Collected Balance 
c. Average Allowance Rate 
d. Transaction Volumes 
e. Transaction Prices 

 
Outcomes 
 
In addition to looking for a low cost, seamless banking experience, we hope to develop an 
ongoing relationship with a single banking partner who will work with us as our needs change 
over time.  
 
Requirements (Scoring Criteria) 
 
Proposals will be scored based on the following criteria:  
 

o Ability to meet the PDC’s current and projected service requirements (5 points 
maximum) 

o Demonstrated knowledge and experience working with governmental entities on 
our banking team (5 points maximum) 

o Presence of an excellent cyber-security program with protections for online and 
paper transfers (5 points maximum) 

o Price, including the cost per identified activity, aggregate banking services cost, 
and corresponding compensation balances (5 points maximum) 

o Excellent history of interest rates paid on accounts (5 points maximum) 
o Completeness of response (5 points maximum) 
o History of providing on-time and high-quality deliverables to clients (5 points 

maximum) 
o Client recommendations (5 points maximum) 
o SWAM or similar status (5 points maximum) 
o Presence of a branch(es) in the GWRC footprint (5 points maximum) 

 
Proposal Content 
 
A successful proposal will include and be responsive to the following elements: 
 

• Members of the banking team, along with their qualifications, who will participate on 
our accounts 

• Description of all fees involved for each of the services you are proposing to provide 
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• Description of the wire transfer services you propose for GWRC 
• Bank expectations regarding fund availability 
• Description of the monthly statement and account analysis you will provide 
• When reports are available 
• How long report images are maintained online 
• The bank’s dispute resolution process 
• Description of Collection and Deposit Services 
• Cutoff times and requirement  
• Bank policy on strapped/rolled and pricing basis 
• Credit advice processing 
• Discrepancy and write off policy 
• Remote Deposit Services availability  
• Description of purchasing or credit card services 
• Description of your overdraft processing service, including rates for overdrafts 
• Description of Stop Payment Services 

 
General Terms and Conditions 
 
CONTRACTUAL CLAIMS: The procedure for filing contractual claims is set forth in Section 2.2-
4363 of the Code of Virginia. 
 
APPLICABLE LAWS AND COURTS: This solicitation and any resulting contract shall be governed 
in all respects by the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia and any litigation with respect 
thereto shall be brought in the courts of the Commonwealth. The Contractor shall comply with 
all applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations. This includes compliance with 
IRS requirements. 
 
ANTI-DISCRIMINATION: By submitting their proposal, Offerors certify to the Commonwealth 
that they will conform to the provisions of the Federal Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, as 
well as the Virginia Fair Employment Contracting Act of 1975, as amended, where applicable, 
the Virginians With Disabilities Act, the Americans With Disabilities Act, and Section 2.2-4311 of 
the Virginia Public Procurement Act (VPPA). If the award is made to a faith-based organization, 
the organization shall not discriminate against any recipient of goods, services, or 
disbursements made pursuant to the contract on the basis of the recipient's religion, religious 
belief, refusal to participate in a religious practice, or on the basis of race, age, color, gender or 
national origin and shall be subject to the same rules as other organizations that contract with 
public bodies to account for the use of the funds provided; however, if the faith-based 
organization segregates public funds into separate accounts, only the accounts and programs 
funded with public funds shall be subject to audit by the public body. (Code of Virginia, Section 
2.2-4343.1E). 
 
In every contract over $10,000 the provisions below apply: 
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During the performance of this contract, the Contractor agrees as follows: 
 
The Contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because 
of race, religion, color, sex, national origin, age, disability, or any other basis prohibited by state 
law relating to discrimination in employment, except where there is a bona fide occupational 
qualification reasonably necessary to the normal operation of the Contractor. The Contractor 
agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment, 
notices setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause. 
 
The Contractor, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of the 
contractor, will state that such Contractor is an equal opportunity employer. 
 
Notices, advertisements, and solicitations placed in accordance with federal law, rule or 
regulation shall be deemed sufficient for the purpose of meeting these requirements. 
 
The Contractor will include the provisions of the above in every subcontract or purchase order 
over $10,000, so that the provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or vendor. 
 
ETHICS IN PUBLIC CONTRACTING: By submitting their proposals, Offerors certify that their 
proposals are made without collusion or fraud and that they have not offered or received any 
kickback or inducement from any other Offeror, supplier, manufacturer or subcontractor in 
connection with their proposal, and that they have not conferred on any public employee 
having official responsibility for this procurement transaction any payment, loan, subscription, 
advance, deposit of money, services or anything of more than nominal value, present or 
promised, unless consideration of substantially equal or greater value was exchanged. 
 
IMMIGRATION REFORM AND CONTROL ACT OF 1986: By entering into a written contract, the 
Contractor certifies that the Contractor does not, and shall not, during the performance of the 
contract for services in the Commonwealth, knowingly employ an unauthorized alien as defined 
in the federal Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. 
 
DEBARMENT STATUS: By submitting their proposal, Offerors certify that they are not currently 
debarred by the Commonwealth of Virginia from submitting proposals on contracts for the type 
of services covered by this solicitation, nor are they an agent of any person or entity that is 
currently so debarred. 
 
ANTITRUST: By entering into a contract, the Contractor conveys, sells, assigns, and transfers to 
the Commonwealth of Virginia all rights, title and interest in and to all causes of action it may 
now have or hereafter acquire under the antitrust laws of the United States and the 
Commonwealth of Virginia, relating to the particular services purchased or acquired by the 
Regional Council under said contract. 
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PAYMENT: Invoices for services and accepted deliverables shall be submitted by the Contractor 
directly to the payment address shown on the contract. All invoices shall show the contract 
number, Social Security number (for individual contractors) or the federal employer 
identification number (for proprietorships, partnerships, and corporations).  
 
Payment will be made to consultant within 45 days after invoice or delivery, whichever occurs 
last.  
 
All services provided under this contract that are to be paid for with public funds shall be billed 
by the contractor at the contract price, regardless of which public agency is being billed. 
Consultants will adhere to Virginia procurement law as applicable. 
 
The following shall be deemed to be the date of payment: the date of postmark in all cases 
where payment is made by mail; the date of submission where payment is made electronically; 
or the date of offset when offset proceedings have been instituted as authorized under the 
Virginia Debt Collection Act.  
 
UNREASONABLE CHARGES: Under certain emergency procurements and for most time and 
material purchases, final job costs cannot be accurately determined at the time orders are 
placed. In such cases, Contractors are on notice that final payment in full is contingent on a 
determination of reasonableness with respect to all invoiced charges. Charges which appear to 
be unreasonable will be researched and challenged, and that portion of the invoice held in 
abeyance until a settlement can be reached. Upon determining that invoiced charges are not 
reasonable, the Regional Council shall promptly notify the Contractor, in writing, as to those 
charges which it considers unreasonable and the basis for the determination. A Contractor may 
not institute legal action unless a settlement cannot be reached within thirty (30) days of 
notification.  
 
CHANGES TO THE CONTRACT: Changes can be made to the contract in any of the following 
ways: 
 
The parties may agree in writing to modify the scope of the contract. An increase or decrease in 
the price of the contract resulting from such modification shall be agreed to by the parties as a 
part of their written agreement to modify the scope of the contract. 
 
The Regional Council may order changes within the general scope of the contract at any time by 
written notice to the contractor. Changes within the scope of the contract include, but are not 
limited to, items such as services to be performed, the method of packing or shipment, and the 
place of delivery. The Contractor shall comply with the notice upon receipt. The Contractor shall 
be compensated for any additional costs incurred as the result of such order and shall give the 
Regional Council a credit for any savings. Said compensation shall be determined by one of the 
following methods: 
 
By mutual agreement between the parties in writing; or 
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By agreeing upon a unit price or using a unit price set forth in the contract, if the work to be 
done can be expressed in units, and the Contractor accounts for the number of units of work 
performed, subject to the Regional Council’s right to audit the Contractor’s records and/or to 
determine the correct number of units independently; or 
 
By ordering the Contractor to proceed with the work and keep a record of all costs incurred and 
savings realized. A markup for overhead and profit may be allowed if provided by the contract. 
The same markup shall be used for determining a decrease in price as the result of savings 
realized. The Contractor shall present the Regional Council with all vouchers and records of 
expenses incurred and savings realized. The Regional Council shall have the right to audit the 
records of the Contractor as it deems necessary to determine costs or savings. Any claim for an 
adjustment in price under this provision must be asserted by written notice within thirty (30) 
days from the date of receipt of the written order from the Regional Council. If the parties fail 
to agree on an amount of adjustment, the question of an increase or decrease in the contract 
price or time for performance shall be resolved in accordance with the procedures for resolving 
disputes provided by the Disputes Clause of this contract or, if there is none, in accordance with 
the disputes provided 2.2-4363 of the Code of Virginia. Neither the existence of a claim nor a 
dispute resolution process, litigation or any other provision of this contract shall excuse the 
contractor from promptly complying with the changes ordered by the Regional Council or with 
the performance of the contract generally. 
 
DEFAULT: In case of failure to deliver services in accordance with the contract terms and 
conditions, the Regional Council, after due oral or written notice, may procure them from other 
sources and hold the Contractor responsible for any resulting additional purchase and 
administrative costs. This remedy shall be in addition to any other remedies which the Regional 
Council may have. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF AWARD: Upon the award or the announcement of the decision to award 
a contract as a result of this solicitation, GWRC will publicly post such notice for a minimum of 
10 days. 
 
DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE: During the performance of this contract, the Contractor agrees to (i) 
provide a drug-free workplace for the Contractor's employees; (ii) post in conspicuous places, 
available to employees and applicants for employment, a statement notifying employees that 
the unlawful manufacture, sale, distribution, dispensation, possession, or use of a controlled 
substance or marijuana is prohibited in the Contractor's workplace and specifying the actions 
that will be taken against employees for violations of such prohibition; (iii) state in all 
solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of the contractor that the 
Contractor maintains a drug-free workplace; and (iv) include the provisions of the foregoing 
clauses in every subcontract or purchase order of over $10,000, so that the provisions will be 
binding upon each subcontractor or vendor.  
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For the purposes of this section, “drug-free workplace” means a site for the performance of 
work done in connection with a specific contract awarded to a Contractor, the employees of 
whom are prohibited from engaging in the unlawful manufacture, sale, distribution, 
dispensation, possession or use of any controlled substance or marijuana during the 
performance of the contract. 
 
AUTHORIZATION TO CONDUCT BUSINESS IN THE COMMONWEALTH: A Contractor organized as 
a stock or nonstock corporation, limited liability company, business trust, or limited partnership 
or registered as a registered limited liability partnership shall be authorized to transact business 
in the Commonwealth as a domestic or foreign business entity if so required by Title 13.1 or 
Title 50 of the Code of Virginia or as otherwise required by law. Any business entity described 
above that enters into a contract with the Regional Council pursuant to the Virginia Public 
Procurement Act shall not allow its existence to lapse or its certificate of authority or 
registration to transact business in the Commonwealth, if so required under Title 13.1 or Title 
50, to be revoked or cancelled at any time during the term of the contract. The Regional Council 
may void any contract with a business entity if the business entity fails to remain in compliance 
with the provisions of this section. 
 
Special Terms and Conditions 
 
AUDIT: The contractor shall retain all books, records, and other documents relative to this 
contract for five (5) years after final payment, or until audited by the Commonwealth of 
Virginia, whichever is sooner. The Regional Council, its authorized agents, and/or state auditors 
shall have full access to and the right to examine any of said materials during said period. 
 
CANCELLATION OF CONTRACT: The Regional Council reserves the right to cancel and terminate 
any resulting contract, in part or in whole, without penalty, upon 30 days written notice to the 
contractor. In the event the initial contract period is for more than 12 months, the resulting 
contract may be terminated by either party, without penalty, after the initial 12 months of the 
contract period upon 60 days written notice to the other party. Any contract cancellation notice 
shall not relieve the contractor of the obligation to deliver and/or perform on all outstanding 
orders issued prior to the effective date of cancellation. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION: Contractor agrees to observe complete confidentiality 
with respect to all aspects of any confidential information, proprietary data and/or trade 
secrets and any parts thereof, whether such material is the Regional Council’s or other 
manufacturer, vendor or distributor to which contractor or contractor’s personnel may gain 
access while engaged by the Regional Council. Revealing, copying, or using in any manner 
whatsoever any such contents which have not been authorized by the Regional Council is 
strictly prohibited. The restrictions herein shall survive the termination of this agreement for 
any reason and shall continue in force and effect and shall be binding upon the contractor, its 
agents, employees, successors, assigns, subcontractors or any party claiming an interest in this 
agreement on behalf of or under the rights of the contractor following any termination. 
Contractor shall advise all Contractors’ agents, employees, successors, assigns, or 
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subcontractors that are engaged by the Regional Council of the restrictions, present and 
continuing, set forth herein. Contractor must receive written permission from Regional Council 
to advertise the work being done for the Council. Contractor shall defend and incur all costs, if 
any, for actions which arise as a result of non-compliance by Contractor, its agents, employees, 
successors, assigns, or subcontractors regarding the restrictions herein. 
 
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR: The Contractor shall be considered an independent contractor 
and neither the Contractor, nor personnel employed by the contractor, are in any sense to be 
considered employees or agents of the Regional Council, or of the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
 
OWNERSHIP OF MATERIAL: All materials generated under this contract shall be considered 
work made for hire. The Regional Council shall have all rights, title and interest in or to all 
products, work plans, project reports, designs, programs, databases and documentation 
developed or generated under this contract including without limitation unlimited rights to use, 
duplicate, modify or disclose any part thereof, in any manner and for any purpose and the right 
to permit or prohibit any other person including the contractor from doing so. To the extent the 
Contractor may be deemed at any time to have any of the foregoing rights the Contractor 
agrees to assign and does hereby assign such rights to the Regional Council. 
 
CONFLICT OF INTEREST: The Regional Council reserves the right to determine if a conflict of 
interest exists between the Contractor or their affiliates and the work of the Regional Council. 
The Contractor shall continue to disclose during the term of the contract to the Regional 
Council any situations in which potential conflict of interest could arise, present the facts of the 
situation and offer an opinion as to whether the situation involves a conflict. The Contractor 
shall agree to accept the decision of the Regional Council as to whether or not a conflict exists. 
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WELCOME FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
For everyone including the George Washington Regional Commission, this has been a challenging time, filled with change and uncertainty, but 
also dreams and opportunity. We have started new projects and improved existing ones. We 
have seen some of our long-standing programs, such as homeless support services and 
economic development, metamorphize in response to the pandemic, while others have 
managed to continue along smoothly and with a renewed focus, despite the challenges created 
by a pandemic. And in all cases, we are proud of the work we have been able to accomplish 
through our own efforts, and that of our partners, to make the region even stronger and more 
resilient. 
 
We started the year with a concerted effort to “lean-in” to our role as a regional planning 
organization. Some of our major accomplishments in that area include: 
 

• Good Jobs Here: GWRC hosted a series of three meetings with more than 70 
participants, to develop a community-based, regionally focused strategy to grow and 
support good jobs in PD16. We were able to draw from work by Dr. Jim Johnson, a 
nationally recognized demographer, Dr. Lance Gentry, our region’s Commuter 
Skills study expert, the lessons learned in other regions with successful homegrown 
jobs initiatives, and even our own local experts on education, economic 
development, and the ALICE (asset-limited, income constrained, employed) 
population. With the help of our key partnerships with the localities, the 
Fredericksburg Regional Alliance, the Chamber, and our area educational 
institutions, we expect some great activity related to this effort in 2020-21! 

 
• Environmental Planning:  For the first time, PD16 has a region-wide, multi-year environmental services strategic plan. Based on the 

needs of our localities and supported by the work of our nonprofit environmental and advocacy community, the plan provides guidance 
and structure of our region’s work, and possible funding opportunities, in this field for years to come. 
 

• Continuum of Care (CoC): The CoC worked hard this year to develop a 2021-2023 strategic plan to best meet their mission to “prevent 
and end homelessness by developing, supporting, and promoting a coordinated system of human services and housing opportunities in 
the Greater Fredericksburg Region.” This new plan focuses on three goals: 1) achieving a housing-focused homelessness response system 
that is comprehensive, effective, and equitable; 2) strengthening the internal operations of the CoC to effectively support community 
strategies that address homelessness; and 3) enhancing the CoC’s role as the community leader and subject matter expert on 
homelessness. 
 

• Transportation Improvement Program (TIP): This year the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization or FAMPO, 
completed its financially constrained, four-year list of transportation projects programmed for the FAMPO area. This is critical as federal 
law requires that projects be included in the TIP to be funded. This year FAMPO significantly expanded its public outreach and comment 
efforts, including 11 library outreach events and substantial social media work, to generating more than 200 individual comments.  
 

While we are proud of our planning work, we consider ourselves a planning and doing organization. Despite the barriers created by social 
distancing and COVID-19, GWRC was able to: 
 

• Support more than $5,000,000 in economic development projects through Go Virginia. This is the largest investment in the region 
since the program was created in 2016. 

• Find funding and lodging to house every person experiencing homelessness (and interested in housing) in PD16 from March through 
December. This not only addresses an ongoing community need but also helps protect these individuals, and the larger community, 
from the spread of COVID-19. We believe we are the only region in the Commonwealth to meet this target.  

• GWRideConnect’s commuter assistance program was able to eliminate single occupancy vehicle trips by 1,158 each weekday. This 
reduced the number of vehicle miles travelled by 60,089 each workday, significantly improving congestion and reducing congestion 
related pollution in the region. A related program, the Vanpool Alliance, generated approximately $1.35 million in federal funding 
that can be used in the region to improve transit options. 

 
Despite the challenges, we believe GWRC has been able to continue to do great work and make the changes necessary to respond to the difficulties 
created by COVID-19. We look forward to moving the plans we made in 2019 and 2020 to implementation in 2021 and beyond. Please join us 
as we look forward and make the future even brighter!   
 

Dr. Linda S. Millsaps 
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FY20 COMMISSIONERS 

Caroline County 
The Honorable Jeffrey S. Black, GWRC Second Vice Chairman; Board of Supervisors, Western Caroline District 
The Honorable Nancy Long, Board of Supervisors, Port Royal District 
  
City of Fredericksburg 
The Honorable Matthew J. Kelly, GWRC Treasurer; City Council, At-Large 
The Honorable William C. Withers, City Council, Vice Mayor, Ward 2 
  
King George County 
The Honorable Ruby Brabo, GWRC First Vice Chairman; Board of Supervisors, At-Large (2019) 
The Honorable Cathy Binder, GWRC First Vice Chairman; Board of Supervisors, Shiloh District (2020) 
The Honorable John Jenkins, Jr., Board of Supervisors, Dahlgren District (2019) 
The Honorable Ann C. Cupka, Board of Supervisors, At-Large (2020) 
  
Spotsylvania County 
The Honorable Timothy J. McLaughlin, GWRC Chairman; Board of Supervisors, Chancellor District 
The Honorable David Ross, Board of Supervisors, Courtland District (2019) 
The Honorable Chris Yakabouski, Board of Supervisors, Battlefield District (2020) 
The Honorable Paul Trampe (Alternate), Board of Supervisors, Salem District (2019) 
The Honorable David Ross (Alternate), Board of Supervisors, Courtland District (2020) 
  
Stafford County 
The Honorable Meg Bohmke, GWRC Secretary; Board of Supervisors, Falmouth District 
The Honorable Tom Coen, Board of Supervisors, George Washington District 
The Honorable Mark Dudenhefer (Alternate), Board of Supervisors, Garrisonville District (2019) 
The Honorable Wendy Maurer (Alternate), Board of Supervisors, Rock Hill District (2019) 
The Honorable Cindy Shelton (Alternate), Board of Supervisors, Aquia District (2020) 
The Honorable Crystal Vanuch (Alternate), Board of Supervisors, Rock Hill District (2020) 
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A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRS 
Coming soon! 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
GO Virginia Region 6 

GWRC serves as the support organization and fiscal agent for the 
Mary Ball Washington Regional Council, better known as GO 
Virginia Region 6. Region 6 includes jurisdictions in the George 
Washington Region, the Northern Neck, and the Middle 
Peninsula. As the support organization, GWRC is responsible for 
staffing and supporting the Council, as well as developing and 
managing the funding award process, assisting local organizations 
with the development of their proposals, and overseeing projects. 
 

GO Virginia Funded Projects 
  In FY20 GO Virginia Region 6 awarded eight new projects, including three projects specific to COVID-19 relief 

efforts, and supported the continuation of eight 
previously funded projects. FY20 saw three new projects 
specific to the GWRC Region including: 
Fredericksburg Region Cyber & Smart Tech 
Entrepreneurial Development Program, 
Fredericksburg Regional Alliance RIFA Formation, 
and Fredericksburg Regional Alliance Industry Cluster 
Analysis, as well as the continuation of a capacity-
building grant, “Good Jobs Here”. Each of these 
projects help move the region forward by aligning the 
priorities of the localities and Region 6. Throughout 
the year, GO Virginia projects have been highlighted 
for their accomplishments. The Welding Training 
Program has trained over 60 welders in the region, with 
twelve new jobs created. UMW’s Cybersecurity 

Certification Program launched in Fall 2019 and advanced the talent pipeline for technical skills in the region.  
 
 

A welder works in the training lab at RCC 

$395,165 in GO Virginia funds awarded to 8 regional economic 
development projects 

Anticipated $1.45 million in state revenue generated over a three-
year period from two implementation projects 
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Good Jobs Here 
Good Jobs Here is a broad-based effort 
to create, measure, execute, and foster 
economic growth and job creation in 
the Fredericksburg region. Utilizing a 
GO Virginia grant, GWRC partnered 
with leading local organizations to 
create a shared understanding of 
current data, analysis, strengths, and 
opportunities for the region. 
In FY20, Good Jobs Here held three 
events to discuss and determine how to 
bring good jobs to the Fredericksburg region. These events examined how to create a community-based, region-wide 
plan to offer measurable strategic goals to create good jobs here. The culmination was an action plan on how each 
individual and organization can best contribute to the region’s economic success from areas of strength and 
expertise. Moving forward, conversations have begun to begin implementation steps. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Featured speakers at Good Jobs Here 

 

Dr. Jim Johnson
University of North Carolina

Dr. Lance Gentry
University of Mary Washington

Janel Donahue 
Rappahannock United Way

Good Jobs Here Goals 

1.  Create a strong and unique regional community identity.  
2.  Support existing and future businesses. 
3.  Increase vocational education and skilled trade capacity. 
4.  Support a good quality of life for our workforce.  
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ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
Coastal Zone Management 
Each year, GWRC receives a grant from the Virginia 
Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Program. This year, 
GWRC worked with The Berkley Group to expand and 
support the renamed Regional Environmental Managers 
Technical Committee, made up of local government staff 
and other interested stakeholders, to provide training 
and discuss regulatory changes, best practices, and other 
matters important to the region. Through the CZM 
program, GWRC engaged the technical committee in 
developing a multi-year strategic plan for all 
environmental services that aligns with the goals of the 
Virginia CZM Program, coordinates the goals of the 
Chesapeake Bay Program, and responds to the needs of 
the local jurisdictions.   

  

Plant Central Rapp Natives  
Plant Central Rapp Natives is a marketing campaign of 
a coalition of non-profit, governmental, and private 
partners, all working to promote the use of native 
plants in PD16. The group is part of a coast-wide effort 
by the Virginia CZM Program. GWRC brought 
partners together to establish the campaign and 
continues to act as a facilitator, convening biannual 
group meetings, updating the Native Plants for Central 
Rappahannock Virginia guide, which now highlights the 
Cedell Brooks, Jr. Native Plants Demonstration 
Garden, the largest in the Commonwealth, and serving 
as fiscal agent for fundraising and ordering additional 
guides. 

Chesapeake Bay Water Quality 
The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality is engaging GWRC and other PDCs in the Chesapeake Bay 
watershed to coordinate education, planning, and implementation of water quality improvements. GWRC 
continues to work with The Berkley Group to collect data on existing stormwater management facilities, understand 
challenges in implementing voluntary actions, and identify opportunities for project synergies and co-benefits, such 
as economic development, air quality, and flood resilience. In FY20, GWRC shared grant opportunities, developed 
project ideas and costs, prepared grant applications, and supported the adoption of forest conservation policies as 
well as sponsored community stream clean ups and tree plantings. 

Stakeholder Feedback: 

• “The GWRC is rich in knowledge about 
environmental aspects of the region and already 
have a host of such things as comprehensive 
plans, ordinances, green infrastructure studies, 
Chesapeake Bay WIP exercises, and habitat and 
species data bases.” 

• “Great job; please keep coordinating. Thanks for 
your patience & flexibility. It's important we all 
stayed linked together in support of CZM, 
Rappahannock River, and Chesapeake Bay 
(WIP3). 

• “Continue to help the GWRC parties connect 
the dots.” 

• “Keep doing what you have been doing.” 
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HUMAN SERVICES 
Fredericksburg Regional Continuum of Care 

 

GWRC serves as lead agency for the Fredericksburg Regional 
Continuum of Care (CoC), the network of community partners 
working together to prevent and end homelessness within PD16. As 
lead agency, GWRC staff are responsible for submitting 
collaborative grant applications, collecting and reporting data on all 
persons accessing homeless services, providing technical assistance 
to providers, and collaborating with community stakeholders to 
refine the homeless services system. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The COC hits 60 members! 

207  
people experienced 

homelessness on any 
given night in 2020 

 

2298  

households accessed 
the homelessness 

helpline in FY2020 

 

527 
 people moved into a 

permanent home 
through a CoC program 

in FY2020 
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New Strategic Plan 
In FY2020, the CoC adopted an updated strategic plan focused on: 

• Achieving a housing-focused homelessness response system that is comprehensive, effective, and equitable 
• Strengthening the internal operations of the CoC to effectively support community strategies that address 

homelessness. 
• Enhancing the CoC’s role as the community leader and subject matter expert on homelessness. 

 

Serving Those Experiencing Homelessness During the Pandemic 
• In addition to year-round, congregate emergency shelters, the CoC has provided 

additional temporary emergency shelter options to ensure all those experiencing 
unsheltered homelessness have a safe place to quarantine during the pandemic. 
In FY2020, the CoC was able to support an additional 132 people in temporary 
emergency shelter during the pandemic. 
 

• Partnering with the Rappahannock Health District, Medical Reserve 
Corps, and area hospitals, the CoC contracted to provide alternate 
spaces for isolation for those who may be unable to safely isolate 
at home. This partnership provided an additional resource to 
reduce the strain on hospitals and slow the spread of the disease in 
our entire community. 

 
• In preparation for the expected increase in service requests due to the 

economic fallout of this pandemic, the CoC coordinated community 
prevention programs between Loisann's Hope House, Rappahannock 
United Way, and Central Virginia Housing Coalition to identify solutions 
to assist those in need in our community and stretch funding. In addition, 
the CoC partnered with the Rappahannock United Way to provide a 
newly created Rent and Mortgage Assistance Program for the community.  

 
• The CoC sought new resources for ensuring those experiencing homelessness return to safe, stable housing 

at pandemic’s close rather than returning to unsheltered homelessness. The CoC has identified funding to 
support permanent housing options and will work in the next fiscal year to ensure all in emergency shelter 
are housed. 

 

$1.5 Million—The CoC obtained over $1.5 million in funding for the community 
through applications submitted by GWRC in FY2020. 

$1 Million—  The CoC has also obtained over 1 million in COVID-19 specific funds in 
order to provide emergency shelter and housing during the pandemic. 
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GWRIDECONNECT 
GWRideConnect is GWRC’s nationally-
recognized transportation demand 
management (TDM) program. The goal of the program is 
to promote, plan, and establish transportation alternatives 
to the single occupant vehicle (SOV), improving air quality, 
reducing congestion, and improving quality of life. 

 

 

Commuter Assistance Program 
GWRideConnect helps commuters 
understand their transportation options. 
Through our Commuter Assistance Program, 
we provide ridematching services, promote 
transit options, and provide technical 
assistance to carpools. We served over 4,600 
commuters last year! 
 
 
 
 

Commuter Parking Program 
GWRideConnect leases 75 parking spaces at 4 
locations not currently served by a VDOT park and 
ride lot. These spaces are available to commuters 
during the work week. Why do we lease spaces? 
Because shared rides begin at commuter lots! 
 

 

GWRideConnect takes cars off the road! 
 1,158 vehicle trips reduced daily 
 60,089 vehicle miles traveled (VMT) reduced daily 
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Commuters Served
•$1 per space per workday, 

$260 per space per yearLeasing

•$24,145 per space (the 
equivalent of leasing for 93 

years
Building
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Vanpool Connections Program 
GWRideConnect helps individuals and 
companies form and maintain vanpools to 
increase the options available to our local 
commuters. Through our Vanpool Connections 
Program, we provide technical assistance, rider 
matching services, and VanStart and VanSave 
financial assistance to vanpools. We are also a 
member of Vanpool Alliance, which generates 
about $1.35 million in transit capital funding for 
use in the region each year. We served over 400 
vanpools last year! 
 

 

 

AdVANtage Vanpool Self-Insurance Program 
In collaboration with the Virginia Department of Rail and Public 
Transportation (DRPT) and the Virginia Division of Risk Management 
(DRM), GWRideConnect administers the AdVANtage program, 
which provides limited liability insurance for privately operated 
vanpools registered in the Commonwealth of Virginia. AdVANtage insures about half of the vans in the Vanpool 
Alliance Program, and about three-quarters of the vans insured through AdVANtage are from the GWRC region.  
The program has experienced steady growth since Fiscal Year 2016. 
 

 

Fiscal Year Revenue Growth from Previous 
Year 

FY16 $   370,583.65 - 

FY17 $   422,302.13 14% 

FY18 $   495,263.40 17% 

FY19 $   585,172.88 18% 

FY20 $   672,871.04 15% 
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TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 
Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan 

Planning Organization (FAMPO) 

FAMPO’s mission is to provide cooperative, 
continuous and comprehensive (“3C”) 
transportation planning to build regional agreement 
on transportation investments, that balance 
roadway, public transit, bicycle, pedestrian, and 
other transportation needs and support regional 
land use, economic, and environmental goals for the 
safe and efficient movement of people and goods. 
Special emphasis is placed on providing equal access 
to a variety of transportation choices and effective 
public involvement in the transportation planning 
process. 

FAMPO is a federally-mandated agency that is 
responsible for making policy on local transportation 

issues and deciding how to spend federal money on transportation projects within the metropolitan planning area. 
 

Scope of Work 
FAMPO addresses one of our region’s most pressing 
concerns – transportation congestion. Noted as one of 
the most heavily congested corridors in the US, and 
likely to continue with expected heavy population 
growth, FAMPO looks at long and mid-range plans to 
find and fund multimodal solutions. FAMPO 
addresses some of the region’s most significant 
challenges: roadway and transit congestion, safety, 
public health, and equity, while aiming to encourage 
integrated decision-making across disciplines, 
especially land use and the environment.  

To view a virtual FAMPO story map, please visit: 

https://gwrc-

fampo.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=512

c4d9011d14cec86a23c7ae721e1bb 

 

Major Accomplishments 
 Completed the federally mandated Fiscal Years 2021-24 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). The TIP is the 

four-year list of fiscally constrained transportation projects programmed for the Fredericksburg area.  
 Worked with a consultant to complete the Lafayette Boulevard Transit Study in the City of Fredericksburg and 

Spotsylvania County. 

The revived Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC) and 
FAMPO staff meet at the GWRC conference room in January 2020

https://gwrc-fampo.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=512c4d9011d14cec86a23c7ae721e1bb
https://gwrc-fampo.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=512c4d9011d14cec86a23c7ae721e1bb
https://gwrc-fampo.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=512c4d9011d14cec86a23c7ae721e1bb
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 Completed an amendment to the 2045 Long Range 
Transportation Plan to reflect SMART SCALE Round 3 
results, the new FY21-24 TIP window, and other local 
projects. 
 FAMPO and GWRC applied for four projects each for 
SMART SCALE Round 4 (Virginia’s Transportation funding 
prioritization program) funding in collaboration between 
FAMPO, GWRC, VDOT, DRPT and the localities. 

 

 

 

 The list of FAMPO SMART SCALE applications are as follows:  
 Lafayette Boulevard Multimodal Improvements 
 Route 208 Operational and Multimodal Improvements 
 Exit 126 STARS Study and Multimodal Improvements 
 Garrisonville Road Widening 

 
 The list of GWRC SMART SCALE applications are as follows: 

 US-17B Intersection & Pedestrian Improvements 
 US-1 & Layhill Road Improvements 
 US-1 Turn Lane Extension and Shared Use Path 
 Onville Road Improvements 

 
 

Rural Transportation 
GWRC receives $72,500 in funding per year to perform the Rural Work Program and rural transportation planning in King 
George and Caroline Counties. This funding is comprised of a $58,000 annual grant from the Virginia Department of 
Transportation (VDOT) which has a 20% local match requirement. This grant program has been provided by VDOT to the 
21 Planning District Commissions (PDC) in Virginia for many years to support transportation planning efforts between PDCs, 
localities, and the Commonwealth in rural areas. The work plan to utilize this $72,500 in annual grant funding is generally 
developed in the late Winter/early Spring and is a collaborative effort between VDOT, GWRC, King George, and Caroline 
Counties. VDOT provides annual guidance on the Rural Work Plan activities required for each fiscal year, which has utilized 
about 40% of the overall Rural Work Plan budget in recent years. The remaining funding, available beyond that needed to 
support the VDOT requirements, can be utilized for rural transportation efforts such as the Rural Long-Range Transportation 
Plan, transportation studies and analysis, and data development. 

Major Accomplishments 

 Supported Smart Scale Round 4 Applications in King George and Caroline Counties which resulted in three 
projects being selected totaling $8.8 Million 

 Developed the first Rural Long-Range Transportation Plan for King George and Caroline Counties  
 Completed an update to the transportation element of the Town of Bowling Green’s Comprehensive Plan 
 Completed a study in King George County that sought to identify and prioritize transportation needs within 

the county. 
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SPECIAL PROJECTS 
In addition to our regular lines of work, GWRC undertook several special projects over the course of FY20. These 
included convening a regional Complete Count Committee for the 2020 Census, initiating a regional housing 
affordability study and action plan, and partnering with the Community Foundation to develop their COVID-19 
Community Needs Assessment Report. 
 

Regional Complete Count Committee 
For the 2020 Census, GWRC convened a regional Complete Count Committee to coordinate Census planning 
efforts and ensure everyone in the region is counted. The committee included representatives from each of the local 
Complete Count Committees and a broad array of regional partners. GWRC also oversaw a regional marketing 
strategy to promote the Census. All five localities have response rates above the national average, three have response 
rates above the state average, and all five have exceeded their 2010 response rate. 

 
Housing Affordability Study and Action Plan 

This year, GWRC successfully applied for a 
grant through Virginia Housing Development 
Authority to develop a housing affordability 
plan. GWRC has contracted with Housing 
Virginia, a Richmond-based nonprofit, to 
complete the study and develop the plan. In 
FY20, Housing Virginia analyzed data, 
convened a working group, convened focus 
groups, and began developing the plan. The 
final plan will be completed in FY21. 

 
COVID-19 Community Needs Assessment Report 
GWRC partnered with the Community Foundation to compile and 
analyze the data that they had collected for their COVID-19 
Community Needs Assessment Report. The report will help inform the 
foundation’s disaster philanthropy strategies and funding priorities 
now and into the future. 

 

Jurisdiction 15-Sep 2010 Final % to match 2010 2010 2020 diff 
Stafford County 79.5% 73.8% 107.7% 5.7% 

Spotsylvania County 75.6% 72.5% 104.3% 3.1% 

King George County 71.5% 65.5% 109.2% 6.0% 

Caroline County  69.6% 66.0% 105.5% 3.6% 

City of Fredericksburg 66.7% 65.1% 102.5% 1.6% 

GWRC Average 72.6% 68.6% 105.8% 4.0% 
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FY20 FINANCIAL REPORT 
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GWRC Total FY20 Revenue: $2,963,768

Federal Funds

State Funds

Local Funds
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Other
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40%
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GWRC Total FY20 Expenses: $2,877,065
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MEET THE TEAM 
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10c. Review of Draft FY21 Annual Dues Proposal 
  



Jurisdiction Population
Dues @

$0.6344/Capita
Contribution to 
Fund Balance

Eldon James 
and
Associates

TOTAL 
REQUEST

Caroline County 30,740 19,501.46 1,631.39 5,000.00 26,133

King George
County

26,429 16,766.56 1,402.60 5,000.00 23,169

Spotsylvania
County

136,192 86,400.20 7,227.78 5,000.00 98,628

Stafford County 154,093 97,756.60 8,177.80 5,000.00 110,934

Fredericksburg
City

29,403 18,653.26 1,560.43 5,000.00 25,214

TOTAL 376,857 239,078.08 20,000.00 25,000.00 284,078.08

Proposed GWRC Annual Allocation Schedule for FY20-21

Requests will also be added as "tabs" to the GWRC local jurisdiction application for two other organizations we support. The Continuum of Care Board will be 
asking for funds for the unsheltered homelessness program. The Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) will also be asking for funding for their efforts.

GWRC Proposal (draft)                                                                                                                                   9/17/2019                                                                                                                                   Page 1
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COVID-19
COMMUNITY

PARTNER UPDATE

As  of  August  21st ,  there  have  been  a

total  of  4 ,103  confirmed  cases  of

COVID-19  in  PD  16  (Caroline ,  King

George ,  Spotsylvania ,  and  Stafford

counties  and  the  City  of

Fredericksburg) .  This  is  an  overall

increase  of  255  cases  in  the  last  7  days .  
CONTACT

INFORMATION
MARY CHAMBERLIN

 

Case Count Update: 

AUGUST  21 ,  2020RAPPAHANNOCK AREA HEALTH DISTRICT

mary.chamberlin@vdh.virginia.gov

OR
RAHD's COVID -19

CALL CENTER

(540) 899-4797
M-F 8am-4:30pm

CLICK HERE FOR
FREQUENTLY ASKED 

QUESTIONS ABOUT COVID-19

https://www.facebook.com/RappahannockAreaHD/?eid=ARDq5-lqB6fyfXBQrf11LZyvJqzIeqopve6dG3PZqvBD8vP1Xjd2W5s2Hry2B4x-1SVasUTOJtWXQSN5
https://twitter.com/RappahannockD
https://www.instagram.com/rappareahealth/
https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/rappahannock/
https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/coronavirus/frequently-asked-questions/
https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/coronavirus/frequently-asked-questions/
https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/coronavirus/frequently-asked-questions/
https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/coronavirus/frequently-asked-questions/


*A  warm  l ine  is  now  available  to  those

experiencing  stress  and  mental  health

concerns  due  to  COVID-19 .  Callers  can

receive  emotional  support  and  referrals

for  mental  and  behavioral  health  and

other  services .  Unlike  911 ,  which  is  used

only  for  emergencies ,  a  warm  l ine  offers

support  and  gives  people  the  chance  to

talk  about  their  struggles  and  mental

health .  Spanish  speaking  counselors  are

also  available .  The  COVID  Warm  Line

number  is :  (877)  349-6428  Toll  Free  and

available  from  9 :00  AM-  9 :00  PM ,  Monday

through  Friday .  

DAILY  FEATURES  ON

OUR  FACEBOOK  PAGE !  

SUNDAYSUNDAYSUNDAY

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

MONDAYMONDAYMONDAY

TUESDAYTUESDAYTUESDAY

WEDNESDAYWEDNESDAYWEDNESDAY

THURSDAYTHURSDAYTHURSDAY

FRIDAYFRIDAYFRIDAY

SATURDAYSATURDAYSATURDAY

CASES  PER  100K

OF  POPULATION

WASHIN '
WEDNESDAY ! -  

20-SECOND  SONG

SUGGESTIONS

WEEKLY  PERCENT

POSITIVITY

COMPARISON

5  ON  FRIDAY-  

METRICS  FOR  EACH

OF  OUR  5  LOCALITIES

SATURDAY

SPOTLIGHT-  
HIGHIGHTING  ONE  OF

RAHD 'S  MANY

PROGRAMS

SELF-CARE  SUNDAY

WORD  OR  PHRASE

OF  

THE  WEEK

DAILY

FEATURES

ON

FACEBOOK !



*Updated  Isolation  Guidance  Does  Not  Imply  Immunity  to

COVID-19 .  "On  August  3 ,  2020 ,  CDC  updated  its  isolation

guidance  based  on  the  latest  science  about  COVID-19

showing  that  people  can  continue  to  test  positive  for  up  to  3

months  after  diagnosis  and  not  be  infectious  to  others .  

Contrary  to  media  reporting  today ,  this  science  does  not

imply  a  person  is  immune  to  reinfection  with  SARS-CoV-2 ,

the  virus  that  causes  COVID-19 ,  in  the  3  months  following

infection .    The  latest  data  simply  suggests  that  retesting

someone  in  the  3  months  following  initial  infection  is  not

necessary  unless  that  person  is  exhibiting  the  symptoms  of

COVID-19  and  the  symptoms  cannot  be  associated  with

another  i l lness . "

*RAHD  continues  to  expand  its  outreach  into  non-English

speaking  communities ,  particularly  in  those  in  which

Spanish  is  a  primary  language .  I f  you  know  of  a  community

in  need  of  outreach  or  i f  you  would  l ike  to  request  materials

in  alternate  languages  from  RAHD ,  please  contact  Erin

Perkins  at :  erin .perkins@vdh .virginia .gov

https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0814-updated-isolation-guidance.html


Case Investigation and Contact Tracing in Non-

healthcare Workplaces: Information for Employers

Suggestions and Resources for Grandfamilies and

Multigenerational Families

COVID-19 Testing Sites

State Snapshot: How Virginia Schools are Reopening

Hiring In-home Service or Repair Professionals

Worker Safety and Support

What In-home Social Service Providers and Clients

Need to Know about COVID-19

Toolkit for People 15-21

Toolkit for People Experiencing Homelessness

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/contact-tracing-nonhealthcare-workplaces.html
https://www.gu.org/app/uploads/2020/06/COVID-19-Fact-Sheet-June-Update-1.pdf?deliveryName=USCDC_964-DM35163
https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/coronavirus/covid-19-testing/covid-19-testing-sites/
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/health_medical/office/reopen-status.shtml
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/at-home/in-home-services.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/worker-safety-support/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/in-home-social-services.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/communication/toolkits/people-experiencing-homelessness.html


From: Linda Millsaps
To: Kate Gibson
Subject: Fwd: Proposals are being accepted for Land and Water Conservation Fund grants
Date: Thursday, September 17, 2020 10:49:47 AM

Begin forwarded message:

From: "PRR Recreation Grants - LWCF and RTP, rr"
<recreationgrants@dcr.virginia.gov>
Date: September 15, 2020 at 12:37:05 PM EDT
Subject: Proposals are being accepted for Land and Water Conservation
Fund grants


RICHMOND — The Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation is
accepting proposals for $8 million in Land and Water Conservation Fund
grants. Proposals must be for the acquisition of land for public outdoor
recreation.

The LWCF is a 50-50 percent matching reimbursement program. Requests
must be for a minimum of $250,000 with a minimum total project cost of
$500,000. There is no maximum request for this grant cycle. Grantees must be
able to fund 100 percent of their project while seeking periodic reimbursements.
A separate grant cycle for development projects will be held after the next
apportionment cycle.

The following are eligible to apply:
-    Counties, cities and towns.
-    Park and recreation authorities.
-    Tribal governments.
-    State agencies.

Applications are due no later than Dec. 15, 2020, at 5 p.m. Faxed and emailed
applications will not be accepted. 

Instructions on how to compete for funding, the LWCF application manual and
the application are available at www.dcr.virginia.gov/recreational-
planning/lwcf.

Questions directly related to the LWCF application process can be emailed
to RecreationGrants@dcr.virginia.gov.

The Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965 established a federal
reimbursement program for the acquisition and development of public outdoor
recreation areas. The Land and Water Conservation Fund is administered by
DCR on behalf of the National Park Service. The program represents a federal,

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DCACB15898344CF89889C8CE68B343DD-MILLSAPS
mailto:gibson@gwregion.org
https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/recreational-planning/lwcf
https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/recreational-planning/lwcf
mailto:RecreationGrants@dcr.virginia.gov


state and local partnership. A key feature of the program is that all LWCF-
assisted areas must be maintained and opened, in perpetuity, as public outdoor
recreation areas. This requirement ensures their use for future generations.
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Kate Gibson

From: Linda Millsaps
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Kate Gibson
Subject: Fwd: Public Input Notice

 
 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Virginia Department of Environmental Quality <deqpublicinfo@deq.virginia.gov> 
Date: September 3, 2020 at 10:07:16 AM EDT 
To: Linda Millsaps <millsaps@gwregion.org> 
Subject: Public Input Notice 
Reply-To: deqpublicinfo@deq.virginia.gov 

  

 

 

 

DEQ.Virginia.gov 
 

  

  

PUBLIC INPUT NOTICE   
Impaired Waters to Prioritize for TMDL or TMDL Alternative Development 

 

  

  

Early Informal Public Input Opportunity 

A Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is a watershed cleanup plan required by the 
Clean Water Act and the State Water Control Law for all waters that do not meet water 
quality standards. These waters are polluted and called “impaired.” TMDLs determine 
the amount, or load, of a pollutant that a waterbody can receive and still meet water 
quality standards. TMDL alternatives are watershed cleanup plans typically developed 
when the cause of a water quality problem is clear and the analysis required to develop 
a TMDL is not necessary for restoration efforts.  
 

The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) is implementing the 
national 303(d) Vision, which promotes the prioritization of impaired waters for 
TMDL or TMDL alternative development. DEQ is beginning the process of 
identifying types of water quality impairments and other strategic measures to develop 
a list of priority waters for TMDL or TMDL alternative development for the projected 
2022-2028 cycle and would like to hear ideas from the public. To provide broad 
opportunities for public participation, DEQ is adding an initial public input process 
before developing a draft priorities list. During this initial public input process, DEQ 
seeks written or electronic input from interested persons on 1) impaired waters to 
prioritize for TMDL or TMDL alternative development (i.e., specific waterbodies) and 
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2) factors or other information DEQ should use to prioritize impaired waters for 
TMDL or TMDL alternative development.  
 

The opportunity to provide input will extend from September 3, 2020, to October 5, 
2020. Interested parties may request additional information or submit feedback to: 
 

Anne Schlegel 
DEQ – Central Office 

P.O. Box 1105  
Richmond, VA 23218 

Telephone: (804) 698-4046 

Email: Anne.Schlegel@DEQ.Virginia.gov  
 

While DEQ will review and consider initial public feedback, this is not a formal public 
comment period and responses to comments will not be issued. 
 

Finalizing the Priorities List  
DEQ will draft a priorities list of impaired waters using this public input and other 
factors. The agency will then hold a public meeting to present and discuss the draft 
priorities list followed by a 30-day public comment period. DEQ will finalize the next 
cycle’s list of waters prioritized for TMDL and TMDL alternative development, and 
submit it to EPA once all substantive comments are addressed. The final list will be 
published in DEQ’s 2022 biennial Integrated Report.  
 
 

For more information on watershed cleanup plans, please visit the DEQ website.  
 

### 
 

     

   
 

  

Virginia Department of Environmental Quality | 1111 East Main Street, Richmond, VA 23219  

Unsubscribe millsaps@gwregion.org  

Update Profile | About our service provider  

Sent by deqpublicinfo@deq.virginia.gov powered by 
 

 
Try email marketing for free today!  

 

 

 



From: Linda Millsaps
To: Kate Gibson
Subject: Fwd: ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II, DEQ #20-086F
Date: Thursday, September 17, 2020 10:50:43 AM
Attachments: 08 27 20 signed 20-086F Corps IP Spotsylvania Livingston Phase II Landfill Expansion.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fulcher, Valerie" <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov>
Date: August 27, 2020 at 4:40:03 PM EDT
To: "czehrer@res.us" <czehrer@res.us>, "silvia.b.gazzera@usace.army.mil"
<silvia.b.gazzera@usace.army.mil>, rr dgif-ESS Projects
<essprojects@dgif.virginia.gov>, Roberta Rhur <robbie.rhur@dcr.virginia.gov>,
Roger Kirchen <roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov>, "odwreview (VDH)"
<odwreview@vdh.virginia.gov>, Randy Owen <randy.owen@mrc.virginia.gov>,
Linda Millsaps <millsaps@gwregion.org>, "Nwoodard@spotsylvania.va.us"
<Nwoodard@spotsylvania.va.us>
Cc: "Wellman, Julia" <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>
Subject: ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II, DEQ #20-086F


Good afternoon – attached is your file copy of the completed federal review
for the following project:
 

Federal Consistency Certification: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase
II
Expansion, Spotsylvania County (DEQ 20-086F)

 
If you have any questions regarding this project, please call Julia at 804/698-
4326; email Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov
 
Valerie

-- 

Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist

Department of Environmental Quality

Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review

1111 East Main Street

Richmond, VA 23219

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DCACB15898344CF89889C8CE68B343DD-MILLSAPS
mailto:gibson@gwregion.org
mailto:Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov



 


COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA 


DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
Street address: 1111 East Main Street, Suite 1400, Richmond, VA  23219 


Mailing address: P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, Virginia 23218 


                    www.deq.virginia.gov 


 


Matthew J. Strickler 


Secretary of Natural Resources 
David K. Paylor 


Director 


 
(804) 698-4000 
1-800-592-5482 
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Spotsylvania County Public Works Department 
C/O RES 
ATTN: Colin Zehrer 
1408 B Roseneath Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23230 
Sent via email: czehrer@res.us 
 
                                            
RE: Federal Consistency Certification: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II 


Expansion, Spotsylvania County (DEQ 20-086F) 
 
Dear Mr. Zehrer:  
 
The Commonwealth of Virginia has completed its review of the federal consistency 
certification (FCC) for the above-referenced project. The Department of Environmental 
Quality (DEQ) is responsible for coordinating Virginia's review of federal consistency 
documents and responding to appropriate officials on behalf of the Commonwealth. 
This letter is in response to the FCC received on June 8, 2020, and submitted by the 
RES on behalf of Spotsylvania County Public Works Department for the project. The 
following agencies participated in this review: 
 


Department of Environmental Quality 
Department of Wildlife Resources 
Department of Conservation and Recreation 
Department of Health 
Department of Historic Resources 


 
The Marine Resources Commission, Spotsylvania County and George Washington 
Regional Commission were invited to comment. 
 


PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
The Spotsylvania County Public Works Department (the applicant) plans to construct 
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four new cells (Cells IIA, IIB, IIC, and IID) of the Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill, 
located at 6241 Massey Road in Spotsylvania County. The 52-acre project area is 
located approximately 3 miles southeast of Brokenburg and 0.75 mile south of the 
intersection of Courthouse Road (Route 208) and Massey Road. Construction activities 
for the proposed project include the excavation and development of the four cells, 
including grading, for the expansion of the landfill west of the active cells, construction 
of an access road, and improvements to the landfill’s main access road. The applicant 
is also proposing to construct three stormwater basins.  


 


PUBLIC PARTICIPATION  
 
In accordance with 15 CFR 930.2, a public notice of this proposed action was published 
in the Office of Environmental Impact Review Program Newsletter and on the DEQ 
website from June 15, 2020 to July 13, 2020. No public comments were received in 
response to the notice. 


FEDERAL CONSISTENCY UNDER THE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT 


 
Pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972, as amended (16 USC, 
CZMA § 307, § 1456(c)(3)(A)) and its implementing federal consistency regulations (15 
CFR Part 930, subpart D), any applicant for a required listed federal license or permit to 
conduct an activity, in or outside of the coastal zone, affecting any land or water use or 
natural resource of the coastal zone of the Commonwealth, shall provide in the 
application to the licensing or permitting agency a certification that the proposed activity 
complies with the enforceable policies of the Virginia Coastal Zone Management (CZM) 
Program and that such activity will be conducted in a manner consistent with the 
program. At the same time, the applicant shall furnish to DEQ a copy of the certification 
with all necessary information and data. The Commonwealth has six months after 
receipt of a complete FCC to concur or object to the applicant’s finding of project 
consistency with the Virginia CZM Program. The Virginia CZM Program is comprised of 
a network of programs administered by several agencies. In order to be consistent with 
the Virginia CZM Program, all the applicable permits and approvals listed under the 
enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM Program must be obtained prior to 
commencing the project. 
 


FEDERAL CONSISTENCY CONCURRENCE 
 
According to the FCC, the project is consistent with the enforceable policies of the 
Virginia CZM Program. Based on a review of the FCC and the comments submitted by 
agencies administering the applicable enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM 
Program, DEQ concurs that the proposal is consistent with the Virginia CZM Program 
provided all applicable permits and approvals are obtained as described below. If, prior 
to construction, the project should change significantly and any of the enforceable 
policies of the Virginia CZM Program would be affected, pursuant to 15 CFR 930.66, 
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the applicant must submit supplemental information to DEQ for review and approval. 
Other state approvals, which may apply to this project, are not included in this FCC. 
Therefore, the applicant must ensure that this project is constructed and operated in 
accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. In 
accordance with 15 CFR Part 930, subpart D, 930.58(a) (3), the applicant also 
considered the advisory policies of the Virginia CZM Program. 
 


ANALYSIS OF ENFORCEABLE POLICIES  


 
The analysis that follows responds to the discussion of the enforceable policies of the 
Virginia CZM Program that apply to this project and review comments submitted by the 
agencies that administer these enforceable policies. 


 


1. Wetlands Management.  The FCC (page 3) states that permanent impacts to 
wetlands would occur if this project were implemented. The applicant is working to 
obtain permits for the proposed impacts.  
 


1(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  The wetlands management enforceable policy is 
administered by the Virginia Marine Resources Commission (tidal wetlands) (Virginia 
Code §28.2-1301 through 28.2-1320) and the Department of Environmental Quality 
through the Virginia Water Protection (VWP) Permit Program (tidal and non-tidal 
wetlands) (Virginia Code §62.1-44.15:20 and Water Quality Certification pursuant to 
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act). 
 


1(b) Agency Findings. The DEQ Northern Regional Office (NRO) states that this 
project is under review by the DEQ NRO VWPP Program. Current proposed impacts 
include 0.11 acre of palustrine forested wetland, 0.24 acre of palustrine scrub-shrub 
wetland, 0.22 acre of palustrine emergent wetland, and 0.04 acre (566 linear feet) of 
stream channel. These are considered cumulative with the impacts previously permitted 
under WP4-06-0732, which authorized impacts to 0.96 acre of palustrine forested 
wetland and 0.02 acre (368 linear feet) of stream channel. 
 


1(c) Agency Recommendations. In general, DEQ recommends that stream and 
wetland impacts be avoided to the maximum extent practicable. To minimize 
unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterways, DEQ recommends the following 
practices: 
 


 Operate machinery and construction vehicles outside of stream-beds and 
wetlands; use synthetic mats when in-stream work is unavoidable. 


 Preserve the top 12 inches of material removed from wetlands for use as 
wetland seed and root-stock in the excavated area.   


 Design erosion and sedimentation controls in accordance with the most current 
edition of the Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook.  These controls 
should be in place prior to clearing and grading, and maintained in good working 
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order to minimize impacts to state waters. The controls should remain in place 
until the area is stabilized. 


 Place heavy equipment, located in temporarily impacted wetland areas, on mats, 
geotextile fabric, or use other suitable measures to minimize soil disturbance, to 
the maximum extent practicable. 


 Restore all temporarily disturbed wetland areas to pre-construction conditions 
and plant or seed with appropriate wetlands vegetation in accordance with the 
cover type (emergent, scrub-shrub or forested). The applicant should take all 
appropriate measures to promote revegetation of these areas. Stabilization and 
restoration efforts should occur immediately after the temporary disturbance of 
each wetland area instead of waiting until the entire project has been completed. 


 Place all materials which are temporarily stockpiled in wetlands, designated for 
use for the immediate stabilization of wetlands, on mats or geotextile fabric in 
order to prevent entry in state waters. These materials should be managed in a 
manner that prevents leachates from entering state waters and must be entirely 
removed within thirty days following completion of that construction activity. The 
disturbed areas should be returned to their original contours, stabilized within 
thirty days following removal of the stockpile, and restored to the original 
vegetated state. 


 Clearly flag or mark all non-impacted surface waters within the project or right-of-
way limits that are within 50 feet of any clearing, grading or filling activities for the 
life of the construction activity within that area. The project proponent should 
notify all contractors that these marked areas are surface waters where no 
activities are to occur. 


 Employ measures to prevent spills of fuels or lubricants into state waters. 


 


1(d) Requirement. The project must adhere to the requirements of any permit issued 
pursuant to Virginia Code § 62.1-44.15:20 et seq. and 9VAC25-210 et seq.  


 


1(e) Conclusion. Provided adherence to the requirements of any permit issued, the 
project would be consistent with the wetlands management enforceable policy of the 
Virginia CZM Program.  


 


2. Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act. The FCC (page 8) states that this project does 
not propose to encroach upon designated Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas and 
there are none located on the project site. 


 


2(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  The DEQ Local Government Assistance Program (LGAP) 
administers the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act (Virginia Code §62.1-44.15:67 – 
62.1-44.15:78) and Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Designation and Management 
Regulations (Regulations) (9VAC25-830 et seq.).   
 


2(b) Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas. In Spotsylvania County, the areas protected 
by the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, as locally implemented, require conformance 
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with performance criteria. These areas include Resource Protection Areas (RPAs) and 
Resource Management Areas (RMAs) as designated by the County.  RPAs include tidal 
wetlands, certain non-tidal wetlands and tidal shores. RPAs also include a 100-foot 
vegetated buffer area located adjacent to and landward of these features and along both 
sides of any water body with perennial flow. All areas of the county not included in the RPA 
are designated as RMAs.    
 


2(c) Agency Findings. The FCC states (page 8) that no Chesapeake Bay Preservation 
Areas (CBPAs) are located on the property. Because Spotsylvania County has 
designated RMA lands to be jurisdiction-wide, the project site does have RMA lands on 
it, contrary to the above-referenced statement. The FCC also indicates the absence of 
any RPA features or 100-foot buffers on site, noting that the nearest RPA is 0.004 mile 
north of the project limits. Due to the proximity of the RPA, a reasonable expectation is 
that the exact limits of the landward boundary of the nearest RPA be field-determined. 
Section 9VAC25-830-110 of the Regulations requires a site-specific field determination 
of the location and limits of a potential on-site RPA feature and buffer. An on-site, site-
specific Perennial Flow Determination (PFD) and RPA delineation was carried out on 
June 23, 2020. The applicant has provided a revised RPA boundary map (dated June 
26, 2020) that shows RPA boundaries north of and outside the boundaries of the parcel 
identified for the proposed land development activities. 


 


2(d) Requirements. The proposed development includes RMA lands and land 
development and land-disturbing activities on RMA lands are subject to the general 
performance criteria as specified in 9VAC25-830-130 of the Regulations. Projects 
within the RMA must minimize land disturbance (including access and staging areas), 
preserve indigenous vegetation and minimize impervious cover. Land disturbance 
activities over 2,500 square feet must comply with the requirements of the Virginia 
Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook (Third Edition, 1992) and stormwater 
management criteria consistent with water quality protection provisions of the Virginia 
Stormwater Management Regulations shall be satisfied. Based on a review of the Aerial 
Imagery provided (page 14 – Approximate Project Limits) and the Regulatory Summary 
Map (page 17), the proposed location of cells IIA and IID are heavily wooded sites. 
9VAC25-830-130 of the Regulations requires indigenous vegetation be preserved “… to 
be the maximum extent practicable, consistent with the use or development proposed.” 
 
It is important to note that in accordance with the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, 
this is a private development project that must be reviewed and approved by 
Spotsylvania County. As long as the county’s review of the proposal is completed, a 
determination that it conforms to the county’s CBPA program is made, and the county’s 
approval is obtained, the project would be deemed to be consistent with the 
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act.  
 


2(e) Conclusion. Provided adherence to all of the above requirements, the project 
would be consistent with the coastal lands management enforceable policy of the 
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Virginia CZM Program. 


 


3. Nonpoint Pollution Control.  The FCC (page 6) states that all construction would 
follow all applicable erosion and sediment requirements.  
 


3(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  The DEQ Office of Stormwater Management (OSWM) 
administers the nonpoint source pollution control enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM 
Program through Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Law and Regulations 
(VESCL&R) and Virginia Stormwater Management Law and Regulations (VSWML&R).  
In addition, DEQ is responsible for the issuance, denial, revocation, termination and 
enforcement of the Virginia Stormwater Management Program (VSMP) General Permit 
for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities related to municipal separate 
storm sewer systems (MS4s) and construction activities for the control of stormwater 
discharges from MS4s and land disturbing activities under the Virginia Stormwater 
Management Program. 


 


3(b) Requirements.  


 


3(b)(i) Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.  The applicant is responsible for 
submitting a project-specific ESC plan to the locality in which the project is located for 
review and approval pursuant to the local ESC requirements, if the project involves a 
land-disturbing activity of 2,500 square feet or more in a Chesapeake Bay Preservation 
Area. Depending on local requirements, the area of land disturbance requiring an ESC 
plan may be less. The ESC plan must be approved by the locality prior to any land-
disturbing activity at the project site. All regulated land-disturbing activities associated 
with the project, including on- and off-site access roads, staging areas, borrow areas, 
stockpiles, and soil intentionally transported from the project, must be covered by the 
project specific ESC plan. Local ESC program requirements must be requested through 
the locality (Reference: VESCL §62.1-44.15 et seq.; VESCLR 9VAC25-840-10 et seq.).  
 


3(b)(ii) Stormwater Management Plan.  Depending on local requirements, a 
stormwater management (SWM) plan may be required. Local SWM program 
requirements must be requested through the locality (Reference: VSWML §62.1-44.15 
et seq.; VSMP Permit Regulations 9VAC25-870-10 et seq.). 
 


3(b)(iii) General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities 


(VAR10).  The operator or owner of a construction project involving land-disturbing 
activities equal to or greater than 1 acre is required to register for coverage under the 
General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater from Construction Activities and develop 
a project-specific SWPPP. The SWPPP must be prepared prior to submission of the 
registration statement for coverage under the General Permit and the SWPPP must 
address water quality and quantity in accordance with the VSMP Permit Regulations. 
Chesterfield County is the VSMP authority. General information and registration forms 
for the General Permit are available at www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/ 
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StormwaterManagement/VSMPPermits/ConstructionGeneralPermit.aspx (Reference: 
VSWML §62.1-44.15 et seq.; VSMP Permit Regulations 9VAC25-880 et seq.). 
 
This facility is registered under the Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(VPDES) Stormwater Industrial General Permit VAR051415. Construction of additional 
stormwater ponds may result in additional discharge points/outfalls; the facility may 
need to revise coverage under its VAR051415 permit. 
 


3(c) Conclusion. Provided adherence to applicable requirements, the project would be 
consistent with the nonpoint pollution control enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM 
Program.  
 


4. Air Pollution Control. The FCC (page 7) states that in accordance with the 
requirements of the Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations (9VAC20-81-140), 
the Clean Air Act, and the State Air Pollution Control Board, the county implements a 
decomposition gas management plan, an air monitoring program, and several other 
controls to prevent the release of dust, odors, and other vectors. The proposed project 
should not adversely affect air quality. 
 


4(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  The DEQ air program implements the federal Clean Air Act 
to provide a legally enforceable State Implementation Plan for the attainment and 
maintenance of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards.  This program is 
administered by the State Air Pollution Control Board at DEQ (Virginia Code §10-1.1300 
through §10.1-1320). 
 


4(b) Ozone Attainment Area.  According to the DEQ Air Division, the project site is 
located in an ozone attainment area and an emission control area for volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) and oxides of nitrogen (NOX), which are contributors to ozone 
pollution. 
 


4(c) Requirements.  
 


4(c)(i) Open Burning.  If the implementation of the project includes the burning of 
vegetative debris, this activity must meet the requirements under 9VAC5-130 et seq. of 
the regulations for open burning, and it may require a permit. The regulations provide 
for, but do not require, the local adoption of a model ordinance concerning open 
burning. Contact the appropriate locality to determine what local requirements, if any, 
exist. 
  


4(c)(ii) Fugitive Dust.  During land-disturbing activities, fugitive dust must be kept to a 
minimum by using control methods outlined in 9VAC5-50-60 et seq. of the Regulations 
for the Control and Abatement of Air Pollution. These precautions include, but are not 
limited to, the following: 
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 Use, where possible, water or chemicals for dust control; 


 Install and use hoods, fans and fabric filters to enclose and vent the handling of 
dusty materials; 


 Cover open equipment for conveying materials; and 


 Promptly remove spilled or tracked dirt or other materials from paved streets and 
dried sediments resulting from soil erosion. 


 


4(c)(iii) Fuel Burning Equipment. The installation of fuel burning equipment (e.g. 
boilers and generators), may require permitting from DEQ prior to beginning 
construction of the facility (9VAC5-80, Article 6, Permits for New and Modified Sources). 
The applicant should contact DEQ for guidance on whether this provision applies. 
 


4(c)(iv) Landfill Gas Management Plan. DEQ NRO states that the facility is required 
to update and submit a Landfill Gas Management Plan (LFGMP) within its Part B 
application before going to public comment. A LFGMP should outline the steps the 
facility will undertake to control gas produced on the site and odors. Although the facility 
has not submitted an updated plan yet, DEQ NRO has the last approved LFGMP on 
file. The approved plan certifies that it meets all the requirements under the Virginia 
Solid Waste Management Regulation (VSWMR). It should be noted that the waste 
regulation and the facility is focused on preventing the migration of landfill gas off-site, 
and preventing on-site gas levels exceeding safe limits. 
 


4(d) Agency Finding. The DEQ NRO states that the facility is registered with the Air 
Program under Registration No. 41016. The DEQ NRO states that the biggest 
contributor to air pollution from this type of facility would be decomposition gases 
produced by the landfill.  


 


4(e) Conclusion. Provided the project complies with applicable requirements, it would 
be consistent with the air pollution control enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM 
Program. 


 


5. Fisheries Management.  The FCC (page 5) states that no resources associated with 
fisheries management are located on the project site.   


 


5(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The fisheries management enforceable policy is administered 
by the Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC) (Virginia Code § 28.2-200 to § 
28.2-713) and the Department of Wildlife Resources (DWR) (Virginia Code § 29.1-100 to 
§ 29.1-570). In addition, the Virginia Department of Health (VDH) Division of Shellfish 
Sanitation (DSS) is responsible for protecting the health of the consumers of molluscan 
shellfish and crustacea by ensuring that shellfish growing waters are properly classified 
for harvesting, and that molluscan shellfish and crustacea processing facilities meet 
sanitation standards. 
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5(b) Agency Finding. DWR does not currently document any listed wildlife or 
designated resources under its jurisdiction from the project area. Therefore, DWR does 
not anticipate adverse impacts upon such species or resources to result from the 
proposed work. 


 


5(c) Conclusion. Assuming adherence to appropriate erosion and sediment controls, 
the project would be consistent with the fisheries management enforceable policy of the 
Virginia CZM Program.  
 


6. Subaqueous Lands. According to the FCC (page 6), the project states that there are 
no state-owned lands on the project site.  
 


6(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The management program for subaqueous lands establishes 
conditions for granting or denying permits to use state-owned bottomlands based on 
considerations of potential effects on marine and fisheries resources, tidal wetlands, 
adjacent or nearby properties, anticipated public and private benefits, and water quality 
standards established by the Department of Environmental Quality.  The program is 
administered by the Virginia Marine Resources Commission (Virginia Code §28.2-1200 to 
§28.2-1213). 
 


6(b) Agency Findings. VMRC did not respond to DEQ’s request for comments.  
 


6(c) Agency Recommendation.  Coordinate with VMRC regarding the submittal of a 
Joint Permit Application as necessary.  
 


6(d) Conclusion. Provided the project adheres to any applicable requirements, it would 
be consistent with the subaqueous lands enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM 
Program.  


ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 


 
In addition to the enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM Program, comments also 
were provided with respect to applicable requirements and recommendations of the 
following programs: 


 


1. Solid and Hazardous Wastes.  
 


1(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  On behalf of the Virginia Waste Management Board, the 
DEQ Division of Land Protection and Revitalization is responsible for carrying out the 
mandates of the Virginia Waste Management Act (Virginia Code §10.1-1400 et seq.), 
as well as meeting Virginia's federal obligations under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) and the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation 
Liability Act (CERCLA), commonly known as Superfund. The DEQ Division of Land 
Protection and Revitalization also administers those laws and regulations on behalf of 
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the State Water Control Board which governs Petroleum Storage Tanks (Virginia Code 
§62.1-44.34:8 et seq.), including Aboveground Storage Tanks (9VAC25-91 et seq.) and 
Underground Storage Tanks (9VAC25-580 et seq. and 9VAC25-580-370 et seq.), also 
known as Virginia Tank Regulations, and § 62.1-44.34:14 et seq. which covers oil spills. 
Virginia: 
 


 Virginia Waste Management Act, Virginia Code § 10.1-1400 et seq. 


 Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations, 9VAC20-81 
o (9VAC20-81-620 applies to asbestos-containing materials) 


 Virginia Hazardous Waste Management Regulations, 9VAC20-60 
o (9VAC20-60-261 applies to lead-based paints) 


 Virginia Regulations for the Transportation of Hazardous Materials, 9VAC20-110. 
 


Federal: 
 


 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S. Code sections 6901 
et seq. 


 U.S. Department of Transportation Rules for Transportation of Hazardous 
Materials, 49 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 107 


 Applicable rules contained in Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations. 


 


1(b) Data Files and Databases.  The DEQ Division of Land Protection and 
Revitalization (DLPR) conducted a search (500-foot radius) of the project area of solid 
and hazardous waste databases (including petroleum releases) to identify waste sites 
in close proximity to the project area. DLPR identified two solid waste permits within the 
project area which might impact the project: 
 


 PMT ID: 900000000714, Spotsylvania County Livingston Sanitary Landfill, 6241 
Massey Rd, Spotsylvania, Virginia 22553. 


 PMT ID: 900000000262, Spotsylvania County Livingston Sanitary Landfill, 6241 
Massey Rd, Spotsylvania, Virginia 22553. 


  


1(c) Agency Findings. DEQ NRO states that Livingston Landfill (SWP547) is a solid 
waste disposal facility in Spotsylvania County. The facility’s main function is the 
disposal of waste via landfilling along with on-site composting. The facility has 
requested a major permit modification for expansion and has only provided DEQ NRO 
with a Part A application at this time.  


 


1(d) Agency Recommendations. Evaluate the identified waste sites and their potential 
to impact the proposed project. DEQ encourages all projects and facilities to implement 
pollution prevention principles, including: 
 


o the reduction, reuse and recycling of all solid wastes generated; and 
o the minimization and proper handling of generated hazardous wastes. 
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1(e) Requirements.  
 


 Any soil/sediment that is suspected of contamination or wastes that are 
generated during construction-related activities must be tested and disposed of 
in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations.  


 It is the generator’s responsibility to determine if a solid waste meets the criteria 
of a hazardous waste and as a result be managed as such.  


 Report the installation, relocation or removal of any above or below ground 
petroleum storage tank to DEQ.  


 For any petroleum contaminated soil/groundwater that are encountered during 
the sub-surface phases of this project, contact the Local Fire Marshall with any 
personal safety concerns and report any such contamination to DEQ.   


 


2. Natural Heritage Resources.   


 


2(a) Agency Jurisdiction.   
 


2(a)(i) The Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation’s (DCR) Division 


of Natural Heritage (DNH): DNH’s mission is conserving Virginia's biodiversity through 
inventory, protection and stewardship. The Virginia Natural Area Preserves Act (Virginia 
Code §10.1-209 through 217), authorized DCR to maintain a statewide database for 
conservation planning and project review, protect land for the conservation of 
biodiversity, and to protect and ecologically manage the natural heritage resources of 
Virginia (the habitats of rare, threatened and endangered species, significant natural 
communities, geologic sites, and other natural features). 
 


2(a)(ii) The Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (VDACS): 
The Endangered Plant and Insect Species Act of 1979 (Virginia Code Chapter 39 §3.1-
1020 through 1030) authorizes VDACS to conserve, protect and manage endangered 
and threatened species of plants and insects. Under a Memorandum of Agreement 
established between VDACS and the DCR, DCR represents VDACS in comments 
regarding potential impacts on state-listed threatened and endangered plant and insect 
species. 
 


2(b) Agency Findings – Natural Heritage Resources. According to the information 
currently in Biotics Data System, natural heritage resources have not been documented 
within the submitted project boundary, including a 100-foot buffer. The absence of data 
may indicate that the project area has not been surveyed, rather than confirm that the 
area lacks natural heritage resources. In addition, the project boundary does not 
intersect any of the predictive models identifying potential habitat for natural heritage 
resources.  
 
In addition, the proposed project will fragment an Ecological Core C3 as identified in the 
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Virginia Natural Landscape Assessment (https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural-
heritage/vaconvisvnla), one of a suite of tools in Virginia ConservationVision that 
identify and prioritize lands for conservation and protection.   
 
Ecological Cores are areas of unfragmented natural cover with at least 100 acres of 
interior that provide habitat for a wide range of species, from interior-dependent forest 
species to habitat generalists, as well as species that utilize marsh, dune, and beach 
habitats. Cores also provide benefits in terms of open space, recreation, water quality 
(including drinking water protection and erosion prevention), and air quality (including 
carbon sequestration and oxygen production), along with the many associated 
economic benefits of these functions. The cores are ranked from C1 to C5 (C5 being 
the least ecologically relevant) using many prioritization criteria, such as the proportions 
of sensitive habitats of natural heritage resources they contain.  
  
Fragmentation occurs when a large, contiguous block of natural cover is dissected by 
development, and other forms of permanent conversion, into one or more smaller 
patches. Habitat fragmentation results in biogeographic changes that disrupt species 
interactions and ecosystem processes, reducing biodiversity and habitat quality due to 
limited recolonization, increased predation and egg parasitism, and increased invasion 
by weedy species. 
  
Therefore minimizing fragmentation is a key mitigation measure that will reduce 
deleterious effects and preserve the natural patterns and connectivity of habitats that 
are key components of biodiversity. Mapped cores in the project area can be viewed via 
the Virginia Natural Heritage Data Explorer: http://vanhde.org/content/map.  
 


2(c) Agency Findings – Threatened and Endangered Plant and Insect Species. 
The current activity will not affect any documented state-listed plant and insect species.  
 


2(d) Agency Findings – State Natural Area Preserves. There are no State Natural Area 
Preserves under DCR’s jurisdiction in the project vicinity. 
 


2(e) Agency Recommendations. DCR has the following recommendations:  


 


 Minimize edge in remaining fragments, retain natural corridors that allow 
movement between fragments, and design the intervening landscape to 
minimize its hostility to native wildlife (natural cover versus lawns). 


 Contact the DCR DNH and resubmit project information if the scope of the 
project changes and/or six months has passed before it is utilized. 


 


3. Public Water Supplies.  


 


3(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The Virginia Department of Health (VDH) Office of Drinking 
Water (ODW) reviews projects for the potential to impact public drinking water sources 



https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural-heritage/vaconvisvnla

https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural-heritage/vaconvisvnla

http://vanhde.org/content/map
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(groundwater wells, springs and surface water intakes). VDH administers both federal 
and state laws governing waterworks operation. 
 


3(b) Agency Findings. VDH ODW states that the following public groundwater well 
appears to be located within a 1-mile radius of the project site: Spotsylvania County 208 
Variety Store Well.  There are no surface water intakes located within a 5-mile radius of 
the project site. The project is not within the watershed of any public surface water 
intakes. No comments were received from the VDH Office of Environmental 
Epidemiology. 


 


3(c) Agency Recommendation. Implement best management practices, including 
erosion and sedimentation controls as well as spill prevention controls and 
countermeasures, on the project site.  


 


3(d) Requirements. Potential impacts to public water distribution systems or sanitary 
sewage collection systems must be verified by the local utility according to VDH 
ODW.                


 


4. Pollution Prevention.  DEQ advocates that principles of pollution prevention and 
sustainability be used in all construction projects as well as in facility operations.  
Effective siting, planning, and on-site Best Management Practices (BMPs) will help to 
ensure that environmental impacts are minimized.  However, pollution prevention and 
sustainability techniques also include decisions related to construction materials, 
design, and operational procedures that will facilitate the reduction of wastes at the 
source. 
 


4(a) Recommendations.  We have several pollution prevention recommendations that 
may be helpful in constructing or operating this development: 
 


 Consider development of an effective Environmental Management System 
(EMS).  An effective EMS will ensure that the proposed facility is committed to 
complying with environmental regulations, reducing risk, minimizing 
environmental impacts, setting environmental goals, and achieving 
improvements in its environmental performance.  DEQ offers EMS development 
assistance and recognizes facilities with effective Environmental Management 
Systems through its Virginia Environmental Excellence Program (VEEP).  VEEP 
provides recognition, annual permit fee discounts, and the possibility for 
alternative compliance methods.   


 Consider environmental attributes when purchasing materials.  For example, the 
extent of recycled material content, toxicity level, and amount of packaging 
should be considered and can be specified in purchasing contracts. 


 Consider energy efficiency when choosing materials and products. 
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 Consider contractors’ commitment to the environment when choosing 
contractors.  Specifications regarding raw materials and construction practices 
can be included in contract documents and requests for proposals. 


 Choose sustainable materials and practices for building construction and 
design.   


 Integrate pollution prevention techniques into the facility maintenance and 
operation, to include inventory control for centralized storage of hazardous 
materials.  Maintenance facilities should have sufficient and suitable space to 
allow for effective inventory control and preventive maintenance. 


 
DEQ’s Office of Pollution Prevention provides information and technical assistance 
relating to pollution prevention techniques and EMS. If interested, please contact DEQ 
(Meghann Quinn at 804-698-4021). 
 


5. Pesticides and Herbicides.  In general, when pesticides or herbicides must be 
used, their use should be strictly in accordance with manufacturers’ recommendations. 
In addition, DEQ recommends that the responsible agent use the least toxic pesticides 
or herbicides effective in controlling the target species. For more information on 
pesticide or herbicide use, please contact the Virginia Department of Agriculture and 
Consumer Services (804-371-6560). 


 


6. Floodplain Management.  
 


6(a) Agency Jurisdiction. DCR is the lead coordinating agency for the 
Commonwealth’s floodplain management program and the National Flood Insurance 
Program (Executive Memorandum 2-97). Pursuant to §10.1-603 of the Virginia Code 
and in accordance with 44 CFR section 60.12 of the National Flood Insurance Program 
Regulations for Floodplain Management and Flood Hazard Identification, all 
construction or land-disturbing activities initiated by an agency of the Commonwealth, 
or by its contractor, in floodplains shall be submitted to the locality and comply with the 
locally adopted floodplain management ordinance. New state-owned buildings shall not 
be constructed within a 100-year floodplain unless a variance is granted by the director 
of the Division of Engineering and Buildings at the Department of General Services as 
Building Official for state-owned buildings (Virginia Code, §36-98.1). If a locality is not 
participating in the National Flood Insurance Program, the project does not need to be 
reviewed by the locality.   
 


6(b) Requirements. The applicant/developer must contact the local floodplain 
administrator for an official floodplain determination, and if the project is located in the 
Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA), this project must comply with the community’s local 
floodplain ordinance, including receiving a local permit. Failure to comply with the local 
floodplain ordinance could result in enforcement action from the locality. All 
development within a SFHA or floodplain, as shown on the locality’s Flood Insurance 
Rate Map (FIRM), must be permitted and comply with the requirements of the local 
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floodplain ordinance. Projects conducted by federal agencies within the SFHA must 
comply with Executive Order 11988: Floodplain Management. To find flood zone 
information, use the Virginia Flood Risk Information System (VFRIS): 
www.dcr.virginia.gov/vfris. 
 


7. Wildlife Resources.   


 


7(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The Virginia Department of Wildlife Resources (DWR), as 
the Commonwealth’s wildlife and freshwater fish management agency, exercises 
enforcement and regulatory jurisdiction over wildlife and freshwater fish, including state- 
or federally-listed endangered or threatened species, but excluding listed insects 
(Virginia Code, Title 29.1). DWR is a consulting agency under the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Coordination Act (16 U.S. Code §661 et seq.) and provides environmental analysis of 
projects or permit applications coordinated through DEQ and several other state and 
federal agencies. DWR determines likely impacts upon fish and wildlife resources and 
habitat, and recommends appropriate measures to avoid, reduce or compensate for 
those impacts. For more information, see the DWR website at www.dwr.virginia.gov. 
 


7(b) Agency Findings. DWR states that it does not currently document any listed 
wildlife or designated resources under its jurisdiction from the project area. Therefore, 
DWR does do not anticipate adverse impacts upon such species or resources to result 
from the proposed work. 
 


7(c) Agency Recommendations.  
 


7(c)(i) In-Stream Activities.  
 


 DWR recommends conducting any in-stream activities during low or no-flow 
conditions, using non-erodible cofferdams or turbidity curtains to isolate the 
construction area, blocking no more than 50% of the streamflow at any given 
time, stockpiling excavated material in a manner that prevents reentry into the 
stream, restoring original streambed and streambank contours, revegetating 
barren areas with native vegetation, and implementing strict erosion and 
sediment control measures.  


 Ensure that instream work be designed and performed in a manner that 
minimizes impacts upon natural streamflow and movement of resident aquatic 
species.  


 If a dam and pump-around must be used, use it for as limited a time as possible 
and return water to the stream that is free of sediment and excess turbidity. 


 To minimize potential wildlife entanglements resulting from use of 
synthetic/plastic erosion and sediment control matting, use matting made from 
natural/organic materials such as coir fiber, jute, and/or burlap. 


 To minimize harm to the aquatic environment and its residents resulting from use 
of the Tremie method to install concrete, installation of grout bags, and traditional 



http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/vfris
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pouring of concrete, ensure that such activities occur only in the dry, allowing all 
concrete to harden and cure prior to contact with open water.  


 Due to future maintenance costs associated with culverts, and the loss of 
riparian and aquatic habitat, construct stream crossings to be constructed via 
clear-span bridges. However, if this is not possible, countersink any culverts 
below the streambed at least 6 inches, or the use of bottomless culverts, to allow 
passage of aquatic organisms.  


 Install floodplain culverts to carry bankfull discharges. 
 


7(c)(ii) General Recommendations. To minimize overall impacts to wildlife and natural 
resources, DWR has the following recommendations regarding development activities:   
 


 Avoid and minimize impacts to undisturbed forest, wetlands, and streams to the 
fullest extent practicable. Avoidance and minimization of impact may include 
relocating stream channels as opposed to filling or channelizing as well as using, 
and incorporating into the development plan, a natural stream channel design 
and forested riparian buffers. 


 Maintain undisturbed naturally vegetated buffers of at least 100 feet in width 
around all on-site wetlands and on both sides of all perennial and intermittent 
streams.   


 Maintain wooded lots to the fullest extent possible.   


 Design stormwater controls for this project to replicate and maintain the 
hydrographic condition of the site prior to the change in landscape. This should 
include, but not be limited to, utilizing bioretention areas, and minimizing the use 
of curb and gutter in favor of grassed swales. Bioretention areas (also called rain 
gardens) and grass swales are components of Low Impact Development 
(LID). They are designed to capture stormwater runoff as close to the source as 
possible and allow it to slowly infiltrate into the surrounding soil. They benefit 
natural resources by filtering pollutants and decreasing downstream runoff 
volumes. 


 Adhere to a time-of-year restriction from March 15 through August 15 of any year 
for all tree removal and ground clearing protective of resident and migratory 
songbird nesting.  


 Adhere to erosion and sediment controls during ground disturbance. 


 To minimize potential wildlife entanglements resulting from use of 
synthetic/plastic erosion and sediment control matting, use matting made from 
natural/organic materials such as coir fiber, jute, and/or burlap. 


 


DWR generally does not support proposals to mitigate wetland impacts through the 
construction of stormwater management ponds or the creation of instream stormwater 
management ponds. 
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REGULATORY AND COORDINATION NEEDS 


 


1. Wetlands. The project must adhere to the requirements of any permits issued 
pursuant to Virginia Code § 62.1-44.15:20 et seq. and 9VAC25-210 et seq. for 
consistency with the wetlands management enforceable policy. For questions, contact 
DEQ (Trisha Beasley at Trisha.Beasley@deq.virginia.gov). 


 


2. Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas. The project must be conducted in a manner 
that is consistent with the coastal lands management enforceable policy of the CZM 
Program which is governed by the requirements of the Chesapeake Bay Preservation 
Act (Virginia Code §§ 10.1-2100 through 10.1-2114) and Chesapeake Bay Preservation 
Area Designation and Management Regulations (Virginia Code 9VAC25-830-10 et 
seq.). Coordinate with the locality as necessary. Contact DEQ OLGP (Daniel Moore at 
Daniel.Moore@deq.virginia.gov) for additional information.  


 


3. Erosion and Sediment Control and Stormwater Management.  The applicant 
must ensure that it is in compliance with Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Law 
(Virginia Code §62.1-44.15 et seq.) and Regulations (9VAC25-840-10 et seq.) and 
Stormwater Management Law (Virginia Code 62.1-44.15 et seq.) and Regulations 
(9VAC25-870-10 et seq.). The applicant must submit a site-specific ESC plan to the 
locality for review and approval pursuant to the local ESC ordinances. Depending on 
local requirements, a separate SWM plan may be required for this project.  
 


4. General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities 


(VAR10).  The operator or owner of a construction project involving land-disturbing 
activities equal to or greater than 1 acre is required to register for coverage under the 
General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater from Construction Activities and develop 
a project-specific stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP). The SWPPP must be 
prepared prior to submission of the registration statement for coverage under the 
General Permit and the SWPPP must address water quality and quantity in accordance 
with the VSMP Permit Regulations. General information and registration forms for the 
General Permit are available on DEQ’s website at: http://www.deq.virginia.gov/ 
Programs/Water/StormwaterManagement/VSMPPermits/ConstructionGeneralPermit.as
px (VSWML §62.1-44.15 et seq.; VSMP Permit Regulations 9VAC25-880 et seq.). 
Construction of additional stormwater ponds may result in additional discharge 
points/outfalls; the facility may need to revise coverage under its 
VAR051415 permit. 
 


5. Air Quality Regulations.  The following sections of Virginia Administrative Code 
may be applicable: 
 


 fugitive dust and emissions control (9VAC 5-50-60 et seq.); 


 open burning restrictions (9VAC 5-130); and 


 fuel-burning equipment (9VAC 5-80 et seq.). 
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Contact DEQ NRO (Justin Wilkinson at Justin.Wilkinson@deq.virginia.gov or 703-583-
3820) for additional information about air quality regulations and to determine air 
permitting or registration needs for fuel-burning equipment.   
 


6. Solid Waste and Hazardous Substances.  Contact DEQ NRO (Richard Doucette at 
703-583-3813) for additional information about waste management.  


 


7. Natural Heritage Resources. Contact the DCR DNH (804-371-2708) to re-submit 
project information and a map for an update on natural heritage information if the scope 
of the project changes and/or six months has passed before it is utilized.  


 


8. Fisheries Resources and Wildlife Resources. Contact DWR (Amy Ewing at 
Amy.Ewing@dwr.virginia.gov) for additional information about its comments and 
recommendations as necessary. 
 


9. Public Water Supplies. Potential impacts to public water distribution systems or 
sanitary sewage collection systems must be verified by the local utility according to 
VDH ODW. Contact VDH ODW (Arlene Warren at Arlene.Warren@vdh.virginia.gov) for 
additional information about its comments and recommendations if necessary.  
 


10. Floodplain Management. The applicant/developer must contact the local 
floodplain administrator for an official floodplain determination, and if the project is 
located in the SFHA, this project must comply with the community’s local floodplain 
ordinance, including receiving a local permit. To find local floodplain administrator 
contact information, use DCR’s Local Floodplain Management Directory: 
www.dcr.virginia.gov/dam-safety-and-floodplains/floodplain-directory. 
 


11. Subaqueous Lands. Coordinate with VMRC (Randy Owen at 
Randy.Owen@deq.virginia.gov) regarding the submittal of a Joint Permit Application as 
necessary. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FCC. The detailed comments of 
reviewers are attached. If you have questions, please do not hesitate to call me at (804) 
698-4204 or Julia Wellman at (804) 698-4326. 
 
 


Sincerely, 


       
      Bettina Rayfield, Manager 


Environmental Impact Review and Long Range 



http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/dam-safety-and-floodplains/floodplain-directory

mailto:Randy.Owen@deq.virginia.gov
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Priorities Program 
 
 


Enclosures 
 
ec: Silvia B. Gazzera, Corps 


Amy Ewing, DWR 
 Robbie Rhur, DCR 


Roger Kirchen, DHR 
Arlene Warren, VDH 
Randy Owen, VMRC 
Linda Millsaps, George Washington Regional Commission   
Ed Petrovitch, Spotsylvania County 
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Wellman, Julia <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>


Re: CORRECTION: NEW PROJECT ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II
Expansion, DEQ #20-086F
1 message


Warren, Arlene <arlene.warren@vdh.virginia.gov> Fri, Aug 21, 2020 at 8:24 AM
To: Julia Wellman <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>
Cc: rr Environmental Impact Review <eir@deq.virginia.gov>


Project Name: ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Project #: 20-086 F
UPC #: N/A      
Loca�on:  Spotsylvania Co.    
 
VDH – Office of Drinking Water has reviewed the above project.  Below are our comments as they relate to proximity
to public drinking water sources (groundwater wells, springs, and surface water intakes). Poten�al impacts on public
water distribu�on systems or sanitary sewage collec�on systems must be verified by the local u�lity.               
 
The following public groundwater wells are located within a 1-mile radius of the project site:


PWS ID
Number City/County System Name Facility Name


6177377 SPOTSYLVANIA
208 VARIETY
STORE WELL


 
There are no surface water intakes located within a 5-mile radius of the project site.


 
The project is not within the watershed of any public surface water intakes.
 


·       No comments were received from Environmental Epidemiology, Mr. Dwight Flammia, Ph.D. State Public
Health Toxicologist.


 
Best Management Prac�ces should be employed, including Erosion & Sedimenta�on Controls and Spill Preven�on
Controls & Countermeasures on the project site.
 
Virginia Department of Health – Office of Drinking Water appreciates the opportunity to provide comments. If you have any
ques�ons, please let me know.


Best Regards,


 


Arlene Fields Warren


GIS Program Support Technician


Office of Drinking Water


Virginia Department of Health


109 Governor Street


Richmond, VA 23219


(804) 864-7781
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On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:12 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:
SORRY: THE PROJECT NUMBER IS 20-086F.


On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:10 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:
Good a�ernoon - this is a new OEIR review request/project:
 
Document Type: Federal Consistency Cer�fica�on
Project Sponsor: Army Corps of Engineers
Project Title: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Loca�on: Spotsylvania County
Project Number: DEQ #20-086F
  
The document is a�ached.
 
The due date for comments is JULY 13, 2020.  You can send your comments either directly to JULIA
WELLMAN by email (Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov), or you can send your comments by
regular interagency/U.S. mail to the Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Environmental
Impact Review, P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, VA 23218.
 
NOTE:  This project qualifies for a Corps IP.
 
If you cannot meet the deadline, please no�fy the project coordinator prior to the comment due
date.  Arrangements may be made to extend the deadline for comments if possible.  An agency will
be considered to have no concerns if comments are not received (or contact is made) within the
review period.  However, it is important that agencies consistently par�cipate in accordance with
Virginia Code Sec�on 10.1-1192.
 
REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS:
 


A.        Please review the document carefully.  If the proposal has been previously reviewed
(e.g. as a dra� EIS or a Part 1 EIR), please consider whether your earlier comments have been
adequately addressed.


 
B.        Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be acceptable for responding
directly to a project proponent agency (agency sta�onary or email) and include the project
number on all correspondence.


 
If you have any ques�ons, please email Julia.
 
Thanks!
 
Valerie    


-- 


Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist


Department of Environmental Quality


Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review



mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

mailto:Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov
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1111 East Main Street


Richmond, VA 23219


804/698-4330


804/698-4319 (Fax)


email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov


http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx


For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR


-- 


Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist


Department of Environmental Quality


Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review


1111 East Main Street


Richmond, VA 23219


804/698-4330


804/698-4319 (Fax)


email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov


http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx


For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR
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      DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
DIVISION OF AIR PROGRAM COORDINATION 


ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW COMMENTS APPLICABLE TO AIR QUALITY 


TO: Julia H. Wellman  


We thank OEIR for providing DEQ-AIR an opportunity to review the following project: 


Document Type: Federal Consistency Certification
Project Sponsor: Army Corps of Engineers
Project Title: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Location: Spotsylvania County
Project Number: DEQ #20-086F


Accordingly, I am providing following comments for consideration. 


PROJECT LOCATION:    X   OZONE ATTAINMENT  
       AND EMISSION CONTROL AREA FOR NOX & VOC


REGULATORY REQUIREMENTSMAY BE APPLICABLE TO:  X  CONSTRUCTION 
OPERATION


STATE AIR POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD REGULATIONS THAT MAY APPLY: 
1.   9 VAC 5-40-5200 C & 9 VAC 5-40-5220 E – STAGE I   
2.   9 VAC 5-45-760 et seq. – Asphalt Paving operations 
3.  X 9 VAC 5-130 et seq. – Open Burning 
4.  X 9 VAC 5-50-60 et seq. Fugitive Dust Emissions 
5.   9 VAC 5-50-130 et seq.  - Odorous Emissions; Applicable to                     
6.   9 VAC 5-60-300 et seq. – Standards of Performance for Toxic Pollutants 
7.   9 VAC 5-50-400 Subpart     , Standards of Performance for New  Stationary Sources,  


 designates standards of performance for the                               
8.  9 VAC 5-80-1100 et seq. of the regulations – Permits for Stationary Sources 
9.   9 VAC 5-80-1605 et seq. Of the regulations – Major or Modified Sources located in  


PSD areas.  This rule may be applicable to the                                
10.   9 VAC 5-80-2000 et seq. of the regulations – New and modified sources located in  


non-attainment areas 
11.   9 VAC 5-80-800 et seq. Of the regulations – State Operating Permits.  This rule may be  


         applicable to                                                    


COMMENTS SPECIFIC TO THE PROJECT:
All precautions are necessary to restrict the emissions of volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) and oxides of nitrogen (NOX).  For any permit needs our 
Northern Virginia Regional office may be consulted. 


 (Kotur S. Narasimhan)  
Office of Air Data Analysis  DATE: June 11, 2020 







Matthew J. Strickler  
Secretary of Natural Resources 


Clyde E. Cristman 
Director 


Rochelle Altholz 
Deputy Director of  


Administration and Finance


Russell W. Baxter 
Deputy Director of  


Dam Safety & Floodplain 
Management and Soil & Water 


Conservation


Thomas L. Smith 
Deputy Director of Operations 


600 East Main Street, 24th Floor  |  Richmond, Virginia 23219  |  804-786-6124 


State Parks • Soil and Water Conservation • Outdoor Recreation Planning 
Natural Heritage • Dam Safety and Floodplain Management • Land Conservation


MEMORANDUM 


DATE:  July 13, 2020


TO:   DEQ 20-086F, DEQ 


FROM: Roberta Rhur, Environmental Impact Review Coordinator  


SUBJECT:  DEQ 20-086F, Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion 


Division of Natural Heritage 


The Department of Conservation and Recreation's Division of Natural Heritage (DCR) has searched its Biotics 
Data System for occurrences of natural heritage resources from the area outlined on the submitted map. 
Natural heritage resources are defined as the habitat of rare, threatened, or endangered plant and animal 
species, unique or exemplary natural communities, and significant geologic formations.  


According to the information currently in Biotics, natural heritage resources have not been documented 
within the submitted project boundary including a 100 foot buffer. The absence of data may indicate that the 
project area has not been surveyed, rather than confirm that the area lacks natural heritage resources. In 
addition, the project boundary does not intersect any of the predictive models identifying potential habitat 
for natural heritage resources.  


In addition, the proposed project will fragment an Ecological Core C3 as identified in the Virginia Natural 
Landscape Assessment (https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural-heritage/vaconvisvnla), one of a suite of 
tools in Virginia ConservationVision that identify and prioritize lands for conservation and protection.


Ecological Cores are areas of unfragmented natural cover with at least 100 acres of interior that provide 
habitat for a wide range of species, from interior-dependent forest species to habitat generalists, as well as 
species that utilize marsh, dune, and beach habitats. Cores also provide benefits in terms of open space, 
recreation, water quality (including drinking water protection and erosion prevention), and air quality 
(including carbon sequestration and oxygen production), along with the many associated economic benefits 
of these functions. The cores are ranked from C1 to C5 (C5 being the least ecologically relevant) using many 
prioritization criteria, such as the proportions of sensitive habitats of natural heritage resources they 
contain.  


Fragmentation occurs when a large, contiguous block of natural cover is dissected by development, and other 
forms of permanent conversion, into one or more smaller patches. Habitat fragmentation results in 
biogeographic changes that disrupt species interactions and ecosystem processes, reducing biodiversity and 
habitat quality due to limited recolonization, increased predation and egg parasitism, and increased invasion 
by weedy species. 







Therefore minimizing fragmentation is a key mitigation measure that will reduce deleterious effects and 
preserve the natural patterns and connectivity of habitats that are key components of biodiversity.  DCR 
recommends efforts to minimize edge in remaining fragments, retain natural corridors that allow movement 
between fragments and designing the intervening landscape to minimize its hostility to native wildlife 
(natural cover versus lawns). Mapped cores in the project area can be viewed via the Virginia Natural 
Heritage Data Explorer, available here: http://vanhde.org/content/map.


There are no State Natural Area Preserves under DCR’s jurisdiction in the project vicinity. 


Under a Memorandum of Agreement established between the Virginia Department of Agriculture and 
Consumer Services (VDACS) and the DCR, DCR represents VDACS in comments regarding potential impacts 
on state-listed threatened and endangered plant and insect species. The current activity will not affect any 
documented state-listed plants or insects. 


New and updated information is continually added to Biotics. Please re-submit project information and map 
for an update on this natural heritage information if the scope of the project changes and/or six months has 
passed before it is utilized. 


The Virginia Department of Wildlife Resources (VDWR) maintains a database of wildlife locations, including 
threatened and endangered species, trout streams, and anadromous fish waters that may contain 
information not documented in this letter. Their database may be accessed from 
https://vafwis.dgif.virginia.gov/fwis/ or contact Ernie Aschenbach at 804-367-2733 or 
Ernie.Aschenbach@dwr.virginia.gov.  


Division of Dam Safety and Floodplain Management 


Floodplain Management Program: 
The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is administered by the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA), and communities who elect to participate in this voluntary program manage and enforce 
the program on the local level through that community’s local floodplain ordinance. Each local floodplain 
ordinance must comply with the minimum standards of the NFIP, outlined in 44 CFR 60.3; however, local 
communities may adopt more restrictive requirements in their local floodplain ordinance, such as regulating 
the 0.2% annual chance flood zone (Shaded X Zone). 


All development within a Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA), as shown on the locality’s Flood Insurance Rate 
Map (FIRM), must be permitted and comply with the requirements of the local floodplain ordinance. 


State Agency Projects Only 
Executive Order 45, signed by Governor Northam and effective on November 15, 2019, establishes 
mandatory standards for development of state-owned properties in Flood-Prone Areas, which include 
Special Flood Hazard Areas, Shaded X Zones, and the Sea Level Rise Inundation Area. These standards shall 
apply to all state agencies. 


1. Development in Special Flood Hazard Areas and Shaded X Zones 
A. All development, including buildings, on state-owned property shall comply with the locally-


adopted floodplain management ordinance of the community in which the state-owned property 
is located and any flood-related standards identified in the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building 
Code. 


B. If any state-owned property is located in a community that does not participate in the NFIP, all 
development, including buildings, on such state-owned property shall comply with the NFIP 







requirements as defined in 44 CFR §§ 60.3, 60.4, and 60.5 and any flood-related standards 
identified in the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code.  


(1) These projects shall be submitted to the Department of General Services (DGS), for review 
and approval.  


(2) DGS shall not approve any project until the State NFIP Coordinator has reviewed and 
approved the application for NFIP compliance.  


(3) DGS shall provide a written determination on project requests to the applicant and the 
State NFIP Coordinator. The State NFIP Coordinator shall maintain all documentation 
associated with the project in perpetuity. 


C. No new state-owned buildings, or buildings constructed on state-owned property, shall be 
constructed, reconstructed, purchased, or acquired by the Commonwealth within a Special Flood 
Hazard Area or Shaded X Zone in any community unless a variance is granted by the Director of 
DGS, as outlined in this Order. 


The following definitions are from Executive Order 45:  
Development for NFIP purposes is defined in 44 CFR § 59.1 as “Any man-made change to improved or 
unimproved real estate, including but not limited to buildings or other structures, mining, dredging, filling, 
grading, paving, excavation or drilling operations or storage of equipment or materials.” 


The Special Flood Hazard Area may also be referred to as the 1% annual chance floodplain or the 100-year 
floodplain, as identified on the effective Flood Insurance Rate Map and Flood Insurance Study. This includes 
the following flood zones: A, AO, AH, AE, A99, AR, AR/AE, AR/AO, AR/AH, AR/A, VO, VE, or V. 


The Shaded X Zone may also be referred to as the 0.2% annual chance floodplain or the 500- year floodplain, 
as identified on the effective Flood Insurance Rate Map and Flood Insurance Study. 


The Sea Level Rise Inundation Area referenced in this Order shall be mapped based on the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration Intermediate-High scenario curve for 2100, last updated in 2017, and is 
intended to denote the maximum inland boundary of anticipated sea level rise. 


“State agency” shall mean all entities in the executive branch, including agencies, offices, authorities, 
commissions, departments, and all institutions of higher education. 


“Reconstructed” means a building that has been substantially damaged or substantially improved, as 
defined by the NFIP and the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code. 


Federal Agency Projects Only 
Projects conducted by federal agencies within the SFHA must comply with federal Executive Order 11988: 
Floodplain Management. 


DCR’s Floodplain Management Program does not have regulatory authority for projects in the SFHA. The 
applicant/developer must reach out to the local floodplain administrator for an official floodplain 
determination and comply with the community’s local floodplain ordinance, including receiving a local 
permit. Failure to comply with the local floodplain ordinance could result in enforcement action from the 
locality. For state projects, DCR recommends that compliance documentation be provided prior to the project 
being funded. For federal projects, the applicant/developer is encouraged reach out to the local floodplain 
administrator and comply with the community’s local floodplain ordinance. 


To find flood zone information, use the Virginia Flood Risk Information System (VFRIS): 
www.dcr.virginia.gov/vfris







To find community NFIP participation and local floodplain administrator contact information, use DCR’s 
Local Floodplain Management Directory: www.dcr.virginia.gov/dam-safety-and-floodplains/floodplain-
directory


The remaining DCR divisions have no comments regarding the scope of this project.  Thank you for the 
opportunity to comment. 
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Wellman, Julia <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>


Fwd: NEW PROJECT ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion,
DEQ #20-085F
1 message


Henderson, Samantha <samantha.henderson@dhr.virginia.gov> Fri, Jul 17, 2020 at 2:38 PM
To: Julia Wellman <Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov>


Dear Ms. Wellman:
Thank you for reques�ng comments from the Department of Historic Resources (DHR) on this project. DHR has been
in consulta�on with the US Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) regarding this project.  We request that
the Corps con�nue to consult directly with DHR, as necessary, pursuant to Sec�on 106 of the Na�onal Historic
Preserva�on Act (as amended) and its implemen�ng regula�ons codified at 36 CFR Part 800 which require Federal
agencies to consider the effects of their undertakings on historic proper�es.
Regards,
Sam Henderson, Archaeologist
Division of Review and Compliance    


---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov>
Date: Tuesday, June 9, 2020
Subject: NEW PROJECT ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion, DEQ #20-085F
To: rr dgif-ESS Projects <essprojects@dgif.virginia.gov>, Roberta Rhur <robbie.rhur@dcr.virginia.gov>, "odwreview
(VDH)" <odwreview@vdh.virginia.gov>, Carlos Martinez <carlos.martinez@deq.virginia.gov>, Kotur Narasimhan
<kotur.narasimhan@deq.virginia.gov>, Lawrence Gavan <larry.gavan@deq.virginia.gov>, Daniel Moore
<daniel.moore@deq.virginia.gov>, Holly Sepety <holly.sepety@deq.virginia.gov>, Benjamin Holland
<benjamin.holland@deq.virginia.gov>, Roger Kirchen <roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov>, Randy Owen
<randy.owen@mrc.virginia.gov>, millsaps@gwregion.org, Nwoodard@spotsylvania.va.us
Cc: "Wellman, Julia" <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>


Good a�ernoon - this is a new OEIR review request/project:
 
Document Type: Federal Consistency Cer�fica�on
Project Sponsor: Army Corps of Engineers
Project Title: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Loca�on: Spotsylvania County
Project Number: DEQ #20-085F
  
The document is a�ached.
 
The due date for comments is JULY 13, 2020.  You can send your comments either directly to JULIA
WELLMAN by email (Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov), or you can send your comments by regular
interagency/U.S. mail to the Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Environmental Impact
Review, P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, VA 23218.
 
NOTE:  This project qualifies for a Corps IP.
 
If you cannot meet the deadline, please no�fy the project coordinator prior to the comment due date. 
Arrangements may be made to extend the deadline for comments if possible.  An agency will be
considered to have no concerns if comments are not received (or contact is made) within the review
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period.  However, it is important that agencies consistently par�cipate in accordance with Virginia Code
Sec�on 10.1-1192.
 
REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS:
 


A.        Please review the document carefully.  If the proposal has been previously reviewed (e.g. as
a dra� EIS or a Part 1 EIR), please consider whether your earlier comments have been adequately
addressed.


 
B.        Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be acceptable for responding
directly to a project proponent agency (agency sta�onary or email) and include the project
number on all correspondence.


 
If you have any ques�ons, please email Julia.
 
Thanks!
 
Valerie    


-- 


Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist


Department of Environmental Quality


Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review


1111 East Main Street


Richmond, VA 23219


804/698-4330


804/698-4319 (Fax)


email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov


http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx


For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR


-- 
__________________________
Roger W. Kirchen, Director
Review and Compliance Division 
Department of Historic Resources
2801 Kensington Avenue 
Richmond, VA 23221
Phone: 804-482-6091
Email: roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov


-- 
Samantha J. Henderson
Project Review Archaeologist
Review and Compliance Division
Virginia Department of Historic Resources
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2801 Kensington Avenue | Richmond, VA 23221
(804) 482-6088 | samantha.henderson@dhr.virginia.gov


DHR is currently teleworking. Please consider contacting me via email rather than via a phone call as I am not at
my desk. 


Livingston Landfill PII Expansion_CZM Documentation_JUN082020.r.pdf
8600K
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Wellman, Julia <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>


ESSLog# 40689_20-086F_LivingstonLandfill_DWR_AME20200714
1 message


Ewing, Amy <amy.ewing@dwr.virginia.gov> Tue, Jul 14, 2020 at 2:55 PM
To: Julia Wellman <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>


Julia,
We have reviewed the subject project that proposes to develop additional cells at the Livingston Landfill in
Spotsylvania County.  We do not currently document any listed wildlife or designated resources under our
jurisdiction from the project area.  Therefore, we do not anticipate adverse impacts upon such species or
resources to result from the proposed work.


We recommend conducting any in-stream activities during low or no-flow conditions, using non-erodible
cofferdams or turbidity curtains to isolate the construction area, blocking no more than 50% of the
streamflow at any given time (minimal overlap of construction footprint notwithstanding), stockpiling
excavated material in a manner that prevents reentry into the stream, restoring original streambed and
streambank contours, revegetating barren areas with native vegetation, and implementing strict erosion
and sediment control measures.  We recommend that instream work be designed and performed in a
manner that minimizes impacts upon natural streamflow and movement of resident aquatic species. If a
dam and pump-around must be used, we recommend it be used for as limited a time as possible and that
water returned to the stream be free of sediment and excess turbidity.  To minimize potential wildlife
entanglements resulting from use of synthetic/plastic erosion and sediment control matting, we
recommend use of matting made from natural/organic materials such as coir fiber, jute, and/or burlap. To
minimize harm to the aquatic environment and its residents resulting from use of the Tremie method to
install concrete, installation of grout bags, and traditional pouring of concrete, we recommend that such
activities occur only in the dry, allowing all concrete to harden and cure prior to contact with open
water. Due to future maintenance costs associated with culverts, and the loss of riparian and aquatic
habitat, we prefer stream crossings to be constructed via clear-span bridges.  However, if this is not
possible, we recommend countersinking any culverts below the streambed at least 6 inches, or the use of
bottomless culverts, to allow passage of aquatic organisms.  We also recommend the installation of
floodplain culverts to carry bankfull discharges.


To minimize overall impacts to wildlife and our natural resources, we offer the following comments about
development activities: we recommend that the applicant avoid and minimize impacts to undisturbed
forest, wetlands, and streams to the fullest extent practicable.  Avoidance and minimization of impact may
include relocating stream channels as opposed to filling or channelizing as well as using, and incorporating
into the development plan, a natural stream channel design and forested riparian buffers.  We recommend
maintaining undisturbed naturally vegetated buffers of at least 100 feet in width around all on-site
wetlands and on both sides of all perennial and intermittent streams.  We recommend maintaining
wooded lots to the fullest extent possible.  We generally do not support proposals to mitigate wetland
impacts through the construction of stormwater management ponds, nor do we support the creation of in-
stream stormwater management ponds. 


 
We recommend that the stormwater controls for this project be designed to replicate and maintain the
hydrographic condition of the site prior to the change in landscape.  This should include, but not be limited
to, utilizing bioretention areas, and minimizing the use of curb and gutter in favor of grassed swales. 
Bioretention areas (also called rain gardens) and grass swales are components of Low Impact
Development (LID).  They are designed to capture stormwater runoff as close to the source as possible
and allow it to slowly infiltrate into the surrounding soil.  They benefit natural resources by filtering
pollutants and decreasing downstream runoff volumes.


 
We recommend that all tree removal and ground clearing adhere to a time of year restriction (TOYR)
protective of resident and migratory songbird nesting from March 15 through August 15 of any year. 
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We recommend adherence to erosion and sediment controls during ground disturbance.  To minimize
potential wildlife entanglements resulting from use of synthetic/plastic erosion and sediment control
matting, we recommend use of matting made from natural/organic materials such as coir fiber, jute,
and/or burlap.


Assuming strict adherence to erosion and sediment control standards is maintained, we find this project
to be consistent with the Fisheries Management Enforceable Policy of the Virginia Coastal Zone
Management Program.


Thanks, Amy


   Amy Martin Ewing
    Environmental Services Biologist
    Manager, Fish and Wildlife Information Services
     P 804.367.2211 
    Virginia Department of Wildlife Resources
      CONSERVE. CONNECT.  PROTECT.
     A 7870 Villa Park Drive, P.O. Box 90778, Henrico, VA 23228
    www.VirginiaWildlife.gov



http://www.dwr.virginia.gov/





MEMORANDUM 


TO:  Julia Wellman, DEQ/EIR Environmental Program Planner  


FROM: Carlos A. Martinez, Division of Land Protection & Revitalization Review 
Coordinator 


DATE:  July 13, 2020 


COPIES: Sanjay Thirunagari, Division of Land Protection & Revitalization Review 
Manager; file 


SUBJECT: Environmental Impact Review: 20-086F Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase 
II Expansion in Spotsylvania, Virginia. 


The Division of Land Protection & Revitalization (DLPR) has completed its review of the Army 
Corps of Engineers’ June 9, 2020 EIR for Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion 
in Spotsylvania, Virginia. 


DLPR staff conducted a search (500 ft. radius) of the project area of solid and hazardous waste 
databases (including petroleum releases) to identify waste sites in close proximity to the project 
area. DLPR identified two (2) solid waste permits within the project area which might impact the 
project. 


DLPR staff has reviewed the submittal and offers the following comments: 


Hazardous Waste/RCRA Facilities – none in close proximity to the project area 


CERCLA Sites – none in close proximity to the project area 


Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS) – none in close proximity to the project area. 


Solid Waste – Two (2) solid waste permits in close proximity to the project area 


1. PMT ID: 900000000714, Spotsylvania County Livingston Sanitary Landfill, 
6241 Massey Rd, Spotsylvania, Virginia 22553. 







2. PMT ID: 900000000262, Spotsylvania County Livingston Sanitary Landfill, 
6241 Massey Rd, Spotsylvania, Virginia 22553. 


Virginia Remediation Program (VRP) – none in close proximity to the project area 


Petroleum Releases – none in close proximity to the project area 


PROJECT SPECIFIC COMMENTS 


None 


GENERAL COMMENTS 


Soil, Sediment, Groundwater, and Waste Management 


Any soil, sediment or groundwater that is suspected of contamination or wastes that are 
generated must be tested and disposed of in accordance with applicable Federal, State, and local 
laws and regulations. Some of the applicable state laws and regulations are: Virginia Waste 
Management Act, Code of Virginia Section 10.1-1400 et seq.; Virginia Hazardous Waste 
Management Regulations (VHWMR) (9VAC 20-60); Virginia Solid Waste Management 
Regulations (VSWMR) (9VAC 20-81); Virginia Regulations for the Transportation of 
Hazardous Materials (9VAC 20-110).  Some of the applicable Federal laws and regulations are: 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. Section 6901 et seq., and the 
applicable regulations contained in Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations; and the U.S. 
Department of Transportation Rules for Transportation of Hazardous Materials, 49 CFR Part 
107. 


Pollution Prevention – Reuse - Recycling 


Please note that DEQ encourages all construction projects and facilities to implement pollution 
prevention principles, including the reduction, reuse, and recycling of all solid wastes generated.  
All generation of hazardous wastes should be minimized and handled appropriately. 


If you have any questions or need further information, please contact Carlos A. Martinez by 
phone at (804) 698-4575 or email carlos.martinez@deq.virginia.gov. 







COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY


Street address: 629 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, Virginia 23218 


www.deq.virginia.gov 
Matthew J. Strickler 


Secretary of Natural Resources
David K. Paylor 


Director 


(804) 698-4000 
1-800-592-5482 


M E M O R A N D U M  


TO:            Julia Wellman, DEQ Environmental Impact Review Coordinator 


FROM: Daniel Moore, DEQ Principal Environmental Planner 


DATE: July 10, 2020  


SUBJECT: DEQ #20-086F: ACOE: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion 
Spotsylvania County, Virginia  


We have reviewed additional information submitted regarding the Federal Consistency 
Certification (FCC) for the above-referenced project and offer the following comments regarding 
consistency with the provisions of the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Designation and 
Management Regulations (Regulations): 


In Spotsylvania County, the areas protected by the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, as locally 
implemented, require conformance with performance criteria.  These areas include Resource 
Protection Areas (RPAs) and Resource Management Areas (RMAs) as designated by the County.  
RPAs include tidal wetlands, certain non-tidal wetlands and tidal shores.  RPAs also include a 100-
foot vegetated buffer area located adjacent to and landward of these features and along both sides 
of any water body with perennial flow.  All areas of the County not included in the RPA are 
designated as RMAs.   


Based on the application materials provided, the proposed project will expand the existing 
Livingston Landfill at 6241 Massey Road with the construction of four new cells (IIA, IIB, IIC 
and IID) immediately west of the landfill’s existing six cells (1-6). Also proposed is construction 
of a gravel access road for the new cells, improvements to the landfill’s main access road and 
installation of three stormwater management basins adjacent to Waters of the US (WOUS) 
impacted wetlands.    


The submitted FCC document notes (see page 8) that no CBPA areas are located on the property. 
Because Spotsylvania County has designated RMA lands to be jurisdiction-wide, the project site 
does have RMA lands on it, contrary to the above-referenced statement.  The document also 
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indicates the absence of any RPA features or 100-foot buffers on site, noting that the nearest RPA 
is 0.004 mile[s] north of the project limits. As 0.040 of a mile equals 211.2 feet, a reasonable 
expectation is that the exact limits of the landward boundary of the nearest RPA be field-
determined. 9VAC25-830-110 of the Regulations requires a site-specific field determination of 
the location and limits of a potential on-site RPA feature and buffer. An on-site, site-specific 
Perennial Flow Determination (PFD) and RPA delineation was carried out on June 23, 2020. The 
applicant has provided a revised RPA boundary map (dated June 26, 2020) that shows RPA 
boundaries north of and outside the boundaries of the parcel identified for the proposed land 
development activities. 


The proposed development includes RMA lands and land development and land-disturbing 
activities on RMA lands are subject to the general performance criteria as specified in 9VAC25-
830-130 of the Regulations. Projects within the RMA must minimize land disturbance (including 
access and staging areas), preserve indigenous vegetation and minimize impervious cover. Land 
disturbance activities over 2,500 square feet must comply with the requirements of the Virginia 
Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook (Third Edition, 1992) and stormwater management 
criteria consistent with water quality protection provisions of the Virginia Stormwater 
Management Regulations shall be satisfied. Based on a review of the Aerial Imagery provided 
(page 14 – Approximate Project Limits) and the Regulatory Summary Map (page 17), the proposed 
location of cells IIA and IID are heavily wooded sites. 9VAC25-830-130 of the Regulations 
requires indigenous vegetation be preserved “… to be the maximum extent practicable, consistent 
with the use or development proposed.” 


It is important to note that in accordance with the Act, this is a private development project that 
must be reviewed and approved by Spotsylvania County. As long as the County’s review of the 
proposal is completed, a determination that it conforms with the County’s CBPA Program is made, 
and the County’s approval is obtained, the project would be deemed to be consistent with the 
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act.  
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Wellman, Julia <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>


Re: CORRECTION: NEW PROJECT ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II
Expansion, DEQ #20-086F
1 message


Holland, Benjamin <benjamin.holland@deq.virginia.gov> Tue, Jul 7, 2020 at 8:05 AM
To: Julia Wellman <Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov>


Northern Regional Office comments regarding the FCC for Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II
Expansion, DEQ #20-086F, are as follows:
 
Land Protection Division – The project manager is reminded that if any solid or hazardous waste is
generated/encountered during construction, the project manager would follow applicable federal, state, and local
regulations for their disposal.  Livingston Landfill (SWP547) is a solid waste disposal facility in Spotsylvania County, the
facilities main function is the disposal of waste via landfilling along with on-site composting. The biggest contributor to air
pollution in this type of facility would be decomposition gases produced by the landfill. The facility is currently going
through a major permit modification for expansion and has only provided Northern Regional Office DEQ with a Part A
application at this time. The facility is required to update and submit a Landfill Gas Management Plan (LFGMP) within
their Part B application before going to public comment. A LFGMP should outline the steps the facility will undertake to
control gas produced on the site and odors. Although the facility has not submitted an updated plan yet, Northern
Regional Office has on file the last approved LFGMP. The approved plan certifies it appears to meet all the requirements
under the Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulation (VSWMR). It should be noted that the waste regulation and the
facility is focused on preventing the migration of landfill gas off-site, and preventing on-site gas levels exceeding safe
limits.
 
Air Compliance/Permitting – This facility is registered with the Air Program under Registration No. 41016.  The project
manager is reminded that during the construction phases that occur with this project; the project is subject to the Fugitive
Dust/Fugitive Emissions Rule 9 VAC 5-50-60 through 9 VAC 5-50-120.  In addition, should any open burning or use of
special incineration devices be employed in the disposal of land clearing debris during demolition and construction, the
operation would be subject to the Open Burning Regulation 9 VAC 5-130-10 through 9 VAC 5-130-60 and 9 VAC 5-130-
100.
 
Virginia Water Protection Permit (VWPP) Program – The project manager is reminded that a VWP permit from DEQ
may be required should impacts to surface waters be necessary.  DEQ VWP staff recommends that the avoidance and
minimization of surface water impacts to the maximum extent practicable as well as coordination with the US Army
Corps of Engineers.  Upon receipt of a Joint Permit Application for the proposed surface water impacts, DEQ VWP
Permit staff will review the proposed project in accordance with the VWP permit program regulations and current VWP
permit program guidance.  VWPP staff reserve the right to provide comment upon receipt of a permit application
requesting authorization to impact state surface waters, and at such time that a wetland delineation has been conducted
and associated jurisdiction determination made by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  This project is under review by
the NRO-VWPP program.  Current proposed impacts include 0.11 acre of palustrine forested wetland, 0.24 acre of
palustrine scrub-shrub wetland, 0.22 acre of palustrine emergent wetland, and 0.04 acre (566 linear feet) of stream
channel.  These are considered cumulative with the impacts previously permitted under WP4-06-0732, which authorized
impacts to 0.96 acre of PFO wetland and 0.02 acre (368 linear feet) of stream channel.
 
Erosion and Sediment Control, Storm Water Management, and Point-Source Permitting – DEQ has regulatory
authority for the Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) programs related to municipal separate storm
sewer systems (MS4s) and construction activities.  Erosion and sediment control measures are addressed in local
ordinances and State regulations.  Additional information is available at http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/



http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/StormwaterManagement.aspx
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StormwaterManagement.aspx.  Non-point source pollution resulting from this project should be minimized by using
effective erosion and sediment control practices and structures.  Consideration should also be given to using permeable
paving for parking areas and walkways where appropriate, and denuded areas should be promptly revegetated following
construction work.  If the total land disturbance exceeds 10,000 square feet, an erosion and sediment control plan will be
required.  Some localities also require an E&S plan for disturbances less than 10,000 square feet.  A stormwater
management plan may also be required.  For any land disturbing activities equal to one acre or more, you are required
to apply for coverage under the VPDES General Permit for Discharges of Storm Water from Construction Activities
(VAR10).  The Virginia Stormwater Management Permit Authority may be DEQ or the locality.
This facility is registered under the VPDES Stormwater Industrial General Permit VAR051415.  Construction of additional
stormwater ponds may result in additional discharge points/outfalls; the facility may need to revise coverage under its
VAR051415 permit.


On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:12 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:
SORRY: THE PROJECT NUMBER IS 20-086F.


On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:10 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:
Good a�ernoon - this is a new OEIR review request/project:
 
Document Type: Federal Consistency Cer�fica�on
Project Sponsor: Army Corps of Engineers
Project Title: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Loca�on: Spotsylvania County
Project Number: DEQ #20-086F
  
The document is a�ached.
 
The due date for comments is JULY 13, 2020.  You can send your comments either directly to JULIA
WELLMAN by email (Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov), or you can send your comments by
regular interagency/U.S. mail to the Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Environmental
Impact Review, P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, VA 23218.
 
NOTE:  This project qualifies for a Corps IP.
 
If you cannot meet the deadline, please no�fy the project coordinator prior to the comment due
date.  Arrangements may be made to extend the deadline for comments if possible.  An agency will
be considered to have no concerns if comments are not received (or contact is made) within the
review period.  However, it is important that agencies consistently par�cipate in accordance with
Virginia Code Sec�on 10.1-1192.
 
REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS:
 


A.        Please review the document carefully.  If the proposal has been previously reviewed
(e.g. as a dra� EIS or a Part 1 EIR), please consider whether your earlier comments have been
adequately addressed.


 
B.        Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be acceptable for responding
directly to a project proponent agency (agency sta�onary or email) and include the project
number on all correspondence.


 
If you have any ques�ons, please email Julia.
 
Thanks!



http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/StormwaterManagement.aspx

mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

mailto:Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov
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Valerie    


-- 


Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist


Department of Environmental Quality


Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review


1111 East Main Street


Richmond, VA 23219


804/698-4330


804/698-4319 (Fax)


email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov


http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx


For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR


-- 


Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist


Department of Environmental Quality


Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review


1111 East Main Street


Richmond, VA 23219


804/698-4330


804/698-4319 (Fax)


email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov


http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx


For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR


-- 
BENJAMIN D. HOLLAND, MPH
DEQ Regional Enforcement Specialist


VA Department of Environmental Quality 
Northern Regional Office 
13901 Crown Court 
Woodbridge, VA 22193 


Phone: (703) 583-3812
Email: benjamin.holland@deq.virginia.gov
Website: www.deq.virginia.gov



https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g

https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g

tel:(804)%20698-4330

tel:(804)%20698-4319

mailto:Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx

https://lp.constantcontact.com/su/MVcCump/EIR

https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g

https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g

tel:(804)%20698-4330

tel:(804)%20698-4319

mailto:Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx

https://lp.constantcontact.com/su/MVcCump/EIR

https://www.google.com/maps/search/13901+Crown+Court%C2%A0+Woodbridge,+VA+22193?entry=gmail&source=g

https://www.google.com/maps/search/13901+Crown+Court%C2%A0+Woodbridge,+VA+22193?entry=gmail&source=g

mailto:benjamin.holland@deq.virginia.gov

http://www.deq.virginia.gov/
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Wellman, Julia <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>


Re: CORRECTION: NEW PROJECT ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II
Expansion, DEQ #20-086F
1 message


Gavan, Lawrence <larry.gavan@deq.virginia.gov> Wed, Jun 10, 2020 at 10:14 AM
To: "Wellman, Julia" <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>


(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  The DEQ administers the nonpoint source pollution control enforceable
policy of the VCP through the Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Law and Regulations
(VESCL&R) and Virginia Stormwater Management Law and Regulations (VSWML&R.)
 
 (b) Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.  The Applicant is responsible for submitting a project-
specific erosion and sediment control (ESC) plan to the locality in which the project is located for
review and approval pursuant to the local ESC requirements, if the project involves a land-
disturbing activity of 10,000 square feet or more (2,500 square feet or more in a Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Area).  Depending on local requirements the area of land disturbance requiring an
ESC plan may be less.  The ESC plan must be approved by the locality prior to any land-disturbing
activity at the project site.  All regulated land-disturbing activities associated with the project,
including on and off site access roads, staging areas, borrow areas, stockpiles, and soil
intentionally transported from the project must be covered by the project specific ESC plan.  Local
ESC program requirements must be requested through the locality.  [Reference: Virginia Erosion
and Sediment Control Law §62.1-44.15 et seq.; Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Regulations
9VAC25-840-10 et seq.]
 
(c) Stormwater Management Plan.  Depending on local requirements, a Stormwater
Management (SWM) plan may be required.  Local SWM program requirements must be requested
through the locality.  [Reference: Virginia Stormwater Management Act §62.1-44.15 et seq.;
Virginia Stormwater Management (VSMP) Permit Regulations 9VAC25-870-10 et seq.]
 
(d) General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities (VAR10).  DEQ is
responsible for the issuance, denial, revocation, termination and enforcement of the Virginia
Stormwater Management Program (VSMP) General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from
Construction Activities related to municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) and construction
activities for the control of stormwater discharges from MS4s and land disturbing activities under
the Virginia Stormwater Management Program.
 
The operator or owner of a construction project involving land-disturbing activities equal to or
greater than 1 acre is required to register for coverage under the General Permit for Discharges of
Stormwater from Construction Activities and develop a project-specific stormwater pollution
prevention plan (SWPPP).  The SWPPP must be prepared prior to submission of the registration
statement for coverage under the General Permit and the SWPPP must address water quality and
quantity in accordance with the VSMP Permit Regulations.  General information and registration
forms for the General Permit are available at http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/
StormwaterManagement/VSMPPermits/ConstructionGeneralPermit.aspx   
(Reference: VSWML 62.1-44.15 et seq.; VSMP Permit Regulations 9VAC 25-880 et seq.)


On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:12 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:
SORRY: THE PROJECT NUMBER IS 20-086F.


On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:10 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:



http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/StormwaterManagement/VSMPPermits/ConstructionGeneralPermit.aspx

mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov
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Good a�ernoon - this is a new OEIR review request/project:
 
Document Type: Federal Consistency Cer�fica�on
Project Sponsor: Army Corps of Engineers
Project Title: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Loca�on: Spotsylvania County
Project Number: DEQ #20-086F
  
The document is a�ached.
 
The due date for comments is JULY 13, 2020.  You can send your comments either directly to JULIA
WELLMAN by email (Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov), or you can send your comments by
regular interagency/U.S. mail to the Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Environmental
Impact Review, P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, VA 23218.
 
NOTE:  This project qualifies for a Corps IP.
 
If you cannot meet the deadline, please no�fy the project coordinator prior to the comment due
date.  Arrangements may be made to extend the deadline for comments if possible.  An agency will
be considered to have no concerns if comments are not received (or contact is made) within the
review period.  However, it is important that agencies consistently par�cipate in accordance with
Virginia Code Sec�on 10.1-1192.
 
REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS:
 


A.        Please review the document carefully.  If the proposal has been previously reviewed
(e.g. as a dra� EIS or a Part 1 EIR), please consider whether your earlier comments have been
adequately addressed.


 
B.        Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be acceptable for responding
directly to a project proponent agency (agency sta�onary or email) and include the project
number on all correspondence.


 
If you have any ques�ons, please email Julia.
 
Thanks!
 
Valerie    


-- 


Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist


Department of Environmental Quality


Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review


1111 East Main Street


Richmond, VA 23219


804/698-4330


804/698-4319 (Fax)


email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov



mailto:Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov

https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g

https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g
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http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx


For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR


-- 


Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist


Department of Environmental Quality


Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review


1111 East Main Street


Richmond, VA 23219


804/698-4330


804/698-4319 (Fax)


email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov


http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx


For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR



http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx

https://lp.constantcontact.com/su/MVcCump/EIR

https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g
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tel:(804)%20698-4330

tel:(804)%20698-4319

mailto:Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov
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Email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov
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For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
Street address: 1111 East Main Street, Suite 1400, Richmond, VA  23219 

Mailing address: P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, Virginia 23218 

                    www.deq.virginia.gov 

 

Matthew J. Strickler 

Secretary of Natural Resources 
David K. Paylor 

Director 

 
(804) 698-4000 
1-800-592-5482 

 
 August 27, 2020 
 
Spotsylvania County Public Works Department 
C/O RES 
ATTN: Colin Zehrer 
1408 B Roseneath Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23230 
Sent via email: czehrer@res.us 
 
                                            
RE: Federal Consistency Certification: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II 

Expansion, Spotsylvania County (DEQ 20-086F) 
 
Dear Mr. Zehrer:  
 
The Commonwealth of Virginia has completed its review of the federal consistency 
certification (FCC) for the above-referenced project. The Department of Environmental 
Quality (DEQ) is responsible for coordinating Virginia's review of federal consistency 
documents and responding to appropriate officials on behalf of the Commonwealth. 
This letter is in response to the FCC received on June 8, 2020, and submitted by the 
RES on behalf of Spotsylvania County Public Works Department for the project. The 
following agencies participated in this review: 
 

Department of Environmental Quality 
Department of Wildlife Resources 
Department of Conservation and Recreation 
Department of Health 
Department of Historic Resources 

 
The Marine Resources Commission, Spotsylvania County and George Washington 
Regional Commission were invited to comment. 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
The Spotsylvania County Public Works Department (the applicant) plans to construct 
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four new cells (Cells IIA, IIB, IIC, and IID) of the Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill, 
located at 6241 Massey Road in Spotsylvania County. The 52-acre project area is 
located approximately 3 miles southeast of Brokenburg and 0.75 mile south of the 
intersection of Courthouse Road (Route 208) and Massey Road. Construction activities 
for the proposed project include the excavation and development of the four cells, 
including grading, for the expansion of the landfill west of the active cells, construction 
of an access road, and improvements to the landfill’s main access road. The applicant 
is also proposing to construct three stormwater basins.  
 
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION  
 
In accordance with 15 CFR 930.2, a public notice of this proposed action was published 
in the Office of Environmental Impact Review Program Newsletter and on the DEQ 
website from June 15, 2020 to July 13, 2020. No public comments were received in 
response to the notice. 

FEDERAL CONSISTENCY UNDER THE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT 
 

Pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972, as amended (16 USC, 
CZMA § 307, § 1456(c)(3)(A)) and its implementing federal consistency regulations (15 
CFR Part 930, subpart D), any applicant for a required listed federal license or permit to 
conduct an activity, in or outside of the coastal zone, affecting any land or water use or 
natural resource of the coastal zone of the Commonwealth, shall provide in the 
application to the licensing or permitting agency a certification that the proposed activity 
complies with the enforceable policies of the Virginia Coastal Zone Management (CZM) 
Program and that such activity will be conducted in a manner consistent with the 
program. At the same time, the applicant shall furnish to DEQ a copy of the certification 
with all necessary information and data. The Commonwealth has six months after 
receipt of a complete FCC to concur or object to the applicant’s finding of project 
consistency with the Virginia CZM Program. The Virginia CZM Program is comprised of 
a network of programs administered by several agencies. In order to be consistent with 
the Virginia CZM Program, all the applicable permits and approvals listed under the 
enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM Program must be obtained prior to 
commencing the project. 
 
FEDERAL CONSISTENCY CONCURRENCE 
 
According to the FCC, the project is consistent with the enforceable policies of the 
Virginia CZM Program. Based on a review of the FCC and the comments submitted by 
agencies administering the applicable enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM 
Program, DEQ concurs that the proposal is consistent with the Virginia CZM Program 
provided all applicable permits and approvals are obtained as described below. If, prior 
to construction, the project should change significantly and any of the enforceable 
policies of the Virginia CZM Program would be affected, pursuant to 15 CFR 930.66, 
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the applicant must submit supplemental information to DEQ for review and approval. 
Other state approvals, which may apply to this project, are not included in this FCC. 
Therefore, the applicant must ensure that this project is constructed and operated in 
accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. In 
accordance with 15 CFR Part 930, subpart D, 930.58(a) (3), the applicant also 
considered the advisory policies of the Virginia CZM Program. 
 
ANALYSIS OF ENFORCEABLE POLICIES  
 
The analysis that follows responds to the discussion of the enforceable policies of the 
Virginia CZM Program that apply to this project and review comments submitted by the 
agencies that administer these enforceable policies. 
 
1. Wetlands Management.  The FCC (page 3) states that permanent impacts to 
wetlands would occur if this project were implemented. The applicant is working to 
obtain permits for the proposed impacts.  
 
1(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  The wetlands management enforceable policy is 
administered by the Virginia Marine Resources Commission (tidal wetlands) (Virginia 
Code §28.2-1301 through 28.2-1320) and the Department of Environmental Quality 
through the Virginia Water Protection (VWP) Permit Program (tidal and non-tidal 
wetlands) (Virginia Code §62.1-44.15:20 and Water Quality Certification pursuant to 
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act). 
 
1(b) Agency Findings. The DEQ Northern Regional Office (NRO) states that this 
project is under review by the DEQ NRO VWPP Program. Current proposed impacts 
include 0.11 acre of palustrine forested wetland, 0.24 acre of palustrine scrub-shrub 
wetland, 0.22 acre of palustrine emergent wetland, and 0.04 acre (566 linear feet) of 
stream channel. These are considered cumulative with the impacts previously permitted 
under WP4-06-0732, which authorized impacts to 0.96 acre of palustrine forested 
wetland and 0.02 acre (368 linear feet) of stream channel. 
 
1(c) Agency Recommendations. In general, DEQ recommends that stream and 
wetland impacts be avoided to the maximum extent practicable. To minimize 
unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterways, DEQ recommends the following 
practices: 
 

 Operate machinery and construction vehicles outside of stream-beds and 
wetlands; use synthetic mats when in-stream work is unavoidable. 

 Preserve the top 12 inches of material removed from wetlands for use as 
wetland seed and root-stock in the excavated area.   

 Design erosion and sedimentation controls in accordance with the most current 
edition of the Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook.  These controls 
should be in place prior to clearing and grading, and maintained in good working 
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order to minimize impacts to state waters. The controls should remain in place 
until the area is stabilized. 

 Place heavy equipment, located in temporarily impacted wetland areas, on mats, 
geotextile fabric, or use other suitable measures to minimize soil disturbance, to 
the maximum extent practicable. 

 Restore all temporarily disturbed wetland areas to pre-construction conditions 
and plant or seed with appropriate wetlands vegetation in accordance with the 
cover type (emergent, scrub-shrub or forested). The applicant should take all 
appropriate measures to promote revegetation of these areas. Stabilization and 
restoration efforts should occur immediately after the temporary disturbance of 
each wetland area instead of waiting until the entire project has been completed. 

 Place all materials which are temporarily stockpiled in wetlands, designated for 
use for the immediate stabilization of wetlands, on mats or geotextile fabric in 
order to prevent entry in state waters. These materials should be managed in a 
manner that prevents leachates from entering state waters and must be entirely 
removed within thirty days following completion of that construction activity. The 
disturbed areas should be returned to their original contours, stabilized within 
thirty days following removal of the stockpile, and restored to the original 
vegetated state. 

 Clearly flag or mark all non-impacted surface waters within the project or right-of-
way limits that are within 50 feet of any clearing, grading or filling activities for the 
life of the construction activity within that area. The project proponent should 
notify all contractors that these marked areas are surface waters where no 
activities are to occur. 

 Employ measures to prevent spills of fuels or lubricants into state waters. 
 
1(d) Requirement. The project must adhere to the requirements of any permit issued 
pursuant to Virginia Code § 62.1-44.15:20 et seq. and 9VAC25-210 et seq.  
 
1(e) Conclusion. Provided adherence to the requirements of any permit issued, the 
project would be consistent with the wetlands management enforceable policy of the 
Virginia CZM Program.  
 
2. Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act. The FCC (page 8) states that this project does 
not propose to encroach upon designated Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas and 
there are none located on the project site. 
 
2(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  The DEQ Local Government Assistance Program (LGAP) 
administers the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act (Virginia Code §62.1-44.15:67 – 
62.1-44.15:78) and Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Designation and Management 
Regulations (Regulations) (9VAC25-830 et seq.).   
 
2(b) Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas. In Spotsylvania County, the areas protected 
by the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, as locally implemented, require conformance 
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with performance criteria. These areas include Resource Protection Areas (RPAs) and 
Resource Management Areas (RMAs) as designated by the County.  RPAs include tidal 
wetlands, certain non-tidal wetlands and tidal shores. RPAs also include a 100-foot 
vegetated buffer area located adjacent to and landward of these features and along both 
sides of any water body with perennial flow. All areas of the county not included in the RPA 
are designated as RMAs.    
 
2(c) Agency Findings. The FCC states (page 8) that no Chesapeake Bay Preservation 
Areas (CBPAs) are located on the property. Because Spotsylvania County has 
designated RMA lands to be jurisdiction-wide, the project site does have RMA lands on 
it, contrary to the above-referenced statement. The FCC also indicates the absence of 
any RPA features or 100-foot buffers on site, noting that the nearest RPA is 0.004 mile 
north of the project limits. Due to the proximity of the RPA, a reasonable expectation is 
that the exact limits of the landward boundary of the nearest RPA be field-determined. 
Section 9VAC25-830-110 of the Regulations requires a site-specific field determination 
of the location and limits of a potential on-site RPA feature and buffer. An on-site, site-
specific Perennial Flow Determination (PFD) and RPA delineation was carried out on 
June 23, 2020. The applicant has provided a revised RPA boundary map (dated June 
26, 2020) that shows RPA boundaries north of and outside the boundaries of the parcel 
identified for the proposed land development activities. 
 
2(d) Requirements. The proposed development includes RMA lands and land 
development and land-disturbing activities on RMA lands are subject to the general 
performance criteria as specified in 9VAC25-830-130 of the Regulations. Projects 
within the RMA must minimize land disturbance (including access and staging areas), 
preserve indigenous vegetation and minimize impervious cover. Land disturbance 
activities over 2,500 square feet must comply with the requirements of the Virginia 
Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook (Third Edition, 1992) and stormwater 
management criteria consistent with water quality protection provisions of the Virginia 
Stormwater Management Regulations shall be satisfied. Based on a review of the Aerial 
Imagery provided (page 14 – Approximate Project Limits) and the Regulatory Summary 
Map (page 17), the proposed location of cells IIA and IID are heavily wooded sites. 
9VAC25-830-130 of the Regulations requires indigenous vegetation be preserved “… to 
be the maximum extent practicable, consistent with the use or development proposed.” 
 
It is important to note that in accordance with the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, 
this is a private development project that must be reviewed and approved by 
Spotsylvania County. As long as the county’s review of the proposal is completed, a 
determination that it conforms to the county’s CBPA program is made, and the county’s 
approval is obtained, the project would be deemed to be consistent with the 
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act.  
 
2(e) Conclusion. Provided adherence to all of the above requirements, the project 
would be consistent with the coastal lands management enforceable policy of the 
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Virginia CZM Program. 
 
3. Nonpoint Pollution Control.  The FCC (page 6) states that all construction would 
follow all applicable erosion and sediment requirements.  
 
3(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  The DEQ Office of Stormwater Management (OSWM) 
administers the nonpoint source pollution control enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM 
Program through Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Law and Regulations 
(VESCL&R) and Virginia Stormwater Management Law and Regulations (VSWML&R).  
In addition, DEQ is responsible for the issuance, denial, revocation, termination and 
enforcement of the Virginia Stormwater Management Program (VSMP) General Permit 
for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities related to municipal separate 
storm sewer systems (MS4s) and construction activities for the control of stormwater 
discharges from MS4s and land disturbing activities under the Virginia Stormwater 
Management Program. 
 
3(b) Requirements.  
 
3(b)(i) Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.  The applicant is responsible for 
submitting a project-specific ESC plan to the locality in which the project is located for 
review and approval pursuant to the local ESC requirements, if the project involves a 
land-disturbing activity of 2,500 square feet or more in a Chesapeake Bay Preservation 
Area. Depending on local requirements, the area of land disturbance requiring an ESC 
plan may be less. The ESC plan must be approved by the locality prior to any land-
disturbing activity at the project site. All regulated land-disturbing activities associated 
with the project, including on- and off-site access roads, staging areas, borrow areas, 
stockpiles, and soil intentionally transported from the project, must be covered by the 
project specific ESC plan. Local ESC program requirements must be requested through 
the locality (Reference: VESCL §62.1-44.15 et seq.; VESCLR 9VAC25-840-10 et seq.).  
 
3(b)(ii) Stormwater Management Plan.  Depending on local requirements, a 
stormwater management (SWM) plan may be required. Local SWM program 
requirements must be requested through the locality (Reference: VSWML §62.1-44.15 
et seq.; VSMP Permit Regulations 9VAC25-870-10 et seq.). 
 
3(b)(iii) General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities 
(VAR10).  The operator or owner of a construction project involving land-disturbing 
activities equal to or greater than 1 acre is required to register for coverage under the 
General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater from Construction Activities and develop 
a project-specific SWPPP. The SWPPP must be prepared prior to submission of the 
registration statement for coverage under the General Permit and the SWPPP must 
address water quality and quantity in accordance with the VSMP Permit Regulations. 
Chesterfield County is the VSMP authority. General information and registration forms 
for the General Permit are available at www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/ 
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StormwaterManagement/VSMPPermits/ConstructionGeneralPermit.aspx (Reference: 
VSWML §62.1-44.15 et seq.; VSMP Permit Regulations 9VAC25-880 et seq.). 
 
This facility is registered under the Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(VPDES) Stormwater Industrial General Permit VAR051415. Construction of additional 
stormwater ponds may result in additional discharge points/outfalls; the facility may 
need to revise coverage under its VAR051415 permit. 
 
3(c) Conclusion. Provided adherence to applicable requirements, the project would be 
consistent with the nonpoint pollution control enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM 
Program.  
 
4. Air Pollution Control. The FCC (page 7) states that in accordance with the 
requirements of the Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations (9VAC20-81-140), 
the Clean Air Act, and the State Air Pollution Control Board, the county implements a 
decomposition gas management plan, an air monitoring program, and several other 
controls to prevent the release of dust, odors, and other vectors. The proposed project 
should not adversely affect air quality. 
 
4(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  The DEQ air program implements the federal Clean Air Act 
to provide a legally enforceable State Implementation Plan for the attainment and 
maintenance of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards.  This program is 
administered by the State Air Pollution Control Board at DEQ (Virginia Code §10-1.1300 
through §10.1-1320). 
 
4(b) Ozone Attainment Area.  According to the DEQ Air Division, the project site is 
located in an ozone attainment area and an emission control area for volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) and oxides of nitrogen (NOX), which are contributors to ozone 
pollution. 
 
4(c) Requirements.  
 
4(c)(i) Open Burning.  If the implementation of the project includes the burning of 
vegetative debris, this activity must meet the requirements under 9VAC5-130 et seq. of 
the regulations for open burning, and it may require a permit. The regulations provide 
for, but do not require, the local adoption of a model ordinance concerning open 
burning. Contact the appropriate locality to determine what local requirements, if any, 
exist. 
  
4(c)(ii) Fugitive Dust.  During land-disturbing activities, fugitive dust must be kept to a 
minimum by using control methods outlined in 9VAC5-50-60 et seq. of the Regulations 
for the Control and Abatement of Air Pollution. These precautions include, but are not 
limited to, the following: 
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 Use, where possible, water or chemicals for dust control; 
 Install and use hoods, fans and fabric filters to enclose and vent the handling of 

dusty materials; 
 Cover open equipment for conveying materials; and 
 Promptly remove spilled or tracked dirt or other materials from paved streets and 

dried sediments resulting from soil erosion. 
 
4(c)(iii) Fuel Burning Equipment. The installation of fuel burning equipment (e.g. 
boilers and generators), may require permitting from DEQ prior to beginning 
construction of the facility (9VAC5-80, Article 6, Permits for New and Modified Sources). 
The applicant should contact DEQ for guidance on whether this provision applies. 
 
4(c)(iv) Landfill Gas Management Plan. DEQ NRO states that the facility is required 
to update and submit a Landfill Gas Management Plan (LFGMP) within its Part B 
application before going to public comment. A LFGMP should outline the steps the 
facility will undertake to control gas produced on the site and odors. Although the facility 
has not submitted an updated plan yet, DEQ NRO has the last approved LFGMP on 
file. The approved plan certifies that it meets all the requirements under the Virginia 
Solid Waste Management Regulation (VSWMR). It should be noted that the waste 
regulation and the facility is focused on preventing the migration of landfill gas off-site, 
and preventing on-site gas levels exceeding safe limits. 
 
4(d) Agency Finding. The DEQ NRO states that the facility is registered with the Air 
Program under Registration No. 41016. The DEQ NRO states that the biggest 
contributor to air pollution from this type of facility would be decomposition gases 
produced by the landfill.  
 
4(e) Conclusion. Provided the project complies with applicable requirements, it would 
be consistent with the air pollution control enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM 
Program. 
 
5. Fisheries Management.  The FCC (page 5) states that no resources associated with 
fisheries management are located on the project site.   
 
5(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The fisheries management enforceable policy is administered 
by the Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC) (Virginia Code § 28.2-200 to § 
28.2-713) and the Department of Wildlife Resources (DWR) (Virginia Code § 29.1-100 to 
§ 29.1-570). In addition, the Virginia Department of Health (VDH) Division of Shellfish 
Sanitation (DSS) is responsible for protecting the health of the consumers of molluscan 
shellfish and crustacea by ensuring that shellfish growing waters are properly classified 
for harvesting, and that molluscan shellfish and crustacea processing facilities meet 
sanitation standards. 
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5(b) Agency Finding. DWR does not currently document any listed wildlife or 
designated resources under its jurisdiction from the project area. Therefore, DWR does 
not anticipate adverse impacts upon such species or resources to result from the 
proposed work. 
 
5(c) Conclusion. Assuming adherence to appropriate erosion and sediment controls, 
the project would be consistent with the fisheries management enforceable policy of the 
Virginia CZM Program.  
 
6. Subaqueous Lands. According to the FCC (page 6), the project states that there are 
no state-owned lands on the project site.  
 
6(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The management program for subaqueous lands establishes 
conditions for granting or denying permits to use state-owned bottomlands based on 
considerations of potential effects on marine and fisheries resources, tidal wetlands, 
adjacent or nearby properties, anticipated public and private benefits, and water quality 
standards established by the Department of Environmental Quality.  The program is 
administered by the Virginia Marine Resources Commission (Virginia Code §28.2-1200 to 
§28.2-1213). 
 
6(b) Agency Findings. VMRC did not respond to DEQ’s request for comments.  
 
6(c) Agency Recommendation.  Coordinate with VMRC regarding the submittal of a 
Joint Permit Application as necessary.  
 
6(d) Conclusion. Provided the project adheres to any applicable requirements, it would 
be consistent with the subaqueous lands enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM 
Program.  

ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
In addition to the enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM Program, comments also 
were provided with respect to applicable requirements and recommendations of the 
following programs: 

 
1. Solid and Hazardous Wastes.  
 
1(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  On behalf of the Virginia Waste Management Board, the 
DEQ Division of Land Protection and Revitalization is responsible for carrying out the 
mandates of the Virginia Waste Management Act (Virginia Code §10.1-1400 et seq.), 
as well as meeting Virginia's federal obligations under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) and the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation 
Liability Act (CERCLA), commonly known as Superfund. The DEQ Division of Land 
Protection and Revitalization also administers those laws and regulations on behalf of 
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the State Water Control Board which governs Petroleum Storage Tanks (Virginia Code 
§62.1-44.34:8 et seq.), including Aboveground Storage Tanks (9VAC25-91 et seq.) and 
Underground Storage Tanks (9VAC25-580 et seq. and 9VAC25-580-370 et seq.), also 
known as Virginia Tank Regulations, and § 62.1-44.34:14 et seq. which covers oil spills. 
Virginia: 
 

 Virginia Waste Management Act, Virginia Code § 10.1-1400 et seq. 
 Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations, 9VAC20-81 

o (9VAC20-81-620 applies to asbestos-containing materials) 
 Virginia Hazardous Waste Management Regulations, 9VAC20-60 

o (9VAC20-60-261 applies to lead-based paints) 
 Virginia Regulations for the Transportation of Hazardous Materials, 9VAC20-110. 
 

Federal: 
 

 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S. Code sections 6901 
et seq. 

 U.S. Department of Transportation Rules for Transportation of Hazardous 
Materials, 49 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 107 

 Applicable rules contained in Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations. 
 
1(b) Data Files and Databases.  The DEQ Division of Land Protection and 
Revitalization (DLPR) conducted a search (500-foot radius) of the project area of solid 
and hazardous waste databases (including petroleum releases) to identify waste sites 
in close proximity to the project area. DLPR identified two solid waste permits within the 
project area which might impact the project: 
 

 PMT ID: 900000000714, Spotsylvania County Livingston Sanitary Landfill, 6241 
Massey Rd, Spotsylvania, Virginia 22553. 

 PMT ID: 900000000262, Spotsylvania County Livingston Sanitary Landfill, 6241 
Massey Rd, Spotsylvania, Virginia 22553. 

  
1(c) Agency Findings. DEQ NRO states that Livingston Landfill (SWP547) is a solid 
waste disposal facility in Spotsylvania County. The facility’s main function is the 
disposal of waste via landfilling along with on-site composting. The facility has 
requested a major permit modification for expansion and has only provided DEQ NRO 
with a Part A application at this time.  
 
1(d) Agency Recommendations. Evaluate the identified waste sites and their potential 
to impact the proposed project. DEQ encourages all projects and facilities to implement 
pollution prevention principles, including: 
 

o the reduction, reuse and recycling of all solid wastes generated; and 
o the minimization and proper handling of generated hazardous wastes. 
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1(e) Requirements.  
 

 Any soil/sediment that is suspected of contamination or wastes that are 
generated during construction-related activities must be tested and disposed of 
in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations.  

 It is the generator’s responsibility to determine if a solid waste meets the criteria 
of a hazardous waste and as a result be managed as such.  

 Report the installation, relocation or removal of any above or below ground 
petroleum storage tank to DEQ.  

 For any petroleum contaminated soil/groundwater that are encountered during 
the sub-surface phases of this project, contact the Local Fire Marshall with any 
personal safety concerns and report any such contamination to DEQ.   

 
2. Natural Heritage Resources.   
 
2(a) Agency Jurisdiction.   
 
2(a)(i) The Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation’s (DCR) Division 

of Natural Heritage (DNH): DNH’s mission is conserving Virginia's biodiversity through 
inventory, protection and stewardship. The Virginia Natural Area Preserves Act (Virginia 
Code §10.1-209 through 217), authorized DCR to maintain a statewide database for 
conservation planning and project review, protect land for the conservation of 
biodiversity, and to protect and ecologically manage the natural heritage resources of 
Virginia (the habitats of rare, threatened and endangered species, significant natural 
communities, geologic sites, and other natural features). 
 
2(a)(ii) The Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (VDACS): 
The Endangered Plant and Insect Species Act of 1979 (Virginia Code Chapter 39 §3.1-
1020 through 1030) authorizes VDACS to conserve, protect and manage endangered 
and threatened species of plants and insects. Under a Memorandum of Agreement 
established between VDACS and the DCR, DCR represents VDACS in comments 
regarding potential impacts on state-listed threatened and endangered plant and insect 
species. 
 
2(b) Agency Findings – Natural Heritage Resources. According to the information 
currently in Biotics Data System, natural heritage resources have not been documented 
within the submitted project boundary, including a 100-foot buffer. The absence of data 
may indicate that the project area has not been surveyed, rather than confirm that the 
area lacks natural heritage resources. In addition, the project boundary does not 
intersect any of the predictive models identifying potential habitat for natural heritage 
resources.  
 
In addition, the proposed project will fragment an Ecological Core C3 as identified in the 
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Virginia Natural Landscape Assessment (https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural-
heritage/vaconvisvnla), one of a suite of tools in Virginia ConservationVision that 
identify and prioritize lands for conservation and protection.   
 
Ecological Cores are areas of unfragmented natural cover with at least 100 acres of 
interior that provide habitat for a wide range of species, from interior-dependent forest 
species to habitat generalists, as well as species that utilize marsh, dune, and beach 
habitats. Cores also provide benefits in terms of open space, recreation, water quality 
(including drinking water protection and erosion prevention), and air quality (including 
carbon sequestration and oxygen production), along with the many associated 
economic benefits of these functions. The cores are ranked from C1 to C5 (C5 being 
the least ecologically relevant) using many prioritization criteria, such as the proportions 
of sensitive habitats of natural heritage resources they contain.  
  
Fragmentation occurs when a large, contiguous block of natural cover is dissected by 
development, and other forms of permanent conversion, into one or more smaller 
patches. Habitat fragmentation results in biogeographic changes that disrupt species 
interactions and ecosystem processes, reducing biodiversity and habitat quality due to 
limited recolonization, increased predation and egg parasitism, and increased invasion 
by weedy species. 
  
Therefore minimizing fragmentation is a key mitigation measure that will reduce 
deleterious effects and preserve the natural patterns and connectivity of habitats that 
are key components of biodiversity. Mapped cores in the project area can be viewed via 
the Virginia Natural Heritage Data Explorer: http://vanhde.org/content/map.  
 
2(c) Agency Findings – Threatened and Endangered Plant and Insect Species. 
The current activity will not affect any documented state-listed plant and insect species.  
 
2(d) Agency Findings – State Natural Area Preserves. There are no State Natural Area 
Preserves under DCR’s jurisdiction in the project vicinity. 
 
2(e) Agency Recommendations. DCR has the following recommendations:  
 

 Minimize edge in remaining fragments, retain natural corridors that allow 
movement between fragments, and design the intervening landscape to 
minimize its hostility to native wildlife (natural cover versus lawns). 

 Contact the DCR DNH and resubmit project information if the scope of the 
project changes and/or six months has passed before it is utilized. 

 
3. Public Water Supplies.  
 
3(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The Virginia Department of Health (VDH) Office of Drinking 
Water (ODW) reviews projects for the potential to impact public drinking water sources 

https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural-heritage/vaconvisvnla
https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural-heritage/vaconvisvnla
http://vanhde.org/content/map
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(groundwater wells, springs and surface water intakes). VDH administers both federal 
and state laws governing waterworks operation. 
 
3(b) Agency Findings. VDH ODW states that the following public groundwater well 
appears to be located within a 1-mile radius of the project site: Spotsylvania County 208 
Variety Store Well.  There are no surface water intakes located within a 5-mile radius of 
the project site. The project is not within the watershed of any public surface water 
intakes. No comments were received from the VDH Office of Environmental 
Epidemiology. 
 
3(c) Agency Recommendation. Implement best management practices, including 
erosion and sedimentation controls as well as spill prevention controls and 
countermeasures, on the project site.  
 
3(d) Requirements. Potential impacts to public water distribution systems or sanitary 
sewage collection systems must be verified by the local utility according to VDH 
ODW.                
 
4. Pollution Prevention.  DEQ advocates that principles of pollution prevention and 
sustainability be used in all construction projects as well as in facility operations.  
Effective siting, planning, and on-site Best Management Practices (BMPs) will help to 
ensure that environmental impacts are minimized.  However, pollution prevention and 
sustainability techniques also include decisions related to construction materials, 
design, and operational procedures that will facilitate the reduction of wastes at the 
source. 
 
4(a) Recommendations.  We have several pollution prevention recommendations that 
may be helpful in constructing or operating this development: 
 

 Consider development of an effective Environmental Management System 
(EMS).  An effective EMS will ensure that the proposed facility is committed to 
complying with environmental regulations, reducing risk, minimizing 
environmental impacts, setting environmental goals, and achieving 
improvements in its environmental performance.  DEQ offers EMS development 
assistance and recognizes facilities with effective Environmental Management 
Systems through its Virginia Environmental Excellence Program (VEEP).  VEEP 
provides recognition, annual permit fee discounts, and the possibility for 
alternative compliance methods.   

 Consider environmental attributes when purchasing materials.  For example, the 
extent of recycled material content, toxicity level, and amount of packaging 
should be considered and can be specified in purchasing contracts. 

 Consider energy efficiency when choosing materials and products. 
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 Consider contractors’ commitment to the environment when choosing 
contractors.  Specifications regarding raw materials and construction practices 
can be included in contract documents and requests for proposals. 

 Choose sustainable materials and practices for building construction and 
design.   

 Integrate pollution prevention techniques into the facility maintenance and 
operation, to include inventory control for centralized storage of hazardous 
materials.  Maintenance facilities should have sufficient and suitable space to 
allow for effective inventory control and preventive maintenance. 

 
DEQ’s Office of Pollution Prevention provides information and technical assistance 
relating to pollution prevention techniques and EMS. If interested, please contact DEQ 
(Meghann Quinn at 804-698-4021). 
 
5. Pesticides and Herbicides.  In general, when pesticides or herbicides must be 
used, their use should be strictly in accordance with manufacturers’ recommendations. 
In addition, DEQ recommends that the responsible agent use the least toxic pesticides 
or herbicides effective in controlling the target species. For more information on 
pesticide or herbicide use, please contact the Virginia Department of Agriculture and 
Consumer Services (804-371-6560). 
 
6. Floodplain Management.  
 
6(a) Agency Jurisdiction. DCR is the lead coordinating agency for the 
Commonwealth’s floodplain management program and the National Flood Insurance 
Program (Executive Memorandum 2-97). Pursuant to §10.1-603 of the Virginia Code 
and in accordance with 44 CFR section 60.12 of the National Flood Insurance Program 
Regulations for Floodplain Management and Flood Hazard Identification, all 
construction or land-disturbing activities initiated by an agency of the Commonwealth, 
or by its contractor, in floodplains shall be submitted to the locality and comply with the 
locally adopted floodplain management ordinance. New state-owned buildings shall not 
be constructed within a 100-year floodplain unless a variance is granted by the director 
of the Division of Engineering and Buildings at the Department of General Services as 
Building Official for state-owned buildings (Virginia Code, §36-98.1). If a locality is not 
participating in the National Flood Insurance Program, the project does not need to be 
reviewed by the locality.   
 
6(b) Requirements. The applicant/developer must contact the local floodplain 
administrator for an official floodplain determination, and if the project is located in the 
Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA), this project must comply with the community’s local 
floodplain ordinance, including receiving a local permit. Failure to comply with the local 
floodplain ordinance could result in enforcement action from the locality. All 
development within a SFHA or floodplain, as shown on the locality’s Flood Insurance 
Rate Map (FIRM), must be permitted and comply with the requirements of the local 
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floodplain ordinance. Projects conducted by federal agencies within the SFHA must 
comply with Executive Order 11988: Floodplain Management. To find flood zone 
information, use the Virginia Flood Risk Information System (VFRIS): 
www.dcr.virginia.gov/vfris. 
 

7. Wildlife Resources.   
 
7(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The Virginia Department of Wildlife Resources (DWR), as 
the Commonwealth’s wildlife and freshwater fish management agency, exercises 
enforcement and regulatory jurisdiction over wildlife and freshwater fish, including state- 
or federally-listed endangered or threatened species, but excluding listed insects 
(Virginia Code, Title 29.1). DWR is a consulting agency under the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Coordination Act (16 U.S. Code §661 et seq.) and provides environmental analysis of 
projects or permit applications coordinated through DEQ and several other state and 
federal agencies. DWR determines likely impacts upon fish and wildlife resources and 
habitat, and recommends appropriate measures to avoid, reduce or compensate for 
those impacts. For more information, see the DWR website at www.dwr.virginia.gov. 
 
7(b) Agency Findings. DWR states that it does not currently document any listed 
wildlife or designated resources under its jurisdiction from the project area. Therefore, 
DWR does do not anticipate adverse impacts upon such species or resources to result 
from the proposed work. 
 
7(c) Agency Recommendations.  
 
7(c)(i) In-Stream Activities.  
 

 DWR recommends conducting any in-stream activities during low or no-flow 
conditions, using non-erodible cofferdams or turbidity curtains to isolate the 
construction area, blocking no more than 50% of the streamflow at any given 
time, stockpiling excavated material in a manner that prevents reentry into the 
stream, restoring original streambed and streambank contours, revegetating 
barren areas with native vegetation, and implementing strict erosion and 
sediment control measures.  

 Ensure that instream work be designed and performed in a manner that 
minimizes impacts upon natural streamflow and movement of resident aquatic 
species.  

 If a dam and pump-around must be used, use it for as limited a time as possible 
and return water to the stream that is free of sediment and excess turbidity. 

 To minimize potential wildlife entanglements resulting from use of 
synthetic/plastic erosion and sediment control matting, use matting made from 
natural/organic materials such as coir fiber, jute, and/or burlap. 

 To minimize harm to the aquatic environment and its residents resulting from use 
of the Tremie method to install concrete, installation of grout bags, and traditional 

http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/vfris
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pouring of concrete, ensure that such activities occur only in the dry, allowing all 
concrete to harden and cure prior to contact with open water.  

 Due to future maintenance costs associated with culverts, and the loss of 
riparian and aquatic habitat, construct stream crossings to be constructed via 
clear-span bridges. However, if this is not possible, countersink any culverts 
below the streambed at least 6 inches, or the use of bottomless culverts, to allow 
passage of aquatic organisms.  

 Install floodplain culverts to carry bankfull discharges. 
 
7(c)(ii) General Recommendations. To minimize overall impacts to wildlife and natural 
resources, DWR has the following recommendations regarding development activities:   
 

 Avoid and minimize impacts to undisturbed forest, wetlands, and streams to the 
fullest extent practicable. Avoidance and minimization of impact may include 
relocating stream channels as opposed to filling or channelizing as well as using, 
and incorporating into the development plan, a natural stream channel design 
and forested riparian buffers. 

 Maintain undisturbed naturally vegetated buffers of at least 100 feet in width 
around all on-site wetlands and on both sides of all perennial and intermittent 
streams.   

 Maintain wooded lots to the fullest extent possible.   
 Design stormwater controls for this project to replicate and maintain the 

hydrographic condition of the site prior to the change in landscape. This should 
include, but not be limited to, utilizing bioretention areas, and minimizing the use 
of curb and gutter in favor of grassed swales. Bioretention areas (also called rain 
gardens) and grass swales are components of Low Impact Development 
(LID). They are designed to capture stormwater runoff as close to the source as 
possible and allow it to slowly infiltrate into the surrounding soil. They benefit 
natural resources by filtering pollutants and decreasing downstream runoff 
volumes. 

 Adhere to a time-of-year restriction from March 15 through August 15 of any year 
for all tree removal and ground clearing protective of resident and migratory 
songbird nesting.  

 Adhere to erosion and sediment controls during ground disturbance. 
 To minimize potential wildlife entanglements resulting from use of 

synthetic/plastic erosion and sediment control matting, use matting made from 
natural/organic materials such as coir fiber, jute, and/or burlap. 

 

DWR generally does not support proposals to mitigate wetland impacts through the 
construction of stormwater management ponds or the creation of instream stormwater 
management ponds. 
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REGULATORY AND COORDINATION NEEDS 
 
1. Wetlands. The project must adhere to the requirements of any permits issued 
pursuant to Virginia Code § 62.1-44.15:20 et seq. and 9VAC25-210 et seq. for 
consistency with the wetlands management enforceable policy. For questions, contact 
DEQ (Trisha Beasley at Trisha.Beasley@deq.virginia.gov). 
 
2. Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas. The project must be conducted in a manner 
that is consistent with the coastal lands management enforceable policy of the CZM 
Program which is governed by the requirements of the Chesapeake Bay Preservation 
Act (Virginia Code §§ 10.1-2100 through 10.1-2114) and Chesapeake Bay Preservation 
Area Designation and Management Regulations (Virginia Code 9VAC25-830-10 et 
seq.). Coordinate with the locality as necessary. Contact DEQ OLGP (Daniel Moore at 
Daniel.Moore@deq.virginia.gov) for additional information.  
 
3. Erosion and Sediment Control and Stormwater Management.  The applicant 
must ensure that it is in compliance with Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Law 
(Virginia Code §62.1-44.15 et seq.) and Regulations (9VAC25-840-10 et seq.) and 
Stormwater Management Law (Virginia Code 62.1-44.15 et seq.) and Regulations 
(9VAC25-870-10 et seq.). The applicant must submit a site-specific ESC plan to the 
locality for review and approval pursuant to the local ESC ordinances. Depending on 
local requirements, a separate SWM plan may be required for this project.  
 
4. General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities 
(VAR10).  The operator or owner of a construction project involving land-disturbing 
activities equal to or greater than 1 acre is required to register for coverage under the 
General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater from Construction Activities and develop 
a project-specific stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP). The SWPPP must be 
prepared prior to submission of the registration statement for coverage under the 
General Permit and the SWPPP must address water quality and quantity in accordance 
with the VSMP Permit Regulations. General information and registration forms for the 
General Permit are available on DEQ’s website at: http://www.deq.virginia.gov/ 
Programs/Water/StormwaterManagement/VSMPPermits/ConstructionGeneralPermit.as
px (VSWML §62.1-44.15 et seq.; VSMP Permit Regulations 9VAC25-880 et seq.). 
Construction of additional stormwater ponds may result in additional discharge 
points/outfalls; the facility may need to revise coverage under its 
VAR051415 permit. 
 
5. Air Quality Regulations.  The following sections of Virginia Administrative Code 
may be applicable: 
 

 fugitive dust and emissions control (9VAC 5-50-60 et seq.); 
 open burning restrictions (9VAC 5-130); and 
 fuel-burning equipment (9VAC 5-80 et seq.). 
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Contact DEQ NRO (Justin Wilkinson at Justin.Wilkinson@deq.virginia.gov or 703-583-
3820) for additional information about air quality regulations and to determine air 
permitting or registration needs for fuel-burning equipment.   
 
6. Solid Waste and Hazardous Substances.  Contact DEQ NRO (Richard Doucette at 
703-583-3813) for additional information about waste management.  
 
7. Natural Heritage Resources. Contact the DCR DNH (804-371-2708) to re-submit 
project information and a map for an update on natural heritage information if the scope 
of the project changes and/or six months has passed before it is utilized.  
 
8. Fisheries Resources and Wildlife Resources. Contact DWR (Amy Ewing at 
Amy.Ewing@dwr.virginia.gov) for additional information about its comments and 
recommendations as necessary. 
 
9. Public Water Supplies. Potential impacts to public water distribution systems or 
sanitary sewage collection systems must be verified by the local utility according to 
VDH ODW. Contact VDH ODW (Arlene Warren at Arlene.Warren@vdh.virginia.gov) for 
additional information about its comments and recommendations if necessary.  
 
10. Floodplain Management. The applicant/developer must contact the local 
floodplain administrator for an official floodplain determination, and if the project is 
located in the SFHA, this project must comply with the community’s local floodplain 
ordinance, including receiving a local permit. To find local floodplain administrator 
contact information, use DCR’s Local Floodplain Management Directory: 
www.dcr.virginia.gov/dam-safety-and-floodplains/floodplain-directory. 
 
11. Subaqueous Lands. Coordinate with VMRC (Randy Owen at 
Randy.Owen@deq.virginia.gov) regarding the submittal of a Joint Permit Application as 
necessary. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FCC. The detailed comments of 
reviewers are attached. If you have questions, please do not hesitate to call me at (804) 
698-4204 or Julia Wellman at (804) 698-4326. 
 
 

Sincerely, 

       
      Bettina Rayfield, Manager 

Environmental Impact Review and Long Range 

http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/dam-safety-and-floodplains/floodplain-directory
mailto:Randy.Owen@deq.virginia.gov
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Priorities Program 
 
 

Enclosures 
 
ec: Silvia B. Gazzera, Corps 

Amy Ewing, DWR 
 Robbie Rhur, DCR 

Roger Kirchen, DHR 
Arlene Warren, VDH 
Randy Owen, VMRC 
Linda Millsaps, George Washington Regional Commission   
Ed Petrovitch, Spotsylvania County 
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Wellman, Julia <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>

Re: CORRECTION: NEW PROJECT ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II
Expansion, DEQ #20-086F
1 message

Warren, Arlene <arlene.warren@vdh.virginia.gov> Fri, Aug 21, 2020 at 8:24 AM
To: Julia Wellman <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>
Cc: rr Environmental Impact Review <eir@deq.virginia.gov>

Project Name: ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Project #: 20-086 F
UPC #: N/A      
Loca�on:  Spotsylvania Co.    
 
VDH – Office of Drinking Water has reviewed the above project.  Below are our comments as they relate to proximity
to public drinking water sources (groundwater wells, springs, and surface water intakes). Poten�al impacts on public
water distribu�on systems or sanitary sewage collec�on systems must be verified by the local u�lity.               
 
The following public groundwater wells are located within a 1-mile radius of the project site:

PWS ID
Number City/County System Name Facility Name

6177377 SPOTSYLVANIA
208 VARIETY
STORE WELL

 
There are no surface water intakes located within a 5-mile radius of the project site.

 
The project is not within the watershed of any public surface water intakes.
 

·       No comments were received from Environmental Epidemiology, Mr. Dwight Flammia, Ph.D. State Public
Health Toxicologist.

 
Best Management Prac�ces should be employed, including Erosion & Sedimenta�on Controls and Spill Preven�on
Controls & Countermeasures on the project site.
 
Virginia Department of Health – Office of Drinking Water appreciates the opportunity to provide comments. If you have any
ques�ons, please let me know.

Best Regards,

 

Arlene Fields Warren

GIS Program Support Technician

Office of Drinking Water

Virginia Department of Health

109 Governor Street

Richmond, VA 23219

(804) 864-7781
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On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:12 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:
SORRY: THE PROJECT NUMBER IS 20-086F.

On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:10 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:
Good a�ernoon - this is a new OEIR review request/project:
 
Document Type: Federal Consistency Cer�fica�on
Project Sponsor: Army Corps of Engineers
Project Title: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Loca�on: Spotsylvania County
Project Number: DEQ #20-086F
  
The document is a�ached.
 
The due date for comments is JULY 13, 2020.  You can send your comments either directly to JULIA
WELLMAN by email (Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov), or you can send your comments by
regular interagency/U.S. mail to the Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Environmental
Impact Review, P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, VA 23218.
 
NOTE:  This project qualifies for a Corps IP.
 
If you cannot meet the deadline, please no�fy the project coordinator prior to the comment due
date.  Arrangements may be made to extend the deadline for comments if possible.  An agency will
be considered to have no concerns if comments are not received (or contact is made) within the
review period.  However, it is important that agencies consistently par�cipate in accordance with
Virginia Code Sec�on 10.1-1192.
 
REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS:
 

A.        Please review the document carefully.  If the proposal has been previously reviewed
(e.g. as a dra� EIS or a Part 1 EIR), please consider whether your earlier comments have been
adequately addressed.

 
B.        Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be acceptable for responding
directly to a project proponent agency (agency sta�onary or email) and include the project
number on all correspondence.

 
If you have any ques�ons, please email Julia.
 
Thanks!
 
Valerie    

-- 

Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist

Department of Environmental Quality

Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review

mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov
mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov
mailto:Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov
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1111 East Main Street

Richmond, VA 23219

804/698-4330

804/698-4319 (Fax)

email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx

For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR

-- 

Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist

Department of Environmental Quality

Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review

1111 East Main Street

Richmond, VA 23219

804/698-4330

804/698-4319 (Fax)

email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx

For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR
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      DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
DIVISION OF AIR PROGRAM COORDINATION 

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW COMMENTS APPLICABLE TO AIR QUALITY 

TO: Julia H. Wellman  

We thank OEIR for providing DEQ-AIR an opportunity to review the following project: 
Document Type: Federal Consistency Certification
Project Sponsor: Army Corps of Engineers
Project Title: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Location: Spotsylvania County
Project Number: DEQ #20-086F

Accordingly, I am providing following comments for consideration. 

PROJECT LOCATION:    X   OZONE ATTAINMENT  
       AND EMISSION CONTROL AREA FOR NOX & VOC

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTSMAY BE APPLICABLE TO:  X  CONSTRUCTION 
OPERATION

STATE AIR POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD REGULATIONS THAT MAY APPLY: 
1.   9 VAC 5-40-5200 C & 9 VAC 5-40-5220 E – STAGE I   
2.   9 VAC 5-45-760 et seq. – Asphalt Paving operations 
3.  X 9 VAC 5-130 et seq. – Open Burning 
4.  X 9 VAC 5-50-60 et seq. Fugitive Dust Emissions 
5.   9 VAC 5-50-130 et seq.  - Odorous Emissions; Applicable to                     
6.   9 VAC 5-60-300 et seq. – Standards of Performance for Toxic Pollutants 
7.   9 VAC 5-50-400 Subpart     , Standards of Performance for New  Stationary Sources,  

 designates standards of performance for the                               
8.  9 VAC 5-80-1100 et seq. of the regulations – Permits for Stationary Sources 
9.   9 VAC 5-80-1605 et seq. Of the regulations – Major or Modified Sources located in  

PSD areas.  This rule may be applicable to the                                
10.   9 VAC 5-80-2000 et seq. of the regulations – New and modified sources located in  

non-attainment areas 
11.   9 VAC 5-80-800 et seq. Of the regulations – State Operating Permits.  This rule may be  

         applicable to                                                    

COMMENTS SPECIFIC TO THE PROJECT:
All precautions are necessary to restrict the emissions of volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) and oxides of nitrogen (NOX).  For any permit needs our 
Northern Virginia Regional office may be consulted. 

 (Kotur S. Narasimhan)  
Office of Air Data Analysis  DATE: June 11, 2020 



Matthew J. Strickler  
Secretary of Natural Resources 

Clyde E. Cristman 
Director 

Rochelle Altholz 
Deputy Director of  

Administration and Finance

Russell W. Baxter 
Deputy Director of  

Dam Safety & Floodplain 
Management and Soil & Water 

Conservation

Thomas L. Smith 
Deputy Director of Operations 

600 East Main Street, 24th Floor  |  Richmond, Virginia 23219  |  804-786-6124 

State Parks • Soil and Water Conservation • Outdoor Recreation Planning 
Natural Heritage • Dam Safety and Floodplain Management • Land Conservation

MEMORANDUM 

DATE:  July 13, 2020

TO:   DEQ 20-086F, DEQ 

FROM: Roberta Rhur, Environmental Impact Review Coordinator  

SUBJECT:  DEQ 20-086F, Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion 

Division of Natural Heritage 

The Department of Conservation and Recreation's Division of Natural Heritage (DCR) has searched its Biotics 
Data System for occurrences of natural heritage resources from the area outlined on the submitted map. 
Natural heritage resources are defined as the habitat of rare, threatened, or endangered plant and animal 
species, unique or exemplary natural communities, and significant geologic formations.  

According to the information currently in Biotics, natural heritage resources have not been documented 
within the submitted project boundary including a 100 foot buffer. The absence of data may indicate that the 
project area has not been surveyed, rather than confirm that the area lacks natural heritage resources. In 
addition, the project boundary does not intersect any of the predictive models identifying potential habitat 
for natural heritage resources.  

In addition, the proposed project will fragment an Ecological Core C3 as identified in the Virginia Natural 
Landscape Assessment (https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural-heritage/vaconvisvnla), one of a suite of 
tools in Virginia ConservationVision that identify and prioritize lands for conservation and protection.

Ecological Cores are areas of unfragmented natural cover with at least 100 acres of interior that provide 
habitat for a wide range of species, from interior-dependent forest species to habitat generalists, as well as 
species that utilize marsh, dune, and beach habitats. Cores also provide benefits in terms of open space, 
recreation, water quality (including drinking water protection and erosion prevention), and air quality 
(including carbon sequestration and oxygen production), along with the many associated economic benefits 
of these functions. The cores are ranked from C1 to C5 (C5 being the least ecologically relevant) using many 
prioritization criteria, such as the proportions of sensitive habitats of natural heritage resources they 
contain.  

Fragmentation occurs when a large, contiguous block of natural cover is dissected by development, and other 
forms of permanent conversion, into one or more smaller patches. Habitat fragmentation results in 
biogeographic changes that disrupt species interactions and ecosystem processes, reducing biodiversity and 
habitat quality due to limited recolonization, increased predation and egg parasitism, and increased invasion 
by weedy species. 



Therefore minimizing fragmentation is a key mitigation measure that will reduce deleterious effects and 
preserve the natural patterns and connectivity of habitats that are key components of biodiversity.  DCR 
recommends efforts to minimize edge in remaining fragments, retain natural corridors that allow movement 
between fragments and designing the intervening landscape to minimize its hostility to native wildlife 
(natural cover versus lawns). Mapped cores in the project area can be viewed via the Virginia Natural 
Heritage Data Explorer, available here: http://vanhde.org/content/map.

There are no State Natural Area Preserves under DCR’s jurisdiction in the project vicinity. 

Under a Memorandum of Agreement established between the Virginia Department of Agriculture and 
Consumer Services (VDACS) and the DCR, DCR represents VDACS in comments regarding potential impacts 
on state-listed threatened and endangered plant and insect species. The current activity will not affect any 
documented state-listed plants or insects. 

New and updated information is continually added to Biotics. Please re-submit project information and map 
for an update on this natural heritage information if the scope of the project changes and/or six months has 
passed before it is utilized. 

The Virginia Department of Wildlife Resources (VDWR) maintains a database of wildlife locations, including 
threatened and endangered species, trout streams, and anadromous fish waters that may contain 
information not documented in this letter. Their database may be accessed from 
https://vafwis.dgif.virginia.gov/fwis/ or contact Ernie Aschenbach at 804-367-2733 or 
Ernie.Aschenbach@dwr.virginia.gov.  

Division of Dam Safety and Floodplain Management 

Floodplain Management Program: 
The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is administered by the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA), and communities who elect to participate in this voluntary program manage and enforce 
the program on the local level through that community’s local floodplain ordinance. Each local floodplain 
ordinance must comply with the minimum standards of the NFIP, outlined in 44 CFR 60.3; however, local 
communities may adopt more restrictive requirements in their local floodplain ordinance, such as regulating 
the 0.2% annual chance flood zone (Shaded X Zone). 

All development within a Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA), as shown on the locality’s Flood Insurance Rate 
Map (FIRM), must be permitted and comply with the requirements of the local floodplain ordinance. 

State Agency Projects Only 
Executive Order 45, signed by Governor Northam and effective on November 15, 2019, establishes 
mandatory standards for development of state-owned properties in Flood-Prone Areas, which include 
Special Flood Hazard Areas, Shaded X Zones, and the Sea Level Rise Inundation Area. These standards shall 
apply to all state agencies. 

1. Development in Special Flood Hazard Areas and Shaded X Zones 
A. All development, including buildings, on state-owned property shall comply with the locally-

adopted floodplain management ordinance of the community in which the state-owned property 
is located and any flood-related standards identified in the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building 
Code. 

B. If any state-owned property is located in a community that does not participate in the NFIP, all 
development, including buildings, on such state-owned property shall comply with the NFIP 



requirements as defined in 44 CFR §§ 60.3, 60.4, and 60.5 and any flood-related standards 
identified in the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code.  

(1) These projects shall be submitted to the Department of General Services (DGS), for review 
and approval.  

(2) DGS shall not approve any project until the State NFIP Coordinator has reviewed and 
approved the application for NFIP compliance.  

(3) DGS shall provide a written determination on project requests to the applicant and the 
State NFIP Coordinator. The State NFIP Coordinator shall maintain all documentation 
associated with the project in perpetuity. 

C. No new state-owned buildings, or buildings constructed on state-owned property, shall be 
constructed, reconstructed, purchased, or acquired by the Commonwealth within a Special Flood 
Hazard Area or Shaded X Zone in any community unless a variance is granted by the Director of 
DGS, as outlined in this Order. 

The following definitions are from Executive Order 45:  
Development for NFIP purposes is defined in 44 CFR § 59.1 as “Any man-made change to improved or 
unimproved real estate, including but not limited to buildings or other structures, mining, dredging, filling, 
grading, paving, excavation or drilling operations or storage of equipment or materials.” 

The Special Flood Hazard Area may also be referred to as the 1% annual chance floodplain or the 100-year 
floodplain, as identified on the effective Flood Insurance Rate Map and Flood Insurance Study. This includes 
the following flood zones: A, AO, AH, AE, A99, AR, AR/AE, AR/AO, AR/AH, AR/A, VO, VE, or V. 

The Shaded X Zone may also be referred to as the 0.2% annual chance floodplain or the 500- year floodplain, 
as identified on the effective Flood Insurance Rate Map and Flood Insurance Study. 

The Sea Level Rise Inundation Area referenced in this Order shall be mapped based on the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration Intermediate-High scenario curve for 2100, last updated in 2017, and is 
intended to denote the maximum inland boundary of anticipated sea level rise. 

“State agency” shall mean all entities in the executive branch, including agencies, offices, authorities, 
commissions, departments, and all institutions of higher education. 

“Reconstructed” means a building that has been substantially damaged or substantially improved, as 
defined by the NFIP and the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code. 

Federal Agency Projects Only 
Projects conducted by federal agencies within the SFHA must comply with federal Executive Order 11988: 
Floodplain Management. 

DCR’s Floodplain Management Program does not have regulatory authority for projects in the SFHA. The 
applicant/developer must reach out to the local floodplain administrator for an official floodplain 
determination and comply with the community’s local floodplain ordinance, including receiving a local 
permit. Failure to comply with the local floodplain ordinance could result in enforcement action from the 
locality. For state projects, DCR recommends that compliance documentation be provided prior to the project 
being funded. For federal projects, the applicant/developer is encouraged reach out to the local floodplain 
administrator and comply with the community’s local floodplain ordinance. 

To find flood zone information, use the Virginia Flood Risk Information System (VFRIS): 
www.dcr.virginia.gov/vfris



To find community NFIP participation and local floodplain administrator contact information, use DCR’s 
Local Floodplain Management Directory: www.dcr.virginia.gov/dam-safety-and-floodplains/floodplain-
directory

The remaining DCR divisions have no comments regarding the scope of this project.  Thank you for the 
opportunity to comment. 
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Wellman, Julia <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>

Fwd: NEW PROJECT ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion,
DEQ #20-085F
1 message

Henderson, Samantha <samantha.henderson@dhr.virginia.gov> Fri, Jul 17, 2020 at 2:38 PM
To: Julia Wellman <Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov>

Dear Ms. Wellman:
Thank you for reques�ng comments from the Department of Historic Resources (DHR) on this project. DHR has been
in consulta�on with the US Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) regarding this project.  We request that
the Corps con�nue to consult directly with DHR, as necessary, pursuant to Sec�on 106 of the Na�onal Historic
Preserva�on Act (as amended) and its implemen�ng regula�ons codified at 36 CFR Part 800 which require Federal
agencies to consider the effects of their undertakings on historic proper�es.
Regards,
Sam Henderson, Archaeologist
Division of Review and Compliance    

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov>
Date: Tuesday, June 9, 2020
Subject: NEW PROJECT ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion, DEQ #20-085F
To: rr dgif-ESS Projects <essprojects@dgif.virginia.gov>, Roberta Rhur <robbie.rhur@dcr.virginia.gov>, "odwreview
(VDH)" <odwreview@vdh.virginia.gov>, Carlos Martinez <carlos.martinez@deq.virginia.gov>, Kotur Narasimhan
<kotur.narasimhan@deq.virginia.gov>, Lawrence Gavan <larry.gavan@deq.virginia.gov>, Daniel Moore
<daniel.moore@deq.virginia.gov>, Holly Sepety <holly.sepety@deq.virginia.gov>, Benjamin Holland
<benjamin.holland@deq.virginia.gov>, Roger Kirchen <roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov>, Randy Owen
<randy.owen@mrc.virginia.gov>, millsaps@gwregion.org, Nwoodard@spotsylvania.va.us
Cc: "Wellman, Julia" <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>

Good a�ernoon - this is a new OEIR review request/project:
 
Document Type: Federal Consistency Cer�fica�on
Project Sponsor: Army Corps of Engineers
Project Title: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Loca�on: Spotsylvania County
Project Number: DEQ #20-085F
  
The document is a�ached.
 
The due date for comments is JULY 13, 2020.  You can send your comments either directly to JULIA
WELLMAN by email (Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov), or you can send your comments by regular
interagency/U.S. mail to the Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Environmental Impact
Review, P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, VA 23218.
 
NOTE:  This project qualifies for a Corps IP.
 
If you cannot meet the deadline, please no�fy the project coordinator prior to the comment due date. 
Arrangements may be made to extend the deadline for comments if possible.  An agency will be
considered to have no concerns if comments are not received (or contact is made) within the review
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mailto:essprojects@dgif.virginia.gov
mailto:robbie.rhur@dcr.virginia.gov
mailto:odwreview@vdh.virginia.gov
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mailto:kotur.narasimhan@deq.virginia.gov
mailto:larry.gavan@deq.virginia.gov
mailto:daniel.moore@deq.virginia.gov
mailto:holly.sepety@deq.virginia.gov
mailto:benjamin.holland@deq.virginia.gov
mailto:roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov
mailto:randy.owen@mrc.virginia.gov
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period.  However, it is important that agencies consistently par�cipate in accordance with Virginia Code
Sec�on 10.1-1192.
 
REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS:
 

A.        Please review the document carefully.  If the proposal has been previously reviewed (e.g. as
a dra� EIS or a Part 1 EIR), please consider whether your earlier comments have been adequately
addressed.

 
B.        Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be acceptable for responding
directly to a project proponent agency (agency sta�onary or email) and include the project
number on all correspondence.

 
If you have any ques�ons, please email Julia.
 
Thanks!
 
Valerie    

-- 

Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist

Department of Environmental Quality

Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review

1111 East Main Street

Richmond, VA 23219

804/698-4330

804/698-4319 (Fax)

email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx

For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR

-- 
__________________________
Roger W. Kirchen, Director
Review and Compliance Division 
Department of Historic Resources
2801 Kensington Avenue 
Richmond, VA 23221
Phone: 804-482-6091
Email: roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov

-- 
Samantha J. Henderson
Project Review Archaeologist
Review and Compliance Division
Virginia Department of Historic Resources

https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g
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2801 Kensington Avenue | Richmond, VA 23221
(804) 482-6088 | samantha.henderson@dhr.virginia.gov

DHR is currently teleworking. Please consider contacting me via email rather than via a phone call as I am not at
my desk. 

Livingston Landfill PII Expansion_CZM Documentation_JUN082020.r.pdf
8600K
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Wellman, Julia <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>

ESSLog# 40689_20-086F_LivingstonLandfill_DWR_AME20200714
1 message

Ewing, Amy <amy.ewing@dwr.virginia.gov> Tue, Jul 14, 2020 at 2:55 PM
To: Julia Wellman <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>

Julia,
We have reviewed the subject project that proposes to develop additional cells at the Livingston Landfill in
Spotsylvania County.  We do not currently document any listed wildlife or designated resources under our
jurisdiction from the project area.  Therefore, we do not anticipate adverse impacts upon such species or
resources to result from the proposed work.

We recommend conducting any in-stream activities during low or no-flow conditions, using non-erodible
cofferdams or turbidity curtains to isolate the construction area, blocking no more than 50% of the
streamflow at any given time (minimal overlap of construction footprint notwithstanding), stockpiling
excavated material in a manner that prevents reentry into the stream, restoring original streambed and
streambank contours, revegetating barren areas with native vegetation, and implementing strict erosion
and sediment control measures.  We recommend that instream work be designed and performed in a
manner that minimizes impacts upon natural streamflow and movement of resident aquatic species. If a
dam and pump-around must be used, we recommend it be used for as limited a time as possible and that
water returned to the stream be free of sediment and excess turbidity.  To minimize potential wildlife
entanglements resulting from use of synthetic/plastic erosion and sediment control matting, we
recommend use of matting made from natural/organic materials such as coir fiber, jute, and/or burlap. To
minimize harm to the aquatic environment and its residents resulting from use of the Tremie method to
install concrete, installation of grout bags, and traditional pouring of concrete, we recommend that such
activities occur only in the dry, allowing all concrete to harden and cure prior to contact with open
water. Due to future maintenance costs associated with culverts, and the loss of riparian and aquatic
habitat, we prefer stream crossings to be constructed via clear-span bridges.  However, if this is not
possible, we recommend countersinking any culverts below the streambed at least 6 inches, or the use of
bottomless culverts, to allow passage of aquatic organisms.  We also recommend the installation of
floodplain culverts to carry bankfull discharges.

To minimize overall impacts to wildlife and our natural resources, we offer the following comments about
development activities: we recommend that the applicant avoid and minimize impacts to undisturbed
forest, wetlands, and streams to the fullest extent practicable.  Avoidance and minimization of impact may
include relocating stream channels as opposed to filling or channelizing as well as using, and incorporating
into the development plan, a natural stream channel design and forested riparian buffers.  We recommend
maintaining undisturbed naturally vegetated buffers of at least 100 feet in width around all on-site
wetlands and on both sides of all perennial and intermittent streams.  We recommend maintaining
wooded lots to the fullest extent possible.  We generally do not support proposals to mitigate wetland
impacts through the construction of stormwater management ponds, nor do we support the creation of in-
stream stormwater management ponds. 

 
We recommend that the stormwater controls for this project be designed to replicate and maintain the
hydrographic condition of the site prior to the change in landscape.  This should include, but not be limited
to, utilizing bioretention areas, and minimizing the use of curb and gutter in favor of grassed swales. 
Bioretention areas (also called rain gardens) and grass swales are components of Low Impact
Development (LID).  They are designed to capture stormwater runoff as close to the source as possible
and allow it to slowly infiltrate into the surrounding soil.  They benefit natural resources by filtering
pollutants and decreasing downstream runoff volumes.

 
We recommend that all tree removal and ground clearing adhere to a time of year restriction (TOYR)
protective of resident and migratory songbird nesting from March 15 through August 15 of any year. 
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We recommend adherence to erosion and sediment controls during ground disturbance.  To minimize
potential wildlife entanglements resulting from use of synthetic/plastic erosion and sediment control
matting, we recommend use of matting made from natural/organic materials such as coir fiber, jute,
and/or burlap.

Assuming strict adherence to erosion and sediment control standards is maintained, we find this project
to be consistent with the Fisheries Management Enforceable Policy of the Virginia Coastal Zone
Management Program.

Thanks, Amy

   Amy Martin Ewing
    Environmental Services Biologist
    Manager, Fish and Wildlife Information Services
     P 804.367.2211 
    Virginia Department of Wildlife Resources
      CONSERVE. CONNECT.  PROTECT.
     A 7870 Villa Park Drive, P.O. Box 90778, Henrico, VA 23228
    www.VirginiaWildlife.gov

http://www.dwr.virginia.gov/


MEMORANDUM 

TO:  Julia Wellman, DEQ/EIR Environmental Program Planner  

FROM: Carlos A. Martinez, Division of Land Protection & Revitalization Review 
Coordinator 

DATE:  July 13, 2020 

COPIES: Sanjay Thirunagari, Division of Land Protection & Revitalization Review 
Manager; file 

SUBJECT: Environmental Impact Review: 20-086F Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase 
II Expansion in Spotsylvania, Virginia. 

The Division of Land Protection & Revitalization (DLPR) has completed its review of the Army 
Corps of Engineers’ June 9, 2020 EIR for Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion 
in Spotsylvania, Virginia. 

DLPR staff conducted a search (500 ft. radius) of the project area of solid and hazardous waste 
databases (including petroleum releases) to identify waste sites in close proximity to the project 
area. DLPR identified two (2) solid waste permits within the project area which might impact the 
project. 

DLPR staff has reviewed the submittal and offers the following comments: 

Hazardous Waste/RCRA Facilities – none in close proximity to the project area 

CERCLA Sites – none in close proximity to the project area 

Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS) – none in close proximity to the project area. 

Solid Waste – Two (2) solid waste permits in close proximity to the project area 

1. PMT ID: 900000000714, Spotsylvania County Livingston Sanitary Landfill, 
6241 Massey Rd, Spotsylvania, Virginia 22553. 



2. PMT ID: 900000000262, Spotsylvania County Livingston Sanitary Landfill, 
6241 Massey Rd, Spotsylvania, Virginia 22553. 

Virginia Remediation Program (VRP) – none in close proximity to the project area 

Petroleum Releases – none in close proximity to the project area 

PROJECT SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

None 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Soil, Sediment, Groundwater, and Waste Management 

Any soil, sediment or groundwater that is suspected of contamination or wastes that are 
generated must be tested and disposed of in accordance with applicable Federal, State, and local 
laws and regulations. Some of the applicable state laws and regulations are: Virginia Waste 
Management Act, Code of Virginia Section 10.1-1400 et seq.; Virginia Hazardous Waste 
Management Regulations (VHWMR) (9VAC 20-60); Virginia Solid Waste Management 
Regulations (VSWMR) (9VAC 20-81); Virginia Regulations for the Transportation of 
Hazardous Materials (9VAC 20-110).  Some of the applicable Federal laws and regulations are: 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. Section 6901 et seq., and the 
applicable regulations contained in Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations; and the U.S. 
Department of Transportation Rules for Transportation of Hazardous Materials, 49 CFR Part 
107. 

Pollution Prevention – Reuse - Recycling 

Please note that DEQ encourages all construction projects and facilities to implement pollution 
prevention principles, including the reduction, reuse, and recycling of all solid wastes generated.  
All generation of hazardous wastes should be minimized and handled appropriately. 

If you have any questions or need further information, please contact Carlos A. Martinez by 
phone at (804) 698-4575 or email carlos.martinez@deq.virginia.gov. 



COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Street address: 629 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, Virginia 23218 

www.deq.virginia.gov 
Matthew J. Strickler 

Secretary of Natural Resources
David K. Paylor 

Director 

(804) 698-4000 
1-800-592-5482 

M E M O R A N D U M  

TO:            Julia Wellman, DEQ Environmental Impact Review Coordinator 

FROM: Daniel Moore, DEQ Principal Environmental Planner 

DATE: July 10, 2020  

SUBJECT: DEQ #20-086F: ACOE: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion 
Spotsylvania County, Virginia  

We have reviewed additional information submitted regarding the Federal Consistency 
Certification (FCC) for the above-referenced project and offer the following comments regarding 
consistency with the provisions of the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Designation and 
Management Regulations (Regulations): 

In Spotsylvania County, the areas protected by the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, as locally 
implemented, require conformance with performance criteria.  These areas include Resource 
Protection Areas (RPAs) and Resource Management Areas (RMAs) as designated by the County.  
RPAs include tidal wetlands, certain non-tidal wetlands and tidal shores.  RPAs also include a 100-
foot vegetated buffer area located adjacent to and landward of these features and along both sides 
of any water body with perennial flow.  All areas of the County not included in the RPA are 
designated as RMAs.   

Based on the application materials provided, the proposed project will expand the existing 
Livingston Landfill at 6241 Massey Road with the construction of four new cells (IIA, IIB, IIC 
and IID) immediately west of the landfill’s existing six cells (1-6). Also proposed is construction 
of a gravel access road for the new cells, improvements to the landfill’s main access road and 
installation of three stormwater management basins adjacent to Waters of the US (WOUS) 
impacted wetlands.    

The submitted FCC document notes (see page 8) that no CBPA areas are located on the property. 
Because Spotsylvania County has designated RMA lands to be jurisdiction-wide, the project site 
does have RMA lands on it, contrary to the above-referenced statement.  The document also 



2 

indicates the absence of any RPA features or 100-foot buffers on site, noting that the nearest RPA 
is 0.004 mile[s] north of the project limits. As 0.040 of a mile equals 211.2 feet, a reasonable 
expectation is that the exact limits of the landward boundary of the nearest RPA be field-
determined. 9VAC25-830-110 of the Regulations requires a site-specific field determination of 
the location and limits of a potential on-site RPA feature and buffer. An on-site, site-specific 
Perennial Flow Determination (PFD) and RPA delineation was carried out on June 23, 2020. The 
applicant has provided a revised RPA boundary map (dated June 26, 2020) that shows RPA 
boundaries north of and outside the boundaries of the parcel identified for the proposed land 
development activities. 

The proposed development includes RMA lands and land development and land-disturbing 
activities on RMA lands are subject to the general performance criteria as specified in 9VAC25-
830-130 of the Regulations. Projects within the RMA must minimize land disturbance (including 
access and staging areas), preserve indigenous vegetation and minimize impervious cover. Land 
disturbance activities over 2,500 square feet must comply with the requirements of the Virginia 
Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook (Third Edition, 1992) and stormwater management 
criteria consistent with water quality protection provisions of the Virginia Stormwater 
Management Regulations shall be satisfied. Based on a review of the Aerial Imagery provided 
(page 14 – Approximate Project Limits) and the Regulatory Summary Map (page 17), the proposed 
location of cells IIA and IID are heavily wooded sites. 9VAC25-830-130 of the Regulations 
requires indigenous vegetation be preserved “… to be the maximum extent practicable, consistent 
with the use or development proposed.” 

It is important to note that in accordance with the Act, this is a private development project that 
must be reviewed and approved by Spotsylvania County. As long as the County’s review of the 
proposal is completed, a determination that it conforms with the County’s CBPA Program is made, 
and the County’s approval is obtained, the project would be deemed to be consistent with the 
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act.  
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Wellman, Julia <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>

Re: CORRECTION: NEW PROJECT ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II
Expansion, DEQ #20-086F
1 message

Holland, Benjamin <benjamin.holland@deq.virginia.gov> Tue, Jul 7, 2020 at 8:05 AM
To: Julia Wellman <Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov>

Northern Regional Office comments regarding the FCC for Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II
Expansion, DEQ #20-086F, are as follows:
 
Land Protection Division – The project manager is reminded that if any solid or hazardous waste is
generated/encountered during construction, the project manager would follow applicable federal, state, and local
regulations for their disposal.  Livingston Landfill (SWP547) is a solid waste disposal facility in Spotsylvania County, the
facilities main function is the disposal of waste via landfilling along with on-site composting. The biggest contributor to air
pollution in this type of facility would be decomposition gases produced by the landfill. The facility is currently going
through a major permit modification for expansion and has only provided Northern Regional Office DEQ with a Part A
application at this time. The facility is required to update and submit a Landfill Gas Management Plan (LFGMP) within
their Part B application before going to public comment. A LFGMP should outline the steps the facility will undertake to
control gas produced on the site and odors. Although the facility has not submitted an updated plan yet, Northern
Regional Office has on file the last approved LFGMP. The approved plan certifies it appears to meet all the requirements
under the Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulation (VSWMR). It should be noted that the waste regulation and the
facility is focused on preventing the migration of landfill gas off-site, and preventing on-site gas levels exceeding safe
limits.
 
Air Compliance/Permitting – This facility is registered with the Air Program under Registration No. 41016.  The project
manager is reminded that during the construction phases that occur with this project; the project is subject to the Fugitive
Dust/Fugitive Emissions Rule 9 VAC 5-50-60 through 9 VAC 5-50-120.  In addition, should any open burning or use of
special incineration devices be employed in the disposal of land clearing debris during demolition and construction, the
operation would be subject to the Open Burning Regulation 9 VAC 5-130-10 through 9 VAC 5-130-60 and 9 VAC 5-130-
100.
 
Virginia Water Protection Permit (VWPP) Program – The project manager is reminded that a VWP permit from DEQ
may be required should impacts to surface waters be necessary.  DEQ VWP staff recommends that the avoidance and
minimization of surface water impacts to the maximum extent practicable as well as coordination with the US Army
Corps of Engineers.  Upon receipt of a Joint Permit Application for the proposed surface water impacts, DEQ VWP
Permit staff will review the proposed project in accordance with the VWP permit program regulations and current VWP
permit program guidance.  VWPP staff reserve the right to provide comment upon receipt of a permit application
requesting authorization to impact state surface waters, and at such time that a wetland delineation has been conducted
and associated jurisdiction determination made by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  This project is under review by
the NRO-VWPP program.  Current proposed impacts include 0.11 acre of palustrine forested wetland, 0.24 acre of
palustrine scrub-shrub wetland, 0.22 acre of palustrine emergent wetland, and 0.04 acre (566 linear feet) of stream
channel.  These are considered cumulative with the impacts previously permitted under WP4-06-0732, which authorized
impacts to 0.96 acre of PFO wetland and 0.02 acre (368 linear feet) of stream channel.
 
Erosion and Sediment Control, Storm Water Management, and Point-Source Permitting – DEQ has regulatory
authority for the Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) programs related to municipal separate storm
sewer systems (MS4s) and construction activities.  Erosion and sediment control measures are addressed in local
ordinances and State regulations.  Additional information is available at http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/

http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/StormwaterManagement.aspx
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StormwaterManagement.aspx.  Non-point source pollution resulting from this project should be minimized by using
effective erosion and sediment control practices and structures.  Consideration should also be given to using permeable
paving for parking areas and walkways where appropriate, and denuded areas should be promptly revegetated following
construction work.  If the total land disturbance exceeds 10,000 square feet, an erosion and sediment control plan will be
required.  Some localities also require an E&S plan for disturbances less than 10,000 square feet.  A stormwater
management plan may also be required.  For any land disturbing activities equal to one acre or more, you are required
to apply for coverage under the VPDES General Permit for Discharges of Storm Water from Construction Activities
(VAR10).  The Virginia Stormwater Management Permit Authority may be DEQ or the locality.
This facility is registered under the VPDES Stormwater Industrial General Permit VAR051415.  Construction of additional
stormwater ponds may result in additional discharge points/outfalls; the facility may need to revise coverage under its
VAR051415 permit.

On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:12 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:
SORRY: THE PROJECT NUMBER IS 20-086F.

On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:10 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:
Good a�ernoon - this is a new OEIR review request/project:
 
Document Type: Federal Consistency Cer�fica�on
Project Sponsor: Army Corps of Engineers
Project Title: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Loca�on: Spotsylvania County
Project Number: DEQ #20-086F
  
The document is a�ached.
 
The due date for comments is JULY 13, 2020.  You can send your comments either directly to JULIA
WELLMAN by email (Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov), or you can send your comments by
regular interagency/U.S. mail to the Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Environmental
Impact Review, P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, VA 23218.
 
NOTE:  This project qualifies for a Corps IP.
 
If you cannot meet the deadline, please no�fy the project coordinator prior to the comment due
date.  Arrangements may be made to extend the deadline for comments if possible.  An agency will
be considered to have no concerns if comments are not received (or contact is made) within the
review period.  However, it is important that agencies consistently par�cipate in accordance with
Virginia Code Sec�on 10.1-1192.
 
REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS:
 

A.        Please review the document carefully.  If the proposal has been previously reviewed
(e.g. as a dra� EIS or a Part 1 EIR), please consider whether your earlier comments have been
adequately addressed.

 
B.        Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be acceptable for responding
directly to a project proponent agency (agency sta�onary or email) and include the project
number on all correspondence.

 
If you have any ques�ons, please email Julia.
 
Thanks!

http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/StormwaterManagement.aspx
mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov
mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov
mailto:Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov
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Valerie    

-- 

Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist

Department of Environmental Quality

Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review

1111 East Main Street

Richmond, VA 23219

804/698-4330

804/698-4319 (Fax)

email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx

For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR

-- 

Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist

Department of Environmental Quality

Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review

1111 East Main Street

Richmond, VA 23219

804/698-4330

804/698-4319 (Fax)

email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx

For program updates and public notices please subscribe to Constant Contact: h�ps://lp.constantcontact.com/su/
MVcCump/EIR

-- 
BENJAMIN D. HOLLAND, MPH
DEQ Regional Enforcement Specialist

VA Department of Environmental Quality 
Northern Regional Office 
13901 Crown Court 
Woodbridge, VA 22193 

Phone: (703) 583-3812
Email: benjamin.holland@deq.virginia.gov
Website: www.deq.virginia.gov

https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g
tel:(804)%20698-4330
tel:(804)%20698-4319
mailto:Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov
http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx
https://lp.constantcontact.com/su/MVcCump/EIR
https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g
tel:(804)%20698-4330
tel:(804)%20698-4319
mailto:Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov
http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentalImpactReview.aspx
https://lp.constantcontact.com/su/MVcCump/EIR
https://www.google.com/maps/search/13901+Crown+Court%C2%A0+Woodbridge,+VA+22193?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/13901+Crown+Court%C2%A0+Woodbridge,+VA+22193?entry=gmail&source=g
mailto:benjamin.holland@deq.virginia.gov
http://www.deq.virginia.gov/
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Wellman, Julia <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>

Re: CORRECTION: NEW PROJECT ACOE Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II
Expansion, DEQ #20-086F
1 message

Gavan, Lawrence <larry.gavan@deq.virginia.gov> Wed, Jun 10, 2020 at 10:14 AM
To: "Wellman, Julia" <julia.wellman@deq.virginia.gov>

(a) Agency Jurisdiction.  The DEQ administers the nonpoint source pollution control enforceable
policy of the VCP through the Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Law and Regulations
(VESCL&R) and Virginia Stormwater Management Law and Regulations (VSWML&R.)
 
 (b) Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.  The Applicant is responsible for submitting a project-
specific erosion and sediment control (ESC) plan to the locality in which the project is located for
review and approval pursuant to the local ESC requirements, if the project involves a land-
disturbing activity of 10,000 square feet or more (2,500 square feet or more in a Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Area).  Depending on local requirements the area of land disturbance requiring an
ESC plan may be less.  The ESC plan must be approved by the locality prior to any land-disturbing
activity at the project site.  All regulated land-disturbing activities associated with the project,
including on and off site access roads, staging areas, borrow areas, stockpiles, and soil
intentionally transported from the project must be covered by the project specific ESC plan.  Local
ESC program requirements must be requested through the locality.  [Reference: Virginia Erosion
and Sediment Control Law §62.1-44.15 et seq.; Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Regulations
9VAC25-840-10 et seq.]
 
(c) Stormwater Management Plan.  Depending on local requirements, a Stormwater
Management (SWM) plan may be required.  Local SWM program requirements must be requested
through the locality.  [Reference: Virginia Stormwater Management Act §62.1-44.15 et seq.;
Virginia Stormwater Management (VSMP) Permit Regulations 9VAC25-870-10 et seq.]
 
(d) General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities (VAR10).  DEQ is
responsible for the issuance, denial, revocation, termination and enforcement of the Virginia
Stormwater Management Program (VSMP) General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from
Construction Activities related to municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) and construction
activities for the control of stormwater discharges from MS4s and land disturbing activities under
the Virginia Stormwater Management Program.
 
The operator or owner of a construction project involving land-disturbing activities equal to or
greater than 1 acre is required to register for coverage under the General Permit for Discharges of
Stormwater from Construction Activities and develop a project-specific stormwater pollution
prevention plan (SWPPP).  The SWPPP must be prepared prior to submission of the registration
statement for coverage under the General Permit and the SWPPP must address water quality and
quantity in accordance with the VSMP Permit Regulations.  General information and registration
forms for the General Permit are available at http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/
StormwaterManagement/VSMPPermits/ConstructionGeneralPermit.aspx   
(Reference: VSWML 62.1-44.15 et seq.; VSMP Permit Regulations 9VAC 25-880 et seq.)

On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:12 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:
SORRY: THE PROJECT NUMBER IS 20-086F.

On Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 4:10 PM Fulcher, Valerie <valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov> wrote:

http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/StormwaterManagement/VSMPPermits/ConstructionGeneralPermit.aspx
mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov
mailto:valerie.fulcher@deq.virginia.gov
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Good a�ernoon - this is a new OEIR review request/project:
 
Document Type: Federal Consistency Cer�fica�on
Project Sponsor: Army Corps of Engineers
Project Title: Spotsylvania Livingston Landfill Phase II Expansion
Loca�on: Spotsylvania County
Project Number: DEQ #20-086F
  
The document is a�ached.
 
The due date for comments is JULY 13, 2020.  You can send your comments either directly to JULIA
WELLMAN by email (Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov), or you can send your comments by
regular interagency/U.S. mail to the Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Environmental
Impact Review, P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, VA 23218.
 
NOTE:  This project qualifies for a Corps IP.
 
If you cannot meet the deadline, please no�fy the project coordinator prior to the comment due
date.  Arrangements may be made to extend the deadline for comments if possible.  An agency will
be considered to have no concerns if comments are not received (or contact is made) within the
review period.  However, it is important that agencies consistently par�cipate in accordance with
Virginia Code Sec�on 10.1-1192.
 
REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS:
 

A.        Please review the document carefully.  If the proposal has been previously reviewed
(e.g. as a dra� EIS or a Part 1 EIR), please consider whether your earlier comments have been
adequately addressed.

 
B.        Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be acceptable for responding
directly to a project proponent agency (agency sta�onary or email) and include the project
number on all correspondence.

 
If you have any ques�ons, please email Julia.
 
Thanks!
 
Valerie    

-- 

Valerie A. Fulcher, CAP, OM, Environmental Program Specialist

Department of Environmental Quality

Environmental Enhancement - Office of Environmental Impact Review

1111 East Main Street

Richmond, VA 23219

804/698-4330

804/698-4319 (Fax)

email: Valerie.Fulcher@deq.virginia.gov

mailto:Julia.Wellman@deq.virginia.gov
https://www.google.com/maps/search/1111+East+Main+Street+Richmond,+VA+23219?entry=gmail&source=g
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TRANSIT FUNDING OVERVIEW
GWRC/FAMPO
September 21, 2020

Todd Horsley
Director of Northern Virginia Transit Programs
Department of Rail and Public Transportation



DRPT Role in Transit/TDM Funding
• State and Federal grant funds administered by DRPT provide financial 

assistance to support Public Transportation and TDM services throughout 
the state and support DRPT’s core mission
• “To facilitate and improve the mobility of the citizens of Virginia and to promote 

the efficient transport of goods and people in a safe, reliable, and cost-effective 
manner.”

• DRPT’s transit funding prioritization program is referred to as MERIT 
(Making Efficient and Responsible Investments in Transit)

• Annual Grant Application and Award Schedule
• December 1 – Application cycle opens
• February 1 – Applications due (must be submitted online)
• April – Draft SYIP published for comment
• June – CTB approves Final SYIP
• July 1 – Funding available for expenditure
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State and Federal Grant Programs
• State Grant Programs (GWRC eligibility)

• Federal Grant Programs (DRPT administered)
• Metropolitan Planning – FTA Section 5303
• Small Urban Areas Program – FTA Section 5307
• Enhanced Mobility of Seniors & Individuals with Disabilities – FTA Section 5310
• Rural Areas – FTA Section 5311

• Federal Flexible Funding Grant Programs (FHWA to FTA)
• Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality – CMAQ
• Regional Surface Transportation Program - RSTP
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• Transit Operating Assistance • TDM Operating Assistance
• Transit Capital Assistance • Mobility Programs Assistance
• Demonstration Project Program • Senior Transportation Program
• Technical Assistance Program • SMART SCALE
• Public Transportation Intern Program



State Transit Grant Programs
• Demonstration Project Program

• Supports innovative investments in all functional areas of public transportation
• Two project types:

 New service (traditional transit services) – 12 month pilot projects
 Technology and Innovation

• State funding up to 80% of eligible expenses with 20% local match requirement

• Technical Assistance Program
• Supports planning or technical assistance to help improve or initiate public 

transportation or TDM related services
 Lafayette Boulevard Multimodal Transportation Study (FY 18)

• State funding up to 50% of eligible expenses with 50% local match requirement

• Public Transportation Intern Program
• Supports internships for careers in public transportation
• State funding up to 80% of eligible expenses with 20% local match requirement
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State TDM/Mobility Grant Programs

• TDM Operating Assistance
• Supports the operation of existing Transportation Demand Management / 

Commuter Assistance programs
• GWRC – GWRideConnect

 $310,662 in FY 20 state funding
• State funding up to 80% of eligible expenses with 20% local match requirement

• Mobility Programs Assistance
• Supports vanpool programs, Employer Outreach/Services programs, 

Telework!VA, other TDM programs and projects beyond the basic commuter 
assistance program operations

• GWRC – Vanpool Connections
 $86,154 in FY 20 state funding

• State funding up to 50% of eligible expenses with 50% local match requirement
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Federal Grant Programs
(administered by DRPT)

• Metropolitan Planning – Section 5303
• Supports multimodal transportation related planning expenses by MPOs
• Formula based funding program

 DRPT apportions FTA Section 5303 funds in Virginia
• Federal funding up to 80% of eligible expenses with 10% state funding 

contribution and 10% local match requirement
• Annual award to GWRC for FAMPO

 $143,446 in FY 20 federal funding + $17,031 in FY 20 state funding
 Federal & state funding combined into one grant agreement from DRPT
 Funding available on October 1 of each year
 Draft or Final UPWP must be submitted to DRPT with funding applications

• It is anticipated that MPOs will utilize 5303 funding to support the development of 
Urban Transit Agency Strategic Plans required by the Code of Virginia
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Federal Grant Programs
(administered by DRPT)

• Urbanized Area Formula Program – Section 5307
• Supports operating and capital costs of transit operators in urbanized areas

 Small urbanized area (50,000-200,000); large urbanized area (>200,000)
• Formula based funding program with allocations based on annual FTA Federal 

Register apportionments and net operating expenses
 FTA apportions funding based on transit performance data entered into the 

National Transit Database (NTD) and regional population
• Funding can be used for up to 50% of net operating expenses and/or up to 80% 

of eligible capital expenses
 State funding can be used for a portion of the remaining funding gap

• Direct recipients of Section 5307 funding are public bodies with the legal 
authority to receive and dispense federal funds and are subject to all FTA policies 
and compliance requirements
 Direct recipients are subject to direct Triennial Reviews and other compliance 

reviews by FTA
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Federal Grant Programs
(administered by DRPT)

• Urbanized Area Formula Program – Section 5307 (continued)
• WMATA is the direct recipient of Section 5307 funding for the MWCOG region

 PRTC and MTA are subrecipients to WMATA for the Section 5307 funding 
that is generated outside of the WMATA geographic area

– A “Split Letter” is developed and agreed to each year that determines the 
annual funding amounts for WMATA, PRTC and MTA

 PRTC then further allocates its Section 5307 funding to OmniRide, VRE, 
FRED and the Vanpool Alliance (including GWRC)

– FRED is both a direct recipient from FTA and a subrecipient from PRTC 
(for funding generated by service in MWCOG region)

– GWRC is a subrecipient from PRTC for funding generated by vanpools
» An MOU between PRTC and GWRC governs the administration of 

Section 5307 funding by PRTC for GWRC projects
• PRTC applies for the funding from FTA and is the grantee on 

behalf of GWRC
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Federal Flexible Funding Grant Programs
(FHWA to FTA)

• Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Program (CMAQ)
• CMAQ is federal highway program that provides funds for transportation projects 

or programs that will contribute to meeting the requirements of the Clean Air Act.
• CMAQ funds may be used for any transit capital expenditures otherwise eligible 

for FTA funding as long as they have an air quality benefit.
• Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP)

• RSTP funding may be used for a wide range of projects to preserve and improve 
the conditions and performance of surface transportation, including highway, 
transit, intercity bus, bicycle and pedestrian projects.

• FAMPO determines how available CMAQ and RSTP funding will be used.
• FAMPO submits annual project list to the CTB for approval as part of the SYIP. 
• If FAMPO allocates CMAQ or RSTP funding for a transit project, DRPT will work 

with VDOT and the funding recipient to “flex” the funding from FHWA to FTA.
 DRPT will award a grant agreement, inclusive of federal and state controlled 

CMAQ funding, to the recipient transit agency
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I-395/I-95 Commuter Choice Program

• Invests a portion of the toll revenues from the I-395/95 Express Lanes facility 
into new multimodal transportation enhancements that benefit toll road users 
by moving more people and expanding transportation options in the corridor.

• NVTC manages the program in partnership with PRTC and the 
Commonwealth
• Transurban provides an Annual Transit Payment to the Commonwealth
• NVTC solicits funding proposals through a bi-annual Call for Projects

 Fall 2020 Call for Projects for FY 22-23 funding
• NVTC, with input from PRTC and DRPT, select projects for funding
• CTB approves projects for funding and inclusion in to the SYIP

• OmniRide bus routes from Staffordboro to Washington, DC and the 
Pentagon are I-395/I-95 Commuter Choice funded projects
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Questions?

Todd Horsley
Director of Northern Virginia Transit Programs

todd.horsley@drpt.virginia.gov
703-253-3321

Ciara Williams
Northern Virginia Transit Planning Manager

ciara.Williams@drpt.virginia.gov
703-253-3323
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